
Date: January 25, 2022 

To: Jennifer Louis, ln.terim Chief of Police 

From: Rico Rolleri, Professional Standards Division Captain 

Subject: Use of Force Review Board - Officer Involved Shooting - 2021-00000223 

This Use of Force Board of Review was convened at your request pursuant to Bf rkeley Police 
Department General Order P-12 and Lexi pol Policies 347 and 1035. The purpose of this Board of 
Review is to review the facts of this incident gleaned from the concurrent criminal and 
administrative investigations in order to determine if the use of force during this incident was 
within the scope of, or in violation of Berkeley Police Department policy. The Board may also 
identify potential training issues related to this incident to be considered in future training 
plans. This Board of Review is not an investigation into the actual incident. The Board was 
provided access to all reports and evidence that included all videos, photos and statements 
obtained. 

Composition of the Board: 

'captain Rico Rolleri - Professional Standards Division {OIS Board Chairperson) 

Provisional Captain Joseph Okies - Operations Division {Firearms and Tactics Unit Coordinator) 

Lieutenant Jennifer Tate - Investigations Division, Traffic Bureau (Defensive Tactics Unit 
Coordinator) 

Summary of the Incident: 

On January 2, 2021 at 2022 hours, the Berkeley Police Department Communications Center 
received a 9-1-1 call from an employee of Walgreens, 2190 Shattuck Avenue. The employee 
reported that a black male in his S0's. 6', 195 lbs., wearing a grey sweat top, black pants and a 
white "Gilligan's Island" fishing hat had threatened the employee with a 6' chain while stealing 
about 15 items from the store. The employee described the suspect as walking towards 
Kittredge Street then towards the UC Berkeley campus. Within two minutes of the 
Communications Center radio broadcast of a robbery occurring at the Walgreens store at 2190 
Shattuck, along with the above suspect description, Ofc. Gibson observed a person matching 
the same description as the described suspect, walking near the intersection of Bancroft Way 
and Fulton Street. Ofc. Gibson noted the clothing description matched that of the suspect 
description provided by the Communications Center. He attempted to detain the person at the 
intersection of Bancroft and Fulton by illuminating a solid red light on his patrol vehicle and 
demanded the person to stop. However, the person ignored Ofc. Gibson's request to stop and 
jumped over a wall located at 2222 Bancroft Way {UC Berkeley Tang Center) and remained 
within a courtyard that is surrounded by a short wall at that location. The suspect produced a 
chain and began yelling at Ofc. Gibson while Gibson gave him directions to drop the chain . Ofc. 
Gibson requested Less Lethal equipment to be deployed. 



Multiple officers arrived within moments and set a containment perimeter around the 
courtyard . Officers made a request through the Communications Center to have Berkeley Fire 
Department personnel respond and stage in a safe location in case of an injury to the suspect or 
officers. Several officers attempted to communicate with the suspect, attempting to de-
escalate the situation by first requesting him to drop the chain. Several officers made specific 
verbal attempts directed to the suspect to drop the chain. Sgt. Speelman, a trained department 
negotiator, arrived on scene quickly and rapidly established communication with the suspect. 
The suspect was responding to Sgt. Speelman with verbal threats but did not respond directly 
to her questions or attempts at discussion. Based on various Body Worn Camera recordings 
from several officers, the suspect can be heard making continuous irrational statements, 
threats to officers and their families and referred to weapons that he had in his possession. 

While Sgt. Speelman continued her attempts to negotiate with the suspect, Sgt. Kleppe began 
developing plans to contain the suspect and keep him from escaping. He communicated with 
Sgt. Huynh and requested that he assemble a team of officers that would be responsible for 
detaining the suspect if that became necessary on the direction of Sgt. Kleppe . Sgt. Huynh 
assembled a team of five officers that included himself as the team supervisor. Sgt. Huynh and -
two other officers were assigned Less Lethal and two others, including Ofc. Albrandt, as "lethal 
cover" . The lethal cover officers' responsibility was to protect the less lethal operators in the 
event of several potential situations. Before deploying, Sgt. Huynh met with the team and 
assigned them their specific roles as they were assembled along the east side of the Tang 

· Center courtyard . 

After communication efforts with the suspect continued to fail, Sgt. Kleppe communicated to 
Sgt. Huynh to detain the suspect. The team of officers moved around the corner of a building 
from the east side of the courtyard and Sgt. Huynh immediately began yelling clear and loud 
commands to the suspect to drop the chain at least four times. The suspect, who was standing 
on a raised concrete structure, jumped off the raised concrete structure and began advancing 
directly towards Sgt. Huynh who was delivering continued commands and was at the front of 
the group of five officers. As the suspect closed the distance by walking toward Sgt. Huynh, 
several officers, including Sgt. Huynh, fired less lethal foam rounds at the suspect. The suspect 
did not stop his advance toward Sgt. Huynh and can be seen on video turning his left side 
forward towards Sgt. Huynh while raising the chain in his right hand up in the air in a cocking 
motion. At this moment, Ofc. Albrandt discharged one round at the suspect with her 
department issued firearm. The suspect spun around and immediately fell to the ground. 

Other officers immediately moved in, removed the chain from the suspect's hand, handcuffed 
the suspect and provided first aid. The Berkeley Fire Department was notified to move in and 
begin advanced care and transport to a hospital. 



General Order U-2 that was effective on the date of this incident states in part: 

Use of Lethal Force 

1 - Officers shall not discharge firearms or use other lethal force in connection with police 
duty, except in the following circumstances: 

(a) When the officer reasonably believes that doing so is necessary to protect the 
officer or others from death or serious bodily injury, and, where feasible, some 
warning has been given. 

(b) To apprehend a suspected fleeing felon: 

(1) When necessary to prevent escape, and 

(2) When the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspected fleeing 
felon poses a significant threat of death or serious bodily injury to the 
officer or others, and 

(3) Where feasible, some warning has been given. 

Pursuant to Penal Code Section 835a(a}, the authority to use physical force conferred on peace 
officers is a serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human 
rights and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. It is the intent of the Legislature that 
peace officers use deadly force_ only when necessary in defense of human life. In determining 
whether deadly force is necessary, officers shall evaluate each situation in light of the particular 
circumstances of each case, and shall use other available resources and techniques if 
reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer. The decision to use force shall 
be evaluated carefully and thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority 
and the serious consequences of the use of force by peace officers. Further, the decision to use 
force shall be evaluated from the perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation, 
based on the totality of the circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time, 
rather than with the benefit of hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances shall 
account for occasions when officers may be forced to make quick judgments about using force. 

Conclusion: 

The members of this Review Board unanimously agreed that Ofc. Albrandt's use of deadly force 
was within Berkeley Police Department policy. The Review Board based this decision on Ofc. 
Albrandt's observation of the suspect ignoring specific and repeated commands to drop the 



chain while he moved directly towards Sgt. Huynh and other officers. The suspect continued 
moving while armed with a weapon that if used, had the potential to inflict great bodily harm 
or death to Sgt. Huynh or other officers. The suspect raised the chain up in an apparent attempt 
to use it as a weapon against Sgt. Huynh and other officers. 

Training Considerations / Equipment: 

The Review Board discussed potential training topics that could be evaluated, discussed or 
emphasized in future training topics delivered to Berkeley Police Department personnel. 

The use of electroshock weapon (Taser). This is a tool that might have been deployed as 
another potential less lethal option during this incident. The Berkeley Police Department 
is currently the only law enforcement agency within the County of Alameda that is not 
permitted to utilize this industry standard law enforcement tool. The UC Berkeley Police 
Department carries this less lethal tool. Two UCPD officers arrived to the scene of this 
incident and possessed Tasers. However, their Tasers were not deployed. 

Potential crossfire situation. At the time of suspect detention, it appears that less-lethal 
munitions were fired at the suspect from positions at the west and east side of the 
containment perimeter. Lethal fire was directed at the suspect from the east side of the 
perimeter. 

Multiple communicators. During the initial detention attempt and while the perimeter 
was being formed, multiple officers were directing the suspect. While this may have 
been unavoidable during this initial dynamic phase of the detention, it was noted that in 
some cases this can cause confusion. This concern was corrected as the detention 
progressed and one point of contact was established . 

Quicker response by an assigned officer to respond to victim/reporting party to 
determine the nature of the crime committed, who is responsible (and updated 
description of suspect(s)) and their direction of flight to be broadcast and updated to 
responding officers and supervisors. Discipline with this procedure (contacting victims 
and witnesses as soon as possible - and updating information) must be maintained and 
the importance of locating and contacting victims, witnesses and securing a crime scene 
must be a priority when possible. 

Officer Involved Shooting Protocols. Training considerations for protocols following an 
OIS should be reinforced. Where involved/witness officers are sequestered and where 
their representatives and union representatives are allowed to assemble. Areas such as 
investigators' offices remain designated as restricted access to only personnel 
authorized by the lead investigator, Detective Division Lieutenant or Investigations 
Division Captain. 
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August 18, 2021 

To: Jennifer Louis , Interim Chief of Police 

From: 

Subject: 

Rashawn Cummings_, Sergeant, Internal Affairs Bureau 

Administrative Investigation of Ofc. Madison Albrandt Officer Involved 
Shooting. 

SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION 
On January 2, 2021 at approx. 2015 hours, Vincent Bryant entered the Walgreens 
located at 2190 Shattuck Ave. Bryant entered the store carrying a brovyn canvas bag. 
Bryant recited scripture and yelled incoherent statements that appeared to pertain to 
religion. Bryant select approximately. $14 in food items in the store and presented the 
items at the register. 

Bryant he was given the price of the items before he put the merchandise in his brown 
canvas bag and attempted to exit the store without paying. An employee witness asked 
Bryant to pay for the items in his bag . Bryant removed a link chain described by 
witnesses as approx. 6' in length and thick from his brown canvas bag. Bryant told the 
employee witness he would break all the windows in the building . Multiple employee 
witnesses who were present stated they were scared and terrified that Bryant may hurt 
them or someone else with the chain. 

Bryant left the store and the Berkeley Police Department was called as a result. 
Numerous officers responded to the area in search of Bryant. Bryant was eventually 
located in the courtyard at 2222 Bancroft Way. 

Once located, officers contained Bryant and attempted to negotiate with him. When 
negotiations failed, officers attempted to utilize less lethal tools to subdue him. When 
officer attempted to take Bryant into custody, he raised the chain that he had been 
wielding and postured as if he was attempting to strike Sergeant Huynh who was 
leading the contact team. 

As a result, Officer Albrandt fired her duty weapon at Bryant striking him in the face. 
First aid was rendered to Bryant by on scene officers before he was transported to 
Highland Hospital. The incident was captured on video by body worn cameras worn by 
police personnel. 

USE OF FORCE: 
This investigation is to assess if Ofc. Madison Albrandt complied with General Order U-
2 when she discharged her firearm at Vincent Bryant. · 
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In February of 2021 , the Berkeley Police Department implemented an updated use of 
force policy (Policy 300). This incident occurred January 2, 2021, which was prior to the 
implementation of Policy 300. As a result, the Officer Involved Shooting was reviewed 
via the optics of General Order U-2 which was Berkeley Police Department's previous 
use of force policy which states: 

GENERAL ORDER U-2-USE OF FORCE 

2- Police officers may use reasonable force to (1) make an arrest, (2) prevent escape 
an escape of a suspect, (3) overcome resistance, or (4) maintain order. 

3-ln deciding what type of reasonable force to use, officers and employees must use 
sound judgment and their training to assess the degree of threat in a given situation, 
and to determine what departmentally authorized force techniques or weapons will bring 
the situation under control in a reasonable manner. 

12 - Officers shall not discharge firearms or use other lethal force in connection with police 
duty, except in the following circumstances: 

(a) When the officer reasonably believes that doing so is necessary to protect the officer or 
others from death or serious bodily injury, and, where feasible, some warning has been 
given . 

(b) To apprehend a suspected fleeing felon: 

(1) When necessary to prevent escape, and 

(2) When the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspected fleeing felon poses a 
significant threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or others, and 

(3) Where feasible , some warning has been given. 

(c) During other police duty: 

(1) In supervised Department training sessions at an approved range, or other site . 

(2) To destroy an animal that represents a threat to public safety, or as a humanitarian 
measure where the animal is seriously injured. If possible, supervisory approval should be 
obtained prior to using lethal force to destroy an animal. 

31 - Any determination concerning the propriety of force used will be based on facts and the 
information available to the officer at the time the force was employed , and not upon 
information gained after the fact. 

2 
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CONSIDERATIONS 

POLICY 425.2-BODY WORN CAMERAS 
The Berkeley Police Department recognizes that video recording of contacts between 
department personnel and the public provides an objective record of these events, and 
that the use of a recording system compiements field personnel in the performance of 
their duties by providing a video record of enforcement and investigative field contacts, 
which can enhance criminal prosecutions, limit civil liability, increase transparency, and 
enhance professionalism in the delivery of police services to the community. A video 
recording of an event or contact also.enables the delivery of timely, relevant, and 
appropriate training to maximize safety for both community members and BPD 
personnel. While recordings obtained from BWCs provide an objective record of events, 
it is understood that video recordings do not necessarily capture all events, activities 
and information, or reflect the full experience of the individual member(s) in a given 
incident. Moreover, the recordings, especially video, have limitations and may depict 
events differently than the events as perceived and recalled by the involved member. 
Specifically, it is understood that the BWC will capture information that may not have 
been seen and/or heard by the involved member and that the involved member may 
see and hear information that may not have been captured by the BWC. 

INVESTIGATORS NOTES 

2021 �00000221 

Officer Armistead 

Officer Armistead responded to the initial call for service at Walgreens and conducted a 
preliminary investigation into the robbery. I reviewed Officer Armistead's report in which 
he wrote the following: 

"On 1/2121 at approx. 2022 hours, the Berkeley Police Department (BPD) received a 
call from VI -  who is a Greeter at Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck 
Ave.  stated a male subject, later identified as SU- Vincent Bryant, entered the 
Walgreens and took items from the store while threatening  with a 6 foot long 
chain.  described the suspect as a black male, approx. 6'00" tall, approx. 195 
pounds, wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants.  stated Bryant was last 
seen walking east on Kittredge St. from Shattuck Ave. 

Bryant was located at th.e north east corner of Fulton St. and Bancroft Way and 
apprehended by BPO officers (BPO Case#2021-00000223). 

I arrived at Walgreens and met with  at the front door. Upon my arrival, I 
activated my Body Worn Camera (BWC).  and I went to the employee break 
room where he provided the following statement in summary: 

 was greeting customers at the front door when he saw Bryant enter the store 
with a brown canvas bag at approx. 2015 hours.  heard Bryant start saying 
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something about religion and scripture.  saw Bryant enter aisle 4 of the store 
and select a pita bread sandwich and a black bag _of BBQ chips.  returned to 
the front door of the store.  could hear Bryant in the store continue to yell about 
scripture and religion.  saw Bryant approach the register with more merchandise 
and placed it on the counter. While Bryant was at the register, an unknown male 
customer approached the register as well. The unknown male customer-asked Bryant 
where he got a roll of tape he had in his possession.  heard Bryant offer to buy 
the tape for the unknown male customer. The unknown male customer declined 
Bryant's offer.  saw Bryant throw the tape at the unknown male customer. The 
unknown male customer put the tape on the counter saying he did not want it and exited 
the store. Bryant grabbed the merchandise he placed on the counter and put it in his 
brown canvas bag.  heard WI-  who is a cashier for Walgreen 's, 
ask Bryant what he was doing. Bryant walked away from the register with the 
merchandise in his bag without saying anything to  Bryant walked toward an exit 
door that was locked.  saw Bryant reach into his brown canvas bag and pull out 
a large chain.  described the chain as link style chain approx. 6'00" long. 
Bryant said to  "I will break every damn window in this building. " exited 
the store to get out of Bryant's way.  stated he felt threatened by Bryant and the 
large chain.  stated he was scared and did not want to get hit by the chain. 
Bryant exited the store and proceeded to walk south on Shattuck Ave. on the west 
sidewalk to Kittredge St. were he proceeded east on the north sidewalk. 

While speaking with  he repeated he felt Bryant had "mental problems." 
 stated Bryant only spoke about religion and kept repeating scripture. 

I spoke with  in the breakroom who provided the following statement in summary: 

 was working as a cashier at the front main register of the store.  saw Bryant 
enter the store.  heard Bryant "talking nonsense", quoting scriptures and saying 
things that did not make sense.  stated Bryant selected food items and brought 
them to him at the register and placed them on the counter.  began scanning the -
merchandise Bryant placed on the counter.  heard Bryant offer to buy an unknown 
male customer a roll of tape. The unknown customer stated he did not want the tape 
and left the store.  saw Bryant proceed to put the merchandise into his brown 
canvas bag.  told Bryant the total for the items was approx. $14. Bryant did not 
pay for the items or say anything. Bryant walked away from the register and proceed 
towards the exit.  heard  tell Bryant to pay for the items. Bryant ignored 

 and continued towards the door.  stated the door Bryant walked towards 
was locked at the time.  saw Bryant pull out a chain from the brown canvas bag. 

 described the chain as approx. 2-3" long and was thick and chunky.  heard 
Bryant say he was going to break all the windows in the store.  saw Bryant then 
exit the store.  stated he was scared because Bryant had removed a "weapon" 
and may hurt people. 

 described Bryant's behavior as not acting normal and appeared to have a mental 
problem. 

4 
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I spoke with WI-  who is a store manager for Walgreen 's, who provided 
the following statement in summary: 

 was working in the photo department when she heard Bryant yelling at the 
registers.  went to the front of the store and saw Bryant walking towards· the 
exit.  saw Bryant remove a chain from his brown canvas bag.  
described the chain as thick and long enough to hit and whip with it.  saw 
Bryant walk out of the store with the chain in his hand.  stated she was scared 
because Bryant was shouting and was worried Bryant might hit her with the chain. 

I asked  about the security cameras in the store.  stated they would 
have captured the incident on video.  was unable to access video at the time I 
spoke with her.  stated the assistant store manager would be able to get the 
surveillance video first thing in the morning to provide it to BPO." 

I reviewed Officer Armistead's body worn camera footage. Officer Armistead 's footage 
was fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Gibson 

Officer Gibson responded to the area after the call for service was broadcasted . I 
reviewed Officer Gibson's report in which he wrote the following : 

On 1/2/2021, at approximately 2024 hours I performed an area check for the suspect of 
a robbery that had occurred just prior at Walgreens, located at 2190 Shattuck Ave. The 
suspect was described as a black male adult, 50s, 6'00," 195 lbs with a 6 ft chain, who 
had walked away eastbound on Kittredge St. 

I drove southbound on Oxford St when I saw a subject matching that description 
walking eastbound in the UC parking lot, just west of.Edwards field. For reference, that 
parking lot is approximately 0.2 miles (or a five minute walk, per Google maps) from 
2190 Shattuck by way of eastbound Kittredge St. 

I pulled into the parking lot from Bancroft Ave and observed that the man was a black 
male adult, 50s, approximately 200 lbs, wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt, black pants, 
and a distinctive bucket style, or fisherman's style, hat. The subject walked past my 
passenger side door. I did not see any chain, but I saw he was carrying a brown 
shopping bag in his right' hand. 

The suspect, who I later learned was Vincent Bryant, walked southbound from the lot, 
across Bancroft Way, in violation of eve 21955. 

I activated my forward facing red light and conducted a pedestrian stop on Bancroft 
Way, east of Fulton St, west of the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I exited my patrol 
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vehicle and demanded Bryant stop. Bryant jumped over a short concrete barrier into the 
courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I demanded he sit down. He ignored me. 

Instead, Bryant reached into his brown bag and pulled out a long silver chain. He 
whipped it onto the concrete patio, creating a jarring crash. He yelled that he would take 
our heads off, and demanded that we shoot him. He began walking deeper South into 
the courtyard, shouting and smashing the chain against the concrete benches. I notified 
Dispatch that my stop was related to the robbery, that the subject had a chain, and to 
start units with less than lethal munitions. 

I advised Officer Armistead to take a position on the north, and I took a position the 
southwest corner, effectively blocking Bryants exit from the courtyard. 

Bryant appeared to be dilusional, and claimed that the chain was made of gold, and 
continued to smash it on the ground and benches. 

I attempted to talk with Bryant, build rapport, and deescalate the situation. I provided 
him with my name and asked me his, but he replied, "Noise check!" and said, "if you talk 
to me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch me kill your family." He requested 
three minutes of silence, so I let him stand in silence. 

Other units arrived on scene and the suspect was subsequently taken into custody. See 
case 2021-00000223 for further regarding the detention and subsequent arrest. 

On 113/2021 Sgt Bonaventure showed me video surveillance taken at Walgreens of the 
robbery the night prior. In the video I observed a black male adult, approximately 200 
lbs, wearing a gray sweatshirt, dark pants, fisherman style hat, carrying a brown bag 
and holding a long silver chain. I recognized the subject in the video surveillance as the 
same subject that was detained and arrested at 2222 Bancroft Way. 

I reviewed Officer Gibson's body worn camera footage. Officer Gibson 's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Sergeant Bonaventure 

I reviewed Sergeant Bonaventure's (Robbery Sergeant) report in which he wrote the 
following: 

"On 1/2121, approximately 2100 hours, I was notified that there had been an Officer 
involved shooting related to a robbery that had occurred earlier at Walgreens located at 
2190 Shattuck Avenue. I immediately drove to the Berkeley PSB and met with Homicide 
Sergeant Wilson, Sergeant Grant, and Detective Smith. 

I spoke with Officer Armistead who was conducting the initial investigation of the 
robbery. Officer Armistead briefly told me that the suspect, later identified as Vincent 
Bryant, had taken approximately $15 worth of food items (BBQ Chips, pita sandwich, 
and other unknown items) from Walgreens. When Bryant attempted to leave, he 
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stopped at the locked front door and pulled out a large chain. An employee was 
standing nearby when he pulled out the chain and threatened to break all of the 
windows in the store. The employee feared that he would be hit by the chain, so he 
walked out of the store and called the police. 

The subsequent arrest of Bryant was documented under case 21-223. 

I drove to Wa/greens in an attempt to obtain video, however, the store was closed. 

Sergeant Wilson, Sergeant Grant, Detective Smith, and I all drove together to the 
shooting scene which was located at the court yard of the UC Berkeley TANG Center 
(2222 Bancroft Way) . We met with Sergeant Speelman, who walked with us around the 
scene. 

Of note, I saw a long metal chain lying on the ground, a pair of black sunglasses, a 
black duffel bag, and a canvass bag that had food items that included BBQ flavored 
chips, a chicken wrap, a bag of peanut M&M's, a Pepsi, and a strawberry banana drink. 
ID Technician Bolla later recovered the canvass bag and took photos of the contents. 
Later, I took custody of the chips, chicken wrap, M&M's, and both drinks. I emptied out 
all the liquids and perishable contents and kept the packaging. 

On 1/3/21, approximately 1130 hours, I drove to Walgreens (2190 Shattuck Avenue) to 
conduct a follow-up investigation regarding this robbery. I met with assistant store 
manager,  who assisted me with confirming that the items that were 
recovered from the canvass bag belonged to the store.  scanned the BBQ 
flavored chips, the chicken wrap box, the M&M's, and both drinks for a total of $14. 53 
(Refer to receipt). I later booked the above items into the Berkeley Police Department's 
property room. 

 then accessed the surveillance system and uploaded footage to a USB that 
captured the incident. I viewed the surveillance video footage and it appeared to match 
the current date and time. 

On 113/21, I called and spoke with   (Walgreens greeter) regarding his 
statement.  stated that he saw Bryant at the register and that Bryant put the 
items that were on the counter back into his bag.  heard the cashier tell Bryant 
that he needed to pay for the items.  told Bryant that he needed to pay for the 
items and in response, Bryant pulled out the chain and stated he was going to break all 
the windows.  walked out the front door because he was in fear of his safety 
(Refer to recording). 

On 113121, I called  (Cashier) and spoke to him regarding his statement. 
 stated that he rang up all of the food items that Bryant put on the counter. After he 

rang up the items, Bryant threw a $1 bill on the counter and put all the items into his 
bag. Bryant walked away with the items as  told him that he needed to finish his 
payment. Bryant ignored  and walked to the closed front entrance door. Bryant 
then pulled out a chain and said something that  could not understand. Bryant then 
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walked out of the open front door.  remembered that the total price of all the items 
was approximately $14 (Refer to recording) . 

I reviewed the video footage and discovered the following: 

08: 11 :37 - Vincent Bryant walked into Walgreens. Bryant was carrying a brown canvass 
bag (later recovered at the arrest scene), black duffle bag over his shoulder (Later 
observed at the scene), black shoes with white soles, dark pants/sweats, grey hoodie, 
black face mask with blue colored markings, tan fishing style hat, and black sunglasses. 

08:16:40- Vincent Bryant walked over and stood in line at the register . 

.08:19:00- The cashier ( ) took the items that Bryant wanted to purchase and 
scanned them at the register . . 

08:19:53 - Bryant appears to toss something on the counter (later determined to be a 
$1 bill) . 

08:20:18- Bryant begins to put the items back into his brown bag (At this point the 
cashier told Bryant that he still needed to pay for the items). 

08:21 :01 - Bryant ignores the cashier, picks up the brown bag and walks toward the 
front door. 

08:21 :08 - Bryant walks over to the front doors and stopped in front of the door on the 
left. The door was locked and there were baskets stacked in front of it. The greeter, 

  approached Bryant and pointed toward the cash register (same time 
frame that  stated he told Bryant he needed to pay for the items). 

08:21:16- Bryant reached down and pulled out a long metallic chain and began to 
shorten the length by making several loops. Bryant was then able to hold the chain in 
one hand without it dragging on the floor (This was the same time that Bryant stated he 
was going to break all of the windows). 

08:21:20-  opened the door, walked out in fear that he was going to be struck 
by the chain, and called police. 

08:21:45-  walked out the Walgreens with the chain in his hand. 

I spoke with Officer Gibson and had him review video footage of Bryant at Walgreens. 
After reviewing the video, Officer Gibson confirmed that Bryant was the same person 
who he had attempted to detain after the robbery (Refer to Officer Gibson's 
supplemental report) . 

I booked a copy of the video footage into the Berkeley Police Department's property 
room (Refer to video footage) 

On 1/3/20, ID Tech Schwarck drove to Highland Hospital and recovered several items 
of clothing from Bryant. Of note, ID Tech Schwarck recovered distinctive black shoes 
with white soles that appeared to be the same shoes Bryant wore in the robbery, a tan 
fisherman style hat that appeared to be the same hat that Bryant wore in the robbery, a 
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grey hoodie that appeared to be the same hoodie that Bryant wore during the robbery, 
and a black face mask with blue colored markings that appeared to be the same face 
mask that Bryant wore during the robbery. 

A records check of Bryant revealed that he was currently on parole for burglary. Bryant 
has a lengthy criminal history that included arrests for sexual battery, burglary, identity 
theft, grand theft, possession of stolen property, and obstruction. 

On 12/28/20, Bryant was the suspect in a case where he brandished a pole at the 
victim. The victim declined to press charges, and Bryant was subsequently placed on a 
5150 WI (Refer to case 20-58727). 

I respectfully request that Bryant is charged with 211 PC because he used a large chain 
to instill fear in the employee at Walgreens so he could make his escape with the stolen 
goods. 

After reviewing the body camera footage and reading the case supplemental reports, I 
believe that Bryant should also be charged with 69PC because of the following: 
Officer Gibson was the first Officer to contact Bryant. When Officer Gibson exited his 
police vehicle to contact Bryant, Bryant immediately pulled a 13 foot long metal chain 
out from his bag and whipped it on the ground (Refer to Officer Gibson's supplemental 
report). 

Several other Officers arrived on scene and attempted to deescalate the situation by 
talking with Bryant. • Bryant continuously refused to comply with Officers demands to 
drop the chain that he was holding. At one point, Bryant whipped the chain onto the 
ground and yelled, "C'mon." 

Bryant then stated the following: 

"Hey, if you talk to me one more time, I am going to make you watch me kill your 
family." 

"My weapon of choice is a fucking gun, but God wants me to use this on your ass ... " . 
Bryant raised the chain in the air to signify his intent to use the chain as a weapon 
against the Officers. Bryant then stated, "I want to shoot you in the brains where your 
face blows off." 

Bryant then started to talk about God, Judgement Day, and government. 

Several minutes later, Bryant stated: 

"And the ones who don't want it, prove it tonight, prove it tonight, if you don 't want to be 
a better person, prove it tonight, shoot me or if I take you down .. . " 

Seconds later, the contact team moved in closer from the east side of the courtyard and 
told Bryant to drop the chain several times. Bryant did not comply and began to 
advance toward the Officers with the chain in his hand. Officers fired less lethal rounds, 
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however, Bryant continued to advance toward Officers until he was struck by one 
bullet. " 

2021-00000223 

Officer Armistead 

I reviewed Officer Armistead's report in which he wrote the following : 

"On 1/2/21 atapprox. 2022 hours, the Berkeley Police Department (BPD) received a 
call from RP-   who is a Greeter at Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck 
Ave.  stated a male subject, later identified as SU - Vincent Bryant, entered the 
Walgreens and took items from the store while threatening  with a 6 foot long 
chain.  described the suspect as a black male, approx. 6'00" tall, approx. 195 
pounds, wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants.  stated Bryant was last 
seen walking east on Kittredge St. from Shattuck Ave. 

I conducted an area check for Bryant on Kittredge St. between Shattuck Ave and Fulton 
St. As I exited Kittredge St. to turn south onto Fulton St. I saw Officer Gibson#27 at the . 
north east corner of the intersection of Bancroft Way and Fulton St. I saw Officer 
Gibson drive passed Bryant who was wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants 
matching the description provided by  Officer Gibson turned around as Bryant 
crossed Bancroft Way to the south sidewalk. Officer Gibson informed dispatch via radio 
he located Bryant. 

Officer Gibson parked and exited his vehicle at 2222 Bancroft Way. I parked and exited 
my vehicle behind Officer Gibson on Bancroft Way. I saw Bryant had a large thick chain 
iri his hands and was yelling. Due to Bryant having the large chain that could be used 
as a weapon which I believed could cause serious bodily harm, I removed my less than 
lethal device from my vehicle. 

Officer Gibson and I tried to have Bryant put the chain down. Bryant continued to yell 
incomprehensibly and did not drop the chain. 

Other BPD officers arrived on scene and closed off the area to prevent Bryant from 
leaving. 

Officer Lomeli#95 and I stood on the south west corner of 2222 Bancroft. I activated my 
Body Worn Camera, (BWC) . 

Officers continued to try and ask Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant continued to yell. 
Bryant repeatedly asked for Officers to shoot him in the back. I asked Bryant to talk 
with us multiple times and to drop the chain. Bryant said "If you talk to me one more 
time I am going to make you watch me kill your family." 
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Officers at the scene stopped talking with Bryant because he continued to threaten 
officers and was not responding. 

Sgt. Speelman . S-12 began attempting to negotiate with Bryant. 

Officer Lomeli and I were instructed to move positions to north side of the courtyard to 
better contain the area. Sgt. Kleppe S-4 informed me they created a contact team to 
apprehend Bryant that will come from the east side of the courtyard. 

Sgt. Kleppe stated everyone was in place to make contact with Bryant. 

I heard the contact team approach Bryant from the east. I was unable to see the 
contact team due to a wall barrier between us. I heard an Officer in the contact team 
yell at' Bryant to drop the chain two times. I saw Bryant look towards the contact team. 
Bryant proceeded to run towards the contact team. As Bryant ran towards the contact 
team, he began raising his right arm with the large chain in his right hand over his 
shoulder as if he was going to swing it over his head." 

Bryant went out of my view behind the barrier where the contact team was located. I 
heard 3 loud bangs come from behind the barrier. I recognized 1 loud bang as being 
louder than the others. 

I heard over the radio Bryant was injured and needed medical transport. Officer Lomeli 
and I then began moving patrol vehicles off the road way to provide a clear path for the 
Berkeley Fire Department (BFD) to begin treating Bryant for injuries. After moving 
vehicles I set up a perimeter with the crime scene tape. 

I reviewed Officer Armistead's body worn camera footage. Officer Armistead's footage 
was fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Ceja 

I reviewed Officer Ceja's report in which he wrote the following : 

On 01/02/2021, at 2022 hours, I responded to the area of Bancroft Way/Fulton St where 
BPD officers were attempting to detain the suspect. 

I arrived on scene and activated my body worn camera. The suspect was in an open 
courtyard located in front of 2222 Bancroft Way: I positioned myself in an ally way on. 
the south/west corner of the courtyard. The suspect was walking back and forth mostly 
on a concrete island in the middle of the courtyard north/east of my location. 

The suspect was wielding a metal linked chain. The suspect had the chain folded over 
and was approximately 3-4 feet in length. The suspect was waving it around and hitting 
the ground with it. 

The suspect was irate, yelling screaming. The suspect was threatening the police and 
their families. He yelled out, "My weapon of choice is a gun,." "I'm going to shoot you in 
the brains with your face blows off." The suspect said multiple times that he would kill 
police and make the police officer watch him while he killed their families. 
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Officer K. Gibson #27 and I were tasked to be the contact team to take the suspect into 
custody by hands. To the east of the suspect Officer with less lethal and lethal cover 
were positioned to make initial contact with the. suspect. 

We were positioned behind hard cover on the west side of the building. I heard Sgt. V. 
Huynh #S-26 yell at the suspect to "Drop the chain!" three times. 

I heard multiple shots fired. I looked around the building and saw that the suspect 
dropped the chain and went down to the ground, face down with his hands and arms 
extended out on his sides. 

Officer Gibson and I rushed over and placed him in handcuffs. I saw that the suspect 
had a gunshot wound on his face and was bleeding. We immediately rendered aid. 
Officer Gibson used a gauze cloth he found on the suspect to apply direct pressure on 
his wound while other officers went to retrieve a trauma kit. 

At this point, the suspect appeared to be compliant. I was directed by Sgt. Speelman 
#S-12, to take the handcuffs off of the suspect. As soon as I went to unhandcuff the 
suspect, I felt him trying to stand up and push and pull. For officer safety reasons, the 
suspect remained handcuffed. 

BFD arrived on scene and took over rendering aid. The suspect was placed on a 
gurney and then transported to the hospital by BFD. 

I was then tasked to remain on scene and act as scene security. 

Sgt. Marble #S-20 located a witness who was laying down on Bancroft Way on the 
north side of the street, north of our location with a sleeping bag, and his dog. The 
witness was homeless and was staying there to sleep for the night. 

I spoke with WI-   did not know his cell phone number. 
He provided me with his parents phone number who knew his actual number if needed 
to get in touch with him (  and   He also 
gave me with his email and an address for a drop in center where he receives mail, 
which I included in his profile. 

In summary,  provided me with the following statement: 

 was sleeping on the ground, on the north side of Bancroft way which was 
directly across the street where this incident occurred. He was woken up by the 
suspect yelling about("Killing cops and killing cop 's kids. " The suspect was inside the 
courtyard in front of (2222 Bancroft Way) . Soon after he was woken up, he saw two 
police vehicles arrive. He saw the suspect screaming and yelling, and swinging a chain 
around. 

The suspect had a metal linked chain approximately one arm's length.  said 
he was annoyed by the amount of noise the suspect was making.  also said 
it was ''pretty stupid for him to try to take down 20 cops with a chain. " 

I asked  if he remembered any specific statements he heard the suspect say. 
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 said he was not very alert because he had just woken up. He could not 
remember specific statements but knew that the suspect was yelling and threating the 
police officers. -

 said it got quiet and stopped paying attention. Soon after, he heard 
approximately three shots.  did not see the suspect get shot but he did see 
that the suspect was standing up, then he heard shots, and the suspect was no longer 
standing up. 

 view was blocked by police vehicles and could not see the suspect when 
he was on the ground. 

I remained on scene while the scene was being process by the CSO ID technicians and 
then later cleaned by Crime Scene Cleaners. 

I reviewed Officer Ceja's body worn camera footage. Officer Ceja 's footage was fairly 
consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Gibson 

I reviewed Officer Gibson's report in which he wrote : 

On 112/2021, at approximately 2024 hours I performed an area check for the suspect of 
a robbery that had occurred just prior at Walgreens, located at 2190 Shattuck Ave (BPO 
2021 -00000221). The suspect was described as a black male adult, 50s, 6'00," 195 lbs 
with a 6 ft chain, who had walked away eastbound on Kittredge St. 

I drove southbound on Oxford St when I saw a subject matching that description walk 
eastbound in the UC parking lot, just west of Edwards field. For reference, that parking 
lot is approximately 0.2 miles (or a five minute walk, per Google maps) from 2190 
Shattuck by way of eastbound Kittredge St. 

I pulled into the parking lot from Bancroft Ave and observed that the man was a black 
male adult, 50s, approximately 200 lbs, wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt, black pants, 
and a distinctive bucket style, or fisherman's style, hat. The subject walked past my 
passenger side door. I did not see any chain, but I saw he was carrying a brown 
shopping bag in his right hand. 

The suspect, who I later learned was Vincent Bryant, walked southbound from the lot, 
across Bancroft Way, in violation of CVC 21955. 

I activated my forward facing red light and conducted a pedestrian stop on Bancroft 
Way, east of Fulton St, west of the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I exited my patrol 
vehicle and demanded Bryant stop. Bryant jumped over a short concrete barrier into the . 
courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I demanded he sit down, but he ignored me. · 

Instead, Bryant reached into his brown bag and pulled out a long silver chain. He 
whipped it onto the concrete patio, creating a jarring crash. He yelled that he would take 
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our heads off, and demanded that we shoot him. He began walking deeper south into 
the courtyard, shouting and smashing the chain against the concrete benches. 

I notified Dispatch that my stop was related to the robbery, that the subject had a chain, 
and to start units with less than lethal munitions. 

I advised Officer Armistead to take a position on the north, and I took a position the 
southwest corner, effectively blocking Bryant's exit from the courtyard. 

Bryant said that the chain was made of gold, and continued to smash it on the ground 
and benches. 

I attempted to talk with Bryant, build rapport, and deescalate the situation. I provided 
him with my name and asked me his. He replied, "noise check!" and said, "if you talk to 
me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch me kill your family." He requested three 
minutes of silence, so I let him stand in silence. 

Sgt Speelman arrived on scene and shortly thereafter began to engage in voice to voice 
contact with Bryant. Bryant appeared delusional and stated that he saw pictures in front 
of him, which we could not see, and that the names of the trees were called j-hook 
trees. He rambled excitedly and incomprehensibly about sensors and God. I was unable 
to follow his train of thought and the words seemed to pour from him like a delirious 
stream of consciousness. 

Ofc. Ceja and I were assigned to be a part of the contact/arrest team by Sgt. Kleppe, 
who told us Sgt Huynh's team was going to approach to suspect from the East. Ofc. 
Ceja and I and took positions of cover behind a wall on the southwest corner of the 
courtyard. 

Moments later I heard Sgt Huynh repeatedly order Bryant to drop the chain, then\ a 
succession of shots, which I thought to be less lethal munitions. I looked around the 
corner and saw that Bryant was on the ground. I rushed across the courtyard and 
pinned his left arm against the ground. Ofc. Ceja and I secured Bryant in handcuffs. 

I performed a quick pat search for weapons. During the search I felt a long edged 
object, which I thought may be a knife, in the front pouch of his sweatshirt. I removed 
the item, which was a long nail file . We moved Bryant onto his left side, in a recovery 
position. 

Ofc. Bally advised me he that Bryant had a wound on his chin. I observed that Bryant's 
chin and jaw were bleeding, and that he sounded as though he was having a difficult 
time breathing. I saw that Bryant had a long white bandage tied to his belt loop. I untied 
it, balled it into a wad, and used it as a pressure dressing for his chin and jaw. 
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Bryant attempted to sit up. I allowed him to rest his back against my knee. Bryant 
continued to try and stand, but for his safety, I held him in a seated position with my 
knee as a backrest. 

I assisted Bryant onto the BFO gurney. As he was having difficulty breathing, he was 
placed in a recovery position on the gurney. BFD transported Bryant to Highland 
Hospital. 

I stayed on scene with Ofc Ceja and Sgt Speelman, and provided scene security until 
Homicide Detectives and crime scene technicians completed their investigations and 
had collected all evidence. The scene was processed by CSO Cardoza and CSO Bolla. 

I reviewed Officer Gibson's body worn camera footage. Officer Gibson's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Bally 

I reviewed OfficElr Bally's report in which she wrote: 

On 1/2/21 I was working as a fully uniformed BPO patrol officer, driver a fully marked 
BPO patrol vehicle (#1764). At approximately 2022 hours BPO received a report of a 
robbery thatjust occurred at 2190 Shattuck Ave (Walgreens) and the suspect (black 
male in his 50s, 6'0, 195lbs, wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants) was last seen 
walking eastbound on Kittridge St. BPD officers located a subject who matched the 
broadcasted description of the suspect (later identified as AR-Vincent Bryant, PFN: 
BLW203) in the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way holding a large metal chain. I arrived 
on scene to aid as a cover officer. 

I activated my BWC as l arrived on scene. 

In the courtyard, Bryant was holding a large chain and was hitting tables and other 
objects in the area with extreme force. Bryant was standing on an elevated ledge and 
was pacing around the courtyard. He was screaming unintelligible statements about 
religion and was acting erratically and aggressive. He screamed "shoot, shoot, shoot" 
when we began to speak to him. Bryant continued by stating, "I'm gonna take every 
single one of you out. Soon as you see those bullets don't effect me, I'm coming after 
your families, going to hell, and then I'm coming back". Bryant claimed his chain was 
made of solid gold, so I began to talk to him about the chain in an attempt to deescalate 
him, but instead he responded with "fuck you bitch". I relocated to the southwest side of 
the court yard where Officer Gibson (#27) and Officer Ceja (#34) was. Officer Gibson 
attempted to speak to Bryant, and Bryant replied to Gibson's requests to put the chain 
down with "When you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch me kill your 
family". Bryant then stated, "My weapon of choice is a gun, but God made me use this 
on your ass" and "I want to shoot you in your brain so your face blows off". Sergeant 
Speelman (S-12) attempted verbal negotiations, but Bryant did not respond to the 
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dialog. He seemed altered or having a mental health emergency. Bryant continued to 
scream unintelligible statements and described hallucinations that were not there. 

I was assigned to be one of the officers that would physically detain Bryant. I was 
positioned on the southwest corner of the courtyard with the instructions to aid in the 
physical detention of Bryant when he no longer had the chain in his possession and it 
was safe to do so. 

Officers on the southeast side of the courtyard took over voice contact with Bryant. I 
heard Sergeant Huynh (S-26) give verbal commands to put the chain down. After a few 
moments Bryant jumped down from the elevated ledge he was standing on and began 
to charge the officers on the southeast side while still holding the chain. Sgt. Huynh 
continued to yell "put the chain down" and Bryant continued to charge at the officers. I 
heard several loud bangs and saw Bryant fall to the ground, laying on his stomach. I ran 
to Bryant and helped the other BPD officers detain Bryant in handcuffs.. When Bryant 
was in handcuffs and was rolled to his side to· be searched, I noticed a large pool of 
blood where his head had just been. Bryant had a large wound to the right side of his 
jaw that was actively bleeding. I rendered immediate aid by applying pressure to the 
wound in an attempt to slow the bleeding. Bryant was conscious and responsive the 
entire time, but was unable to speak. 

BFD arrived on scene within moments and placed Bryant into the ambulance. Since 
Bryant was in handcuffs, BFD requested an officer be present in the ambulance while 
they transported him to the hospital, so I volunteered. Bryant was transported to 
Highland Hospital. Bryant was conscious, but was unable to provide any statements 
during the ambulance ride. I noticed he was wearing a hospital bracelet that had his 
name, birthday, and was from an unknown hospital with "Adult Mental Health" printed 
on it. We arrived at Highland Hospital at approximately 2101 hours. 

I conducted a records check of Bryant at the hospital and it revealed he was on parole 
for PC 459. The photo on his CR/MS' profile matched the subject I had just 
accompanied to the hospital. 

I stayed with Bryant at Highland Hospital until I was relieved by Officer Peters (#148) at 
approximately 0530 hours. 

Highland Hospital nursing staff advised me Bryant had suffered a GSW to his jaw, 
causing it to fracture. I informed Homicide detectives of the update. 

I turned my BWC off when I was advised Bryant would be staying in the trauma room 
(#9) for the night. I no longer was going to have personal contact with him. I was not 
allowed in the trauma room, but was allowed to sit in the hallway and I maintained 
constant visual of Bryant through the glass doors of the room from the hallway. 

I booked Bryant's hospital bracelet I used to identify him as evidence and place it in the 
property room lockers. I also took a photo of it and uploaded it to evidence.com. 
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I reviewed Officer Bally's body worn camera footage. Officer Bally's footage was fairly 
consistent with what she described in her report. 

Officer Legall 

I reviewed Officer Legall's report in which he wrote: 

On January 2nd, 2021, I was assigned as a BPO patrol officer 7 A 12 and drove a 
marked BPO patrol vehicle 1824. At approximately 2022 hours, BPO dispatch 
broadcasted that a robbery had just occurred at Walgreens Pharmacy located at 2190 
Shattuck Avenue. BPD dispatch also described the suspect as a black male 
approximately 6-00 feet tall and armed with a chain. The suspect was seen walking 
eastbound on Kittredge Street. 

At the time of the call, I was parked at a nearby parking lot located at University Avenue 
and Bonita A venue. Due to the nature of the call, I did not attach myself to the call via 
radio. I drove to the area because it was less than half a mile ·away. While I was 
circulating the area, Ofc. Gibson broadcasted that he had someone who matched the 
suspect description at Bancroft Way, east of Fulton Street. I arrived at that location 
shortly after and activated my body-worn camera after I exited the vehicle. 

Once I exited my vehicle, I saw a male suspect standing in the middle of a courtyard on 
a raised concrete ledge yelling and shouting, " Shoot me in the back!" As I assessed the 
situation, I noticed that he had a long silver chain in his right arm. The suspect acted 
very erratically and, at one point, was continually slamming the chain on the ground in 
an aggressive manner. Sgt. Kleppe S-4 asked us to contain the courtyard, so I walked 
around to the courtyard's eastside. I stood on the east side of the courtyard with Ofc. 
Navarro # 124 and I realized that we both had our department pistol drawn. Ofc. 
Navarro stood-by on the courtyard's east side and I walked back to the front and asked 
for an officer armed with a less-lethal weapon to join us at our post on the east side. 
Ofc. Melowitz # 94 joined us shortly after with his less-lethal weapon. 

Sgt. Kleppe then requested an extra officer to the contact team. I shortly joined Sgt. 
Kleppe on the west side of the courtyard and stood by with the contact team. Sgt. 
Kleppe then asked if I was less lethal certified. I replied to his question by saying, "Yes, I 
am certified." He then handed me a single launcher, less-lethal rifle. Additionally, he 
also handed me two extra 40mm munition rounds. I placed one munition round in my 
dump pouch, and I held the second one in my hand. 
I climbed up onto a ledge on the west side of the courtyard to have a better visual of the 
suspect. The distance between the suspect and I was approximately thirty-five feet. 
While I stood there, Sgt. Speelman was doing voice to voice communication with the 
suspect. The suspect continued rambling and was briskly pacing back and forth on the 
concrete ledge. Sgt. Speelman pleaded with the suspect several times to drop the 
chain, but he continued to act erratic and refused to drop the chain. The suspect 
continued pacing back and forth on the concrete ledge and acted like he was highly 
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agitated. After several failed attempts, Sgt. Huynh stated that he would take a contact 
team to the east side of the courtyard and start a voice to voice command with the 
suspect. At this point, Sgt. Speelman stops communicating with the suspect. 

Once Sgt. Huynh and his team were in place, they entered the courtyard, shouting, 
"Drop the chain, drop the chain!" I then heard two popping sounds coming from their 
direction. At this time, the suspect jumped off the ledge and started aggressively 
charging towards them. While he was charging towards them, I noticed that he still had 
the chain in his hand. At this point, I realized that the suspect was a threat towards my 
fellow officers. The fact that he was hit with several rounds of Jess-lethal munition, still 
being able to charge at officers with the chain still clenched in his hand. I feared for my 
fellow officers' safety, and I felt like their Jives were being threatened. I aimed at his 
right upper rear thigh area and shot one round of 40mm less-lethal munition. The 
suspect immediately dropped to the ground after I shot my round of munition. Sgt. 
Huynh continued shouting commands to the suspect, and the contact team moved in 
shortly after, and the suspect was detained. 

I jumped off the ledge that I stood on and walked over to the detention area to assist 
officers. While I was walking over, Sgt. Speelman broadcasted, "Shots fired, start 
Berkeley Fire Department for a possible head injury." Up until this moment, I was not 
aware that the suspect was shot with a pistol. 

Sgt. Kleppe spulled me away from the detention scene and collected my body-worn 
camera and launcher. · 

I reviewed Officer Legall's body worn camera footage. Officer Legall's footage was fairly 
consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Lomeli 

I reviewed Officer Lomeli's report in which he wrote the following: 

On 01/02/2021 around 2022 hours, I was dispatched to the report of a robbery, via 
chain that had occurred just prior at 2190 Shattuck Avenue (Walgreens), with the 
suspect last seen walking away east on Kittridge Street. 

I responded to the area of Bancroft Street and Fulton Street after other officer's located 
a subject matching the description. I arrived to the area of the contact (Bancroft Street, 
east of Fulton Street) and upon approaching I saw the subject was in the middle of a 
courtyard type setting. The subject had in his right hand an approximately 4ft long metal 
chain (it looked "doubled up" to me), it appeared to have at least 1/2in thick chain links 
on it. 

Officer's made multiple attempts to negotiate with the subject, during that time the 
subject was making statements that did not make sense. The subject was making 
verbal threats towards officers, and at one point swung the chain striking the ground. 
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I was positioned along the north west comer of the courtyard (for containment), and 
based on the fact the subject was making threats, made aggressive movements, and 
was armed with a metal chain that could cause serious injury, I drew my department 
issued firearm and pointed it towards the subject (I also held it at "low ready'?. I was 
designat~d "lethal cover" for Officer Armistead #4 as he had a less than lethal munitions 
system. 

The subject got on top of an approximately 1 ft tall ledge and was pacing back and forth 
on it, while yelling. At one point he focuses on his shadow on the wall, and when the 
contact team approaches from the east, I heard multiple commands being given to 
"drop the chain", when he suddenly switched his focus from his shadow to the contact 
team and became "hyper focused" on them. 

At this point the subject gets off of the ledge, and begins to charge towards the contact 
team with the chain in his right hand, cocked back (in a position to swing it) , as the 
subject continued to charge towards the contact team, I lose sight of him behind a wall. I 
then heard what sounded like two less than lethal rounds being deployed, and a single 
round from a handgun being fked. 

I was no longer needed on scene, and was directed by Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 to sequester 
Officer Albrandt #51 . I transported Officer Albrandt #51 to the Berkeley Police Station 
until relieved by other officers. 

My body worn camera was activated during this incident. At one point I muted my 
camera away from the incident while moving vehicles, and ceased recording once no 
longer directly involved with the incident. 

I reviewed Officer Lomell 's body worn camera footage. Officer Lomeli 's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Navarro 

I reviewed Officer Navarro's report in which she wrote: 

On 01/03/2021 at approximately 2024 hours officers responded to a call for service in 
regards to a robbery that had just occurred and Walgreens, 2190 Shattuck Ave. 

Officers located a suspect, later identified as (AR) Vincent Bryant, matching the 
description at Tang Center, 2222 Bancroft Way. 

When I arrived on scene I saw Bryant in the middie of the courtyard yeiling obscenities 
and banging a large and dense chain against an approximately one foot tall concrete 
barrier that he was standing and pacing back and forth on. 
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I was directed to the east side of the courtyard to seal Bryant in the courtyard. When I 
activated my body worn camera Officer Gibson #27 was attempting to have a 
conversation with Bryant to try and deescalate the situation. Bryant responded with, "I'm 
not lying man, your family will be the first if you don 't chill out." 

At this point, .Officer Legall #19 and Officer Melowitz #94 had returned to our post with 
less than lethal weapons as I had already drawn my department issued handgun and 
kept ,t at a low ready position. 

Bryant continued rambling and making religious statements about his role. At this point 
another team of officers is setting up at the south west comer almost directly across 
from our post. Another UCPD officer arrives to assess and we are directed by our 
supervisor, Sgt. Kleppe #S-4, to move north behind the building to avoid cross fire. 

At this point Officer Armistead was attempting to make verbal contact with Bryant as 
well. Bryant responded with, "Hey! If you talk to me one more time I'll make you watch 
me kill your family. 

Officer Legall and Officer Melowitz relocated to the west side of the courtyard and I 
remained on the east side, behind the building and out of direct sight of Bryant. 

Bryant continued to yell and made another threat of, "I will make all you guys watch me 
hurt all your families, do it bitch, do it! My weapon of choice is a fucking gun but god 
wants me to use this on your ass." I was watching Bryant's shadow against the southern 
most wall of the courtyard as he raised up a large chain that was at least a half inch 
think on each link. It was approximately three to five feet long in length . 

Bryant then stated, "I want to shoot you in the brain and your face blows off." Again, 
Bryant continued to ramble about god, lock down and other random topics. 

Sgt. Speelman #S-12 begins verbal contact and tried to negotiate with Bryant and 
attempt to deescalate again. Bryant begins to talk about what he can see and how he is 
able to see in the dark. Bryant ask Sgt. Speelman to describe the picture at his feet and 
he will drop the chain. When Sgt. Speelman says she cannot see it and ask him to 
describe it to her he responds with all you guys are being wasted and talks again about 
how god can see the world. 

Sgt. Speelman continues to have dialogue with Bryant but he cannot maintain a topic 
and begins to rant about god again. Bryant then begins to antagonize and starts yelling, 
"Come on, come on toy soldiers, over here!" 

Sgt. Huynh arrives on scene and ask if I was the only one at the east post and I 
confirmed that I was. Soon after he returns with Officer Grover #67, Officer Melowitz, 
and Officer Albrant #51 and informs us we are going to be the contact team. 
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Officer Albrant and myself were designated lethal force options while Sgt. Huynh, 
Officer Grover, and Officer Melowitz were designated as less than lethal options. I 
paired myself up with Officer Melowitz as his lethal cover, Officer Grover and Officer 
Albrant were assigned as a pair and Sgt. Huynh was going to be the voice to voice 
contact making the commands for when we made contact with Bryant. 

Before we made contact Bryant's behavior did not change, he was agitated, angry and 
yelling about random topics still. Any verbal conversations only seemed to agitated him 
even more. 

Sgt. Huynh initiated the contact and made several clear verqal commands for Bryant to 
drop the chain. Bryant was not compliant and actually began moving toward the contact 
team with the chain still in his right hand. Officer Melowitz and myself moved over to the 
south side of the courtyard and Sgt. Huynh continued giving commands to drop the 
chain or be hit with less than lethal. 

My initial background was additional officer's behind Bryant in the north west corner so I 
continued south to try and gain a better background. 

Bryant was almost shuffling now with faster pace toward the contact team, in direct line 
of Sgt Huynh, Officer Grover, and Officer Albrant who were just north of where I was 
located now. 

Bryant was hit multiple times with less than lethal rounds that were ineffective and did 
not slow down his pace. Bryant appeared to shield his body from the less than lethal 
rounds with his left arm and started to "wind up" his right arm to swing the chain 
overhead. Bryant moved approximately three to five feet and was almost within striking 
distance of Sgt. Huynh. 

Officer Albrant fired a single round and Bryant spun around and fell to the floor on his 
stomach with his head facing west. Officers on the west side of the courtyard went 
hands on and detained Bryant in handcuffs. I noticed Bryant was bleeding from his jaw 
area and went to retrieve a trauma kit from a patrol vehicle parked on Bancroft Way. 

As I returned and provided gauze to Officer Bally #73 BFD had just arrived and began 
taking over medical aid. 

My body worn camera was active · and recording for the duration of the call. 

I reviewed Officer Navarro's body worn camera footage. Officer Navarro's footage was 
fairly consistent with what she described in her report. 

Officer Coria 

I reviewed Officer Caria's report in which he wrote: 
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On 1/2/2021 at approximately 2023 hours, Ofc. Shivas and I were dispatched to a 
robbery that occurred just prior at 2190 Shattuck. Ofc. Shivas was driving and we 
responded to the area. An updated radio broadcast was placed by an Officer that they 
were attempting to contact the suspect with a chain at Bancroft and Fulton. 

While making our way to the area, an updated radio broadcast advised enough Officers 
were on scene. Ofc. Shivas and I stood by at Ellsworth and Durant to keep traffic from 
going the wrong way on Ellsworth south of Durant. Sgt. Marble would later relocate our 
position to cut off traffic traveling westbound on Bancroft at Dana and redirect traffic 
southbound on Dana. My BWC was activated at first on the perimeter then at Bancroft 
and Dana I would deactivate my BWC based on having no contact with pedestrians on 
the perimeter. 

Officer Maldonado 

I reviewed Officer Maldonado's report in which he wrote: 

On 01102/2021, at approximately 2022 hours, I (Officer Maldonado badge #42) heard 
over the radio that BPD officers were being dispatched to Walgreens located at 2190 
Shattuck A venue for a report of a robbery. The caller reported that the suspect was 
armed with a "long chain" and had brandished it to the reporting party during the 
robbery. The following was the description: A Black male in his 50s, 6'0 tall, 195 
pounds,. wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants. Furthermore, the dispatcher 
provided the following: that the suspect was on foot and last seen eastbound on 
Kittredge Street. At this time, I was in the area of Shattuck Avenue at Dwight Way. 

At approximately 2026 hours, while responding to conduct an area check for the 
suspect, I heard over the radio that Officer Gibson located the suspect on Bancroft Way 
east of Fulton Street. Soon thereafter, it was broadcasted that the suspect was still 
armed with . the chain and was walking around. 

At approximately 2029 hours, I arrive on scene. The address was 2214 Bancroft Way 
(Lege_nds Aquatic Center) located on the south side of Bancroft Way. There were 

. several officers already there, and they were facing the courtyard. There were officers 
on the south sidewalk of Bancroft Way and other officers in the west side of the 
courtyard. I noticed that the suspect was in the courtyard and was standing ori a raised 
cement bench. The suspect was towards the middle of the courtyard. The suspect was 
holding a metal chain with his right hand and had his back to the officers standing on 
Bancroft Way. The suspect was facing the building. I heard the suspect yelling but 
could not make out what he was saying. 

I activated both spot lights and overhead white light from my patrol vehicle to illuminate 
the area where the suspect was standing. I also activated the spotlight of an additional 
patrol vehicle. This light made the suspect and the chain visible to me. 

The suspect matched the description of the robbery suspect. 
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I contacted Officer Moore who was standing at the south sidewalk and was holding a 
less lethal launcher. I became his cover officer. 

The suspect was displaying strange behavior. He was facing the wall and yelling. I 
heard him yell profanities, and he talked about police and the CIA. Throughout the 
incident, the suspect exhibited signs of mania and appeared to be having delusions. 

-Officer Moore and I positioned ourselves on the west side of the courtyard. There were 
several officers already there. Sgt. Speelman was attempting to speak with the suspect 
and asked him to sit down. The suspect was holding the chain at this point. The suspect 
said, "Only if you see what I see right now" "Oh my god! Your eye sight was taken from 
you from Sam, mine wasn't!" The suspect paced back and forth . Sgt. Speelman 
continued attempting to negotiate with the suspect. When Sgt. Speelman asked him to 
put the chain down the suspect said, "Come and get me, I'm right here." The suspect 
yelled out, "C'mon I'm right here technology" "C'mon toy soldiers, over here! over here!" 
The suspect was not making eye contact with Sgt. Speelman, had his back to officers, 
and was facing the wall in a southbound direction. 

The chain was made up of metal links. The suspect had folded the chain once so I 
could not estimate the length of it. As he moved it around, I could tell that it carried 
some weight and could be used as a weapon to cause injury. 

Sgt. Huynh and Sgt. Kleppe developed a plan to contact the suspect from the east. 

I stood at the northwest corner of the courtyard at this point. I saw that the suspect 
continued to face southbound towards the building wall without making eye contact with 
any officer. The suspect was standing still, yelling, and still holding the chain. The 
suspect then began to pace back and forth with the chain around the back of his neck. 
The suspect continued to yell out many things that did not make sense. He said that he 
was COVIO 19 and that h_e was obedient. At one point he said, "and the ones that don 't 
want it tonight prove it tonight, prove it tonight ... (unintelligible)" as he brought the chain 
down from his neck and held it with his right hand. He was facing the officers located 
on the west side of the courtyard at this point. It appeared that he was challenging them. 
He added, "shoot me or try to take me ... (unintelligible) " The suspect pointed at most 
officers after saying this. I was only able to understand portions of what he was yelling . . 

I then heard Sgt. Huynh and another officer yell out clearly "drop the chain!" "drop the 
chain!" "Here 's your warning Drop the chain!" The suspect turned his body eastbound 
to face Sgt. Huynh and his contact team. The suspect stepped off the cement bench, · 
still holding the chain with his right hand. The suspect headed to Sgt. Huynh 's position. 
The suspect did not drop the chain as he was ordered to do so and instead headed 
towards the group of officers with chain in hand. The suspect's walk towards the officers 
was a much faster pace than the walk that he displayed throughout the incident while 
standing on the cement bench. I did not hear the suspect say anything as headed 
towards the group. 
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Sgt. Huynh and his contact team were behind a small building located on the northeast 
comer of the courtyard and out of my view. I could only hear them from where I was 
standing. The suspect went out of my view as he walked towards the contact team. 
Upon going out of my view, I heard the distinct sound of less lethal launchers being 
deployed. A second later, I heard the distinct sound ofa firearm being discharged one 
time. 

I went to assist officers with the suspect. I noted that the suspect was bleeding from the 
mouth. 

The fire department arrived to treat the suspect's injuries and the suspect was 
transported to Highland. 

I was wearing my body worn camera during this investigation. 

This concluded my portion of this investigation. 

I reviewed Officer Maldonado's body worn camera footage. Officer Maldonado's footage 
was fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Sergeant Kleppe 

I reviewed Sergeant Kleppe's report in which he wrote: 

On 1/2/20 I was working as a fully uniformed BPD patrol supervisor and driving a fully 
marked BPD patrol SUV (#1812) . At approximately 2022 hours I responded to a report 
of a PC 211 via chain from 2190 Shattuck Ave. As I was enroute to the call I heard over 
the radio that an officer was attempting to contact a suspect likely related to the robbery. 
The officer then asked for "less lethal" to be enroute. I arrived on scene at 2222 
Bancroft Way as officers were attempting voice contact with the subject. When I arrived 
on scene I activated my BWC and deployed the Penn Arms 40mm single launcher from 
the trunk of my vehicle. I approached the scene and observed that there was a male 
(later identified as Bryant, Vincent) in the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way and that he 
was loudly screaming. 

The officers' on scene were giving the male repeated commands for him to ·drop the 
chain, and as they said that I observed that the subject had a chain in his hand, 
approximately 6 feet long. The chain in his hand was made of a thick metal link and 
appeared to be quite substantial. Ofc. Armistead was attempting to start a dialogue with 
Bryant, asking for him to 'Just talk to us". Bryant responded by telling us to "shoot" him 
and stated (while holding the chain in his hand) that he was going to "overhand 
everybody". He continued by saying "let's roll, let's fucking roll" and began slamming 
the chain down into the ground in a whipping motion. Whenever any officer would 
attempt to start a dialogue with them he would yell "shut up" or "shut up bitch" at them. 
Bryant also stated "I'm gonna shoot you" to the officers on scene. BFD had already 
been directed to stage, and staged on Bancroft Way just west of 2222 Bancroft. 
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I moved to the southwest comer of the courtyard while Ofc. Gibson attempted to again 
start a dialogue with Bryant. Bryant responded to Ofc. Gibson's attempt at conversation 
by stating "If you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch while I kill your 
family". Bryant continued by stating that he would make "all of you guys watch while I 
hurt your families" and that "my weapon of choice is a gun and God wants me to use 
this on your fucking ass". Based on Bryant's repeated statements about assaulting 
officers, his erratic behavior (include the robbery that he likely had just committed) it 
was readily apparent that Bryant was very violent and confrontational. Byrant also 
continued to pace with the large chain while holding it in his hand and swinging it 
around. 

Sgt. Speelman then attempted to speak with Bryant and she was unable to begin any 
dialogue with him as he would rant and rave and would not begin any semblance of 
dialogue with BPO officers. At one point Bryant asked for 3 minutes of no talking and 
we stopped interacting with him. However, Bryant immediately began ranting and 
raving, talking about things that were not present (a picture on the wall in front of him). 

I spoke with Sgt. Huynh who had arrived on scene and we began moving our personnel 
to safely take Bryant into custody. I stayed on the west side of the courtyard and gave 
my Penn Arms single 40mm launcher to Ofc. Legall along with 2 extra rounds of CTS 
4557 Foam Baton ammunition. I moved the team on the west side further north to 
minimize any crossfire. 

Sgt. Huynh and several other officers set up a contact team on the east side of the 
courtyard. They challenged Bryant and I heard them repeatedly give concise 
commands to "drop the chain". From my vantage point I could only see the very top of 
Bryant and saw him tum and immediately move quickly towards the contact team on the 
east side of the couryard. I heard several 40mm launchers fire and then a single loud 
report, which sounded like a gunshot. I heard the contact team continue to give 
commands and I moved up onto the courtyard. I saw Bryant on the ground and officers 
beginning to handcuff him. I saw the officers from the east contact team standing next 
to Bryant and I asked if anyone had fired. Ofc. Albrandt raised her hand and stated that 
she had. I saw that Bryant was on the ground and bleeding from the face. I got on the 
radio and advised that there were "shots fired", that the suspect. was down and that we 
need BFD to respond. Ofcs Moore and Legall also advised me that they had fired their 
40mm less lethal weapons. I directed them to sequester themselves from each other 
(and other officers) on the south side of the courtyard. 

I then took Ofc. Albrandt to the side and'had her tum off her BWC and I took custody of 
the BWC. I also asked her to give a public safety statement which was the following: 
1. How many rounds did you fire? 
2. In what direction did you fire them? 
3. Are there any outstanding suspects? 
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Ofc. Albrandt responded by stating that she fired one round, she motioned that she had 
fired in a westerly direction, and that there were no outstanding suspects, pointing that 
Bryant (who was on the ground) was the only suspect. 

I then took Ofc. Albrandt to a vacant patrol vehicle and ordered Ofc. Lomeli to stay with 
her and eventually transport her to the PSB. 

I had Otes. Moore and Legall then leave all of their spent casings, spent rounds, and 
extra rounds on scene to be documented. I had them retain possession of their 40mm 
launchers and sit in their cars separately. 

I then returned to the PSB and at the direction of Sgt. Wilson #S-3 (Homicide Sgt and 
0/S Investigator) I took custody of Ofc. Albrandt's duty belt (which included her firearm) 
and her 2 spare pistol magazines from her external vest carrier while she was 
sequestered in the CSB office. I gave custody of these items to Sgt. Wilson and Crime 
Scene Supervisor Cardoza #CS-1. 

I removed a Glock 17 from the BPO Officer Involved Shooting Locker (SER# BMER358) 
along with a spare duty belt and issued it to Ofc. Albrandt after removing her duty belt 
and firearm. 

I was later directed to collect the BWCs from Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Moore, Ofc. Legall, Ofc. 
Melowitz, and Ofc. Grover. I then relinquished custody of those items to Sgt. Wilson. 

I was also directed to take custody of the (5) Penn Arms 40mm single launchers from all 
of the above listed officers, who fired their Jess lethal weapons. I kept custody of the 
launchers as they were photographed and documented by Crime Scene Supervisor 
Cardoza. I then returned the launchers back to the officers who had fired them. 

I was also tasked with writing the Use of Force Report. Please see that report for further 
details. 

I reviewed Sergeant Kleppe's body worn camera footage. Sergeant Kleppe's footage 
was fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Officer Moore 

I reviewed Officer Moore"s report in which he wrote: 

On 01/02121 at approximately 2023 hours, I was working uniformed patrol as unit 7A 16. 
At the time, I was wearing my full Berkeley Police uniform and driving a marked BPD 
patrol vehicle (1832) . At the beginning of my shift, I also elected to check out a single 
shot, 40mm Jess-than-lethal launcher from the locker. The Jess-than-lethal launcher that 
I checked out was in a case labeled with "#2". 
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At approximately 2023 hours, I responded as a cover unit to the area of 2190 Shattuck 
Ave (Walgreens) regarding a report of a robbery that had occurred just prior. Berkeley 
Dispatch advised that the robbery occurred via a chain. Berkeley Dispatch described 
the suspect as a black male adult, in his S0's, approximately 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, 
wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants. The last known direction of travel for the 
suspect was eastbound on Kittredge St. I subsequently began an area check for the 
suspect. 

While on my area check, I heard an officer broadcast that he located a subject on 
Bancroft Way just east of Fulton St. The officer advised the subject matched the robbery 
suspect's description and was armed with a chain. I immediately responded to the 
scene and deployed my 40mm less-than-lethal launcher. The launcher was a single 
shot style and was loaded with one foam baton round. 

As I approached the scene, on foot, I observed the suspect inside of a partially gated 
courtyard area of 2222 Bancroft Way. I noticed that the suspect was holding a long, 
metal Chain in his right hand. The chain appeared to be approximately four feet in length 
and consisted of thick chain links. I approached the gate along the north side of the 
courtyard and pointed my less-than-lethal launcher at the suspect. During this time, the 

. suspect was extremely agitated and yelling incoherently. The suspect made threats to 
kill officers and their families. The suspect also made a statement similar to "my weapon 
of choice is a gun." He also was swinging the chain erratically and hitting the ground 
with the chain. 

A short while later, I repositioned to the west side of the courtyard area, still outside of 
the gate. At this time, I was standing beside Sergeant Speelman #S-12, who was 
attempting to negotiate with the suspect. Several requests and commands to put the 
chain down were directed toward the suspect. The suspect ignored the commands and 
refused to relinquish the chain. Noticing that the commands were unsuccessful, 
Sergeant Speelman adjusted her tactics and began to attempt a conversational 
dialogue with the suspect. During the dialogue, the suspect stated that there was a 
photo on the ground in front of him and he asked Sergeant Speelman if she could 
describe the photo. When she said she was unable to see the photo and asked the 
suspect to describe it, he stated that it was a picture of the entire scene with God 
looking down. The suspect then said that the picture was right above our heads and that 
it was dropping plastic toys. The suspect then proceeded to say that women were okay 
but condemned men for being cowards. He also said that he was not a ruthless person. 
Sergeant Speelman continued to attempt to reason with the suspect by agreeing that he 
was not a ruthless person and that women were okay. Sergeant Speelman again asked 
the suspect to sit down and drop the chain. The suspect responded and said "come and 
get me, I'm right here." Sergeant Speelman reiterated that we did not want to do that. 
Throughout the dialogue, Sergeant Speelman continued to ask the suspect, "Would you 
do me a favor and put the chain down?" However the suspect never complied. It should 
be noted that throughout the dialogue, Sergeant Speelman spoke in a soft, low, calm 
spoken voice and never appeared frustrated or raised her voice at the suspect. 
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An order for the contact team was given to move in and attempt to take over contact 
with the suspect. The contact team entered from the east side of the courtyard area. I 
heard Sergeant Huynh #S-26 issue three commands to the suspect saying, "Drop the 
chain." On the third command, the Sergeant Huynh also said, "Drop the chain or you 
are going to get hit with less lethal. " After that command, the suspect turned toward the 
contact team and began to walk toward the officers with the chain in his hand. I 
observed officers on the contact team fire less-than-lethal munitions which struck the 
suspect but appeared to be ineffective. The suspect continued to advance toward the 
contact team armed with the chain and swinging it in his hand. 

At this point, I feared that the suspect was going to attack and strike the officers on the 
command team with the chain in his hand for the following reasons: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

The suspect was wanted for a violent felony 
The suspect had made several threats to harm or kill officers 
The suspect was extremely agitated and wanted officers to "come and get him" 
The suspect ignored all commands to drop the chain in his hand 
The suspect advanced toward officers while armed with the chain and swinging it 
in his hand 
The suspect appeared to 'approach a proximity where he successfully hit the 
officers with the chain 

Based on the above reasons, I believed that the suspect presented a threat of great 
bodily injury or death to the officers on the contact team. I subsequently fired one 40mm 
foam baton round at the suspect's center-line back area. 

After firing the less-than-lethal munition, I saw the suspect fall to the ground. I 
immediately reloaded the launcher and entered the courtyard area to provide additional 
close cover for the contact/arrest team. I stood by as the contact/arrest team placed the 
suspect into handcuffs. While the suspect was being handcuffed, I noticed that he was 
bleeding from the face/head area. I immediately believed that the suspect was shot in 
the head/face with a less-than-lethal round. I did not know that a live round was fired 
until I heard a sergeant on scene broadcast that shots were fired. 

After thf;J suspect was secured, I was ordered to return to the station and sequester in 
my vehicle. At the station, Sergeant Kleppe #S-4, took my body worn camera and my 
less-than-lethal launcher. A short while later, Sergeant Kleppe returned my less-than-
lethal launcher. 

This incident was captured on BWC and the video was later uploaded into 
Evidence. com. 

I reviewed Officer Moore's body worn camera footage. Officer Moore's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 
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Officer Grover 

I reviewed Officer Grover's report in which he wrote: 

On 1/2/21 I was working as Berkeley Police.Department patrol unit 7a8. I was wearing 
full Berkeley Police Department uniform and was driving a fully marked Berkeley Police 
Department patrol vehicle (#1820) . 

At approximately 2022 HRS I responded to the area of 2190 Shattuck Ave for a report 
of a robbery that had just occurred. BPD dispatch advised that the suspect had been 
armed with a large chain and was last seen on foot eastbound on Kittredge St. 

BPD dispatch provided an additional description of the suspect as being a black male 
adult in his late 50s, 6'00", 195 lbs and wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants. 

I drove my patrol vehicle eastbound on Durant Ave towards Fulton St as I believed that 
the suspect may be located in the area. 

I also responded as a less lethal unit as my patrol vehicle was equipped with a 40mm 
single less lethal launcher. 

I heard Ofc. Gibson broadcast that he had located a suspect matching the description of 
the robbery suspect on Bancroft Way just east Fulton Ave. I then heard Ofc. Gibson ask 
for units with less lethal launchers. 

I was already approximately one block away from the area and responded immediately. 

I drove eastbound on Bancroft Way from Fulton St. I observed that Ofc. Gibson 
appeared to be near the outdoor area of 2222 Bancroft Way. I parked my patrol vehicle 
on the sbuth sidewalk of Bancroft Way just west of 2222 Bancroft Way. 

While I parked I grabbed my 40 mm less lethal launcher from where I store it in the 
center gun rack in the cab of my patrol vehicle. I touched the button on the front of my 
BWC to activate it while exiting my patrol vehicle and putting the less lethal launcher 
strap across my chest. I also put two extra foam 40mm baton round in my left utility 
pants pocket. 

Ofc. Gibson and Ofc. Armistead where already on scene. 

I observed the suspect, who matched the description provided by BPD dispatch of the 
robbery suspect standing in a courtyard area surrounded by large hedges (officers 
including myself were standing on the outside of the hedges). 

The suspect was holding a large metal chain in his hand. The chain appeared to be 
bundled up partially in the suspect's hand, but there appeared to be approximately 4 
feet of chain hanging to the ground. 

I advised BPD dispatch to stage the Berkeley Fire Department in the event that less 
than lethal rounds were deployed. 

The suspect's demeanor was erratic and agitated. The suspect was pacing around 
yelling while standing on a bench in the courtyard area. 
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Several officers gave verbal·commands for the suspect to drop the chain, the suspect 
ignored the commands and appeared to become more agitated by officers giving 
commands. · 

I positioned myself initially on the west side of the court yard, there was a large hedge in 
front of me, creating a barrier between me (and other officers) and the suspect. 
Because the suspect was holding the large chain that I believed could be used as a 
dangerous weapon, I pointed my less lethal launcher in his direction. I was fearful that 
at any time the suspect could decide to charge through the hedge at me or other 
officers. I did not engage the suspect because I believed that since he was segregated 
in the courtyard area, there was time to get additional resources and officers to the 
scene. 

Sgt. Kleppe arrived on scene and took over as scene commander. 

I was detailed by Sgt. Kleppe to take a position on the north side of the courtyard along 
with Ofc. Albrandt (who was my lethal cover) . 

I heard other officers attempt to negotiate verbally with the suspect. The negotiations 
did not have any effect. 

I was detailed by Sgt. Huynh to be a part of a contact team that would attempt contact 
with the suspect from a pathway on the east side of the courtyard. 

The team included Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Melowitz, Ofc. Navarro, Ofc. Albrandt and myself 

Our contact team staged on the east side of the courtyard behind a small shed. 

I was designated by Sgt. Huynh to be a less lethal munitions operator as I was armed 
with a 40 mm single less than lethal launcher. 

Sgt. Huynh advised me that he would be designated with giving the suspect verbal 
commands. 

Prior to contacting the suspect, I opened my 40mm less lethal launcher and verified that 
the launcher had a foam baton round chambered. I closed the launcher and de-
activated the safety. 

Our team then bent to comer of the small shed and contacted the suspect, who was 
standing on top of a raised bench in the court yard just west of our contact team. 

I heard Sgt. Huynh give several clear verbal commands for the suspect to drop the 
chain. The suspect did not drop the chain and immediately began to charge at us. 

Sgt. Huynh was standing in front of me, off set to the left of me. The suspect continued 
to charge at us. I could see that the suspect was still holding the large chain in his hand. 

As the suspect was non-compliant with verbal commands and was charging towards 
Sgt. Huynh and myself with a dangerous weapon, I was scared that the suspect would 
hit Sgt. Huynh or myself with the chain and seriously injure or kill one of us. I shot the 
suspect with one round of a 40mm form baton found in his left side shoulder or upper 
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arm area. The shot had no effect and the suspect continued to charge at us and close 
the distance, still holding the chain. 

I saw Sgt. Huynh begin to move back towards me and crouch down as the suspect was 
close enough to strike him with chain the suspect was holding. 

As my less 40mm less lethal launcher only fires a single round, I immediately tried to 
load another round. I could see the suspect still changing at us and turned my body to 
the left while trying to load my less lethal launcher. I was terrified that the suspect was 
still charging and was going to hit me with the large chain and kill or seriously injure me. 

I was terrified that the suspect was still charging and was going to hit me with the large 
chain 

I then felt an impact on my left upper thigh, but was unsure of what hit me. 

As I turned around to shield myself from any potential blows from the suspect's chain 
and while still trying to load my less lethal launcher, I heard a loud bang sound to my left 
that I initially perceived to be a less lethal launcher. When I turned back and looked 
straight ahead, I saw the suspect lying face down on the ground. I finished loading my 
less than lethal launcher, and walked next to Sgt. Huynh and stood by while officers 
from the contact team oh the west side handcuffed the suspect. 

I continued to feel a slight pain on my left upper thigh area. 

1 was then informed that the suspect had been shot with a lethal round. 

I was told by Sgt. Huynh to stand away from the suspect to the east of the courtyard. I 
looked down at my BWC and realized that my BWC had not activated when I had 
attempted to activate it when I first got out of the vehicle. I immediately activated my 
BWC. 

I advised Sgt. Spellman I had been hit by something on my left thigh (what I assumed at 
the time to be a less lethal round). 

I was instructed by Sgt. Spellman to go back to the BPD station and to sit in my patrol 
vehicle. 

I later observed my injury and saw that I had a large bruise on my upper left thigh that 
appeared to be consistent with an impact from a 40mm foam baton round. Sgt. Kleppe 
later took photos of the injury. 

Sgt. Kleppe later took my BWC and my 40mm single less than lethal launcher. 

I reviewed Officer Grover's body worn camera footage. Unfortunately, Officer Grover's 
footage did not capture the incident. While reviewing his video, Officer Grover made the 
statement that he believed his camera was accidentally turned off as he believed that it 
may have been struck by a projectile. Officer Grover's body camera did capture some of 
the aftermath of the shooting. 
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Officer Thome 

I reviewed Officer Thome's report in which he wrote: 

On 1/2/21, at approximately 2035 hours, .J responded to the area of Fulton and Bancroft, 
regarding a robbery suspect weilding a chain, who had been contacted by BPO officers. 
A radio broadcast advised enough officers were on scene. 

I took a traffic post in my BPD patrol vehicle #1822, at the intersection of 
Durant/Ellsworth to block pedestrian and vehicle traffic from accessing Bancroft Way 
while BPO officers attempted to detain the suspect. 

I was directed to leave my post at approximately 0200 hours. 

My BWC was not activated during this timeframe as I had no contact with the suspect. 

Officer Melowitz 

I reviewed Officer Melowitz's report in which he wrote: 

On 1/2/21 at approximately 2024 hours, I responded to a report of a robbery via chain 
that occurred at 2190 Shattuck Avenue. Dispatch described the suspect as a black 
male, late 50s, 6', 195 lbs, wearing a gray sweatshirt/black pants, and wielding a 6ft 
long chain: 

An officer broadcasted that the suspect was on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton. I arrived at 
the location at approximately 2027 hours and armed myself with a 40 mm less lethal 
round launcher. I loaded one foam baton round and held two additional rounds in my left 
hand. I activated my body worn camera. 

I saw the suspect inside the courtyard of the Tang Center (2222 Bancroft Way). I stood 
at the edge of the courtyard with multiple officers to establish a perimeter. 

The suspect was acting erratically with a large chain in his hands. The suspect 
screamed nonsensically and was mostly incoherent. He briskly paced back and forth 
inside the courtyard and swung the chain like a whip multiple times. 

I heard the suspect state the following: 

"I'm going to overhand everybody [holds out chain]. .. this is solid gold. This is a solid 
gold chain." 

When told to drop the chain, the suspect said "Shoot me!" 

"I'm going to shoot you!" 
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"Go ahead and shoot me, bitch. " 

Attempts to build rapport and negotiate with the suspect were unsuccessful. 

I was tasked by Sgt. Huynh to join him to the eastern alley entrance to the courtyard. 
Sgt. Huynh assigned myself, himself, and Ofc. Grover #67 as less lethal operators for 
an arrest team. Ofc. Albrandt was primary lethal cover for Ofc. Grover and Sgt. Huynh. 
Ofc. Navarro was primary lethal cover for ine. 

Sgt. Huynh said we would get into position, he would provide commands, and if the 
suspect didn 't comply, we would deploy less lethal munitions. Sgt. Huynh said to move 
in. 

Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Grover, and Ofc. Albrandt hugged the wall to the north of me. I fanned 
a few feet south of them to create distance and prevent crossfire. 

Sgt. Huynh commanded the suspect to drop the chain. 

The suspect continued to hold the large chain in his hand. The suspect failed to comply 
with commands and purposefully walked straight towards Sgt. Huynh, Officer Grover, 
and Officer Albrandt. The suspect closed the distance to approximately 10 feet. 

At that moment, I felt the suspect represented an immediate and imminent threat to 
cause serious bodily harm to Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Grover, and Ofc. Albrandt due to the 
following reasons: 

The suspect's close and rapidly enclosing proximity to multiple officers. 

The suspect's want for a violent felony. 

The suspect's agitated state. 

The suspect's threats of violent action. 

The suspect was wielding, and actively used, a serious deadly weapon. 

Due to the immediacy of the situation and potential for death and/or great bodily injury 
to multiple officers, I fired my less lethal launcher. It was not feasible in the time frame to 
shout that I was firing less lethal. I aimed towards the suspec;t's left thigh. There was no 
one in the backdrop of my line of fire . 

. I did not see the impact of the projectile. I ejected the chamber of the launcher and 
loaded a new round. As I was doing so, I dropped one of the two live 40mm rounds in 
my left hand. 
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The suspect was on the ground and detained by multiple officers. Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 said 
over the air that a shot was fired. I was unaware of a shot being fired until then. I 
approached the suspect and saw that blood was pooling near his head. 

I retrieved the live round that I had dropped at the scene. 

I was told by Sgt. Speelman #S-12 to head back to the station and to wait for further 
instruction. 

At the station, Sgt. Kleppe S-4 retrieved my body worn camera. Sgt. Kleppe took 
custody of the 40 mm less lethal launcher that I used and later returned it. 

I reviewed Officer Melowitz's body worn camera footage. Officer Melowitz's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in is report. 

Officer Shivas 

I reviewed Officer Shivas' report in which he wrote the following: 

On 01/02/2021 at approximately 2023 hours I was dispatched a report of a robbery that 
had occurred just prior at 2190 Shattuck Arrival. I responded to the area. While en-route 
I was advised there was sufficient officers on scene and I was directed to take a traffic 
post on Bancroft and Dana to prevent vehicles traveling west on Bancroft. I remained at 

( this post until advised to clear about 0142 hours. 

Sergeant Huynh 

I reviewed Sergeant Huynh's report in which he wrote: 

On 1/2/21 at about 2022 Hrs. a report of an armed robbery had just occurred at 2190 
Shattuck Ave. , Walgreens. The suspect was described as a black male late 50's, 6-00, 
195 lbs. and armed with a 6' long chain that was large in size. I responded from the 
west end of the city. 

As I was responding I heard a radio broadcast that officers had located the suspect on 
foot on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton St. and were attempting to stop him. I heard the 
situation evolving with less lethal munitions being requested and the suspect was 
refusing to comply. The suspect walked into the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. and 
officers were able to contain him to the courtyard. 

I arrived on scene to assist and immediately made contact with Sgt. Kleppe #S4. Sgt. 
Kleppe was on the western side of the courtyard next to Sgt. Speelman #S12 who was 
negotiating with the suspect. I looked at the courtyard and saw a black male holding a 
large 6' or longer chain over his shoulder. The suspect was refusing to comply, 
incoherent, extremely agitated and his physical posture was aggressive. Sgt. Kleppe 
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and I devised a plan to effect an arrest with a contact team on the eastern side of the 
court yard. I was contact team supervisor role . 

The eastern side of the court yard consisted of a smaller building that was unattached to 
the main building with a breeze way. The contact team staged in the breeze way and 
consisted of the following members: 

Less Lethal Operators (40mm) - Ofc. Melowitz, Ofc. Grover and myself 
Lethal cover - Ofc. Navarro and Ofc. Albrandt 

While staged, I gave clear assignments and tactics and waited for Sgt. Kleppe to 
verbally initiate the contact team's movement to the suspect. Sgt. Kleppe gave-me the 
command and the team moved into position. I saw the suspect standing on a cement 
raised fixture in the middle of the courtyard holding the chain in his right hand. I gave 
clear commands to drop the chain. He immediately turned to face me and I repeated 
the command. He stepped off the cement fixture, refused to drop the chain and I told 
him he was going to get shot with Jess lethal. He continued his refusal to comply and 
quickly began rushing at me holding the chain low in his right hand. 

The suspect was holding the chain low, however, he had that arm in a swinging 
position. Coupled with the aforementioned observation and the suspect rushing 
towards me, I shot him once with a Jess lethal round. My target area was his stomach 
area. The shot had no effect and I heard an immediate two more round of Jess lethal 
being fired to the left of me. Those round had no effect on the suspect and he 
quickened his rush towards me. 

I estimated the suspect was within 1 O' of me and I was unable to reload. As this was 
happening quickly, I went thru other force options and realized there was no other due 
to the time and distance that was not beneficial to me. The suspect was closing fast 
and would be on top of me. Fearing this, I felt my life was in imminent danger of great 
bodily injury or death if struck in the head with his chain. I heard a single lethal round 
being fired to the left of me and saw the suspect fall to the ground. 

I was able to reload my less lethal launcher and gave commands to the suspect to 
spread out his arms and to not move. He complied and assisting officers handcuffed 
him with no further force used. I did not know if the suspect was struck with a lethal 
round until I heard someone say the suspect had a GSW Life saving measures was 
immediately started. 

I know Ofc. Albrandt's action·saved me from an imminent attack that could have gravely 
injured or killed me. 

I asked who shot Jess lethal rounds and discovered every less lethal operator shot, 
along with Ofc. Albrandt being the lethal cover that fired one round that struck the 
suspect. I separated the Jess lethal operators and had them not discuss the matter 
further and Sgt. Kleppe dealt with Ofc. Albrandt. 
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The scene was secured and I had all involved Jess lethal operators who fired return to 
the station and sequester themselves in the BPD parking Jot. 

I reviewed Officer Huynh's body worn camera footage . Sergeant Huynh's footage was 
fairly consistent with what he described in his report. 

Sergeant Speelman 

I reviewed Sergeant Speelman's report in which she wrote: 

On 1/2/21 at approximately 2028 hrs I responded to Bancroft Way, east of Durant, 
regarding a robbery suspect with a cha.in. As I responded, units advised over the radio 
that the suspect was non-compliant and was refusing to drop the chain. I arrived on 
scene, activated my BWC and deployed my Less Lethal Launcher. As I approached the 
scene I saw numerous officers surrounding a courtyard and a single male standing in 
the middle. 

The male, later identified as Bryant was holding a long silver chain in one hand and 
shouting into the sky. He was saying things like, "No CIA! No silver bullets! Not a million 
men, not a million ladies, only one can stop me!" I contacted Ofc. Gibson on the west 
side of the courtyard. Ofc. Gibson advised that he had tried to communicate with Bryant 
but that Bryant asked for "three minutes of silence". I am a former member of the 
Special Response Team Negotiator Element and decided to attempt to talk to Bryant 
and get him to comply. 

I spoke to Bryant without any weapons in my hands. As I started to talk to Bryant he 
said things to no one in particular, "Your eyesight was taken ... Describe that picture and 
I'll drop the chain! God is looking down, you guys are one face ... you guys are one 
body ... The pictures are right above your head, women are ok ... you will be sent to a 
planet of your choice" and "Come on I'm right here toy soldiers, I'm right here 
technology, come on toy soldiers! Over here!" I asked Bryant who he was talking to but 
he didn 't respond. 

I repeatedly asked Bryant to put the chain down but he did not. "Go ahead and shoot 
me bitch, little toy soldiers, I'm gonna send you to hell, I'm going to come visit you and 
I'm gonna play doctor." I continued to try to engage Bryant but he ignored me and said, 
"I'm protecting god's property! Reverse light, reverse their sensors ... thank you . .. AH! 
Ah! Oh, man, I've waited so long mom, you thought I was a coward ... Reverse the 
vehicle's lights, inward .. . outward, back inward out! Thank you. All the colors .. . the new 
element ... half angel ... no I'm not half man ... no man of God. Going to hell for you 
guys. " 

At this point, Sgt. Kleppe advised me that Sgt. Huynh was on the east side of the 
courtyard with a team of officers who were going to attempt to contact Bryant. I walked 
north from my position to get out of the way of any crossfire from Sgt. Huynh 's team. I 
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stopped at a spot where I could still see Bryant through the chain link fence and then 
heard Sgt. Huynh yell "Drop the chain! Drop the chain!" 

I could see that Bryant did not drop the chain and instead began walking purposefully 
towards the officers. I then heard loud reports of Less Lethal Launchers and one much 
louder report from a gun. I saw that officers were handcuffing Bryant so I entered the 
courtyard, notified Dispatch that we were taking him in to custody and requested BFD 
come to the scene. 

Bryant initially lay unmoving as officers attended to him so I requested his handcuffs be 
removed. However, he began trying to get up and that idea was abandoned for officer 
safety and so he could receive medical care. BFD arrived on scene and transported 
Bryant to Highland Hospital. 

I requested the area be taped off with crime scene tape. I walked around the scene and 
noted where the spent Less Lethal rounds and cartridges were located, along with the 
spent shell casing. In addition, I located what appeared to be a spent bullet on the 
pavement near the front doors of 2222 Bancroft. I remained on scene with Ofc. Gibson 
and Ofc. Ceja to ensure the scene and evidence were secure. 

CS1 Cardoza and CSO Bolla arrived on scene and I walked them through the scene, 
pointing out foam rounds, cartridges, etc. See their supplemental reports for further. 

Later on, Sgt. Wilson and additional detectives arrived on scene. I walked them through 
the scene as well. See their supplemental reports for further. 

Once the scene was processed, I requested Crime Scene Cleaners to remove any 
blood from the courtyard. I left the ·scene with Ofc. Ceja who remained there waiting for 
Crime Scene Cleaners. 

I reviewed Sergeant Speelman's body worn camera footage. Sergeant Speelman's 
footage was fairly consistent with what she described in her report. 

Officer Kirkbride 

I reviewed Officer Kirkbride's report in which she wrote the following: 

"On 115/2021 at approximately 1310, I was conducting a suspect over watch detail at 
the Highland Hospital in Oakland. The suspect (Vincent Bryant) was hospitalized on a 
police hold, as a result of injuries he sustained during an incident on 112/2021. 

While at the hospital, I received a call from Sgt. Wilson (#S3) , who was one of the 
investigators in this case. Sgt. Wilson inquired about the injuries Bryant sustained as a 
result of BPD's deployment of less lethal munitions .. Shortly after the incident, Bryant's 
injury to the face was the focus of the officers on scene, and Sgt. Wilson wanted to 
verify whether_ or not Bryant sustained any additional trauma to his body caused by the 
projectiles. 
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I contacted one of Bryant's nurses (nurse Pamela), who had mentioned to me earlier 
that he had injuries to his hand. I entered Bryant's room with her, and she asked Bryant 
if it was okay for me to photograph his hand. Bryant nodded his head in approval. 

I observed swelling and bruising on his right middle finger and right thumb, and both 
fingers were secured in splints. Nurse Pamela said that both fingers were fractured. I 
photographed Bryant's right hand and the injuries to his fingers. 

Given that less lethal munitions were deployed toward Bryant, I asked if he had any 
bruising on his body. Bryant did not want me to be present as nurse Pamela lifted his 
gown. I left the room, and nurse Pamela visually assessed Bryant's legs, stomach and 
back for possible injuries. She stated that she did not see any bruising anywhere on his 
body. 

I uploaded the photographs into Evidence. com" 

Detective J. Smith 

I reviewed Homicide Detective Smith's report in which he wrote the following: 

On 1/2/21 I assisted Sgt. Wilson with the officer involved shooting investigation. Sgt 
Kleppe brought al/"of the involved 40mm less than lethal launchers than had been used 
during the incident. He then explained the following: 

• Ofc. Melowitz fired one round from launcher GS1717. 

• Ofc. Moore fired one round from launcher PA2. 

• Ofc. Grover fired one round from GS5148. 

• Sgt. Huynh fired one round from launcher GS1719. 

• Ofc. Legall fired one round from launcher GS1720. 

ID Tech Cardoza photographed all of the launchers prior to Sgt. Kleppe returning them 
to patrol use. ' 

Identification Technician Cardoza 

I reviewed Identification Technician Cardoza's report in which she wrote: 

On Saturday, January 2, 2021 at approximately 2046hrs, I received a call at home from 
Berkeley Police Department (BPD) dispatch notifying me of an officer involved shooting 
and requesting I respond. 

I arrived at the Berkeley Police Department at approximately 2200hrs and contacted 
Sergeant J. Wilson #S-3 and Community Services Officer (CSO) Bolla #457 in the · 
Homicide Office. Sgt. Wilson advised CSO Bolla and I that the officer involved shooting 
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occurred in a courtyard located at 2222 Bancroft Way (The Tang center). The incident 
involved one officer and a subject who reportedly sustained a gunshot wound and was 
transported to Highland Hospital Emergency Room. Sgt. Wilson requested photo 
documentation of the subject at Highland Hospital ER, the involved Officer, collection of 
the officer's duty belt/external vest carrier and processing of the scene. CSO Bolla was 
directed to respond to Highland Hospital to photograph the subject (later identified as 
Bryant, Vincent) and his injuries. 

At approximately 2213hrs Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 met with me in the Homicide Office where I 
took custody of a black duty belt with holstered handgun and two magazines. I 
photographed the items prior to taking custody of them and proceeded directly to the 
Crime Scene Unit (CSU) lab. The black duty belt with holstered handgun and two 
magazines were secured in the lab pending comprehensive photographs, inspection 
and inventory with Sgt. Wilson. 

I then met with Officer M. Albrandt #51 and Officer Muratovic #159 in the CSU office. I 
advised Officer Albrandt of my directives and requested to take photographs of her for 
documentation purposes. She agreed and was cooperative throughout the process. 
Officer Muratovic stood by during the process. I observed that Officer Albrandt was 
wearing a Berkeley Police Department (BPD) Uniform with an external vest carrier, BPD 
baseball cap and 3M N95 respirator mask. Photos were taken with and without the 3M 
respirator. Per Albrandt, she was wearing the 3M respirator at the time of the incident. 
Subsequent to photos, at approximately 2228hrs I took custody of the external vest 
carrier. Officers Albrandt and Muratovic then cleared the CSU office and I proceeded to 
the CSU lab where the external vest carrier was secured pending comprehensive 
photographs, inspection and inventory with Sgt. Wilson . 

At approximately 2240hrs I spoke with Sgt. Kleppe in the BPD Property Crimes office 
where he requested photographs of five (5) less lethal 40mm single launchers. The less 
lethal launchers were laid out on the floor and I placed them on a clean piece of butcher 
paper to facilitate photography. All five (5) were PENN ARMS less lethal 40mm single 
launchers. Upon completion, Sgt. Kleppe maintained custody of the aforementioned 
items. 

I then proceeded to the scene located at 2222 Bancroft Way (The Tang Center) and 
arrived at approximately 2315hrs. I made contact Sgt. Speelman #S-12, Sgt. Wilson #S-
3 and CSO Bolla #457. Shortly thereafter additional Detective Division Sergeants 
arrived and a walkthrough of the scene was conducted with Sgt. Speelman. The 
incident reportedly occurred within the courtyard of the Tang Center/ University Health 
Service. 

The scene appeared to span from the west walkway between the Tang Center (2222 
Bancroft Way) and UC Berkeley Legends Aquatic Center (2214 Bancroft Way) to the 
east side of the Tang Center courtyard. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to five 
white 40mm foam baton shell cases and four foam baton rounds located in several 
areas within the courtyard and west walkway between the Tang Center and UC 
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Berkeley Legends Aquatic Center. Sgt. Speelman advised that five 40mm munitions 
were apparently deployed during the incident. In the northwest area of the courtyard is a 
picnic/dining section with several chairs and circular picnic tables. A tan cloth bag was 
located on a chair in the northwest corner of the dining area. We were also directed to 
an unzipped black bag located on a concrete bench on the south side of the dining 
area. 

East of the aforementioned dining area within the courtyard is a small square building 
(University Health Service - Career Counseling Library). Per Sgt. Speelman the subject: 
Bryant was ultimately contacted in the courtyard just south of the Career Counseling 
Library. A long wooden bench runs parallel to the south side of the building and spans 
the length. There is a walkway to the east and the staff entrance of the Tang Center is 
south. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to a long chain, padlock and a 
concentration of suspected blood. Apparent first aid supplies and additional items were 
located on the long wooden bench. Located on the ground west of the wooden bench I 
observed what appeared to be two human teeth attached to tissue/gum. Sgt. Speelman 
went on to point out an apparent expended shell casing on the ground east of the 
wooden bench and possible bullet fragment/jacket on the ground in front of the staff 
entrance of the Tang Center. Subsequent to the walk through a scene/perimeter check 
for additional evidence was conducted and the "outstanding" fifth foam baton round was 
not located. 

Sgt. Wilson requested the scene be photographed and designated evidence be 
collected. I proceeded to take initial general overview photographs of the scene. CSO 
Bolla was tasked with evidence collection and scene documentation. Please refer to 
CSO Bo/la 's report for additional information. At approximately 0036hrs after initial 
scene photographs were completed I cleared the scene. 

_At approximately 0053hrs on 01/03/2021, Sgt. Wilson #S-3 contacted me in the CSU 
lab to document the duty belt, handgun, magazines and external vest carrier as they 
were inspected and inventoried. I took additional photographs of the black duty belt and 
holstered handgun. Sgt. Wilson then removed the GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm handgun 
serial# BHGS151 with attached Streamlight. She rendered the handgun safe and I 
observed her remove a chambered bullet and magazine. Sgt. Wilson inventoried the 
number.of bullets in the magazine (16) that were removed from the GLOCK 17. Two 
remaining magazines were then documented and visually inspected. Each GLOCK 
9mm magazine appeared to be fully loaded. Sgt. Wilson requested that the magazines 
and contents remain intact and booked as such after photo documentation. The external 
vest carrier a TACTICAL BPS vest was documented depicting attached police radio, 
Pelican light, name patch, badge, pens, miscellaneous papers and MK-3 OC spray. At 
approximately 0105hrs, during the inspection of the external vest carrier Sgt. Wilson 
removed and took custody of two empty "replacement" magazines located in the front 
lower pockets of the carrier. Sgt. Wilson also took custody of the MK-3 OC per properly 
room protocol at approximately 0138hrs. Photo documentation was completed 
throughout the inventory process. Upon completion, I maintained custody of the duty 
belt, handgun, magazines, ammunition and external vest carrier. 
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Using a Nikon D5500 digital camera I photographed the following: 

Berkeley Police Department- 2100 Martin Luther King Jr way 

Homicide Office: 

Admin 21-0001 

- Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with holstered GLOCK 17, handcuffs, Streamlight 
flashlight, collapsible baton and two magazines 

Crime Scene Unit Office: 
- Officer M. Albrandt #51 
- Wearing Berkeley Police Department uniform with external vest carrier, Berkeley 
Police Department baseball cap, black boots and an 3M N95 respirator 
- Front, back and side profiles 
- Front and back of both hands 

Property Crimes Office: 
- Five (5) PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launchers 

- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GS1717 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40-C, serial #GSC1330 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GSC5148 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GSC1719 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GSC1720 

Crime Scene Unit Lab: 
- Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with attached accessories 
- GLOCK 17 Gen 5, AUSTRIA 9x19, 9mm handgun serial #BHGS151 with attached 
TLR-1 HL Streamlight tactical light 
- Removed chambered bullet SPEER 9mm LUGER+P 
- Removed magazine GLOCK 9mm #1587;.01 

- (16) SPEER 9mm LUGER+P bullets removed from aforementioned magazine 
- (2) GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazine appearing to be fully loaded 
- Black TACTICAL BPS Vest external vest carrier and contents 

2222 Bancroft Way (Tang Center): 
- Intersection of Bancroft and Fulton and view looking east 
- Northeast corner of Bancroft Way and Fulton 
- Bancroft Way east of Fulton/view looking east 
- UC Berkeley LEGENDS AQUA TIC CENTER located at 2214 Bancroft Way 
- General overview of the front of the Tang Center/University Health Center depicting 
the courtyard and University Health Service - Career Counseling Library building 
- General overview of the west walkway between the Tang Center and UC Berkeley 
Legends Aquatic Center depicting apparent 40mm foam baton cases 
- General overview of the picnic/dining area east of the walkway between the Tang 
Center and UC Berkeley Legends Aquatic Center depicting a cloth bag on a chair in the 
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northwest corner and an unzipped black bag on the concrete bench located on the 
south side of the dining area 
- General overview of the area south of the University Health Service - Career 
Counseling Library depicting various items including but not limited to 40mm foam baton 
rounds, 40mm baton cases, chain, padlock, first aid supplies, concentration of 
suspected blood and apparent human teeth attached to tissue/gum . 
- General overview of the east side of the courtyard and the staff entrance of the Tang · 
Center depicting various items including a 40mm foam baton round, 40mm baton case, 
expended shell casing and possible bullet/jacket fragment 
- General overview of the walkway east of the· University Health Service - Career 
Counseling Library · 

Note: Refer to CSO Bo/la's #457 report for information regarding any 
evidence collected on scene 

Evidence - the following evidence was collected using clean unused gloves, AUMA 
OM KN95 protective face mask, clean unused paper packaging, clean unused pill boxes 
and clean unused gun box: · 

- Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with attached accessories: 
- Black holster 
- Collapsible baton and holder 
- Streamlight Flashlight SIN 012418 A0619 and holder 
- Handcuffs and holder 

- GLOCK 17 Gen 5, AUSTRIA 9x19, 9mm handgun serial #BHGS151 with attached 
TLR-1 HL Streamlight Tactical light SIN 694036 0120 
- (1) SPEER 9mm LUGER +P bullet from chamber 
- GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazine removed from GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm handgun 
- (16) SPEER 9mm LUGER +P bullets from GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazine 

- (2) GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazines appearing to be fully loaded 

- Black TACTICAL BPS Vest (MENTONE, CA MADE IN THE USA) external vest carrier 
and contents 

- Velcro name patch M. Albrandt and Berkeley Police Badge #51 
- Berkeley Police radio 
- Body Worn camera mount 
- Pelican light 
- Carabiner clip 
- Pens and miscellaneous papers 
- MK-3 .2% Defense Technology OC Spray 

Note: at approximately 0138hrs Sgt. Wilson took custody of the MK-3 
.2% spray 

Subsequent to comprehensive photo documentation, I packaged and booked the 
GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm handgun, bullets, magazine, duty belt (contents) and external 
vest carrier (contents) into the Berkeley Police Department property room locker #15 on 
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01/03/2021 at approximately 0309hrs. All 182 photographs were uploaded to the 
evidence.com digital management system under the above listed case number. 

Identification Technician Schwarck 

I reviewed Identification Technician Schwarck's report in which he wrote : 

I arrived at Highland Hospital in the Emergency Department at approximately 1420hrs 
and I met with Officer K. Peters #148. Sergeant Bonaventure S-10 had requested that I 
meet with Officer's Peters in order to collect clothing items from a patient's belonging 
bag. Bonaven,ture requested that only the clothing (excluding socks and underwear) be 
collected from the patient belonging bag. 

Officer Peters was standing by with the subject, Vincent Bryant 12/15/1969, in room #9. 
Bryant was in a hospital gurney and appeared to be sedated at this time. I took 
overview photographs of Bryant for documentation purposes. I then photographed two 
Patient Belonging Bags under the hospital gurney and I photographed the labels 
(Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969) on each bag. 

Officer Peters and I advised the on duty nurse that I would be collecting the clothing 
items only from the Patient Belonging Bags. Officer Peters assisted by searching the 
pockets of the clothing for any personal or miscellaneous items. Officer Peters was 
wearing gloves as he searched the items. A cut blue .key lanyard and a pair of black 
socks remained in one Patient Belonging Bag and a pair of black Hanes boxer briefs, a 
plastic zip bag containing apparent receipts and a crumpled apparent receipt remained 
in the other bag. 

Most of the clothing items appeared to have been cut (likely by paramedics) and 
contained suspected blood. I collected the items with gloves and clean unused 
packaging materials (paper/plastic bags). Note: some items were collected with a 
plastic bag due to the possibility of the items being damp. The items were later 
packaged and booked in individual paper bags. 

I cleared the hospital at approximately 1440hrs. 

Upon return to the Berkeley Police Department I photographed the collected items with 
a scale in the Crime Scene Drying Room. An AC Tansit card was located in the upper 
left pocket of a grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket. 

Using a Nikon D5500 digital camera the following photographs were taken: 

1.) Highland Hospital in Emergency Room.#9: 
A.) Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969, on a hospital gurney mostly covered in a white 

sheet 
- medical tubes in the mouth (apparatus strapped around the back of the head) 
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8.) two Patient Belonging Bags to Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969 under the gurney 
- cut blue key lanyard with two keys from the first bag (remained in the bag and 

with the patient) 
- one pair of black socks from the first bag (remained in the bag and with the 

patient) 
- black/blue Hanes boxer briefs from the second bag (remained in the bag and 

with the patient) 
- plastic zip bag with apparent receipts from the second bag (remained in the 

bag and with the patient) 
- crumpled apparent receipt from the second bag (remained in the bag and with 

the patient) 

2.) Berkeley Police Department Drying Room: 
A.) clothing items from the Patient Belonging Bags to Vincent Lee Bryant12115/1969 

(listed below under Evidence) 
- items photographed with a scale 

Evidence- the following evidence was collected with gloves and clean unused plastic 
and paper bags- the items were collected from Bryant Vincent Lee's two Patient 
Belonging Bags at Highland Hospital, Emergency Room #9 : - Note: some items were 
collected with a plastic bag due to the possibility of the items being damp. The items 
were later packaged and booked in individual paper bags 

- grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket style hat, size Large (suspected blood on the 
back exterior/interior, suspected blood on the 

interior right side), small American Flag on a toothpick in the top of the hat 
- cut green carhartt pants, size 38 (unknown dark stains on the front and back pant legs, 
small concentrations of suspected blood on the 

top portion of the jeans on the front and back) 
- cut green Claiborne sweater in two pieces, size XL (suspected blood one of the 
sleeves, unknown which side due to the item being cut) 
- cut grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket, size Large; AC TRANSIT DAY PASS 
card in the upper left chest pocket 
- cut grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Large, (suspected blood on the hood, 
sleeves, and on the lower back portion) 
- cut black sweatpants, unknown brand and size (suspected blood stains on the front 
and back sides- prominent from the waist to the ankle 

cuffs) 
- cut grey JERZEES sweatshirt, size 2XL, (suspected large blood stains on the front, 
back and sleeves); unknown small slits on the on the 

front right side chest areas, unknown small slit on the lower right side 
- cut light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM t-shirt in two pieces, size 2XL (suspected large 
blood stains on both shirt pieces) 
- cut black RZ face mask with light blue tags, size XL 
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- pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 11 ½, (suspected blood on the toe-box 
area of both boots, suspected blood on the 

outside of the left boot, suspected blood on the heel of the right boot, small 
concentrations of blood on soles of both boots), inserts 

appeared to be stained in a pinkish color, silver thumb tack/push pin in the sole of the 
right boot) 

Upon return to the Berkeley Police Department the photographs were uploaded into 
Evidence.com. The evidence was packaged, sealed and booked into Secured Property 
Room Lockers. 

Identification Technician Bolla 

I reviewed Identification Technician Bella's report in which she wrote: 

On 01/02/2021 at approximately 2200 hours I met with Sergeant J. Wilson S-3 at the 
Berkeley Police Department (BPD) Homicide Unit. She briefed me on an officer involved 
shooting (OIS) that had occurred at 2222 Bancroft Way at approximately 2022 hours, 
involving a chain-wielding subject who was reportedly involved in a Shattuck A venue 

· Walgreens robbery. She informed me that during the incident, several rounds of less 
lethal munitions were deployed and the involved officer's duty weapon was discharged. 
She advised that the involved male subject had been transported to Highland Hospital 
Emergency Room (ER) in Oakland after sustaining a gunshot wound to the face . She 
advised that Berkeley Fire Department (BFO) paramedics were staging nearby at the 
time of the incident and that the subject was quickly transported to the trauma center 
following the shooting. She requested that I proceed to Highland Hospital to photograph 
the subject and his injuries. 

At approximately 2218 hours I arrived at Highland Hospital ER where I made contact 
with Officer Bally #73 who was standing outside Trauma Room #9. She informed me 
that hospital personnel were treating the injured subject (Bryant, Vincent) who was 
sedated but in stable condition. 

At the time of my arrival, an ER physician and a nurse were actively attending to 
Bryant's injuries. I observed that the physician was packing what he later described as 
an entry wound (located in the area of Bryant's lower right jaw) with gauze. I stood by 
outside the trauma room until  (a registered nurse) invited me inside the room to 
photograph Bryant. I took general photos of Bryant as he lay supine on a gurney, 
breathing with the assistance of a ventilator.  and the physician advised that Bryant 
had sustained a "through and through" gunshot wound to the area of his lower right jaw 
and that his jaw was shattered. They showed me where the entry wound had been 
packed with gauze and they pointed out the exit wound that was located on the left side 
of Bryant's chin. At the time, I was not advised of any additional physical injuries. After 
photographing Bryant, I cleared the ER at approximately 2250 hours. 
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I returned to Berkeley .and at the request of Sgt. Speelman S- 12 I proceeded to the 
scene located in the courtyard at 2222 Bancroft Way- Tang Center/ University Health 
Service. She briefed me on the incident and advised that Sgt. Wilson was en route to . . 

our location. Upon the arrival of Crime Scene Supervisor CS-1 Cardoza, Sgt. Wilson 
and additional Detectives Division sergeants - we walked through the scene and were 
briefed on the incident. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to an outdoor dining 
courtyard and advised that (to the east of the dining area) Bryant was observed 
swinging a long chain at officers. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to five white 
plastic 40mm foam baton shell casings and four black foam baton rounds that were 
located in the area of the Tang Center/ University Health Service courtyard. Per Sgt. 
Speelman, a total of five rounds of the 40mm less lethal projectiles were deployed at the 
scene. We searched the scene for additional evidence and the outstanding fifth foam 
baton round was not located. 

Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to a wooden bench located on the north side of the 
courtyard to the east of the dining area, across from the University Health Service staff 
entrance. Located on the pavement to the immediate west of the wooden bench, there 
were what appeared to be two human teeth attached to pink suspected gums and flesh . 
Concentrations of suspected blood were observed on the pavement to the south of the 
bench, along with a brass-colored Master padlock. A long, silver-colored chain was 
located on the pavement, beneath a loop wave style bicycle rack. · Per Sgt. Speelman, 
Bryant dropped the chain at that location during the incident. 

Sgt. Speelman pointed out several additional pieces of evidence that were located at 
the scene. At the northwest comer of the courtyard, a reusable cloth bag filled with what 
appeared to be perishable food was resting on top of a chair. At the east end of a 
southern concrete bench, an unzipped black duffel bag containing what were later 
revealed to be Bryant's personal belongi(lgs was located. Sgt. Grant S-27 searched the 
bag in my presence and it appeared to contain personal hygiene products, clothing and 
additional items. 

Near the east end of the wooden bench, one apparent 9mm LUGER +P expended shell 
casing was located on the east breeze way pavement. To the southwest of the 
expended shell casing, officers directed my attention to an unknown silver and copper-
colored suspected bullet jacket that was located on the pavement in front of the staff 
entrance to the Tang Center. · 

At the northwest comer of the courtyard, I stood by while Sgt. Bonaventure S-10 
searched the cloth bag containing suspected stolen items. He agreed to take custody of 
the perishable items after they were collected as evidence and once we returned to the 
Berkeley Police Department. 

Sgt. Wilson requested that I photograph the scene and collect evidence. First aid 
supplies and packaging left at the scene would, per Sgt. Wilson, be photographed only 
and not collected, along with the concentrations of suspected blood. CS-1 Cardoza took 
initial scene photos and upon completion I set numerical evidence placards #1 through 
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#19 inplace next to the evidence. At that time, CS-1 Cardoza cleared the scene. Refer 
to her ID Tech report for additional information. 

I set numerical evidence placards #1 through #19 in place and I photographed the 
scene. Upon completion, at approximately 0113 hours I began evidence collection. 

Upon completion of collection all evidence was promptly secured inside ID Van #1803. I 
took additional scene photos, with and without placards in place and Sgt. Speelman 
confirmed that no additional services were needed. I cleared the scene on 01/03/2021 
at approximately 0152 hours. 

I returned to the BPD Crime Scene Unit (CSU) and secured the collected evidence 
inside the CSU Lab. The suspected human teeth were secured inside the CSU Lab 
refrigerator at approximately 0211 hours. At approximately 0230 hours Sgt. 
Bonaventure took custody of the perishable items inside the CSU Lab. 

On 01/03/2021 at approximately 1045 hours I began photographing and processing the 
collected evidence. All evidence was photographed inside the CSU Lab and upon 
completion three damp or wet items recovered from the black duffel bag (Evidence #5) 
were relocated to the BPD Drying Room. At approximately 1335 hours a damp New Era 
brand zip-front "Ice Storm" hoodie, a wet suspected sharpening stone and a damp white 
rag with unknown stains were secured inside Cabinet B of the Air Science evidence 
drying cabinet. As a precautionary measure a clean, unused piece of butcher paper was 
placed under the items prior to drying. Once dry, at approximately 1415 hours, the 
evidence and used butcher paper was recovered from the Drying Room and packaged, 
labeled and sealed inside the CSU Lab. 

Per BPD Property Room protocol, all liquid personal hygiene products recovered from 
the duffel bag were emptied of their contents prior to booking. I photographed the items 
prior to and following that process. 

With the exception of Evidence #5 (black duffel bag and its contents) and Evidence #9 
(suspected human teeth) all evidence was booked into Locker #17 of the BPD Property 
Room on 01/03/2021 at approximately 1825 hours. Evidence #9 (suspected human 
teeth) was booked into the BPD refrigerator at approximately 1825 hours and Evidence 
#5 (black duffel bag and its contents) was booked into the BPD Bulk Storage Room at 
approximately 1830 hours. 

A total of 480 photos pertaining to the case were uploaded into Evidence.com - the 
digital photo management database. 

On the morning of 01/04/2021 at approximately 0900 hours and at the direction of CS-1 
Cardoza, I contacted BPD Property Room personnel and requested that Evidence #9 
(suspected human teeth) be relocated to the BPD freezer. 

Using a Nikon D5500 digital camera the following photos were taken: 
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Highland Hospital Emergency Room - 1411 E 31st Street- Oakland 

- Exterior of Highland Hospital trauma room #9 
- General overview and profile photos of involved injured subject: Bryant, Vincent Lee 
DOB: 12/15/1969 - laying supine on a gurney and with his body partially covered with a 
blue hospital gown and white sheets - with suspected blood observed on the gown, 
sheet and on white gauze (located on top of his chest) and beneath his head 
- Observed physical injuries including: Suspected gunshot entry wound (packed with 
bloody gauze) located lower right jaw area, large apparent bloody gash located to the 
right of chin and suspected gunshot exit wound located on the left side of chin 
- Bryant, breathing with the assistance of a ventilator and with suspected blood and/or 
suspected dried blood observed on his face, neck, chest and arms 
- Numerous tattoos located on Bryant's body including the following: Left side of chest, 
above left breast area - (suspected Ankh/ Key of Life symbol over a suspected 
pentagram tattoo), additional miscellaneous tattoos observed on left side of neck, both 
forearms and left side of torso 

2222 Bancroft Way- Tang Center- University Health Service 

- Exterior of Tang Center- University Health Service 
- Exterior of Legends Aquatic Center- 2214 Bancroft Way 
- 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, located on pavement at west outer 
side of courtyard 
- 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, located on pavement at bottom of 
steps to the immediate west of southwest corner of courtyard 
- Tan/orange-colored cloth "Zuke's" bag, containing miscellaneous items and 
miscellaneous food and beverages - located on top of a chair at the northwest comer of 
courtyard 
- Black foam baton round, located on the ground inside the enclosed courtyard dining 
area, to the immediate west of concrete bench at eastern border 
- Unzipped black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, located on top of 
(easternmost end) of concrete bench at southern border 
- General photos of enclosed outdoor dining courtyard area, bordered to the south and 
east by long concrete benches 

, - Concentration of suspected blood located on the pavement to the east of the enclosed 
courtyard dining area 
- Brass-colored combination Master lock padlock with silver-colored shackle (with 
suspected blood on the shackle) located on pavement to the east of concrete (east) 
bench bordering courtyard dining area 
- Black Ray-Ban sunglasses with suspected dried blood, located on pavement to the 
west of northern wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected gums and flesh - located 
on pavement to the immediate west of northern wooden bench - across from University 
Health Service staff entrance 
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- Concentration of suspected blood with organic matter located on pavement to the 
south of northern wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with suspected blood, located on 
pavement to the south of northern wooden bench - across from University Health 
Service staff entrance 
- Miscellaneous items including: Plastic packaging, black suspected safety scissors and 
suspected paramedics ' first aid supplies, blue cloth bag, candy and beverages - located 
on top of northern wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Section of silver-colored chain link hardware "chain"; located on pavement at area of 
westernmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff 
entrance 
- Black foam baton round, located on ground to the immediate southwest of a tree, 
across from University Health Service staff entrance 
-:- 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, resting on pavement beneath 
easternmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff 
entrance, in close proximity to the bottom of a downspout 
- Silver-colored 9mm LUGER +P expended shell casing, located on breeze way 
pavement to the east of northern wooden bench, across from University Health Service 
staff entrance 
- Black foam baton round, located on pavement next to an unknown dried substance, to 
the northeast of University Health Service staff entrance in front of double doors and 
inside a marked construction area (cordoned off with orange pylons and temporary 
orange fencing) 
- Exterior of University Health Service staff entrance 
- Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, located on pavement directly in 
front of University Health Service staff entrance 
- Black foam baton round, located on pavement in front of combination 
recycling/compost/landfill bins -:- to the immediate west of the University Health Service 
staff entrance 
- Evidence #1 through #19 
- General scene photos 
- Additional scene photos, following collection of evidence 
- Scene photos following collection of numerical evidence placards 

Crime Scene Unit Lab - Photos of Collected Evidence 

- Preliminary photos of Evidence #3: Tan/orange reusable cloth "Zuke's" bag containing 
miscellaneous items and emptied of the following perishable foods - (Front and back of 
following items): Bottle of Pepsi with blue/red/white label, bottle of salmon-
colored/blacklwhitelmulti-colored Body Armor strawberry banana beverage, Fresh & 
Ready Foods Southwest Chicken Style Wrap, yellow/multi-colored peanut M&M's, open 
black/multi-colored bag of Lay's brand barbecue flavor potato chips 
-All sides of Evidence #1 : 4557 40mm S&Wwhite plastic foam baton shell casing with 
copper-colored 38 S&W head stamp 
- All sides of Evidence #2 _: 4557 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with 
copper-colored 38 S&W head stamp 
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- Front and back of Evidence #3: Tan/orange cloth reusable "Zuke 's" bag with 
identifying "Bag Maker's" tag 
- Remaining contents of Evidence #3/ "Zuke 's" cloth bag, including: Both sides of a 
white towel with unknown stains, miscellaneous items including but not limited to: 
Camouflage and orange suspected ratcheting securement straps, bungee cords, yellow 
Reese brand suspected trailer hitch lock, plastic package of Everbilt brand yellow rope, 
unknown suspected electronics parts and unknown plastic and copper parts, clear zip-
top bag containing silver-colored unknown hardware, section of white plastic chain-link 
"chain" and additional miscellaneous items 
- All sides of Evidence #4: Black foam baton round 
-All sides of Evidence #5: Unzipped black duffel bag with black/white striped webbing-
style straps, containing miscellaneous contents and clothing 
- Contents of Evidence #5/Black duffel bag - including but not limited to the following: 
Miscellaneous plastic bags, somewhat folded clear/blue suspected Patient Belongings 
bag, folded white anti-slip socks inside a clear plastic baggie, miscellaneous clothing, 
folded grey blanket, camouflage ratcheting securement strap, Testament cassette tape, 
soft-cover book titled The Education of a Graphic Designer, miscellaneous packaged 
personal hygiene products and toiletries, two blue-wrapped Rough Rider studded 
condoms, suspected Target gift card, miscellaneous papers, two red PPCS/Utilities 
Electrician UE-12-1 padlocks with silver-colored shackles. Plastic bottles/containers of 
total body cleanser spray, mouthwash, body lotion, roll-on antiperspirant and petroleum 
jelly (photographed prior to and following their contents being emptied), miscellaneous 
papers including: "Shelter/Housing Options for Vincent Bryant", yellow Sutter Health/ 
Alta Bates Summit Medical Center 5150 (72 hour) Involuntary Hold Assessment papers 
dated 12/28/2020 with an end time of 12/31/2020 and attached adhesive patient 
identification labels for Bryant, Vincent L 12/15/1969 Sex M 
- Front and back of white/blue Patient Belongings bag a white cloth/rag with unknown 
stains and a grey suspected sharpening stone - recovered from Evidence #51 Black 
duffel bag 
- Front and back of unzipped blue Columbia brand jacket, recovered from duffel bag 
- Front and back of unzipped grey New Era size M "Ice Storm" hooded zip-front 
sweatshirt with unknown stain on right front pocket (photographed prior to drying) -
recovered from duffel bag 
- Both sides of Evidence #7: Brass-colored combination Master padlock with silver-
colored shackle 
-All sides of Evidence #8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses (marked RB4165) with suspected 
dried blood observed on both lenses 
- Both sides of Evidence #9: Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected 
gums and flesh (photographed inside a pill box) 
- All sides of Evidence #10: 40mm white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-
colored 38 S&W head stamp - with suspected dried blood 
- Photos of evidence #12: Approximately 14-FT section of silver-colored chain-link 
hardware "chain ", with yellow tape marked 12.25 observed on one of the links and white 
tape observed on another one of the links 
- All sides of Evidence #13: black foam baton round 
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-All sides of Evidence #14: 4557 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with 
copper-colored 38 S&W head stamp 
- All sides of Evidence #15: 4557 40mm white plastic foam baton shell casing with 
copper-colored 38 S&W head stamp 
- All sides of Evidence #16: Silver-colored 9mm LUGER +P expended shell casing 
- All sides of Evidence #17: Black foam baton round 
- All sides of Evidence #18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket 
- All sides of Evidence #19: Black foam baton round 

Note: Photos were taken with and without a scale 

Evidence: The following evidence was collected using unused collecting and 
packaging equipment - gloves, paper products, sterile tweezers and evidence 
seal tape (Note: An Air Science Safekeeper Forensic Drying Cabinet was utilized 
to dry damp evidence) 

Evidence Collected from in front of Tang Center- University Health Service -
2222 Bancroft Way · 

- Evidence #1: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from 
pavement at west outer side of courtyard 
- Evidence #2: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from 
pavement at bottom of steps to the immediate west of southwest corner of courtyard 
- Evidence #3: Tan/orange-colored cloth "Zuke's" bag, containing miscellaneous items 
- collected from chair at northwest corner of courtyard 
- Evidence #4: Black foam baton round, collected from ground inside the enclosed 
courtyard dining area, to the immediate west of concrete bench at east side of courtyard 
dining area 
- Evidence #5: Unzipped black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected 
from east end of concrete bench at south side of courtyard dining area 
- Evidence #6: Concentration of suspected blood, located on pavement to the east of 
enclosed courtyard dining area (Photographed only and not collected) 
- Evidence #7: Brass-colored combination Master lock padlock with silver-colored 
shackle (with suspected blood observed on shackle) - collected from pavement to the 
east of concrete bench at east side of courtyard dining area 
- Evidence #8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses with suspected dried blood, collected from 
pavement to the west of (northern) wooden bench - across from University Health 
Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #9: Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected gums and 
flesh - collected from pavement to the immediate west of (northern) wooden bench -
across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #10: Concentration of suspected blood located on pavement to the south of 
(northern) wooden bench, with a 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing 
resting on the pavement - directly across from University Health Service staff entrance 
(Concentration of suspected blood was photographed only and not collected) 
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- Evidence #11: Miscellaneous items including: Plastic packaging and suspected 
paramedics' first aid supplies, blue cloth bag, miscellaneous candy and beverages -
located on top of (northern) wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff 
entrance (Photographed only and not collected) 
- Evidence #12: Section of silver-colored chain-link hardware "chain", collected from 
pavement at area of westernmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University 
Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #13: Black foam baton round, collected from ground located to the 
immediate southwest of a tree, across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #14: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from 
pavement beneath easternmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University 
Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #15: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from 
ground near east end of (northern) wooden bench, across from University Health 
Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #16: Silver-colored SPEER LUGER 9mm expended shell casing, collected 
from breeze way pavement to the east of (northern) wooden bench, across from 
University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #17: Black foam baton round, collected from pavement to the northeast of 
University Health Service staff entrance, in front of double doors and inside marked 
construction area 
- Evidence #18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, collected from 
pavement in front of University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #19: Black foam baton round, collected from pavement in front of 
combination recycling/compost/landfill bins - to the immediate west of University Health 
Services staff entrance 

Note: An Auma Com brand KN95 particulate respirator was utilized during the collection 
of processing of evidence 

Homicide Sergeant J. Wilson 

I reviewed Sergeant Wilson's Homicide report in which she documented her 
investigative steps. Sergeant Wilson stated that upon being briefed on the officer 
involved shooting, she notified the Alameda County District Attorney's Office Officer 
Involved Shooting Team. The shooting team indicated that they were not going to 
respond to the scene as the shooting was not fatal. 

In the course of her investigation, Sergeant Wilson reviewed Officer Albrandt's body 
worn camera footage. Sergeant Wilson conducted and interview with Officer Albrandt 
and her representative to determine if any crimes had occurred . 

At the conclusion of her investigation , Sergeant Wilson wrote the following: 

Pursuant to Penal Code Section 835a(a), the authority to use physical force conferred 
on peace officers is a serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with. 
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respect for human rights and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. It is the 
intent of the Legislature that peace officers use deadly force only when necessary in 
defense of human life. In determining whether deadly force is necessary, officers shall 
evaluate each situation in light of the particular circumstances of each case, and shall 
use other available resources and techniques if reasonably safe and feasible to an 
objectively reasonable officer. The decision to use force shall be evaluated carefully and 
thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority and the serious 
consequences of the use of force by peace officers. Further, the decision to use force 
shall be evaluated from the perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation, 
based on the totality of the circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the 
time, rather than with the benefit of hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances 
shall account for occasions when officers may be forced to make quick judgements 
about using force. 

A review of the facts of the incident support that Albrandt's actions were lawful. The 
facts support the following: 

• Gibson attempted to detain Bryant for a reported robbery. 

• Bryant resisted the detention. 

• Bryant was armed with a 13-foot metal chain. 
• Multiple officers attempted to negotiate with Bryant in an attempt to get him to 

drop the chain. 

• Bryant repeatedly threatened to use the metal chain to assault officers over the 
course of approximately 13 minutes. 

• Bryant refused to drop the chain despite being ordered multiple times to do so. 

• Bryant advanced at Huynh and Grover with the chain in his hand. 

• Albrandt believed Bryant intended to use the chain to assault Huynh and Grover. 

• Albrandt believed Huynh and Grover were in imminent danger of suffering 
serious bodily injury or being killed by Bryant. 

• Multiple less-lethal projectiles were fired at Bryant. 

• Albrandt was designated lethal cover. 

• Albrandt believed the less-lethal force was ineffective in stopping Bryant. 

• Albrandt believed lethal force was necessary to defend Huynh and Grover from 
serious bodily injury or death. 
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• Albrandt fired one round at E3ryant, preventing him from further advancing on 
Huynh and Grover. 

This investigation is closed and has been forwarded to the Office of the Chief for review. 
(See Sergeant Wilson's report for details) · 

STATEMENT OF OFFICER ALBRANDT TO SERGEANT WILSON (TRANSCRIBED) 

(Excerpt taken from Sergeant Wilson 's report) 

Albrandt was in her car at the police department when she heard the beeper on the 
radio followed by a broadcast of a robbery at Walgreens. The robbery was via a long 
chain and the suspect was last seen east of Shattuck on Kittredge. Albrandt followed 
another police car to the Tang Center. She parked her car, got out and saw other 
officers at the courtyard. 

A man was standing in the middle of the courtyard. Officer Moore was on the west of 
the courtyard with less-lethal and Officer Lomeli was Moore's lethal cover. Albrandt saw 
Officer Grover with his less-lethal, but he did not have a lethal cover. Grover asked · 
Albrandt to be his lethal cover. 

They moved to the north side of the courtyard, where they had their eyes on the subject, 
who was still in the center. He was aggressive, yelling and had a chain in his hands. 
The chain was wrapped around his hand multiple times. As he stood there screaming, 
he whipped the chain onto the ground. Albrandt could tell the chain was metal from the 
sound it made when it hit the ground. She thought the chain could hurt someone. The 
subject yelled and also targeted certain officers by pointing at them and threatening 
them. Albrandt did not remember the threats verbatim, but did recall that when he 
focused on specific officers, she positioned her gun at the "ready position." When the 
subject turned and faced the building, Albrandt lowered her gun to a "low ready" 
position. The second the subject turned his attention back towards the officers, she 
would "get back at ready [position]. " 

A negotiator was talking to the subject. Albrandt heard the officer, but did not know who 
it was. The negotiator was trying to "talk him down" and get him to calm down. Albrandt 
said, "It wasn 't working at all .. .if anything, I think it made it worse at times." The 
negotiator tried talking to the subject for a while. Albrandt noticed Officer Melowitz was 
on her left, along with a UCPD officer. Melowitz had less-lethal and the UCPD officer 
had a Taser. 

Sergeant "Van" [Huynh] approached Albrandt, tapped her on the shoulder and assigned 
her to a "contact team" to contact the subject. In addition to Albrandt, Sergeant Huynh 
assigned O.fficers Grover, Melowitz and Navarro to the contact team. They went to the 
eastside walkway into the courtyard. A building provided cover, so the subject in the 
courtyard could not see them in the walkway. While in the walkway, they established a 
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plan. The goal was to detain the subject "with no one getting hurt. " Huynh identified 
himself as less-lethal, along with Melowitz and Grover. He identified Albrandt and 
Navarro as lethal cover. Huynh said he would give commands for the subject to drop 
the chain. 

Then, the contact team moved around the comer. Huynh stayed close to the building 
and Albrandt fanned out [away from the building]to get a better view of what was going 
on. Once Huynh came around the comer and started giving commands, the subject 
'Just focused in" on Huynh and another officer standing next to him [she did not know 
which officer this was}. As Huynh gave commands, the subject yelled and screamed 
and approached the officers in the contact team "aggressively and pretty quickly." As 
the subject approached, he had the chain in his hand still. The subject approached 
quickly and Albrandt heard rounds being fired from the less-lethal. She thought all the 
less-lethal operators in the 

contact team fired yet the subject was still "coming fast" towards Huynh and the officer 
standing next to Huynh. Albrandt said, "He had the chain in his hand, and he was going 
to swing it. And I knew that if he finished swinging that chain, that Sergeant Van [Huynh] 
was going to be seriously hurt if not killed by that chain. " Albrandt discharged her 
firearm at the subject and he fell to the ground. 
(See Transcripts for complete statement) 

OFFICER ALBRANDT'S PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT AS REPORTED BY 
SERGEANT KLEPPE: 

(Excerpt taken from Sergeant Kleppe's report) 

I then took Ofc. Albrandt to the side and had her tum off her awe and I took custody of 
the awe. I also asked her to give a public safety statement which was the following: 

1. How many rounds did you fire? 
2. In what direction did you fire them? 
3. Are there any outstanding suspects? 

Ofc. Albrandt responded by stating that she fired one round, she motioned that she had 
fired in a westerly direction, and that there were no outstanding suspects, pointing that 
Bryant (who was on the ground) was the only suspect. 

I reviewed Officer Albrandt's body worn camera footage. Officer Albrandt's footage was 
fairly consistent with the statement that she provided to Sergeant Wilson. 
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SCENE: 

Several days following the incident, Sergeant Rittenhouse and I conducted a walk 
through of 2222 Bancroft Way for orientation purposes. The location had already been 
cleaned and cleared of evidence. The courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way was remarkably 
smaller than it appeared in officer's body worn camera videos. 

Training 
I reviewed Officer Albrandt's relative training logs relative to firearms and tactics. Officer 
Albrandt's training is as follows: 

• Alameda County Sherriff's Office Basic Academy ... Successful Completion 
5/18/2020 

• First Aid/CPD/ARD ..... . .. ..... ...... .. .. . ... .... .. .. ... . ... Successful Completion 
7/3/2020 

Field Training Program Firearms Qualification .. .. ... Successful Completion 
10/03/20 

• Firearms Perishable Skills Training ... .. . .... .. ... ..... .. Successful Completion 
11/19/2020 

ANALYSIS: 

The U.S. Supreme Court case of Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989), established 
"Objective Reasonableness" as· the standard for all applications of force in the United 
States. Articulatable facts that officers must consider and upon which use of force 
applications are judges are as follows: 

• The totality of the circumstances 
• The perspective of a reasonable officer 
• On the scene 
• At the moment force was used. 
• Without hindsight 
• . In circumstances that are tense, uncertain and rapidly evolving . 

The court specified four specific factors, sometimes referred to as the Graham factors , 
which assist in determining reasonableness. 

• The severity of the crime 
• Whether the subject was an immediate threat to officers or others 
• How the subject was actively resisting arrest (seizure) 
• How the subject was attempting to evade arrest by flight 
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CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE 835a 

835a. 

(a) The Legislature finds and declares all of the following : 

Admin 21-0001 

(1) That the authority to use physical force, conferred on peace officers by this section , 
is a serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human 
rights and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. The Legislature further finds 
and declares that every person has a right to be free from excessive use of force by 
officers acting under color of law. 

(2) As set forth below, it is the intent of the Legislature that peace officers use deadly 
force only when necessary in defense of human life. In determining whether deadly 
force is necessary, officers shall evaluate each situation in light of the particular 
circumstances of each case, and shall use other available resources and techniques if 
reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer. 

(3) That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated carefully and 
thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority and the serious 
consequences of the use of force by peace officers, in order to ensure that officers use 
force consistent with law and agency policies. 

(4) That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated from the 
perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation , based on the totality of the 
circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the 
benefit of hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances shall account for 
occasions when officers may be forced to make quick judgments about using force. 

(5) That individuals with physical, mental health, developmental, or intellectual 
disabilities are significantly more likely to experience greater levels of physical force 
during police interactions, as their disability may affect their ability to understand or 
comply with commands from peace officers. It is estimated that individuals with 
disabilities are involved in between one-third and one-half of all fatal encounters with 
law enforcement. 

(b) Any peace officer who has rea$onable cause to believe that the person to be 
arrested has committed a public offense may use objectively reasonable force to effect 
the arrest, to prevent escape, or to overcome resistance. 

(c) (1) Notwithstanding subdivision (b), a peace officer is justified in using deadly force 
upon another person only when the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of 
the circumstances, that such force is necessary for either of the following reasons : 
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(A) To defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer 
or to another person . 

(B) To apprehend a fleeing person for any felony that threatened or resulted in death or 
serious bodily injury, if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death 
or serious bodily injury to another unless immediately apprehended . Where feasible, a 
peace officer shall, prior to the use of force, make reasonable efforts to identify 
themselves as a peace officer and to warn that deadly force may be used , unless the 
officer has objectively reasonable grounds to believe the person is aware of those facts . 

(2) A peace officer shall not use deadly force against a person based on the danger that 
person poses to themselves, if an objectively reasonable officer would believe the 
person does not pose an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the peace 
officer or to another person. 

(d) A peace officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need not retreat or desist 
from their efforts by reason of the resistance or threatened resistance of the person 
being arrested . A peace officer shall not be deemed an aggressor or lose the right to 
self-defense by the use of objectively reasonable force in compliance with subdivisions 
(b) and (c) to effect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome resistance. For the 
purposes of this subdivision, "retreat" does not mean tactical repositioning or other de-
escalation tacfics . 

(e) For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply: 

(1) "Deadly force" means any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing 
death or serious bodily injury, including , but not limited to, the discharge of a firearm . 

(2) A-threat of death or serious bodily injury is "imminent" when, based on the totality of 
the circumstances, a reasonable officer in the same situation would believe that a 
person has the present ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to immediately cause 
death or serious bodily injury to the peace officer or another person . An imminent harm 
is not merely a fear of future harm, no matter how great the fe_ar and no matter how 
great the likelihood of the harm, but is one that, from appearances, must be instantly 
confronted and addressed. 

(3) "Totality of the circumstances" mea_ns all facts known to the peace officer at the time, 
including the conduct of the officer and the subject leading up to the use of deadly force . 
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In February of 2021, the Berkeley Police Department implemented an updated use of 
force policy (Policy 300). This incident occurred January 2, 2021, which was prior to the 
implementation of Policy 300. As a result, the Officer Involved Shooting was reviewed 
via the optics of General Order U-2 which was Berkeley Police Department's previous 
use of force policy which states: 

GENERAL ORDER U-2-USE OF FORCE 

2- Police officers may use reasonable force to (1) make an arrest, (2) prevent escape 
an escape of a suspect, (3) overcome resistance, or (4) maintain order. 

3-ln deciding what type of reasonable force to use, officers and employees must use 
sound judgment and their training to assess the degree of threat in a given situation, 
and to determine what departmentally authorized force techniques or weapons will bring 
the situation under control in a reasonable manner. 

12 - Officers shall not discharge firearms or use other lethal force in connection with 
police duty, except in the following circumstances: 

(a) When the officer reasonably believes that doing so is necessary to protect the officer 
or others from death or serious bodily injury, and, where feasible, some warning has 
been given. 

(b) To apprehend a suspected fleeing felon: 

(1) When necessary to prevent escape, and 

(2) When the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspected fleeing felon 
poses a significant threat of death or serious bodily injury to the officer or others, and 

(3) Where feasible, some warning has been given. 

(c) During other police duty: 

(1) In supervised Department training sessions at an approved range, or other site. 

(2) To destroy an animal that represents a threat to public safety, or as a humanitarian 
measure where the animal is seriously injured. If possible, supervisory approval should 
be obtained prior to using lethal force to destroy an animal. 
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31 - Any determination concerning the propriety of force used will be based on facts and 
the information available to the officer at the time the force was employed, and not upon 
information gained after the fact. 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Computer Aided Dispatch Notes 2021 -0000221 
2. Case Report 2021-00000221 
3. Case Report 2021-00000223 
4. UCPD Case 2021-0100 
5. Homicide Detail Report 2021-00000223 
6. Case Report Detail 
7. Officer Albrandt' s Statement Transcribed 
8. Training Records 
9. General Order U-2 Use of Force 
10. General Order F-2- Firearms, Ammunition and Non-Lethal Weapon Qualifications 

and Specifications 
11. General Order 1-16- Mentally Disoriented Persons 
12. General Order C-66- Crisis Intervention Team 
13. General Order P-12- Officer Involved Shootings 
14. Policy 425 Body Worn Cameras 
15. Photos 
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_ BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Call For Service Detail Report - CFS 150 

Address 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 

Common Name WALGREENS DOWNTOWN 

Custom Layer 422900 Census Tract 

Beat · 4E . Quadrant 041 District 

Caller Name   Caller Phone.  Call Taker 

Create Date 1/2/2021 8:22:09 PM Clear Date 1/6/2021 3:23:17 PM Nature Of Call 

.cal.I Type 
211 

Status 
IN PROGRESS 

Priority 
1 

*** 1/6/2021 *** 
Time Description 
3:22:00 PM DETAIL AT HGL WAS CANCELED/16 
'*** 1/4/2021 *** 
9:28:51 PM #87 enr to hgl to releive 3a8 

2:11 :2 1 PM team 2 unit to relieve 1a26, room 14 5th floor /s25 
5:06:13 AM ENR TO HGL TO RELIEVE 7A8/ 7A10 

2:04:02 AM ENR TO HGL TO RELIEVE 7A14 

*** 1/3/2021 *** 
1:57:24 PM EN ROUTE TO HGL TO PICK UP CLOTHING/ID2 
6:34:05 AM S20 / WHEN CALL IS CLOSED OUT - DISPO AR, P, RIPA 

5:33:44 AM BWC 
5:29:31 AM ENRT 1019 /7A6 

5:15:04 AM 97 HGL/ SA6 

5:00:22 AM SA6 / ENRT HGL TO RELIEVE 7 A6 

2:11 :11 AM 6A3 CRIME SCENE CLEANERS ON SCENE 

1:53:05 AM clearing scene 1019 107 with evidence/id1 
1:43:54 AM 6A9 CAN ALSO RELEASE HIS POST/S12 
1:42:49 AM 7a22 can release the post/s12 
i:31 :16 AM Crime Scene Cleaners to 2222 bancroft way/s12 

*** 1/2/2021 *** 
11:53:37 PM ac transit notified banc/dana closed until approx 0100 per 

User 

Dispatcher 
cob1\Elilly 

Salem,Myriam 

Paulisich-
Poon,Amber 
Jenkins,Princess 
Paulisich-
Poon,Amber 
Paulisich-
Poon,Amber 

Queru bin,Gloria 
Cofreros,Sheryll -
Rose 
Legall,Veron 
Cofreros,Sheryll-
Rose 
Cofreros,Sheryll-
Rose 
Cofreros,Sheryll-
Rose 
Cofreros,Sheryll-
Rose 
Brown,Dejah 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Rosenlicht,Elizabet 
h 

Smith,Shannon 

Unit# 

7A12 

cob1\Elilly 

VIA CHAIN 

Created Date 
1/2/2021 8:22:09 PM 

Machine 
16H8243 

2DQ1S33 

167BS33 
16K7243 

16K7243 

2DQ1S33 
167CS33 

M7-39924 
167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167BS33 
16H8243 
16H8243 
2DP3S33 

16J9S33 



s20 
10:59:20 PM HAVE ID1 RESPOND TO 2222 BANCROFT WAY/S12 Querubin,Gloria 
9:32:44 PM GOING TO GIVE A 1148 1501 CEDAR ST/7A4 Lyons,Celyce 
9:04:58 PM WHEN I GET A UNIT THAT FREES UP SEND THEM TO HGL Lyons,Celyce 

AND CALL S4 TO NTFY/S4 
9:01 :54 PM 97 @ HGL/7 A6 Lyons,Celyce 
8:54:40 PM HANDLING THE SCENE W/A3 AND A7/S12 
8:50:04 PM m2 transporting c3 hgl 

Lyons,Celyce 
Paulisich-
Poon,Amber 

8:50:02 PM ADVISED AC TRANSIT BANCROFT/DANA WB DIRECTION Smith,Shannon 
SHUT DOWN 

8:49:55 PM 7A4 ENROUTE TO CTC RP/S4 Querubin,Gloria 
8:49:21 PM S26 / 7A8/ 7A2 /7A24 WILL BE HEADED 1019 AWAY FROM Querubin,Gloria 

THE SCENE - S12 
8:49:02 PM C4 C34 ON SCENE/S12 
8:48:36 PM IN THE RIG WITH BFD/7A6 
8:48:24 PM traff post dueant/elllsworth/6a9 
8:48:08 PM CS1 IS ENROUTE 
8:47:58 PM AC TRANSIT BANCROFT CLOSED DOWN/6A5 
8:47:55 PM 7A6 FOLLOWING TO HGL 

Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Brown,Dejah 
Lyons,Celyce 
Smith,Shannon 
Querubin,Gloria 

8:47:51 PM SUSP IS HANDCUFFED, BFD ASKING FOR UNIT TO GO TO Querubin,Gloria 
HOSP/6A1 

8:46:02 PM BFD WILL TR EB ON BANC , MAKE SURE TRAFFIC Querubin,Gloria 
CONTROL WILL LET THEM THROUGH/S4 

J 
8:45:02 PM NEED UNITS FOR CRIME SCENE TAPE TO SECURE THE Querubin,Gloria 

SCENE/S12 
8:44:34 PM BFD LOADING HIM TO THE GURNEY RIGHT NOW/S12 
8:43:38 PM ID TECH/S4 
8:43:04 PM AIRWAY COMPROMISED/BC2 

Queru bin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 

8:42:08 PM CRIME SCENE TAPE, NO ONE COMING IN AT THIS COURT Querubin,Gloria 
YARD AT ALL/S4 

8:41:56 PM SUBJ IS DOWN, SHOTS FIRED /S4 
8:41 :09 PM 1 ROUND HEAD WOUND/S12 

SHOTS FIRED ROLLING BFD/S4 

Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 8:40:39 PM 

8:38:42 PM 
8:36:50 PM 

UNITS ON NORTH SIDE WATCH OUT FOR CROSSFIREi6A7 Querubin,Gloria 
VOICE TO VOICE, NOT RESPONSIVE, STILL HAS THE Querubin,Gloria 
CHAIN. WE'LL CONTINUE VOICE TO VOICE/S12 

8:34:43 PM ASSISTING WITH REROUTING TRAFFIC ON ELLSWORTH Shivas,Graham 
AND DURANT 

8:32:19 PM CTC'ING WEST SIDE OF THE COURTYARD/S4 
8:32:01 PM WILL TRY VOICE TO VOICE/S12 
8:29:17 PM 7A22 WILL HANDLE 

Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 

8:29:15 PM BLOCK WB BANC EAST OF US/S4 Querubin,Gloria 
8:29:01 PM IN A COURTYARD, PINNED . IN HERE, STILL HAS THE Querubin,Gloria 

CHAIN, NOT COMPLYING/S4 
8:28:24 PM SUBJ HAS THE CHAIN STILL WALKING AROUND/7A6 
8:28:00 PM SUBJ IS BEING DETAINED/S4 
8:27:29 PM STAGE BFD/7A8 
8:27:19 PM LESS LETH-AL/6A7 
8:26:47 PM 1194 BANC/EAST OF FULTON - 6A7 
8:25:29 PM RP THINKS 5150 
8:25:24 PM RP  
8:25:01 PM 15 DOLLARS OF FOOD PRODUCTS 
8:24:51 PM LARGE CHAIN LINKS 

Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Querubin,Gloria 
Lilly,Emily 
Lilly,Emily 
Lilly,Emily 
Lilly,Emily 

6A5 

16H8243 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 

2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
16J7S33 

16J9S33 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
167BS33 
2DQ1S33 
16J9S33 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

M?-39912 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 



8:24:40 PM RP IS EMPLOYEE Lilly.Emily 
8:24:32 PM ON FOOT Lilly.Emily 
8:24:21 PM EB KITTRIDGE Lilly,Emily 
1:24:02 PM TKN FOOD PRODUCTS Lilly.Emily 
8:23:54 PM NO WEAPONS SEEN OTHER THAN CHAIN Lilly.Emily 
8:23:49 PM RESP GRY SWEATSHIRT BLK PANTS Lilly,Emily 
8:23:38 PM RESP 600 19SLBS Lilly,Emily 
8:23:27 PM RESP BMA LATE SOS Lilly,Emily 
8:23:01 PM 6FT LONG CHAIN Lilly,Emily 
8:22:57 PM MALE CAME IN AND TOOK ITEMS AND THREATENED RP Lilly,Emily 

W A LONG CHAIN 
TO SWING 

EMD Nar.rative 

Time Description 

Call Persons 

Name 
 

Vehicle Type Make 

Call Dispositions 

Name 
AR 
p 

R 

Name 

*** 1/6/2021 *** 
Time Action 
3:23:17 PM Call Cleared 
3:22:00 PM Narrative Added 
3:20:56 PM Unit Status Action 
2:53:30 PM Unit Status Action 
2:53:18 PM Unit Status Action 
1:32:47 PM Unit Status Action 
1:32:44 PM Unit Status Action 

PULLED IT OUT LIKE HE WAS GOING 

Date of Birth 

Model Role 

Unit Number 

Description 
Close Call 

Contact Phone 
 

Year 

Count 

DETAIL AT HGL WAS CANCELED/16 
Unit 16 Available 
Unit 16 On Scene 
Unit 110 Available 
Unit 16 Enroute 
Unit 16 On Scene 

User 

Machine 
16K7243 

License State 

Disposition Date 

Name 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
James Plato 
James Plato 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 

1:32:41 PM Unit Location Unit 16 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Myriam Salem 
Cleared 

1:32:41 PM Unit Status Action Unit 16 Dispatched Myriam Salem 
7:47:01 AM Unit Status Action Unit 110 On Scene 2nd Location James Plato 
6:19:09 AM Unit Status Action Unit 95 Available Kevin Houston 

16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

License Number 

Machine 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16K7243 
167BS33 



6:04:40 AM Unit Location 

6:04: 16 AM Unit Status Action 
6:03:58 AM Unit Location 

6:03:58 AM Unit Status Action 
4:07:35 AM Unit Status Action 
4:05: 12 AM Unit Location 
4:04:50 AM Unit Status Action 
3:21 :44 AM Unit Status Action 
3:21 :34 AM Unit Location 

3:21 :34 AM Unit Status Action 
1:53:17 AM Unit Status Action 
1:53:02 AM Unit Status Action 
1 :48:30 AM Unit Status Action 
1 :48:30 AM Call Stack 
12:29:58 AM Unit Status Action 

12:04:39 AM Unit Location 

12:04:39 AM Unit Status Action 
*** 1/5/2021 *** 
11 :17:27 PM Unit Status Action 
10:35:20 PM Unit Status Action 
9:45:08 PM Unit Location 

. 9:45:02 PM Unit Status Action 
.:l:44:57 PM Unit Location 

9:44:57 PM Unit Status Action 
3:25:40 PM Unit Status Action 
2:22:35 PM Unit Status Action 
1 :27:03 PM Unit Location 
1 :26:50 PM Unit Location 

1 :26:50 PM Unit Status Action 
10:34:46 AM Unit Location 
10:34:46 AM Unit Status Action 
10:33:48 AM Unit Status Action 
*** 1/4/2021 *** 
11 :22:52 PM Unit Status Action 
10:51:43 PM Unit Status Action 
9:28:51 PM Narrative Added 

9:28:37 PM 

9:28:25 PM 

9:28:25 PM 

1:45:34 PM 
7:26:22 PM 
7:12:55 PM 
7:12:55 PM 

Unit Location 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 
Uriit Status Action 
Unit Location 
Unit Status Action 

Unit 11 O Secondary Location: alameda county Eduardo Tan 
hospital 
Unit 110 En route 2nd Loe Eduardo Tan 
Unit 110 Secondary · Location: Secondary Eduardo Tan 
Location Cleared 
Unit 110 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 
Unit 4A23 Available Eduardo Tan 

16J9S33 

16J9S33 
16J9S33 

16J9S33 
16J9S33 

Unit 95 Secondary Location: H I G H LAND Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Unit 95 On Scene 2nd Location Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Unit 95 .En route 2nd Loe Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Unit 95 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Cleared 
Unit 95 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Unit 4A5 Available Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Unit 4A5 Dispatched Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Unit 4A5 rerouted to call 841 Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Call placed on unit 4AS's stack Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Unit 4A23 On Scene Joseph M7-42053 

Mandragona 
Unit 4A23 Secondary Location: Secondary Hannah Drayton 
Location Cleared 
Unit 4A23 Enroute Hannah Drayton 

Unit 119 Available 
Unit 4A5 On Scene 2nd Location 
Unit 4AS Secondary Location: hgl 
Unit 4AS Enrol.Jte 2nd Loe · 
Unit 4A5 _Secondary Location: 
Location Cleared 
Unit 4AS Dispatched 
Unit 119 On Scene 
Unit 32 Available 
Unit 119 Secondary Location: HGL 
Unit 119 Secondary Location: 
Location Cleared 
Unit 119 Enroute 
Unit 32 Secondary Location: HGL 
Unit 32 On Scene 
Unit 87 Available 

Eduardo Tan 
Eduardo Tan 
Eduardo Tan 
Eduardo Tan 

Secondary Eduardo Tan 

Eduardo Tan 
James Plato 
Rayna Johnson 
James Plato 

Secondary James Plato 

James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 

Afsana Bledsoe 

16J7S33 

16J7S33 

16J9S33 
16J9S33 
16J9S33 
16J9S33 
16J9S33 

16J9S33 
16K7243 
16J9S33 
16K7243 
16K7243 

16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

167BS33 Unit 87 On Scene 
Unit 3A8 Available Edwin Jacala M7-39919 
#87 enr to hgl to releive 3a8 Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1 S33 

Poon 
Unit 87 Secondary Location: enr hgl Amber Paulisich- ~DQ1 S33 

Poon 
Unit 87 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1 S33 
Cleared Poon 
Unit 87 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1 S33 

Poon 
Unit 2A 15 Available 
Unit 3A8 On Scene 
Unit 3A8 Secondary Location: hgl 
Unit 3A8 Enroute 

Afsana Bledsoe 
Afsana Bledsoe 
Afsana Bledsoe 
Afsana Bledsoe 

167BS33 
167BS33 
167BS33 
167BS33 



7:12:49 PM Unit Location Unit 3A8 Secondary Location: Secondary Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
Location Cleared 

7:12:49 PM Unit Status Action Unit 3A8 Dispatched Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
3:22:45 PM Unit Status Action Unit 1A26 Ava ilable Jennie Kwong 16H8243 
2:24:36 PM Unit Location Unit 2A 15 Secondary Location: HGL James Plato 16K7243 
2:24:31 PM Unit Location Unit 2A15 Secondary Location: Secondary James Plato 16K7243 

Location Cleared 
2:24:31 PM Unit Status Action Unit 2A 15 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
2:11:21 PM Narrative Added team 2 unit to relieve 1 a26, room 14 5th floor / Princess Jenkins 167BS33 

s25 
11:21:43 AM Unit Status Action Unit 1A26 On Scene Victor Li M7-39818 
11 :01:50 AM Unit Location Unit 1A26 Secondary Location: hgl Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
11:01:45 AM Unit Location Unit 1A26 Secondary Location: Secondary Princess Jenkins 167BS33 

Location Cleared 
11:01:45 AM Unit Status Action Unit 1 A26 En route Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
11:00:32 AM Unit Status Action Unit 1A26 Available Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
6:27:06 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A8 Available Kevin Houston 167CS33 
6:23:07 AM l)nit Location Unit 1A26 Secondary Location: HGL James Plato 16K7243 
6:22:57 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7 A 10 Available James Plato 16K7243 
6:22:37 AM Unit Location Unit 1A26 Secondary Location: Secondary James Plato 16K7243 

Location Cleared 
6:22:37 AM Unit Status Action Unit 1A26 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
5:46:07 AM Unit Location Unit 7A10 Secondary Location: HGL Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
5:17:19 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A10 On Scene Alfonso Lomeli M7-39920 
5:06:13 AM Narrative Added · ENR TO HGL TO RELIEVE 7A8/ 7A10 Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
5:05:59 AM Unit Location Unit 7A10 Secondary Location: Secondary Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Location Cleared Poon 
5:05:59 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A10 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
3:13:53 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7 A 14 Available Noor Abdoulmawla M7-39844 
2:29:56 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A8 On Scene Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
2:04:49 AM Unit Status Action Unit SAS Available Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
2:04:02 AM Narrative Added ENR TO HGL TO RELIEVE 7A14 Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
2:03:54 AM Unit Location Unit 7A8 Secondary Location: ENR HGL Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
2:03:46 AM Unit Location Unit 7A8 Secondary Location: Secondary Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Location Cleared Poon 
2:03:46 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A8 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 

Poon 
12:17:02 AM Unit Location Unit 7 A 14 Secondary Location : hgl Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:16:53 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A14 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:11 :13AM Unit Status Action Unit 7 A 14 En route Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:11 :11AM Unit Status Action Unit 7 A 14 Dispatched Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:10:10 AM Unit Status Action Unit 7A14 rerouted to call 361 Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:10:10 AM Call Stack Call placed on unit 7 A 14's stack Dejah Brown 167CS33 
*** 1/3/2021 *** 
11 :53:51 PM Unit Location ' Unit 7A14 Secondary Location Updated: Dejah Brown 167CS33 

Secondary Location Cleared 
11 :53:51 PM Unit Status Action Unit 7A14 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 
9:54:27 PM Unit Status Action Unit S26 Available Van Du Huynh M7-39917 



6:33:22 PM 
6:20:43 PM 
6:1S:55 PM 
):04:59 PM 
4:14:49 PM 

4:14:49 PM 
3:47:01 PM 
3:47:01 PM 
3:43:58 PM 
3:43:58 PM 
3:30:21 PM 

3:30:21 PM 
2:54:39 PM 
2:49:20 PM 

2:49:11 PM 

2:49:08 PM 

2:49:08 PM 

1:57:28 PM 
1:57:24 PM 
1:56:41 PM 

1:56:41 PM 
6:34:39 AM 

6:34:08 AM 

6:34:05 AM 

6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
6:27:12 AM 
5:33:44 AM 
5:32:33 AM 

5:32:30 AM 

5:29:31 AM 

5:29:22 AM 

5:29:22 AM 

5:2S:52 AM 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 
Narrative Added 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Disposition Changed 

Unit Status Action 

Narrative Added 

Unit Status Acti9n 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 
Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 

Narrative Added 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 

Unit 6A 11 Available 
Unit SAS On Scene 
Unit SA6 Available 

Kristopher Gibson M7-3991S 

Unit ID2 Available 

Dejah Brown 
Kevin Peters 
Dejah Brown 

Unit 6A 11 Secondary Location Updated: 2995 Kristopher Gibson 
san pablo writing 
Unit 6A 11 Enroute 2nd Loe Kristopher Gibson 

167CS33 
2DN0S33 
167CS33 
M?-39918 

M?-39918 
Unit SAS Secondary Location: HGL 
Unit SAS Enroute 

Myriam Salem 16HS243 
Myriam Salem 16H8243 

Unit 6A 11 Secondary Location: robbery Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 
Unit 6A 11 On Scene 2nd Location Kristopher Gibson 
Unit 6A 11 Secondary Location: Secondary Kristopher Gibson 
Location Cleared Performed by Mobile Unit 6A 11 
Unit 6A 11 Dispatched 
Unit 1D2 On Scene 
Unit S26 Secondary Location: WRITING 

Unit S26 On Scene 

Kristopher Gibson 
Myriam Salem 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 

Unit S26 Secondary 
Location Cleared 
Unit S26 Dispatched 

Location: Secondary Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 

Unit 1D2 Secondary Location: hgl Gloria Querubin 
EN ROUTE TO HGL TO PICK UP CLOTHING/ID2 Gloria Querubin 
Unit 1D2 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Gloria Querubin 
Cleared 
Unit 1D2 Enroute 
Added: AR Count 1,P Count 1,R Count 1 

Unit S4 Available 

S20 / WHEN CALL IS CLOSED OUT - DISPO AR, P, 
RIPA 
Unit 7A24 Available 
Unit 7A20 Available 
Unit 7A16 Available 
Unit 7A12 Available 
Unit 7 A 10 Available 
Unit 7 AS Available 
Unit 7A6 Available 
Unit 7A4 Available 
Unit 7A2 Available 
BWC 
Unit 7 A4 On Scene 2nd Location 

Unit 7A4 Secondary Location Updated: 1019 

. ENRT 1019 / 7A6 

Unit 7 A6 Secondary Location Updated: 1019 

Unit 7A6 Enroute 2nd Loe 

Unit 7A16 On Scene 

Gloria Querubin 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Myriam Salem 
Veron Legall 
Sheryll -Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 

M?-39.918 
M?-39918 

M?-39918 
16H8243 
167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 

2DQ1S33 
167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

16H8243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
16HS243 
M?-39924 
167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 



5:28:43 AM 

5:28:43 AM 

5:15:04 AM 

5:14:57 AM 

5:00:22 AM 

5:00:08 AM 

5:00:08 AM 

5:00:06 AM 

5:00:06 AM 

4:39:45 AM 
4:39:33 AM 
4:08:42 AM 
3:46:47 AM 

3:37:20 AM 

3:16:10 AM 

3:15:58 AM 

3:15:58 AM 

3:15:29 AM 

3:14:35 AM 

3:14:26 AM 

2:42:57 AM 

2:42:09 AM 

2:22:22 AM 

2:22:17 AM 

2:11:45 AM 

2:11 :11 AM 

1:56:14 AM 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Narrative Added 

Unit Status Action 

Narrative Added 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Status Action 

UnitStatus Action 

Unit Status Action 

Unit Location 

Unit Location 

Unit Location 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 

Narrative Added 

Unit Status Action 
1:55:26 AM Unit Status Action 
1 :53:29 AM Unit Location 

1:53:05 AM Narrative Added 
1 :52:09 AM Unit Status Action 

Unit 7A16 Secondary Location Updated: 1019 

Unit 7 A 16 En route 

97 HGL / SA6 

Unit SA6 On Scene 

SA6 / ENRT HGL TO RELIEVE 7A6 

Unit SA6 Secondary Location: HGL 

Unit SA6 Enroute 

Unit SA6 Secondary Location: Secondary 
Location Cleared 
Unit SA6 Dispatched 

Unit L8 Available 
Unit S26 Available 
Unit S10 Available 
Unit CS1 Available 

Unit ID1 Available 

Unit 6A3 Available 

Unit 6A3 Secondary Location: Secondary 
Location Cleared · 
Unit 6A3 On Scene 

Unit 6A3 Available 

Unit 6A7 Available 

Unit 6A 1 Available 

Unit 7 A 10 Secondary Location: 1019 

Unit 7A16 Secondary Location: 1019 

Unit S4 Secondary Location: 1019 

Unit L8 Secondary Location: 1019 

Unit 7 A22 Available 

6A3 CRIME SCENE CLEANERS ON SCENE 

Unit S12 Available 

Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll -Rose 
.Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll - Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Sheryll-Rose 
Cofreros 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit 6A9 Available Gloria Querubin 
Unit ID1 Secondary Location Updated: 1019 Dejah Brown 
evidence 
clearing scene 1019 107 with evidence/id1 Dejah Brown 
Unit 6AS Available Dejah Brown 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

167CS33 

16H8243 
16H8243 
167BS33 

167BS33 
167BS33 



1:43:54AM 
1:42:49 AM 
1:31 :16 AM 

Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 

- *** 1/2/2021 *** 
11 :53:37 PM Narrative Added 

11 :04:01 PM Unit Status Action 
11 :02:48 PM Unit Location 

11 :02:33 PM Unit Location 

11 :02:33 PM Unit Status Action 
10:59:30 PM Unit Location 

10:59:30 PM Unit Status Action 
10:59:20 PM Narrative Added 

10:22:52 PM Unit Status Action 
10:18:13 PM Unit Status Action 
10:17:13 PM Primary Unit Changed 
10:17:10 PM Unit Location 

10:17:10 PM Unit Status Action 
10:07:00 PM Unit Location 
10:07:00 PM Unit Status Action 
10:06:58 PM Unit Location 

10:06:58 PM Unit Status Action 
9:32:57 PM Unit Location 
9:32:48 PM Unit Status Action 
9:32:44 PM Narrative Added 
9:27:53 PM Unit Status Action 
9:27:18 PM 
9:12:55 PM 
9:12:3 3 PM 
9:04:58 PM 

9:02:04 PM 
9:01 :54 PM 
8:54:40 PM 
8:50:04 PM 

8:50:02 PM 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 

Narrative Added 

8:49:55 PM Narrative Added 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Action 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Action 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 
3:49:32 PM Unit Status Action 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 
8:49:32 PM 
8:49:21 PM 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 

Gloria Querubin 16H8243 6A9 CAN ALSO RELEASE HIS POST/S12 
7a22 can release the post/s12 
Crime Scene Cleaners to 2222 bancroft way/s12 

Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Elizabeth Rosenlicht 2DP3S33 

ac transit notified banc/dana closed until approx Shannon Smith 
0100 per s20 
Unit ID1 On Scene 2nd Location Gloria Querubin 
Unit CS1 Secondary Location: 2222 BANCROFT Gloria Querubin 
WAY 
Unit CS1 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit CS1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 
Unit ID1 Secondary Location Updated: 2222 Gloria Querubin 
BANCROFT WAY 
Unit ID1 Enroute 2nd Loe Gloria Querubin 
HAVE ID1 RESPOND TO 2222 BANCROFT WAY/ Gloria Querubin 
S12 
Unit S10 On Scene Celyce Lyons 
Unit ID1 On Scene 2nd Location Gloria Querubin 
Primary Unit changed from Unit 7A4 to Unit S10 Celyce Lyons 
Unit S 10 Secondary Location: Secondary Celyce Lyons 
Location Cleared 
Unit S10 Dispatched Celyce Lyons 
Unit ID1 Secondary Location: HGL 
Unit ID1 Enroute 2nd Loe 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit ID1 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Gloria Querubin 
Cleared 
Unit ID1 Enroute 
Unit 7 A4 Secondary Location: 1501 CEDAR ST 
Unit 7A4 Enroute 2nd Loe 
GOING TO GIVE A 1148 1501 CEDAR ST/7A4 
Unit 7A8 On Scene 2nd Location 
Unit S26 On Scene 2nd Location 

Gloria Querubin 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 

Unit 7A24 On Si::ene 2nd Location Celyce Lyons 
Unit 7A2 On Scene 2nd Location Celyce Lyons 
WHEN I GET A UNIT THAT FREES UP SEND THEM Celyce Lyons 
TO HGL AND CALL S4 TO NTFY/S4 
Unit 7A6 On Scene 2nd Location 
97@ HGL/7A6 

Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 
Celyce Lyons 

16J9S33 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

2DQ1S33 
16H8243 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 

2DQ1S33 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 

2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 
2DQ1S33 HANDLING THE SCENE W/A3 AND A7/S12 

m2 transporting c3 hgl Amber Paulisich- 16J7S33 
Poon 

ADVISED AC TRANSIT BANCROFT/DANA WB Shannon Smith 
DIRECTION SHUT DOWN 
7A4 ENROUTE TO CTC RP/S4 
Unit 7 A24 Secondary Location: 1019 
Unit 7A24 Enroute 2nd Loe 
Unit 7A2 Secondary Location: 1019 
Unit 7 A2 En route 2nd Loe 
Unit 7A8 Secondary Location: 1019 
Unit 7 A8 Enroute 2nd Loe 
Unit S26 Secondary Location: 1019 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit S26 Enroute 2nd Loe Gloria Querubin 
S26 / 7A8/ 7A2 /7A24 WILL BE HEADED 1019 Gloria Querubin 

16J9S33 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 



8:49:02 PM Narrative Added 
8:48:36 PM Narrative Added 
'3:48:31 PM Unit Location 
8:48:24 PM Narrative Added 
8:48:08 PM Narrative Added 
8:48:04 PM Unit Location 
8:48:04 PM Unit Status Action 
8:47:58 PM Narrative Added 
8:47:55 PM Narrative Added 
8:47:51 PM Narrative Added 

8:47:31 PM Unit Location 
8:46:02 PM Narrative Added 

8:45:02 PM Narrative Added 

8:44:34 PM Narrative Added 

8:43:38 PM Narrative Added 
8:43:04 PM Narrative Added 
8:42:37 PM Unit Status Action 
8:42:30 PM Unit Status Action 
8:42:08 PM Narrative Added 

8:41 :56 PM Narrative Added 
8:41 :09 PM Narrative Added 
8:40:39 PM Narrative Added 
8:38:42 PM Narrative Added 

8:36:50 PM Narrative Added 

8:35:35 PM Unit Location 

8:35:35 PM Unit Status Action 
8:35:32 PM Unit Location 

8:35:32 PM Unit Status_ Action 
8:34:43 PM Narrative Added 

8:34:36 PM Unit Location 

8:34:36 PM Unit Status Action 
8:32:24 PM Unit Status Action 
8:32:19 PM Narrative Added 
8:32:01 PM Narrative Added 
8:31:28 PM Unit Status Action 
8:31:05 PM Unit Location 
8:31 :02 PM Unit Location 

8:31:02 PM Unit Status Action 
8:30:50 PM Unit Location 
8:30:42 PM Unit Location 

AWAY FROM THE SCENE " S12 
C4 C34 ON SCENE/S12 
IN THE RIG WITH BFD/7A6 
Unit 6A9 Secondary Location: durant/ellsworth 
traff post dueant/elllsworth/6a9 
CS1 IS ENROUTE 
Unit 7A6 Secondary Location: HGL 
Unit 7 A6 En route 2nd Loe 
AC TRANSIT BANCROFT CLOSED DOWN/6A5 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Dejah Brown 
Dejah Brown 
Celyce Lyons 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Shannori Smith 

7A6 FOLLOWING TO HGL Gloria Querubin 
SUSP IS HANDCUFFED, BFD ASKING FOR UNIT Gloria Qu erubin 
TO GO TO HOSP/6A 1 
Unit 6AS Secondary Location: BANCROFT/ DANA Shannon Smith 
BFD WILL TR EB ON BANC, MAKE SURE TRAFFIC Gloria Querubin 
CONTROL WILL LET THEM THROUGH/S4 
NEED UNITS FOR CRIME SCENE TAPE TO SECURE Gloria Querubin 
THE SCENE/S1 2 
BFD LOADING HIM TO THE GURNEY RIGHT Gloria Querubin 
NOW/ S12 
ID TECH/S4 
AIRWAY COMPROMISED/BC2 
Unit 6A9 On Scene 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Dejah Brown 

Unit 6A9 Enroute Dejah Brown 
CRIME SCENE TAPE, NO ONE COMING IN AT Gloria Querubin 
THIS COURT YARD AT ALL/S4 
SUBJ IS DOWN, SHOTS FIRED /S4 
1 ROUND HEAD WOUND/S12 
SHOTS FIRED ROLLING BFD/S4 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

UNITS ON NORTH SIDE WATCH OUT FOR Gloria Querubin 
CROSSFIRE/6A7 
VOICE TO VOICE, NOT RESPONSIVE, STILL HAS Gloria Querubin 
THE CHAIN . WE'LL CONTINUE VOICE TO VOICE/ 
S12 
Unit L8 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Gloria Querubin 
Cleared 
Unit L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
Unit S26 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit S26 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
ASSISTING WITH REROUTING TRAFFIC ON Graham Shivas 
ELLSWORTH AND DURANT 
Unit 6A9 Secondary Location Updated: Erick Thome 
Secondary Location Cleared Performed by 
Mobile Unit 6A9 
Unit 6A9 Dispatched 
Unit 7A8 On Scene 
CTC'ING WEST SIDE OF THE COURTYARD/S4 
WILL TRY VOICE TO VOICE/ S12 

Erick Thome 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit 6AS On Scene Graham Shivas 
Unit S12 Secondary Location: BANC/FULTON Gloria Querubin 
Unit S 12 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
Unit 7 A20 Secondary Location: BANC/FULTON Gloria Querubin 
Unit 7 A20 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 

16H8243 
16H8243 
167BS33 
167BS33 
2DQ1S33 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16J9S33 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16J9S33 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
167BS33 
167BS33 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
M?-39912 

M?-39922 

M?-39922 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
M?-39912 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
.16H8243 
16H8243 



8:30:42 PM 
8:30:00 PM 
8:29:59 PM 
8:29:48 PM 

8:29:48 PM 
8:29:47 PM 

8:29:17 PM 
8:29:15 PM 
8:29:01 PM 

8:28:39 PM 

8:28:39 PM 
8:28:24 PM 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 

Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 

8:28:00 PM Narrative Added 
8:27:39 PM Alerts Retrieval 

8:27:37 PM 
8:27:37 PM 
8:27:29 PM 
8:27:19 PM 
8:26:58 PM 
8;26:57 PM 

Call Created 
Link Calls 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 

8:26:53 PM Unit Status Action 
8:26:47 PM Narrative Added 
8:26:07 PM Unit Status Action 
8:26:05 PM Unit Location 

8:26:05 PM Unit Status Action 
8:26:01 PM Unit Status Action 
8:25:59 PM Unit Location 

8:25:59 PM Unit Status Action 
8:25:55 PM Person Updated 

. 8:25:54 PM Contact Updated 

8:25:42 PM 
8:25:42 PM 
8:25:40 PM 
8:25:40 PM 
8:25:40 PM 

8:25:39 PM 
8:25:29 PM 
8:25:24 PM 
3:25:24 PM 

8:25:24 PM 
8:25:08 PM 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Location Cleared 
Unit 7 A20 On Scene 
Unit 7A10 On Scene 
Unit 6A3 On Scene 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit 7A16 Secondary 
Location Cleared 

Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 

Unit 7A16 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
Unit 7A22 Secondary Location: BANC/ Gloria Querubin 
ELLSWORTH 
7 A22 WI LL HANDLE 
BLOCK WB BANC EAST OF US/S4 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

IN A COURTYARD, PINNED IN HERE, STILL HAS Gloria Querubin 
THE CHAIN, NOT COMPLYING/S4 
Unit 6A 1 Secondary Location Updated: Gloria Querubin 
Secondary Location Cleared 
Unit 6A1 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
SUBJ HAS THE CHAIN STILL WALKING Gloria Querubin 
AROUND/7A6 
SUBJ IS BEING DETAINED/S4 Gloria Querubin 
Alerts Were Successfully Gathered For Location CAD SYSTEM 
At Address 2190 SHATTUCK AVE 
This call copied to #154 
Calls: 154 
STAGE BFD/7 AS 
LESS LETHAL/6A7 
Unit 7A6 On Scene 
Unit 7 A6 rerouted from call 138 
Unit 6A7 On Scene 
1194 BANC/EAST OF FULTON - 6A7 
Unit 7 A 12 On Scene 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Veron Legall 

Unit 7 A 12 Secondary Location: Secondary Veron Legall 
Location Cleared Performed by Mobile Unit 7 A 12 
Unit 7 A 12 Dispatched Veron Legall 
Unit 7 A2 On Scene Dylan Melowitz 
Unit 7A22 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit 7 A22 On Scene Gloria Querubin 
Name:   , Contact Phone: Emily Lilly 

 
Name:   , Contact Phone: Emily Lilly 
Changed from  
Unit 7 AS Enroute 
Unit 7A2 Enroute 
Unit 6A7 Enroute 
Unit 6A7 rerouted from call 138 
Unit 6A 7 Secondary Location 
Secondary Location Cleared 
Unit 7A24 On Scene 
RP THINKS 5150 
RP   

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Updated: Gloria Querubin 

Ashley Navarro 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 

Unit S4 Secondary Location: Secondary Location Gloria Querubin 
Cleared 
Unit S4 On Scene 
Unit 7 AS Secondary Location: 

Gloria Querubin 
Secondary Wesley Grover 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
PSBNWCEV1 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16f:i8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
iPhone - Legall 
M7-39924 

M7-39924 
M7-39913 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16K7243 

16K7243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

M7-39820 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
M7-39919 



8:25:08 PM Unit Status Action 
8:25:01 PM Narrative Added 
8:24:51 PM Narrative Added 
8:24:47 PM Unit Location 

8:24:47 PM Unit Status Action 
8:24:43 PM 
8:24:43 PM 

8:24:43 PM 
8:24:40 PM 
8:24:32 PM 
8:24:21 PM 
8:24:19 PM 

8:24:19 PM 
8:24:02 PM 

Unit Status Action 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Narrative Added 
Unit Location 

Unit Status Action 
Narrative Added 

8:24:02 PM Unit Status Action 
8:23:58 PM Unit Location 

8:23:58 PM Unit Status Action 
8:23:58 PM Unit Location 

8:23:58 PM Unit Status Action 
8:23:58 PM Incident Created 

3:23:58 PM Unit Location 

8:23:58 PM Unit Status Action 
8:23:54 PM Narrative Added 
8:23:49 PM Narrative Added 
8:23:38 PM Narrative Added 
8:23:27 PM Narrative Added 
8:23:15 PM Call Ready for Dispatch 
8:23:15 PM Call Updated 
8:23:11 PM Agency Context Added 

8:23:01 PM Narrative Added 
8:22:57 PM Narrative Added 

8:22: 19 PM Alerts Retrieval 

8:22:18 PM Location 

8:22:18 PM Location 

<3:22: 10 PM Alerts Retrieval 

8:22:09 PM Location 

Location Cleared Performed by Mobile Unit 7 A8 
Unit 7A8 Dispatched 
15 DOLLARS OF FOOD PRODUCTS 
LARGE CHAIN LINKS 

Wesley Grover 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 

Unit 7 A 10 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit 7 A 10 En route Gloria Querubin 
Unit 7 A24 Enroute 
Unit 7 A2 Secondary Location: Secondary 
Location Cleared Performed by Mobile Unit 7A2 
Unit 7A2 Dispatched 
RP IS EMPLOYEE 
ON FOOT 
EB KITTRIDGE 
Unit 7 A24 Secondary Location: Secondary 
Location Cleared Performed by Mobile Unit 7A24 
Unit 7A24 Dispatched 
TKN FOOD PRODUCTS 
Unit 7A4 On Scene 

Gloria Querubin 
Dylan Melowitz 

Dylan Melowitz 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Ashley Navarro 

Ashley Navarro 
Emily Lilly 
Gloria Querubin 

Unit 6A3 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit 6A3 Enroute Gloria Querubin 
Unit 6AS Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit 6AS Enroute · Gloria Querubin 
Added Incident Number, ORI: CA0010300, Gloria Querubin 
Number: 2021-00000221 
Unit 7A4 Secondary Location: Secondary Gloria Querubin 
Location Cleared 
Unit 7 A4 Enroute 
NO WEAPONS SEEN OTHER THAN CHAIN 
RESP GRY SWEATSHIRT BLK PANTS 
RESP 600 195LBS 
RESP BMA LATE SOS 
Call marked ready for dispatch 
Nature Of Call Changed To VIA CHAIN 

Gloria Querubin 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 
Emily Lilly 

Police Call Type Added. Call Type: 211, Status: IN Emily Lilly 
PROGRESS, Priority: 1 
6FT LONG CHAIN Emily Lilly 
MALE CAME IN AND TOOK ITEMS AND Emily Lilly 
THREATENED RP W A LONG CHAIN PULLED IT 
OUT LIKE HE WAS GOING TO SWING 
Alerts Were Successfully Gathered For Location CAD SYSTEM 
At Address 2190 SHATTUCK AVE 
Cross streets updated, ALLSTON WAY/ CENTER Emily Lilly 

ST, SHATTUCK SQ 
Call Location Changed from Emily Lilly 
37.871863;-122.266341, Berkeley to 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley (WALGREENS 
DOWNTOWN) 
Alerts Were Successfully Gathered For Location CAD SYSTEM 
At Address 37.871863;-122.266341 
Cross streets updated, ADDISON ST, OXFORD Emily Lilly 
ST/ UNIVERSITY AVE, OXFORD ST, W CRESCENT 
DR 

M7-39919 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
M7-39913 

M7-39913 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
M7-39820 

M7-39820 
16K7243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 

16H8243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

16K7243 
16K7243 

PSBNWCEV1 

16K7243 

16K7243 

PSBNWCEV1 

16K7243 



8:22:09 PM Person Added Name: 1-800-451-5242, VERIZON WIRELESS, Emily Lilly 16K7243 
Contact Phone:  

8:22:09 PM Call Created New call created. Call Type: NEW, Location: Emily Lilly 16K7243 
37.871863;-122.266341, Caller Phone:  

 Source: E911 (01/02/202119:2 1:00) 
8:22:09 PM Contact Created Name: 1-800-451-5242, VERIZON, Contact Emily Lilly 16K7243 

Phone:  

Unit Log 

*** 1/6/2021 *** 
Time Action Description Unit Status Name Machine 
3:20:56 PM Unit Status Change Availaqle 16 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
3:20:56 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call · 16 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
2:53:30 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 16 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
2:53:30 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 16 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
2:53:18 PM Unit Status Change Available 110 Available James Plato 16K7243 
2:53:18 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 110 Available James Plato 16K7243 
1:32:47 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 16 Enroute Myriam Salem 16H8243 
1:32:44 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 16 On Scene Myriam Salem 16H8243 
1:32:44 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 16 On Scene Myriam Salem 16H8243 
1:32:41 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 16 Dispatched Myriam Salem 16H8243 
1:32:41 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 16 Dispatched Myriam Salem 1.6H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

7:47:07 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 110 On Scene 2nd James Plato 16K7243 
Location 

7:47:01 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 110 On Scene 2nd James Plato 16K7243 
Location 

6:19:09 AM Unit Status Change Available 95 Available Kevin Houston 167BS33 
6:19:09 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 95 Available Kevin Houston 167BS33 
6:04:40 AM Unit Location alameda county hospital 110 Enroute 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Loe 
6:04:16 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 110 Enroute 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Loe 
6:04:09 AM Update Unit Assigned Personnel: 09282 - 110 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Lee, Susan; 
6:03:58 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 110 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
6:03:58 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 110 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

4:07:35 AM Unit Status Change Available 4A23 Available Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
4:07:35 AM Unit Cleared .Unit Cleared From Call 4A23 Available Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
4:05:12 AM Unit Location HIGHLAND 95 On Scene 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Location 
4:04:50 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 95 On Scene 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Location 
3:21:44 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 95 Enroute 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Loe 
J:21:4O AM Update Unit Assigned Personnel : 15396 - 95 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Lomeli , Alfonso; 
3:21:34 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 95 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
3:21:34 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 95 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 



Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

/ - 2:10:36 AM Timer Override Override time = 863913600 4A23 On Scene Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
1:53:17 AM Unit Status Change Available 4AS Available Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
1:53:17 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 4AS Available Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
1:53:02 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 4AS Dispatched Jonathan Ramsey . M7-39820 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

1:48:30 AM Call Stack Call nt,Jmber 150 placed on 4AS Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
stack 

1:48:30 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 4AS Available Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
1:46:53 AM NCIC Request Person Last Name: 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 

CHAJSACOR YEMEN Location 
BLANDON 

1:46:32 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 4mca513 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:41 ;17 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 6tbe693 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:29:35 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 7xld050 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:12:05 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 8fqw717 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:10:38 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 8fqv717 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:08:34 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 8bev641 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

\ 1:08:10 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: Stnl435 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:07:35 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: Shdr872 · 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

1:01 :07 AM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 8pfe947 4AS On Scene 2nd Jonathan Ramsey M7-39820 
Location 

12:29:58 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 4A23 On Scene Joseph M7-42053 
Mandragona 

12:29:58 AM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 4A23 On Scene Joseph M7-42053 
Mandragona 

12:23:18 AM Timer Override Override time = 863913600 4AS On Scene 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Location 

12:04:39 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 4A23 Enroute Hannah Drayton 16J7S33 
12:04:39 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 4A23 Enroute Hannah Drayton 16J7S33 
12:04:39 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 4A23 Enroute Hannah Drayton 16J7S33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

*** 1/5/2021 *** 
11:17:27 PM Unit Status Change Available 119 Available Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
11:17:27 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 119 Available Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
10:35:20 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 4AS On Scene 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Location 
9:45:08 PM Unit Location hgl 4AS Enroute 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

"--- - Loe 
9:45:02 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 4AS Enroute 2nd Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 

Loe 
9:44:57 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 4AS Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 



9:44:57 PM Unit Status Change . Dispatched Call Number: 150, 4A5 Dispatched Eduardo Tan 16J9S33 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

3:25:45 PM Timer Override Override time= 86313600 119 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
3:25:40 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 119 On Scene . James Plato 16K7243 
2:22:35 PM Unit Status Change Available 32 Available Rayna Johnson 16J9S33 
2:22:35 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 32 Available Rayna Johnson 16J9S33 
2:12:07 PM Timer Override Override time = 51840000 119 Enroute James Plato 16K7243 
2:07:23 PM NCIC Request Vehicle - Plate: 13689; Plate 32 On Scene Kasia Kirkbride M7-38136 

State: ID 
1:27:03 PM Unit Location HGL 119 Enroute James Plato 16K7243 
1:26:50 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 119 En route James Plato 16K7243 
1:26:50 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 119 Enroute James Plato 16K7243 
1:26:50 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 119 Enroute James Plato 16K7243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

11 :36:15 AM Timer Override Override time = 863913600 32 On Scene Myriam Salem 167CS33 
10:34:46 AM Unit Location HGL 32 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
10:34:46 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 32 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
10:34:46 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 32 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

10:34:46 AM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 32 On Scene James Plato 16K7243 
10:33:48 AM Unit Status Change Available 87 Available James Plato 16K7243 
10:33:48 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 87 Available James Plato 16K7243 
12:23:03 AM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 87 On Scene Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
*** 1/4/2021 *** 
11 :22:52 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 87 On Scene Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
10:51:43 PM Unit Status Change Available 3A8 Available Edwin Jacala M7-39919 
10:51:43 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 3A8 Available Edwin Jacala M7-39919 
9:59:48 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 87 Enroute Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
9:28:37 PM Unit Location enr hgl 87 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1S33 

Poon 
9:28:25 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 87 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1S33 

Poon 
9:28:25 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 87 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 2DQ1S33 

Poon 
9:28:25 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 87 . Enroute Amber Paulisicl)- 2DQ1S33 

Assigned Location: 2190 Poon 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:45:34 PM Unit Status Change Available 2A15 Available Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
8:45:34 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 2A15 Available Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
8:32:10 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 3A8 On Scene Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
7:26:22 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 3A8 On Scene Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
7:26:22 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 3A8 On Scene Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
7:12:55 PM Unit Location hgl 3A8 Enroute Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
7:12:55 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 3A8 Enroute Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
1:12:49 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 3A8 Dispatched Afsana Bledsoe 167BS33 
7:12:49 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 3A8 Dispatched Afsana Bl.edsoe 167BS33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 



3:24:42 PM 
3:22:45 PM 

Type: 211 
Timer Override Override time = 35999 
Unit Status Change Available 
Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 

2A15 
1A26 
1A26 - 3:22:45 PM 

2:24:36 PM 
2:24:31 PM 
2:24:31 PM 
2:24:31 PM 

Unit Location HGL 2A 15 
Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 2A 15 
Unit Status Change On Scene 2A 15 
Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 2A 15 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

12:21 :55 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 
11 :21 :43 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 
11 :01 :50 AM Unit Location hgl 
11 :01 :45 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 
11 :01 :45 AM Unit Status Change En route 

1A26 
1A26 
1A26 
1A26 
1A26 

11 :01:45 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 1A26 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

11:00:32 AM Unit Status Change Available 
11 :00:32 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 
7:24:40 AM Timer Override Override time = 10368000 
6:27:06 AM Unit Status Change Available 
6:27:06 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 
6:23:07 AM Unit Location HGL 
6:22:57 AM Unit Status Change Available 
6:22:57 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 

1A26 
1A26 
1A26 
7A8 
7A8 
1A26 
7A10 
7A10 

6:22:49 AM Update Unit Assigned Personnel : 15396 - 1A26 
Lomeli , Alfonso; 

6:22:49 AM Update Unit Removed Personnel : 15396 - 7 A 10 
Lomeli, Alfonso; 

6:22:37 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 1A26 
6:22:37 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 1A26 
6:22:37 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 1 A26 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

6:22:37 AM Unit Location 
6:17:22 AM Update Unit 

2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 1A26 
Removed Personnel: 15868 - 7 A8 

5:46:07 AM Unit Location 
Booze , Kristopher; 
HGL 

5:17:19 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 
5:05:59 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 

5:05:59 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 

7A10 

7A10 
7A10 

7A10 

5:05:59 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7 A 10 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

4:01:54 AM Timer Override Override time= 35999 
3:13:53 AM Unit Status Change Available 

7A8 
7A14 

On Scene 
Available 
Available 
On Scene 
On Scene 
On Scene 
On Scene 

On Scene 
On Scene 
Enroute 
Enroute 
Enroute 
Enroute 

Available 
Available 
On Scene 
Available 
Available 
On Scene 
Available 
Available 
On Scene 

On Scene 

On Scene 
On Scene 
On Scene 

On Scene 
On Scene 

On Scene 

On Scene 
Enroute 

Enroute 

Enroute 

On Scene 
Available 

James Plato 
Jennie Kwong 
Jennie Kwong 
James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 

16K7243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

James Plato 16K7243 
Victor Li M7-39818 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 

Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 
James Plato 16K7243 
Kevin Houston 167CS33 
Kevin Houston 
James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 

James Plato 

James Plato 
James Plato 
James Plato 

167CS33 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

16K7243 

16K7243 
16K7243 
16K7243 

James Plato 16K7243 
Princess Jenkins 167BS33 

Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 
Alfonso Lomeli M7-39920 
Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 
Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 
Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

Dejah Brown 
Noor 
Abdoulmawla 

167CS33 
M7-39844 



3:13:53 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A14 Available Noor M7-39844 
Abdoulmawla 

2:29:56 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A8 On Scene Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:29:56 AM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 7A8 On Scene Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:04:49 AM Unit Status Change Available 5A8 Available Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:04:49 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 5A8 Available Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:03:54 AM Unit Location ENR HGL 7A8 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:03:46 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A8 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:03:46 AM Unit Status Change En route 7A8 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Poon 

2:03:46 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A8 Enroute Amber Paulisich- 16K7243 
Assigned Location: 2190 Poon 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

12:17:02 AM Unit Location hgl 7A14 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:16:53 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A14 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:11:13A.M Unit Status Change Enroute 7A14 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 
12:11 :11 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A14 Dispatched Dejah Brown 167CS33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

12:10:10 AM Call Stack Call number 150 placed on 7A14 Dispatched Dejah Brown 167CS33 
stack 

12:10:10 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A14 Available Dejah Brown 167CS33 
*** 1/3/2021 *** 
11:53:51 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A14 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 
11 :53:51 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 7A14 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 
11:53:51 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A14 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

9:54:27 PM Unit Status Change Available S26 Available Van Du Huynh M7-39917 
9:54:27 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call S26 Available Van Du Huynh M7-39917 
7:47:29 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 5A8 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
6:33:22 PM Unit Status Change Available 6A 11 Available Kristopher Gibson M7-39918 
6:33:22 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A11 Available Kristopher Gibson M7-39918 
6:30:28 PM NCIC Request Vehicle VIN: 6A 11 Enroute 2nd Kristopher Gibson M7-39918 

1FDWF36F5XEB54332 Loe 
6:30:19 PM NCIC Request Vehicle Plate: 6A 11 Enroute 2nd Kristopher Gibson M7-39918 

1FDWF36F5XEB54332 Loe 
6:20:43 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 5A8 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
6:20:43 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 5A8 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 
6:18:55 PM Unit Status Change Available 5A6 Available Kevin Peters 2DN0S33 
6:18:55 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 5A6 Available Kevin Peters 2DNOS33 
5:26:41 PM NCIC Request Person Last Name: 5A6 On Scene Kevin Peters 2DN0S33 

meierhenry; First Name: jason 
' 5:05:13 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 S26 On Scene Dejah Brown 167CS33 

5:04:59 PM Unit Status Change Available ID2 Available Dejah Brown 167CS33 
5:04:59 PM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call ID2 Available Dejah Brown 167CS33 



5:03:03 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 5A8 Enroute Dejah Brown 167CS33 
4:48:38 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 6A11 Enroute 2nd Dejah Brown 167CS33 

Loe 
4:14:49 PM Unit Location 2995 san pablo writing 6A11 Enroute 2nd Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 

Loe 
4:14:49 PM Unit Status Change · Enroute 2nd Loe 6A 11 En route 2nd Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 

Loe 
3:47:01 PM Unit Location HGL 5A8 Enroute Myriam Salem 16H8243 
3:47:01 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 5A8 Enroute Myriam Salem 16H8243 
3:47:01 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 5A8 Enroute Myriam Salem 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

3:43:58 PM Unit Location robbery 6A11 On Scene 2nd Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 
Location 

3:43:58 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 6A11 On Scene 2nd Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 
Location 

3:30:21 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 6A11 Dispatched Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 
Performed by Mobile Unit 
6A11 

3:30:21 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A11 Dispatched Kristopher Gibson M?-39918 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 6A 11 

2:54:39 PM Unit Status Change On Scene ID2 On Scene Myriam Salem 16H8243 
2:54:39 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley ID2 On Scene Myriam Salem 16H8243 
2:49:20 PM Unit Location WRITING S26 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
2:49:11 PM Unit Status Change On Scene S26 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
2:49:11 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley S26 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
2:49:08 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared S26 Dispatched Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
2:49:08 PM Unit Status Change . Dispatched Call Number: 150, S26 Dispatched Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Assigned Location: 2190 Cofreros 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

1:57:28 PM Unit Location hgl ID2 Enroute Gloria Querubin 2DQ1S33 
1:56:41 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared ID2 Enroute Gloria Querubin 2DQ1S33 
1:56:41 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 102 Enroute Gloria Querubin 2DQ1S33 
1:56:41 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, ID2 Enroute Gloria Querubin 2DQ1S33 

Assigned Location; 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

6:34:08 AM Unit Status Change Available S4 Available Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

6:34:08 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call S4 Available Sheryll- Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A24 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A24 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
j :27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A20 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A20 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A16 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A16 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 



6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A:12 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A12 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A10 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A10 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A8 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Cal l 7A8 Availab le Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A6 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A6 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A4 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A4 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Status Change Ava ilable 7A2 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:27:12 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A2 Available Myriam Salem 16H8243 
6:26:21 AM Timer Override Override time = 86313600 SA6 On Scene Myriam Salem 16H8243 
5:32:33 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 7A4 On Scene 2nd Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Location Cofreros 
5:32:30 AM Unit Location 1019 7A4 Enroute 2nd Sheryl l-Rose 167CS33 

Loe Cofreros 
5:29:22 AM Unit Location 1019 7A6 Enroute 2nd Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Loe Cofreros 
5:29:22 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A6 Enroute 2nd Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 

Loe Cofreros 
5:28:52 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A16 On Scene Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:28:43 AM Unit Location 1019 7A16 Enroute Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:28:43 AM Unit Status Change Enroute 7A16 En route Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:14:57 AM Unit Status Change On Scene SA6 On Scene Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:14:57 AM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley SA6 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:00:08 AM Unit Location HGL SA6 Enroute Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:00:08 AM Unit Status Change En route SA6 Enroute Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:00:06 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared SA6 Dispatched Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
5:00:06 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 1 SO, SA6 Dispatched Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Assigned Location: 2190 Cofreros 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

4:39:45 AM Unit Status Change Available L8 Available Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
4:39:45 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call L8 Available Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
4:39:33 AM Unit Status Change Available S26 Availab le Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
4:39:33 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call S26 Available Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
4:08:42 AM Unit Status Change Available S10 . Available Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
4:08:42 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call S10 Available Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
3:46:47 AM Unit Status Change Available CS1 Available Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
· 3:46:47 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call CS1 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
3:37:20 AM Unit Status Change Available ID1 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 
3:37:20 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 1D1 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 

Cofreros 



3:16:10 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A3 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:16:10 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A3 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:15:58 AM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 6A3 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:15:58 AM Unit Status Change On Scene 6A3 On Scene Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:15:58 AM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A3 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Assigned Location: 2190 Cofreros 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

3:15:29 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A3 Available Sheryll -Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:15:29 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A3 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:14:35 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A7 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:14:35 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A7 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:14:26 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A1 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

3:14:26 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A1 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 . 
Cofreros 

2:42:57 AM Unit Location 1019 7A10 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

2:42:09 AM Unit Location 1019 7A16 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

~:22:22 AM Unit Location 1019 54 On Scene Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

2:22:17 AM . Unit Location 1019 L8 On Scene S.heryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

2:11:45 AM Unit Status Change Available 7A22 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

2:11:45AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 7A22 Available Sheryll-Rose 167CS33 
Cofreros 

1:56:14 AM Unit Status Change Available 512 Available Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
1:56:14 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 512 Available Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
1:55:26 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A9 Available Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
1:55:26 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A9 Available Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
1:53:29 AM Unit Location 1019 evidence 101 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 

Location 
1:52:09 AM Unit Status Change Available 6A5 Available Dejah Brown 167BS33 
1:52:09 AM Unit Cleared Unit Cleared From Call 6A5 Available Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:38 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 CS1 Enroute Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:33 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 L8 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:29 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 101 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 

Location 
12:15:24 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 510 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:21 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 512 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:13 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A24 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 

Location 
12:15:09 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A20 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
12:15:06 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A4 Enroute 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 

Loe 
12:14:58 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 6A9 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 



12:14:56 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A8 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 
Location 

12:14:53 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A6 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 
Location 

12:14:49 AM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A2 On Scene 2nd Dejah Brown 167BS33 
Location 

*** 1/2/2021 *** 
11:21 :36 PM NCIC Request Person - Last Name:  7A8 On Scene 2nd Wesley Grover M7-39919 

First Name: ; DOB: Location 
 

11 :21 :26 PM NCIC Request Person - Last Name: ; 7A8 On Scene 2nd Wesley Grover M7-39919 
First Name: j  DOB: Location 

 
11 :20:56 PM NCIC Request Person - Last Name: ; 7A8 On Scene 2nd Wesley Grover M7-39919 

First Name: j ; DOB: Location 
 

11 :14:31 PM NCIC Request Person Last Name: 7A16 On Scene Tyler Moore M7-39824 
; First Name: 

 
11:04:01 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location ID1 On Scene 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Location 
11 :02:48 PM Unit Location 2222 BANCROFT WAY CS1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
11:02:33 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared CS1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
11:02:33 PM Unit Status Change En route CS1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
11 :02:33 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, CS1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

10:59:30 PM Unit Location 2222 BANCROFT WAY ID1 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Loe 

10:59:30 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe ID1 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Loe 

10:22:52 PM Unit Status Change On Scene S10 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 
10:22:52 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 510 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 
10:18:34 PM Update Unit Assigned Personnel: 09576 - S10 Dispatched Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 

Bonaventure, Chris; 
10:18:13 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location ID1 On Scene 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Location 
10:17:13 PM Primary Unit Unit set as primary on Call S10 Dispatched Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 

Change Number 150 
10:17:13 PM Primary Unit Unit removed as primary on 7A4 Enroute 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 

Change Call Number 150 Loe 
10:17:10 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared S10 Dispatched Celyce Lyons 2DQ1533 
10:17:10 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, S10 Dispatched Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 . 

10:07:00 PM Unit Location HGL ID1 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Loe 

10:07:00 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe ID1 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Loe 

10:06:58 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared ID1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
10:06:58 PM Unit Status Change Enroute ID1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
10:06:58 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, ID1 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 



Type: 211 
9:33:09 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 6A5 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
9:32:57 PM Unit Location 1501 CEDAR ST 7A4 Enroute 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Loe 
.:l:32:48 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A4 Enroute 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1 S33 

Loe 
9:30:18 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 7A10 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
9:30:15 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 6A3 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
9:30:13 PM Timer Override Override time = 35999 6A1 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
9:30:06 PM Timer Override Override time= 12960000 7A16 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1 S33 
9:28:15 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 7A4 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1 S33 
9:28:04 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 6A7 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
9:27:53 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 7A8 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1 S33 

Location 
9:27:46 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 7A8 Enroute 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Loe 
9:27:31 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 S4 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
9:27:23 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 S26 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Location 
9:27:18 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location S26 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1 S33 

Location 
9:27:07 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 7A22 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
9:26:56 PM Timer Override Override time = 8553600 7A12 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 
9:12:55 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 7A24 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Location 
9:12:33 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 7A2 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Location 
1:02:04 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 2nd Location 7A6 On Scene 2nd Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Location 
8:56:04 PM Update Unit Assigned Personnel: 11113 - S4 On Scene Celyce Lyons 2DQ1S33 

Kleppe, Kevin; 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 1019 7A24 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin .16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A24 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 1019 7A2 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A2 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Location 1019 7A8 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A8 En route 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32PM Unit Location 1019 S26 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:49:32 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe S26 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:48:31 PM Unit Location durant/ellsworth 6A9 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
8:48:04 PM Unit Location HGL 7A6 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:48:04 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 2nd Loe 7A6 Enroute 2nd Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Loe 
8:47:31 PM Unit Location BANCROFT /DANA 6A5 On Scene Shannon Smith 16J9S33 
8:42:37 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 6A9 On Scene Dejah Brown 167BS33 
8:42:30 PM Unit Status Change En route 6A9 Enroute Dejah Brown 167BS33 



8:35:43 PM Update Unit Assigned Personnel: 05624 - L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Tate , Jennifer; 

8:35:35 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
,,-- 8:35:35 PM Unit Status Change On S~ene L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

8:35:35 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:35:35 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley L8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:35:32 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cle.ared S26 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:35:32 PM Unit Status Change On Scene S26 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:35:32 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, S26 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned · Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:35:32 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley S26 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:34:36 PM Unit Location Secondary Location cieared 6A9 Dispatched Erick Thome M?-39922 

Performed by Mobile Unit 6A9 
8:34:36 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A9 Dispatched Erick Thome M?-39922 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 6A9 

8:32:24 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:32:24 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 7A8 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:31:28 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 6A5 On Scene Graham Shivas M7-39912 
8:31 :28 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 6A5 On Scene Graham Shivas M?-39912 

( 8:31 :05 PM Unit Location BANC/FULTON S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:31:02 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:31 :02 PM Unit Status Change On Scene S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:3 1:02 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:31:02 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley S12 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:30:50 PM Unit Location BANC/FULTON 7A20 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:30:42 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A20 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:30:42 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A20 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:30:42 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A20 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:30:00 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A10 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:29:59 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 6A3 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:29:48 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A16 On Scene Gloria Querubin 76H8243 
8:29:48 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A16 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:29:48 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A16 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

. Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:29:47 PM Unit Location BANC/ELLSWORTH 7A22 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:28:39 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 6A1 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

\ 
8:28:39 PM Unit Status Change On Scene - 6A1 On Scene Gloria Querubin· 16H8243 
8:28:39 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A1 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 



Type: 211 
8:26:58 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A6 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:26:57 PM Reroute From .call 138 to call 150 7A6 Dispatched Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

,~- !3:26:57 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A6 Dispatched Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:26:53 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 6A7 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:26:07 PM Unit Status Change On Scene · 7A12 On Scene Veron Legall iPhone - Legall 
8:26:07 PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 7A12 . On Scene Veron Legall iPhone - Legall 
l,l:26:05 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A12 Dispatche0 Veron Legall M?-39924 

Performed by Mol)ile Unit 
7A12 

8:26:05 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A12 Dispatched Veron Legall M?-39924 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 7A12 

8:26:01 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A2 On Scene Dylan Melowitz M?-39913 
8:25:59 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A22 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:59 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A22 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:59 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, . 7A22 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call . 
Type: 211 

8:25:42 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 7A8 Enroute Gloria Querubiri 16H8243 
8:25:42 PM Unit Status Change En route 7A2 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
9:25:40 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 6A7 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
d:25:40 PM Reroute From call 138 to call 150 6A7 Dispatched Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:40 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 6A7 Dispatched Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:40 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A7 Dispatched Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:25:39 PM Unit Status Change On Scene 7A24 On Scene Ashley Navarro M?-39820 
8:25:24 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared S4 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:24 PM _Unit Status Change On Scene S4 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:24 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, S4 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berk,el,ey, Call 
Type: 211 

8:25:24 .PM Unit Location 2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley S4 On Scene Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:25:08 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A8 Dispatched Wesley Grover M?-39919 

Performed by Mobile Unit 7A8 
8:25:08 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A8 Dispatched Wesley Grover M?-39919 

Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 7A8 

8:24:47 PM Unit Location Secondary Location Cleared 7A10 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
8:24:47 PM Unit Status Change En route . 7A10 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 
1:24:47 PM Unit Status Change Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A10 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 

'--- Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

8:24:43 PM Unit Status Change Enroute 7A24 Enroute Gloria Querubin 16H8243 



'-· 

8:24:43 PM Unit Location 

8:24:43 PM Unit Status Change 

8:24:19 PM Unit Location 

8:24:19 PM Unit Status Change 

8:24:02 PM · Unit Status Change 
8:24:02 PM Unit Location 
8:23:58 PM Unit Location 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 

8:23:58 PM Unit Location 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 

8:23:58 PM Unit Location 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 
8:23:58 PM Unit Status Change 

Incident Number 
2021-00000221 

Secondary Location Cleared 7A2 Dispatched 
Performed by Mobile Unit 7 A2 
Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A2 Dispatched 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 7A2 
Secondary Location Cleared 7 A24 Dispatched 
Performed by Mobile Unit 
7A24 
Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A24 Dispatched 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 Performed by 
Mobile Unit 7A24 
On Scene 7A4 On Scene 
2190 SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley 7A4 On Scene 
Secondary Location Cleared 6A3 Enroute 
Enroute 6A3 Enroute 
Dispatched Call Number: 150, 6A3 En route 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 
Secondary Location Cleared 6AS Enroute . 
Enroute 6AS En route , 
Dispatched Ca ll Number: 150, 6AS Enroute 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 
Secondary Location Cleared 7A4 Enroute 
Enroute 7A4 Enroute 
Dispatched Call Number: 150, 7A4 Enroute 
Assigned Location: 2190 
SHATTUCK AVE, Berkeley, Call 
Type: 211 

Jurisdiction 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 

Unit Radio Number Personnel 
2A15 (Primary) 2A15 11575 Radey 
S10 (Primary) S10 09576 Bonaventure 
110 110 09282 Lee 
119 119 05176 Dozier 
16 016 15595 Perry 
1A26 1A26 15396 Lomeli, 13350 Li 
32 032 15571 Kirkbride 
!AB 3A08 16080 Jacala 

4A23 4A23 15866 Mandragona 
4AS 4A0S 15867 Ramsey, 15867 Ramsey · 
SA6 SA06 13903 Peters 

Dylan Melowitz 

Dylan Melowitz 

Ashley Navarro 

Ashley Navarro 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 

Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Querubin 
Gloria Quen.1bin 

Type 
211 

Jurisdiction 

M7-39913 

M7-39913 

M7-39820 

M7-39820 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

16H8243 
16H8243 
16H8243 

CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA00.10300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 



SAS SA08 16080 Jacala CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
6A1 6A1 15594 Maldonado CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
6A11 6A11 14982 Gibson CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 

---- 6A3 6A03 15409 Ceja CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
6A5 6A05 15034 Shivas CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
6A7 6A07 14982 Gibson CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
6A9 6A09 1511 l Thome CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A10 muni7A10 15396 Lomel i, 15396 Lomel i CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A12 S7A1 2 14992 Legall CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A14 7A14 15207 Abdoulmawla, 15207 Abdoulmawla CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A16 7A16 15203 Moore CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
7A2 7A02 15121 Melowitz CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A20 7A20 15922 Albrandt CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A22 7A22 15868 Booze CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A24 7A24 1557 4 Navarro CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
7A4 7A04 15622 Armistead CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
7A6 7A06 15869 Bally CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
7A8 7A08 14877 Grover, 15868 Booze CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
87 087 14096 Coria CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
95 095 15396 Lomeli CA0010300: Berkeley Pol ice Department 
CS1 CS1 CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
ID1 ID1 13654 Bolla CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
ID2 ID2 10908 Schwarck CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
LS LOS 05624 Tate CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
S12 S12 07408 Speelman CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
S26 S26 03357 Huynh, 03357 Huynh CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
~4 S04 11113 Kleppe CA0010300: Berkeley Police Department 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
2100 M artin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9-1 70-1 
TEL: (5 10) 981-5900, TDD: (5 10) 981-5799, FAX: (510) 981-57-1-1 
EMAIL: police d ·dtyotberkeley.info 

Case #I 2021-00000221 
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D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
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JNA.1RiR'A 'illW:E 

Case # I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I 11------~--·· -----------------------,------------------1 
SUMMARY: 

, On 1/2/21 at approx. 2015 hours, SU - Vincent Bryant entered the Wal greens located at 2190 Shattuck Ave. Bryant entered 
the store with a brown canvas bag and was yelling about religion and reciting scripture. Bryant proceeded to select approx. 

-1 $14 in food items in the store. Bryant presented the items at the register. Bryant was told the price of the items. Bryant put 
, the merchandise in his brown canvas bag and proceeded towards the exit. An employee witness asked Bryant to pay for the 

items in in the bag. Bryant removed a link chain described by witnesses as approx. 6' in length and thick from his brown 
(, canvas bag. Bryant told the employee witness he would break all the windows in the building. Multiple employee witnesses 
- involved stated they were scared and terrified that Bryant may hurt them or someone else with the chain. Bryant was located 

at apprehended by BPD Officers at 2222 Bancroft Way. 

II INVESTIGATION: 

' On 1/2/21 at approx. 2022 hours, the Berkeley Police Department (BPD) received a call from VI -   who is a 
-1 Greeter at Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck Ave.  stated a male subject, later identified as SU - Vincent Bryant, 

entered the Walgreens and took items from the store while threatening  with a 6 foot long chain.  described 
' the suspect as a black male, approx. 6'00" tall, approx. 195 pounds, wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants.  

ated Bryant was last seen walking east on Kittredge St. from Shattuck Ave. 

Bryant was located at the north east corner of Fulton St. and Bancroft Way and apprehended by BPD officers (BPD Case# 
2021 -00000223). 

q 

1 I arrived at Walgreens and met with  at the front door. Upon my arrival, I activated my Body Worn Camera (BWC). 
 ;md I went to the employee break room where he provided the following statement in summary: 
 was greeting customers at the front door when he saw Bryant enter the store with a brown canvas bag at approx. 

, 2015 hours.  heard Bryant start saying something about religion and scripture.  saw Bryant enter aisle 4 
of the store and select a pita bread sandwich and a black bag of BBQ chips.  returned to the front door of the 

-1 store.  could hear Bryant in the store continue to yell about scripture and religion.  saw Bryant approach 
, the register with more merchandise and placed it on the counter. While Bryant was at the register, cin unknown male 
. I 

customer approached the register as well. The unknown male customer asked Bryant where he got a roll of tape he had in 
,; his possession.  heard Bryant offe,'. to buy the tape for the unknown male customer. The unknown male customer 
_ declined Bryant's offer.  saw Bryant throw the tape at the unknown male customer. The unknown male customer 

put the tape on the counter saying he did not want it and exited the store.' Bryant grabbed the merchandise he placed on 
s the counter and put it in his brown canvas bag.  heard WI -  who is a cashier for Walgreen's, ask 

Bryant what he was doing. Bryant walked away from the register with the merchandise in his bag without saying anything 
" to  Bryant walked toward an exit door that was locked.  saw Bryant reach into his brown canvas bag and 
" pull out a large chain.  described the chain as link style chain approx. 6 '00" long. Bryant said to  "I will 

break every damn window in this building. "  exited the store to get out of Bryant 's way.  stated he felt 
1 threat~ned by Bryant and the large chain.  stated he was scared and did not want to get hit by the chain. Bryant 

·ited the store and proceeded to walk south on Shattuck Ave. on the west sidewalk to Kittredge St. were he proceeded east 
" Jn the north sidewalk. 
' 
.111-----,,..,.......---------------=====-,-----,===-===,.,,..,,..------------,r.:-=::------1 RF;PORTINC: ()JrFTcrR 1n~J1F. rmn· wnrrrr.N IRf.VlF\\'f\O R\' ~IJT>F.R\l'JSOR IPAnr. 
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N ARiR~ 1/i!VE 

Case #I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

, While speaking with  he repeated he felt Bryant had "mental problem,s."  stated Bryant only spoke about 
religion and kept repeating scripture. 

I spoke with  in the breakroom who provided the following statement in summary: 
 was working as a cashier at the ji-ont main register of the store.  saw Bryant enter the store.  heard 

, Bryant "talking nonsense ", quoting scriptures and saying things that did not make.sense.  stated Bryant selected 
lfood items and brought them to him at the register and placed them on the counter.  began scanning the merchandise 

(, Bryant placed on the counter.  heard Bryant offer to buy an unknown male customer a roll of tape. The unknown 
- customer stated he did not want the tape and left the store.  saw Bryant proceed to put the merchandise into his 

brown canvas bag.  told Bryant the total for the iteins was approx. · $14. Bryant did not pay/or the items or say 
anything. Bryant walked away from the register and proceed towards the exit.  heard  tell Bryant to pay/or 

., the items. Bryant ignored  and continued towards the door.  stated the door Bryant walked towards was 
locked at the time.  saw Bryant pull out a chain ji-om the brown canvas bag.  described the chain as approx. 

'" 2-3" long and was thick and chunky.  heard Bryant say he was going to break all the windows in the store.  saw 
11 Bryant then exit the store.  stated he was scared because Bryant had removed a "weapon" and may hurt people. 

"  described Bryant's behavior as not acting normal and appeared to have a mental problem. 

I spoke with WI -  who is a store manager for Walgreen's, who provided the following statement in 
1. summary: 

15 
 was working in the photo department when she heard Bryant yelling at the registers.  went to the.front 

,., fthe store and saw Bryant walking towards the exit.  saw Bryant remove a chain from his brown canvas bag. 
abiling described the chain as thick and long enough to hit and whip with it.  saw Bryant walk out of the store 

with the chain in his hand.  stated she was scared because Bryant was shouting and was worried Bryant might hit ,-
her with the chain. 

1$ 

I asked  about the security cameras in the store.  stated they would have captured the incident on video. 
19  was unable to access video at the time I spoke with her.  stated the assistant store manager would be able to 
'" get the surveillance video first thing in the morning to provide it to BPD. 

" I provided  with my business card and case number for the iricident. 

DISPOSITION: 

). I respectfully request the District Attorney's Office c)1arge Bryant with 211 PC. 

,1,1 

1-1 lt------,---------------.....,,..~=-=---=-==,-,===-------------,.,....,...----Rr.PnRTINn c">FFI(J rR ln.-nr. , mrf wRTTTKN l,Rr,.v1r~wr.n nv s1rrFR\!lson . lr"r:" 
1, Armistead, Dillon #4 01/03/2021 22 :38 Boiiaventure, Chris 0 I /03/2021 11 :21 5 of 5 
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a BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
2 HHI M artin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9-HO-' 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FA..X: (510) 981-57-'-' 
EJ\ilAIL: police 1i ·cityo1bcrkclcy. info 

INVESTIGATION 

Case #I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

., On 1/2/21, approximately 2100 hours, I was notified that there had been an Officer involved shooting related to a robbery 
that had occurred earlier at Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck Avenue. I immediately drove to the Berkeley PSB and met 
with Homicide Sergeant Wilson, Sergeant Grant, and Detective Smith . 

(> 
I spoke with Officer Armistead who was conducting the initial investigation ofthe robbery. Officer Armistead bri~fly told 
me that the suspect, later identified as Vincent Bryant, had taken approximately $15 worth of food items (BBQ Chips, pita 

- sandwich, and other unknown items) from Walgreens. When Bryant attempted to leave, he stopped at the locked front 
door and pulled out a large chain . An employee was standing nearby when he pulled out the chain and threatened to 
break al I of the windows in the store. The employee feared that he would be hit by the chain, so he walked out of the 
store and called the police. 

lo> 

The subsequent arrest of Bryant was documented under case 21-223. 
I I 

I drove to Walgreens in an attempt to obtain video, however, the store was closed . 

I ' 
Sergeant Wilson, Sergeant Grant, Detective Smith, and I all drove together to the shooting scene which was located at the 
court yard of the UC Berkeley TANG Center (2222 Bancroft Way). We met with Sergeant Speelman, who walked with us 

1~ around the scene. 
i ;S Of note, I saw a long metal chain lying on the ground, a pair of black sunglasses, a black duffel bag, and a canvass bag that 

.:id food items that included BBQ flavored chips, a chicken wrap, a bag of peanut M&M's, a P.epsi, and a strawberry 

1
_ banana drink. ID Technician Bolla later recovered the canvass bag and took photos of the contents. Later, I took custody of 

the chips, chicken wrap, M&M's, and both drinks. I emptied out all the liquids and perishable contents and kept the 
18 packaging. 
(I) . 

On 1/3/21, approximately 1130 hours, I drove to Walgreens (2190 Shattuck Avenue) to conduct a follow-up investigation 
2v regarding this robbery. I met with assistant store manager,  who assisted me with confirming that the 

21 
items that were recovered from the canvass bag belonged to the store.  scanned the BBQ flavored chips, the 
chicken w rap box, the M&M's, and both drinks for a total of $14.53 (Refer to receipt). I later booked the above items into 

-- the Berkeley Police Department's property room. 
2., 

 then accessed the surveillance system and uploaded footage to a USB that captured the incident. I viewed the 
! ~ surveillance video footage and it appeared to match the current date and time . 

.:!'.' On 1/3/21, I called and spoke with   (Walgreens greeter) regarding ~is statement.  stated that he 
26 saw Bryant at the register and that Bryant put the items that were on the counter back into his bag.  heard the 

cashier tell Bryant that he needed to pay for the items.  told Bryant that he needed to pay for the items and in 
- response, Bryant pulled out the chain and stated he was going to break all the w indows.  walked out the front door 
2x because he was in fear of his safety (Refer to recording). 
2
' ' On 1/3/21, I called  (Cashier) and spoke to him regarding his statement.  stated that he rang up all of 
,., the food items that Bryant put on the counter. After he rang up the items, Bryant threw a $1 bill on the counter and put all 

the items into his bag. Bryant walked away with the items as  told him that he needed to finish his payment. Bryant 
•I 

ignored  and walked to the closed front entrance door. Bryant then pulled out a chain and said something that  
,uld not understand. Bryant then walked out of the open front door.  remembered that the total price of all the 

,, i tems was approximately $14 (Refer to recording) . 

, .1 ll-,---==="'="--------------.====~----r==== = ,,,--------------r;c:-.,-,;;-------1 RKPNRTINC': <>FrrJr'rR _1 nl\TT. 1mn-: WRnTF.f'l lnr,v,rwr.n nv s1w r R\ rJs on , IP..,nr 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
2HH) M.trtin Luther King, Jr. Wa~·. Berkeley, CA 9-P04 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FA,'( : (510) 981-5744 
El\ilAIL: police ,i ·cityotl)erkeley. info 

•• j 

Case #I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I reviewed the video footage and discovered the following: 

, 08:11:37 -Vincent Bryant walked into Walgreens . Bryant was carrying a brown canvass bag (later recovered at the arrest 
scene), black duffle bag over his shoulder (Later observed at the scene), black shoes with white soles, dark pants/sweats, 

.j 
grey hoodie, black face mask with blue colored markings, tan fishing style hat, and black sunglasses. 

08:16:40- Vincent Bryant walked over and stood in line at the register. 

08:19:00- The cashier ) took the items that Bryant wanted to purchase and scanned them at the register. 

08:19:53 - Bryant appears to toss something on the counter (later determined to be a $1 bill). 

., 08:20:18 - Bryant begins to put the items back into his brown bag (At this point the cashier told Bryant that he still needed 
to pay for the items). 

JH 

II 
08:21:01- Bryant ignores the cashier, picks up the brown bag and walks toward the front door. 

12 08:21:08....:. Bryant wa lks over to the fron't doors and stopped in front of the door on the left. The door was locked and 
there were baskets stacked in front of it. The greeter,   approached Bryant and pointed toward the cash 

1
' register (same time frame that  stated he told Bryant he needed to pay for the items). 

J.j 

08 :21:16 - Bryant reached down and pulled out a long metallic chain and began to shorten the length by making several 
10 loops. Bryant was then able to hold the chain in one hand without it dragging on the floor (This was the same time that 

.·yant stated he was going to break all of the windows) . 

1· 08 :21:20 -  opened the door, walked out in fear that he was going to be struck by the chain, and called police . 

1s 08:21:45-  walked out the Walgreens with the chain in his hand. 

1
'' I spoke with Officer Gibson and had him review video footage of Bryant at Walgreens. After reviewing the video, Officer 

,,_, Gibson confirmed that Bryant was the same person who he had attempted to detain after the robbery (Refer to Officer 
Gibson's supplemental report). 

cl 

I booked a copy of the video footage into the Berkeley Police Department's property room (Refer to video footage) 

,, On 1/3/20, ID Tech Schwarck drove to Highland Hospital and recovered several items of clothing from Bryant. Of note, ID 
Tech Schwarck recovered distinctive black shoes with white soles that appeared to be the same shoes Bryant wore in the ,.j 
robbery, a tan fisherman style hat that appeared to be the same hat that Bryant wore in the robbery, a grey hoodie that 

'" appeared to be the same hoodie that Bryant wore during the robbery, and a black face mask with blue colored markings . 
,,; that appeared to be the same face mask that Bryant wore during the robbery. 

~:;; 

A records check of Bryant revealed that he was currently on parole for burglary. Bryant has a lengthy criminal history that 
included arrests for sexual battery, burglary, identity theft, grand theft, possession of stolen property, and obstruction. 

,!• On 12/28/20, Bryant was the suspect in a case where he brandished a pole at the victim. The victim declined to press 
charges, and Bryant was subsequently placed on a 5150 WI (Refer to case 20-58727). 

I respectfully request that Bryant is charged with 211 PC because he used a large chain to instill fea r in the employee at 
., 1 

Walgreens so he could make his escape with the stolen goods. 

).J 11---------------------.====,.,-------.==,.,,,,.,.,===-----------,,,-,-=-------t RF.PORTING o vFTcr.n: 
1
1nATE ITIMr WRITTKN ln: rv1r.,,•rn ·nv !;tn•rRvTsOR IPAnr. 
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D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
· 2 l(HI Martin Lu ther King, J r. Wa~·. Berkeley, CA 9470-' 
• _ TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, F A.,X: (510) 981-57.J-' 

El\!IAIL: police-1( cityotberkeley.info 

Case #I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

NARR'.\ 1'~¥E I 11----------------------------- ---------------------t 
INVESTIGATION 

After reviewing the body camera footage and reading the case supplemental reports, I believe that Bryant should also be 
charged with 69PC because of the following: 

5 Officer Gibson was the first Officer to contact Bryant. When Officer Gibson exited his police vehicle to contact Bryant, 
Bryant immediately pulled a 13 foot long metal chain out from his bag and wh ipped it on the ground (Refer to Officer 
Gibson's supplemental report) . 

Several other Officers arrived on scene and attempted to deescalate the situation by talking with Bryant. Bryant 
continuously refused to comply with Officers demands to drop the chain that he was holding. At one point, Bryant 

, whipped the chain onto the ground and yelled, "C'mon ." 

1,, Bryant then stated the following: 

1 ,;Hey, if you talk to me one more time, I am going to make you watch me kill your family ." 
11 "My weapon of choice is a fucking gun, but God wants me to use th is on your ass ... " Bryant raised the chain in the air to 
, signify his intent to use the chain as a weapon against the Officers. Bryant then stated, "I want to shoot you in the brains 

where your face blows off." 
1-1 

1., Bryant then started to talk about God, Judgement Day, arid government. 

,everal minutes later, Bryant stated: 

1- "And the ones who don't want it, prove it tonight, prove it tonight, if you don't want to be a better person, prove it 

1~ tonight, shoot me or if I take you down ... " 

1,, Seconds later, the contact team moved in closer from the east side of the courtya rd and told Bryant to drop the chain 
several times. Bryant did not comply and began to advance toward the Officers with the chain in his hand. Officers fired 

·, 
less lethal rounds, however, Bryant continued to advance toward Officers until he was struck by one bullet (Refer to 

" supplemental reports). 

-- Nothing further. 

.11 

,~ '"'== =""'= =--------------r::-:=-:-:= ==--~==~== ~ - ---------~= ,-----, RtrnRTING ni,r.1r•r.n lnAn: ,mrr. wRmF,N 1nr.v1FWFn RY s1 w r.Rv1son IP.A r:v. 
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a BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlVIENT 
2HHI Martin Luther King, Jr. Wa~·. Berkeley, CA 9-'7114 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FAX: (510) 981-5744 
El.WAIL: police wcityotberkeley. info 

NAiRRA'iJ/WE 

Case #I 2021-00000221 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On 1/2/2021, at approximately 2024 hours I performed an area check for the suspect of a robbery that had 
occurred just prior at Walgreens, located at 2190 Shattuck Ave. The suspect was described as a black male adult, 
50s, 6'00," 195 lbs with a 6 ft chain, who had walked away eastbound on Kittredge St. 

I drove southbound on Oxford St when I saw a subject matching that description walking eastbound in the UC 
parking lot, just west of Edwards field. For reference, that parking lot is approximately 0.2 miles ( or a five minute 
walk, per Google maps) from 2190 Shattuck by way of eastbound Kittredge St. 

I pulled into the parking lot from Bancroft Ave and observed that the man was a black male adult, 50s, 
approximately 200 lbs, wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt, black pants, and a distinctive bucket style, or fisherman's 
style, hat. The subject walked past my passenger side door. I did not see any chain, but I saw he was carrying a 
brown shopping bag in his right hand. 

11 The suspect, who I later learned was Vincent Bryant, walked southbound from the lot, across Bancroft Way, in 
violation of CVC 2.l 955. 

" 
11 I activated my forward facing red light and conducted a pedestrian stop on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton St, west 

of the courtyard of 2222 Ban_croft Way. I exited my patrol vehicle and demanded Bryant stop. Bryant jumped over 
I~ a short concrete barrier into the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I demanded he sit down. He ignored me. 
I:\ 

- ,stead, Bryant reached into his brown bag and pulled out a long silver chain. He whipped it onto the concrete 
11atio, creating a jarring crash. He yelled that he would take our heads off, and demanded that we shoot him. · He 

,- began walking deeper South into the courtyard, shouting and smashing the chain against the concrete benches. I 
18 notified Dispatch that my stop was related to the robbery, that the subject had a chain, and to start units with less 

than lethal munitions. 

• :v I advised Officer Armistead to take a position on the north, and I took a position the southwest corner, effectively 
blocking Bryants exit from the courtyard. 

: 1 

-- Bryant appeared to be dilusional, and claimed that the chain was made of gold, and continued to smash it on the 
,, ground and benches. 

I attempted to talk with Bryant, build rapport, and deescalate the situation. I provided him with my name and 
,, ask~d me his, but he replied, "Noise check!" and said, "if you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you 

watch me kill your family." He requested three minutes of silence, so I let him stand in silence. 

:s 

Other units arrived on scene and the suspect was subsequently taken into custody. See case 2021-00000223 for 
further regarding the detention and subsequent arrest. 

: .. On 1/3/2021 Sgt Bonaventure showed me video surveillance taken at Walgreens of the robbery the night prior. In 
111 

the video I observed a black male adult, approximately 200 lbs, wearing a gray sweatshirt, dark pants, fisherman 
style hat, carrying a brown bag and holding a long silver chain. I recognized the subject in the video surveillance 

) I as the same subject that was detained and arrested at 2222 Bancroft Way. 

· __ ,othing further. 

II..R->:-Pn-Rn-Nr""":o,....,=FTr __ r.n ___________ ___,,,n,....,ATT.=.=,~,.....lf,...\\='Rrrr=gN---.--,. ,=_,=,.,,=,F.,~> a-,-~=uP=sR=,n~,o~R-----------..-IP-~r.=.,---
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA001 0300. 

Case Supp, Officer: COBI\DArmistead, Supervisor: cobl\kwkleppe, Merged By: 
COBI \lnorman 

D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT Case # I 2021-00000223 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9.J70.J a TEL: (:'10) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FA..\'. : (510) ')81-57.J.J 
EMAIL: police1,!•cityotbcrkeley.info 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

1 
NA.DR.~'iliilME 

SUPPLEMENT AL: 

, On I /2/21 at approx. 2022 hours, the Berkeley Police Department (BPD) received a call from RP -   who is 
a Greeter at Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck Ave.  stated a male subject, later identified as SU - Vincent Bryant, 

' entered the Walgreens and took items from the store while threatening  with a 6 foot long chain.  described 
, the suspect as a black male, approx. 6'00" tall, approx. 195 pounds, wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants.  

stated Bryant was last seen walking east on Kittredge St. from Shattuck Ave. 

I conducted an area check for Bryant on Kittredge St. between Shattuck Ave and Fulton St. As I exited Kittredge St. to turn 
south onto Fulton St. I saw Officer Gibson#27 at the north east corner of !he intersection of Bancroft Way and Fulton St. I 
saw Officer Gibson drive passed Bryant who was wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants matching the description 

, provided by  ·officer Gibson turned around as Bryant crossed Bancroft Way to the south sidewalk. Officer Gibson 
informed dispatch via radio he located Bryant. 

1 Officer Gibson parked and exited his vehicle at 2222 Bancroft Way. I parked and exited my vehicle behind Officer Gibson 
on Bancroft Way. I saw Bryant had a large thick chain in his hands and was yelling. Due to Bryant having the large chain 

: that could be used as a weapon which I believed could cause serious bodily hann, I removed 1ny less than lethal device from 
, my vehicle. 

' Officer Gibson and I tried to have Bryant put the chain down. Bryant continued to yell incomprehensibly and did not drop 
the chain. 

' '" Other BPD officers arrived on scene and closed off the area to prevent Bryant from leaving. 

Officer Lomeli#95 and I stood on the south west corner of2222 Bancroft. I activated my Body Worn .Camera (BWC). 

J•• 
Officers continued to try and ask Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant continued to yell. Bryant repeatedly asked for Officers to 
shoot him in the back. I asked Bryant to talk with us multiple times and to drop the chain. Bryant said "If you talk to me one 

:,, more time I am going to make you watch me kill your family ." 

Officers at the scene stopped talking with Bryant because he continued to threaten officers and was not responding. 

Sgt. Speelman S-12 began attempting to negotiate with Bryant. 

;, Officer Lomeli and I were instructed to move positions to north side of the courtyard to better contain the area. Sgt. Kleppe 
S-4 informed me they created a contact team to apprehend Bryant that will come from the east side of the courtyard. 

~(i 
Sgt. Kleppe stated everyone was in place to make contact with Bryant. 

I heard the contact team approach Bryant from the east. I was unable to see the contact team due to a wall barrier between 
us . I heard an Officer in the contact team yell at Bryant to drop the chain two times. I saw Bryant look towards the contact 

,, team. Bryant proceeded to run towards the contact team. As Bryant ran towards the contact team, he began raising his right 
• arm with the large chain in his right hand over his shoulder as ifhe was going to swing it over his head. 

'" Bryant went out of my view behind the barrier where the contact team was located. I heard 3 loud bangs come from behind 
the barrier. I recognized I loud bang as being louder than the others . 

. . 11 

I heard over the radio Bryant was injured and needed medical transport. Officer Lomeli and I then began moving patrol 
vehicles off the road way to provide a clear path for the Berkeley Fire Department (BFD) to begin treating Bryant for 
injuries. After moving vehicles I set up a perimeter with the crime scene tape. 

;:J 11'"R"""a>=o.,,.R=TIN=c-o=rr"""w=rR,.......,....... __________ .....,,ll"'"'o"'"""',...' ""=",...",.,.'RITT=rn.,......----,l=RE""',a""r1""rE..,..D""'a,·""sUP=rn=vis=·o"'"n------------,,l.,,.'"A""c-=-,----1 
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D BE RKELEY POLl CE D EPARTMENT 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA l/ -1 70-1 
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NARRt,\\IFJY.E .. 

Noth ing Further. 
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II 

D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkelc~·. CA 9-t70-t 
TEL: (510) '>81-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FAX: (510) 1>81-57-t-t 
Ei\lIAIL: police,,f ci tyotbcrkeley. info 

.. 
'NA.RIU,'ifi[Mffi ,, 

SUPPLEMENTAL: 

Case # I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On 01/02/2021, at 2022 hours, I responded to the area of Bancroft Way/Fulton St where BPD officers were attempting to 
detain the suspect. 

I arrived on scene and activated my body worn camera. The suspect was in an open courtyard located in front of 2222 
Bancroft Way. I positioned myself in an ally way on the south/west corner of the courtyard. The suspect was walking 
back and forth mostly on a concrete island in the middle of the courtyard north/east of my location. 

The suspect was wielding a metal linked chain . The suspect had the chain folded over and was approximately 3-4 feet in 
length . The suspect was waving it around and hitting the ground with it. 

The suspect was irate, yelling screaming. The suspect was threatening the police and their famili es. He yelled out, "My 
weapon of choice is a gun," " I'm going to shoot you in the brains with your face blows off." The suspect said multiple 
times that he would kill police and make the police officer watch him while he killed their families. 

,: Officer K. Gibson #27 and I were tasked to be the contact team to take the suspect into custody by hands. To the east of 
the suspect Officer with less lethal and lethal cover were positioned to make initial contact with the suspect. 

We were positioned behind hard cover on the west side of the building. I heard Sgt. V. Huynh #5°26 yell at the suspect to 
" "Drop the chain!" th ree times. 

I heard multiple shots fired . I looked around the building and saw that the suspect dropped the chain and went down to 
1• the ground, face down with his hands and arms extended out on his sides . 

,- Officer Gibson and I rushed over and placed him in handcuffs . I saw that the suspect had a gunshot wound on his face and 
,~ was bleeding. We immediately rendered aid. Officer Gibson used a gauze cloth he found on the suspect to apply direct 
,, pressure on his wound while other officers went to retrieve a trauma kit. 

,,, At this point, the suspect appeared to be compliant. I was directed by Sgt. Speelman #5-12, to take the handcuffs off of 
the suspect. As soon as I went to unhandcuff the suspect, I felt him trying to stand up and push and pull. For officer safety 

" reasons, the suspect remained handcuffed. 

BFD arrived on scene and took over rendering aid . The suspect was placed on a gurney and then transported to the 
:, hospital by BFD. 

~-1 I was then tasked to remain on scene and act as scene security. 

Sgt. Marble #5-20 located a witness who was laying down on Bancroft Way on the north side of the street, north of our 
.. location with a sleeping bag, and his dog. The witness was homeless and was staying there to sleep for the night. 

I spoke with WI-  did not know his cell phone number. He provided me with his parents· 
:s phone number who knew his actual number if needed to get in touch with him (  

 He also gave me with his email and an address for a drop in center where he receives mail, 
~q 

which I included in his profile. 

In summary,  provided me with the following statement: 

,:  was sleeping on the ground, on the north side of Bancroft way which was directly across the street where this 
incident occurred. He was woken up by the suspect yelling about "Killing cops and killing cop 's kids. " The suspect was 

'·' inside the courtyard in front of (2222 Bancroft Way). Soon after he was woken up, he saw two police vehicles arrive. He 

'·',i--.,=---------------.,,,,-,,,..,.,,,,-,,,.,,==----.==~e-=:== ------------,=..------t REr ORTI"IG OF FCCE R IDA:TE / m 1r wn.nTEN 1
1
aE,1r wro B\' SUPERvt-;o n ilrAGr.. 
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D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Bcrkclcr, CA 9-170-1 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-57')9, FA,°\'. : (510) W!l-57-1-1 
EiVIAIL: polic,i. ,! ·cityotbcrkelcy.info 

1NAiR!RAIBil\'E 

saw the suspect screaming and yelling, and swinging a chain around. 

Case # I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

The suspect had a metal linked chain approxfmately one arm's length.  said he was annoyed by the amount of 
noise the suspect was making.  also said it was "pretty stupid for him to try to take down 20 cops with a chain." 

I asked  if he remembered any specific statements he heard the suspect say. 

 said he was not very alert because he had just woken up. He could not remember specific statements but knew 
that the suspect was yelling and threating the police officers. 

 said it got quiet and stopped paying attention. Soon after, he heard approximately three shots.  did 
not see the suspect get shot but he did see that the suspect was stan_ding up, then he heard shots, and the suspect was no 
longer standing up. 

1
' ' s view was blocked by police vehicles and could not see the suspect when he was on the ground. 

II 
I remained on scene while the scene was being process by the CSO ID technicians and then later cleaned by Crime Scene 

,: Cleaners. 

i ; Nothing further. 
1, 

,I 

.'I 

'" 16====,----------------,,,,..,,,,,,.,.,,,,==,,,,,,...--....,,,.,=====~------------,
1
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

N~R]Ul'F.TX~Fi 
I 11--------------------------------------'·-------1 

On 1/2/202 1, at approximately 2024 hours I performed an area check for the suspect of a robbery that had 
occurred just prior at Walgreens, located at 2190 Shattuck Ave (BPD 2021-00000221 ). The suspect was 
described as a black male adult, 50s, 6'00," 195 lbs with a 6 ft chain, who had walked away eastbound on 
Kittredg.e St. 

I drove southbound on Oxford St when l saw a subject matching that description walk eastbound in the UC 
parking lot, just west of Edwards field. For reference, that parking lot is approximately 0.2 miles ( or a five minute 
walk, per Google maps) from 21 90 Shattuck by way of eastbound Kittredge St. 

I pu lied into the parking lot from Bancroft Ave and observed that the man was a black male adult, 50s, 
approximately 200 lbs, wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt, black pants, and a distinctive bucket style, or fisherman's 
style, hat. The subject walked past my passenger side door. I did not see any chain, but I saw he was carrying a 

''' brown shopping bag in his right hand. 

The suspect, who I later learned was Vincent Bryant, walked southbound from the lot, across Bancroft Way, in 
: violation ofCVC 21955. 

I activated my forward facing red light and conducted a pedestrian stop on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton St, west 
I, 

of the courtyard of2222 Bancroft Way. I exited my patrol vehicle and demanded Bryant stop. Bryant jumped over 
a shoti concrete barrier into the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. I demanded he sit down, but he ignored me. 

11., 
Instead, Bryant reached into his brown bag and pulled out a long silver chain. He whipped it onto the concrete 

,- patio, creating a jarring crash. He yelled that he would take our heads off, and demanded that we shoot him. He 
,~ began walking deeper south into the courtyard, shouting and smashing the chain against the concrete benches. 

r,:, I notified Dispatch that 1ny stop was related to the robbery, that the subject had a chain, and to sta1i units with less 
, than lethal munitions. -

)I I advised Officer Armistead to take a position on the north, and I took a position the southwest corner, effectively 
-- blocking Bryant's exit from the courtyard. 

B1yant said that the chain was made of gold, and continued to smash it on the ground and benches. 

!, I attempted to talk with Bryant, build rapport, and deescalate the situation. I provided him with my name and 
asked me his . He replied, "noise check!" and said, "if you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch me 

; kill your family." He requested three minutes of silence, so I let hi1n stand in silence. 

Sgt Speelman arrived on scene and shortly thereafter began to engage in voice to voice contact with Bryant. 
)~ Bryant appeared delusional and stated that he saw pictures in front of him, which we could not see, and that the 
~•1 names of the trees were called j-hook trees. He rambled excitedly and incomprehensibly about sensors and God. I 

was unable to follow his train of thought and the words seemed to pour from him like a delirious stream of ,:,1 
consciousness. 

) J 

,~ Ofc. Ceja and l were assigned to be a part of the contact/arrest team by Sgt. Kleppe, who told us Sgt Huynh's 
team was going to approach to suspect from the East. Ofc. Ceja and I and took positions of cover behind a wall on 

_,; the southwest corner of the courtyard. 

,Jl'====..,,,,....-------,------....,,,.,====:---..,,,.,,===="""'"------------r;:,;=-------i 'REPORTINC o rFir: ER 10A1rE 1m1r WRITTEN IRE\qrwro BY NUPERVIBOR lf'i\Gt 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

Moments later I heard Sgt Huynh repeatedly order Bryant to drop the chain, then\ a succession of shots, which I 
thought to be less lethal munitions. I looked around the corner and saw that Bryant was on the ground. I rushed 
across the courtyard and pinned his left arm against the ground. 0fc. Ceja and I secured Bryant in handcuffs. 

I performed a quick pat search for weapons. During the search I felt a long edged object, which I thought may be 
a knife, in the front pouch of his sweatshirt. I removed the item, which was a long nail file. We moved Bryant onto 
his left side, in a recovery position. 

0fc. Bally advised me he that Bryant had a wound on his chin. I observed that Bryant's chin and jaw were 
bleeding, and that he sounded as though he was having a difficult time breathing. I saw that Bryant had a long 
white bandage tied to his belt loop. I untied it, balled it into a wad, and used it as a pressure dressing for his chin 

1·• and jaw. 
II 

Bryant attempted to sit up. I allowed him to rest his back against my knee. Bryant continued to try and stand, but 
12 for his safety, I held him in a seated position with my knee as a backrest. 
1; 

I assisted Bryant onto the BFD gurney. As he was having difficulty breathing, he was placed in a recovery pos~tion 
1; 

on the gurney. BFD transported Bryant to Highland Hospital. 

I stayed on scene with 0fc Ceja and Sgt Speelman, and provided scene security until Homicide Detectives and 
l<.• 

crime scene technicians completed their investigations and had collected all evidence. The scene was processed by 
i- CSO Cardoza and CS0 Bolla. See their supplements for further. 
18 

Nothing further. 

:: ..1 11,R""'Er""'oR""TIN=::-c; o""r""Fw"",m,,....-------------,
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CASE SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE TO ORIGINAL CASE: 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On 1/2/21 I was working as a fully uniformed BPD patrol officer, driver a fully marked BPD patrol vehicle (# · 
1764). At approximately 2022 hours BPD received a report of a robbery that just occurred at 2190 Shattuck Ave 
(Walgreens) and the suspect (black male in his 50s, 6'0, l 95lbs, wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants) was 
last seen walking eastbound on Kittridge St. BPD officers located a subject who matched the broadcasted 
description of the suspect (later identified as AR-Vincent Bryant, PFN: BLW203) in the courtyard of 2222 
Bancroft Way holding a large metal chain. I arrived on scene to aid as a cover officer. 

I activated my BWC as I arrived on scene. 

In the courtyard, Bryant was holding a large chain and was hitting tables and other objects in the area with extreme 
w force. Bryant was standing on an elevated ledge and was pacing around the courtyard. He was screaming 
11 unintelligible statements about religion and was acting erratically and aggressive. He screamed "shoot, shoot, 

shoot" when we began to speak to him. Bryant continued by stating, "I'm gonna take every single one of you out. 
i: Soon as you see those bullets don't effect me, I'm coming after your families, going to hell, and then I'm coming 
1., back". Bryant claimed his chain was made of solid gold, so I began to talk to him about the chain in an attempt to 

deescalate him, but instead he responded with "fuck you bitch". I relocated to the southwest side of the court yard 
I< 

lo 

where Officer Gibson (#27) and Officer Ceja (#34)'was. Officer Gibson attempted to speak to Bryant, and Bryant 
replied to Gibson's requests to put the chain down with "When you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you 
watch me kill your family". Bryant then stated, "My weapon of choice is a gun, but God made me use this on your 
ass" and "I want to shoot you in your brain so your face blows off'. Sergeant Speelman (S-12) attempted verbal 

1' negotiations, but Bryant did not respond to the dialog. He seemed altered or having a mental health emergency. 
18 Bryant continued to scream unintelligible statements and described hallucinations that were not there. 

1
" I was assigned to be one of the officers that would physically detain Bryant. I was positioned on the southwest 
'" corner of the courtyard with the instructions to aid in the physical detention of Bryant when he no longer had the 

chain in his possession and it was safe to do so. 
11 

,- Officers on the southeast side of the courtyard took over voice contact with Bryant. I heard Sergeant Huynh 
(S-26) give verbal commands to put the chain down. After a few moments Bryant jumped down from the elevated 

~.I 
ledge he was standing on and began to charge the officers on the southeast side while still holding the chain. Sgt. 

~1 Huynh continued to yell "put the chain down" and Bryant continued to charge at the officers. I heard several loi.1d 
,, bangs and saw Bryant fall to the ground, laying on his stomach. I ran to Bryant and helped the other BPD officers 

detain Bryant in handcuffs. When Bryant was in handcuffs and was rolled to his side to be searched, I noticed a 
"' large pool of blood where his head had just been. Bryant had a large wound to the right side of his jaw that was 

actively bleeding. I rendered immediate aid by applying pressure to the wound in an attempt to slow the bleeding. 
Bryant was conscious and responsive the entire time, but was unable to speak. 

,. BFD arrived on scene within moments and placed Bryant into the ambulance. Since Bryant was in handcuffs, BFD 
requested an officer be present in the ambulance while they transported him to the hospital, so I volunteered. 

~(I 

Bryant was transported to Highland Hospital. Bryant was conscious, but was unable to provide any statements 
-11 during the ambulance ride. I noticed he was wearing a hospital bracelet that had his name, birthday, and was from 
,: an unknown hospital with "Adult Mental Health" printed on it. We arrived at Highland Hospital at approximately 

2101 hours. · 
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NAR:RA, TiIVE 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I conducted a records check of Bryant at the hospital and it revealed he was on parole for PC 459. The photo on 
his CRIMS' profile matched the subject I had just accompanied to the hospital. 

I stayed with Bryant at Highland Hospital until I was relieved by Officer Peters(# 148) at approximately 0530 
hours. · 

Highland Hospital nursing staff advised me Bryant had suffered a GSW to his jaw, causing it to fracture. I 
informed Homicide detectives of the update. 

I turned my BWC off when I was advised Bryant would be staying in the trauma room (#9) for the night. I no 
longer was going to have personal contact with him. I was not allowed in the trauma room, but was allowed to sit 
in the hallway and I maintained constant visual of Bryant through the glass .doors ofthe room from the hallway. 

11 I booked Bryant's hospital bracelet I used to identify him as evidence and place it in the property room lockers . I 
also took a photo of it and uploaded it to evidence.com. 

1; No further information. 

I(, 

IX 

31 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I N~RRA'!J/1.IiVE 
C 

: SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 

' On January 2nd, 2021, I was assigned as a BPD patrol officer 7 A 12 and drove a marked BPD patrol vehicle 1824. 

l t• 

At approximately 2022 hours, BPD dispatch broadcasted that a robbery had just occurred at Walgreens Pharmacy 
located at 2190 Shattuck Avenue. BPD dispatch also described the suspect as a black male approximately 6-00 
feet tall and armed with a chain. The suspect was seen walking eastbound on Kittredge Street. 

At the time of the call, I was parked at a nearby parking lot located at University Avenue and Bonita Avenue. Due 
to the nature of the call, I did not attach myself to the call via radio. I drove to the area because it was less than 
half a mile away. While I was circulating the area, Ofc. Gibson broadcasted that he had someone who matched the 
suspect description at Bancroft Way, east of Fulton Street. I arrived at that location shortly after and activated my 
body-worn camera after I exited the vehicle. 

1 Once 1 exited my vehicle, I saw a male suspect standing in the middle of a courtyard on a raised concrete ledge 
yelling and shouting, " Shoot me in the back!" As I assessed the situation, I noticed that he had a long silver chain 

1. in his right arm. The suspect acted very erratically and, at one point, was continually slamming the chain on the 
1: ground in an aggressive manner. Sgt. Kleppe S-4 asked us to contain the courtyard, so I walked around to the 

courtyard's eastside. 1 stood on the east side of the courtyard with Ofc. Navarro# 124 and I realized that we both 
1; 

It 

had our department pistol drawn. Ofc. Navarro stood-by on the courtyard's east side and I walked back to the 
front and asked for an officer armed with a less-lethal weapon to join us at our post on the east side. Ofc. 
Melowitz # 94 joined us shortly after with his less-lethal weapon. 

,- Sgt. Kleppe then requested an extra officer to the contact team. I shortly joined Sgt. Kleppe on the west side of 
1~ the courtyard and stood by with the contact team. Sgt. Kleppe then asked if I was less lethal certified. I replied to 

his question by saying, "Yes, I am certified." He then handed me a single launcher, less-lethal rifle. Additionally, he 
1
•) also handed me two extra 40mm munition rounds. I placed one munition round in my dump pouch, and I held the 

y, second one in my hand. 
I climbed up onto a ledge on the west side of the courtyard to have a better visual of the suspect. The distance 

)I 
between the suspect and I was approximately thirty-five feet. While I stood there, Sgt. Speelman was doing voice 

-- to voice communication with the suspect. The suspect continued rambling and was briskly pacing back and forth 
on the concrete ledge. Sgt. Speelman pleaded with the suspect several times to drop the chain, but he continued to ::; 
act erratic and i·efused to drop the chain. The suspect continued pacing back and forth on the concrete ledge and 

! ; acted like he was highly agitated. After several failed attempts, Sgt. Huynh stated that he would take a contact 
:< team to the east side of the courtyard and start a voice to voice command with the suspect. At this point, Sgt. 

:!S 

Speelman stops communicating with the suspect. 

Once Sgt. Huynh and his team were in place, they entered the courtyard, shouting, "Drop the chain, drop the 
chain!" I then heard two popping sounds coming from their direction. At this time, the suspect jumped off the 
ledge and started aggressively charging towards them. While he was charging towards them, I noticed that he still 

, a had the chain in his hand. At this point, I realized that the suspect was a threat towards my fellow officers. The fact 
that he was hit with several rounds of less-lethal munition, still being able to charge at officers with the chain still 

1C, 

clenched in his hand. I feared for my fellow officers' safety, and I felt like their lives were being threatened. I · 
) t aimed at his right upper rear thigh area and shot one round of 40mm less-lethal munition. The suspect immediately 
,: dropped to the ground after I shot my round of munition. Sgt. Huynh continued shouting commands to the 

suspect, and the contact team moved in shortly after, and the suspect was detained. 

,;lb=,,,.,,...,,=,,,------------,,,=====----r==:::-===,,,-----------,,,-,=-,-----i 
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Case # I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I jumped off th~ ledge that I stood on and walked over to the detention area to assist officers. While I was 
walking over, Sgt. Speelman broadcasted, "Shots fired, start Berkeley Fire Depaitment for a possible head injury." 
Up until this moment, I was not aware that the suspect was shot with a pistol. 

Sgt. Kleppe spulled me away from the detention scene and collected my body-worn camera and launcher. 

Nothing Further. 

,; '"'======------- -------,r::-=::-:-=-:::-:-::=,.,,--- ==== =:::::c----- ------~-:-;::;-----; Rl'.PORTINC OFFICER IDAH / TIME WRfITEN IREVlf.\\'EO B\'SUPER\lJSOR IPAG[ 
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. 
CASE SUPPLEMENTAL: 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On O 1/02/2021 around 2022 hours, I was dispatched to the report of a robbery, via chain that had occurred just 
1 prior at 2190 Shattuck Avenue (Walgreens), with the suspect last seen walking away east on Kittridge Street. 

I responded to the area of Bancroft Street and Fulton Street after other officer's located a subject matching the 
description. I arrived to the area of the contact (Bancroft Street, east of Fulton Street) and upon approaching I 
saw the subject was in the middle of a courtyard type setting. The subject had in his right hand an approximately 
4ft long metal chain (it looked "doubled up" to me), it appeared to have at least l/2in thick chain links on it. 

Officer's made multiple attempts to negotiate with the subject, during that time the subject was making statements 
that did not make sense. The subject was making verbal threats towards officers, and at one point swung the chain 

1
·' striking the ground. 
ii 

I was positioned along the north west corner of the courtyard (for containment), and based on the fact the subject 
i~ 

was making threats, made aggressive rhovements, and was armed with a metal chain that could cause serious 
11 injury, I drew my department issued firearm and pointed it towards the subject (I also held it at "low ready"). I 
,i was designated "lethal cover" for Officer Armistead #4 as he had a less than lethal munitions system. 

The subject got on top of an approximately 1 ft tall ledge and was pacing back and forth on it, while yelling. At one 
" point he focuses on his shadow on the wall, and when the contact team approaches from the east, I heard multiple 

commands being given to "drop the chain", when he suddenly switched his focus from his shadow to the contact 
1
- team and became "hyper focused" on them. 

At this point the subject gets off of the ledge, and begins to charge towards the contact team with the chain in his 
I ·) 

right hand, cocked back (in a position to swing it), as the subject continued to charge towards the contact team, I 
, , lose sight of him behind a wall. I then heard what sounded like two less than lethal rounds being deployed, and a 
" single round from a handgun being fired. 

" I was no longer needed on scene, and was directed by Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 to sequester Officer Albrandt #51. I 
,, transported Officer Albrandt #51 to the Berkeley Police Station until relieved by other officers. 

2
.i My body worn ca1nera was activated during this incident. At one point I 1nuted 1ny ca1nera away fro1n the incident 

,, while moving vehicles, and ceased recording once no longer directly involved with the incident. 

~,; 
Nothing farther. 

JI 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I N:ARIRA::tl!IV.E 

SUPPLEMENTAL: 

\ On O 1/03/2021 at approximately 2024 hours officers responded to a call for service in regards to a robbery that 
, had just occurred and Walgreens, 2190 Shattuck Ave. 

Officers located a suspect, later identified as (AR) Vincent Bryant, matching the description at Tang Center, 2222 
Bancroft Way. 

When I arrived on scene I saw Bryant in the middle of the courtyard yelling obscenities and banging a large and 
dense chain against an approximately one foot tall concrete barrier that he was standing and pacing back and forth 
on. 

' I was directed to the east side of the courtyard to seal Bryant in the courtyard. When I activated my body worn 
1 camera Officer Gibson #27 was attempting to have a conversation with Bryant to try and deescalate the situation. 

1: 
Bryant responded with, "I'm not lying man, your family will be the first if you don't chill out." 

" At this point, Officer Legall # 19 and Officer Melowitz #94 had returned to our post with less than lethal weapons 
,i as I had already drawn rny department issued handgun and kept it at a low ready position. 

Bryant continued rambling and making religious statements about his role. At this point another team of officers is 
1.; setting up at the south west corner almost directly across from our post. Another UCPD officer arrives to assess 

and we are directed by our supervisor, Sgt. Kleppe #S-4, to move north behind the building to avoid cross fire. 

,, At this point Officer Armistead was attempting to make verbal contact with Bryant as well. Bryant responded 
with, "Hey! If you talk to me one more time I'll make you watch me kill your family. 

I ·) 

,, Officer Legall and Officer Melowitz relocated to the west side of the courtyard and I remained on the east side, 
~

1 
behind the building and out of direct sight of Bryant. 

-- Bryant continued to yell and made another threat of, "I will make all you guys watch me hurt all your families , do 
:, it bitch, do it! My weapon of choice is a fucking gun but god wants me to use this on your ass." I was watching 

Bryant's shadow against the southern most wall of the courtyard as he raised up a large chain that was at least a 
:, half inch think on each link. It was approximately three to five feet long in length. 

Bryant then stated, "I want to shoot you in the brain and your face blows off." Again, Bryant continued to ramble 
:,, abOLit god, lock down and other random topics. 

" Sgt. Speelman #S-12 begins verbal contact and tried to negotiate with Bryant and attempt to deescalate again. 
Bryant begins to talk about what he can see and how he is able to see in the dark. Bryant ask Sgt. Speelman to 

:, describe the picture at his feet and he will drop the chain. When Sgt. Speelman says she cannot see it and ask him 
) J to describe it to her he responds with all you guys are being wasted and talks again about how god can see the 

world. 
) I 

,, Sgt. Speelman continues to have dialogue with Bryant but he cannot maintain a topic and begins to rant about god 
again. Bryant then begins to antagonize and starts yelling, "Come on, come on toy soldiers, over here!" 

.\ ~ 

)l,, ===-,=~-------------,====:.----r.,=;-;;;;;;-===----------=,;:----j 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

Sgt. Huynh arrives on scene and ask ifl was the only one at the east post and I confirmed that I was. Soon after he 
returns with Officer Grover #67, Officer Melowitz, and Officer Albrant #51 and informs us we are going to be the 
contact team. 

Officer Albrant and myself were designated lethal force options while Sgt. Huynh, Officer Grover, and Officer 
Melowitz were designated as less than lethal options. I paired myself up with Officer Melowitz as his lethal cover, 
Officer Grover and Officer Albrant were assigned as a pair and Sgt. Huynh was going to be the voice to voice 
contact making the commands for when we made contact with Bryant. 

Before we made contact Bryant's behavior did not change, he was agitated, angry and yelling about random topics 
still. Any verbal conversations only seemed to agitated him even more. 

10 Sgt. Huynh initiated the contact and made several clear verbal commands for Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant was 
11 not compliant and actually began moving toward the contact team with the chain still in his right hand. Officer 

Melowitz and myself moved over to the south side of the cou1iyard and Sgt. Huynh continued giving commands 
12 

to drop the chain or be hit with less than lethal. 
I) 

" My initial background was additional officer's behind Bryant in the north west corner so I continued south to try 
and gain a better background. 

"' Bryant was almost shuffling now with faster pace toward the contact team, in direct line of Sgt Huynh, Officer 
Grover, and Officer Albrant who were just north of where I was located now. ,-

1~ Bryant was hit multiple times with less than lethal rounds that were ineffective and did not slow down his pace. 
Bryant appeared to shield his body from the less than lethal rounds with his left arm and started to "wind up" his 

1'1 
right arm to swing the chain overhead. Bryant moved approximately three to five feet and was almost within 

2° striking distance of Sgt. Huynh. 

Officer Albrant fired a single round and Bryant spun around and fell to the floor on his stomach with his head 
-- facing west. Officers on the west side of the courtyard went hands on and detained Bryant in handcuffs. I noticed 
2; Bryant was bleeding from his jaw area and went to retrieve a trauma kit from a patrol vehicle parked on Bancroft 

Way. 

:; As I returned and provided gauze to Officer Bally #73 BFD had just arrived and began taking over medical aid. 

Xi My body worn camera was active and recording for the duration of the call. 

~s Nothing further at this time. 

_l_\ 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

I NAR'RA'fNE 
' 

: CASE SUPPLEMENT 

) SUMMARY: 
, On 1/2/2021 at approximately 2023 hours, Ofc. Shivas and I were dispatched to a robbery that occurred just prior 
, at 2190 Shattuck. Ofc. Shivas was driving and we responded to the area. An updated radio broadcast was placed 

by an Officer that they were attempting to contact the suspect with a chain at Bancroft and Fulton. 

While making our way to the area, an updated radio broadcast advised enough Officers were on scene. Ofc. Shivas 
and I stood by at Ellsworth and Durant to keep traffic from going the wrong way on Ellsworth south of Durant. 
Sgt. Marble would later relocate our position to cut off traffic traveling westbound on Bancroft at Dana and 
redirect traffic southbound on Dana. My BWC was activated at first on the perimeter then at Bancroft and Dana I 
would deactivate my BWC based on having no contact with pedestrians on the perimeter. 

I NFL 

11 

l (l 

,-
,s 

)I 
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1 N'A:R!MiTrlVE . 
SUPPLEMENT: 
On 01/02/2021, at approximately 2022 hours, I (Officer Maldonado badge #42) heard over 
the radio that BPD officers were being dispatched to Walgreens located at 2190 Shattuck 

1 Avenue for a report of a robbery. The caller reported that the suspect was armed with a 
"long chain" and had brandished it to the reporting party during the robbery. The following 
was the description: A Black male in his 50s, 6'0 tall, 195 pounds, wearing a grey sweatshirt 
and black pants. Furthermore, the dispatcher provided the following: that the suspect was 
on foot and last seen eastbound on Kittredge Street. At this time, I was in the area of 
Shattuck Avenue at Dwight Way. 

) 

_At approximately 2026 hours, while responding to conduct an area check for the suspect, I 
heard over the radio that Officer Gibson located the suspect on Bancroft Way east of Fulton 
Street. Soon thereafter, it was broadcasted that the suspect was still armed with the chain 

1 and was walking around. 
1
' At approximately 2029 hours, I arrive on scene. The address was 2214 Bancroft Way 

1) (Legends Aquatic Center) located on the south side of Bancroft Way. There were several 
, officers already there, and they were facing the courtyard. There were officers on the south 

sidewalk of Bancroft Way and other officers in the west side of the courtyard. I noticed that 
1
' the suspect was in the courtyard and was standing on a raised cement bench. The suspect 
,. was towards the middle of the courtyard. The suspect was holding a metal chain with his 

right hand and had his back to the officers standing on Bancroft Way. The suspect was ,-
facing the building. I heard the suspect yelling but could not make out what he was saying. 

IS 

I activated both spot lights and overhead white light from my patrol vehicle to illuminate the 
,, area where the suspect was standing. I also activated the spotlight of an additional patrol 
, vehicle. This light made the suspect and the chain visible to me. 

11 The suspect matched the description of the robbery suspect. 

·· I contacted Officer Moore who was standing at the south sidewalk and was holding a less 
11 lethal launcher. I became his cover officer. 

'· The suspect was displaying strange behavior. He was facing the wall and yelling. I heard 
i; him yell profanities, and he talked about police and the CIA. Throughout the incident, the 

suspect exhibited signs of mania and appeared to be having delusions. 
~(i 

Officer Moore and I positioned ourselves 01: the west side of the courtyard. There were 
several officers already there. Sgt. Speelman was attempting to speak with the suspect and 

,s asked him to sit down. The suspect was holding the chain at this point. The suspect said, 
,., "Only if you see what I see right now" "Oh my god! Your eye sight was taken from you from 
,,, Sam, mine wasn't!" The suspect paced back and forth. Sgt. Speelman continued attempting 

to negotiate with the suspect. When Sgt. Speelman asked him to put the chain down the 
'
1 suspect said, "Come and get me, I'm right here ." The suspect yelled out, "C'mon I'm right 

here technology" "C'mon toy soldiers, over here! over here!" The suspect was not making eye 
contact with Sgt. Speelman, had his back to officers, and was facing the wall in a 

J~ 
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The chain was made up of metal links. The suspect had folded the chain once so I could not 
estimate the length of it. As he moved it around,. I could tell that it carried some weight and 
could be used as a weapon to cause injury. 

Sgt. Huynh and Sgt. Kleppe developed a plan to contact the suspect from the east. 

I stood at the northwest corner of the courtyard at this point. I saw that the suspect 
continued to face southbound towards the building wall without making eye contact with 
any officer. The suspect was standing still, yelling, and still holding the chain. The suspect 
then began to pace back and forth with the chain around the back of his neck. The suspect 
continued to yell out many things that did not make sense. He said that he was COVID 19 
and that he was obedient. At one point he said, "and the ones that don't want it tonight 

11 prove it tonight, prove it tonight...(unintelligible)" as he brought the chain down from his 
,: neck and held it with h1s right hand. He was facing the officers located on the west side of 

the courtyard at this point. It appeared that he was challenging them. He added, "shoot me 
I.' or try to take me ... (unintelligible)" The suspect pointed at most officers after saying this. I 
ti was only able to understand portions of what he was yelling. 

I then heard Sgt. Huynh and another officer yell out clearly "drop the chain!" "drop the 
16 chain!" "Here's your warning Drop the chain!" The suspect turned his body eastbound to 
1
_ face Sgt. Huynh and his contact team. The suspect stepped off the cement bench, still 

holding the chain with his right hand. The suspect headed to Sgt. Huynh's position. The 
'~ suspect did not drop the chain as he was ordered to do so and instead headed towards the 
1; group of officers with chain in hand. The -suspect's walk towards the officers was a much 

faster pace than the walk that he displayed throughout the incident while standing on the 
~(l 

cement bench. I did not hear the suspect say anything as headed towards the group. 

Sgt. Huynh and his contact team were b ehind a small building located on the northeast 
-- corner of the courtyard and out of my view. I could only hear them from where I was 
:, standing. The suspect went out of my view as he walked towards the contact team. Upon 
~. going out of my view, I heard the distinct sound of less lethal launchers being deployed. A 

second later, I heard the distinct sound of a firearm being discharged one time. 

I went to assist officers with the suspect. I noted that the suspect was bleeding from the 
,'.!(; 

mouth. 

The fire department arrived to treat the suspect's injuries and the suspect was transported 
:s to Highland. 
~1/ 

I was wearing my body worn camera during this investigation. 
~{I 

This concluded my portion of this investigation. 

1: Nothing further. 
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Supplemental Narrative: 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

.REPORT NARRATIVE 

... 

On 1/2/20 I was working as a fully uniformed BPD patrol supervisor and driving a fully marked BPD patrol SUV 
(# 1812). At approximately 2022 hours I responded to a report of a PC 211 via chain from 2190 Shattuck Ave. 

, As I was enroute to the call I heard over the radio that an officer was attempting to contact a suspect likely related 
to the robbery. The officer then asked for "less lethal" to be enroute. I arrived on scene at 2222 Bancroft Way as 
officers were attempting voice contact with the subject. . When I arrived on scene I activated my BWC and 
deployed the Penn Arms 40mm single launcher from the trunk ofmy vehicle. I approached the scene and 
observed that there was a male (later identified as Bryant, Vincent) in the courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way and 
that he was loudly screaming. 

The officers on scene were giving the male repeated commands for him to drop the chain, and as they said that I 
observed that the subject had a chain in his hand, approximately 6 feet long. The chain in his hand was made of a 

I ·) thick metal link and appeared to be quite substantial. Ofc. Armistead was attempting to start a dialogue with 
11 Bryant, asking for him to "just talk to us". Bryant responded by telling us to "shoot" him and stated (while holding 
" the chain in his hand) that he was going to "overhand everybody". He continued by saying "let's roll, let's fucking 

roll" and began slamming the chain down into the ground in a whipping motion. Whenever any officer would 
1, attempt to start a dialogue with them he would yell "shut up" or "shut up bitch" at them. Bryant also stated "I'm 
11 gonna shoot yoi.1 11 to the officers on scene. BFD had already been directed to stage, and staged on Bancroft Way 

just west of 2222 Bancroft. · 

i-, I moved to the southwest corner of the courtyard while Ofc. Gibson attempted to again start a dialogue with 
Bryant. Bryant responded to Ofc. Gibson's attempt at conversation by stating "If you talk to me one more time, 

1
• I'm gonna make you watch while I kill your family". Bryant continued by stating that he would make "all of you 

1s guys watch while I hurt your families" and that "my weapon of choice is a gun and God wants me to use this on 
your fucking ass". Based on Bryant's repeated statements about assaulting officers, his erratic behavior (include 

l ·l 

)I 

the robbery that he likely had just committed) it was readily apparent that Bryant was very violent and 
confrontational. Byrant also continued to pace with the large chain while holding it in his hand and swinging it 
around. 

" Sgt. Speelman then attempted to speak with Bryant and she was unable to begin any dialogue with him as he 
: 1 would rant and rave and would not begin any semblance of dialogue with BPD officers. At one point Bryant 

asked for 3 minutes of no talking and we stopped interacting with him. However, Bryant immediately began 
:~ ranting and raving, talking about things that were not present (a picture on the wall in front of him). 

I spoke with Sgt. Huynh who had arrived on scene and we began moving our personnel to safely take Bryant into 
custody. I stayed on the west side of the courtyard and gave my Penn Arms single 40mm launcher to Ofc. Legall 
along with 2 extra rounds ofCTS 4557 Foam Baton ammunition. I moved the team on the W(,st side further north 

is to minimize any crossfire. 

: , Sgt. Huynh and several other officers set up a contact team on the east side of the courtyard. They challenged 
,,, Bryant and I heard them repeatedly give concise commands to "drop the chain". From my vantage point I could 

only see the very top of Bryant and saw him turn and immediately move quickly towards the contact team on the 
11 east side of the couryard. I heard several 40mm launchers fire and then a single loud report, which sounded like a 
1: gunshot. I heard the contact team continue to give commands and l moved up onto the courtyard. I saw Bryant 

on the ground and officers beginning to handcuff him. I saw the officers from the east contact team standing next 
:l:'> to Bryant and I asked if anyone had fired. Ofc. Albrandt raised her hand and stated that she had. I saw that 
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Bryant was on the ground ·and bleeding from the face. I got on the radio and advised that there were "shots fired", 
that the suspect was down and that we need BFD to respond. Ofcs Moore and Legall also advised me that they 
had fired their 40mm less lethal weapons. I directed them to sequester themselves from each other (and other 
officers) on the south side of the courtyard. 

I then took Ofc. Albrandt to the side and had her turn off her BWC and I took custody of the BWC. I also asked 
; her to give a public safety statement which was the following: 

l. How many rounds did you fire? 
2. In what direction did you fire them? 
3. Are there any outstanding suspects? 

Ofc. Albrandt responded by stating that she fired one round, she motioned that she had faed in a westerly 
w direction, and that there were no outstanding suspects, pointing that Bryant (who was on the ground) was the only 
11 suspect. . 

1: 
I then took Ofc. Albrandt to a vacant patrol vehicle and ordered Ofc. Lomeli to stay with her and eventually 

1; transport her to the PSB. 

I< 

I had Ofcs. Moore and Legall then leave all of their spent casings, spent rounds, and extra rounds on scene to be 
documented. I had them retain possession of their 40mm launchers and sit in their cars separately. 

I then returned to the PSB and at the direction of Sgt. Wilson #S-3 (Homicide Sgt and OIS Investigator) I took 
i- custody of Ofc. Albrandt's duty belt (which included her firearm) and her 2 spare pistol magazines from her 
1~ external vest carrier while she was sequestered in the CSB office. I gave custody of these items to Sgt. Wilson 

and Crime Scene Supervisor Cardoza #CS- L 
l!.' 

: 0 I removed a Glock 17 from the BPD Officer Involved Shooting Locker (SER# BMER358) along with a spare 
21 

duty belt and issued it to Ofc. Albrandt after removing her duty belt and firearm. 

-- I was later directed to collect the BWCs from Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Moore, Ofc. Legall, Ofc. Melowitz, and Ofc. 
,; Grover. I then relinquished custody of those items to Sgt. Wilson. 

2
~ I was also directed to take custody of the (5) Penn Arms 40mm single launchers fro1n all of the above listed 

,; officers, who fired their less lethal weapons. I kept custody of the launchers as they were photographed and 
documented by Crime Scene Supervisor Cardoza . . I then returned the launchers back to the officers who had fired 

_'!c; them. 

:!S 
I was also tasked with writing the Use of Force Report. Please see that repo1t for further details. 

) I 
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I NARRA.IIIIVE 

SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE: 
On 01/02/21 at approximately 2023 hours, I was working uniformed patrol as unit 7Al6. At the time, I was wearing my full 

1 Berkeley Police uniform and driving a marked BPD patrol vehicle (1832) . At the beginning of my shift, I also elected to 
, check out a single shot, 40mm less-than-lethal launcher from the locker. The less-than-lethal launcher that I checked out 

was in a case labeled with "#2". 

At approximately 2023 hours, I responded as a cover unit to the area of 2190 Shattuck Ave (Walgreens) regarding a report 
of a robbery that had occurred just prior. Berkeley Dispatch advised that the robbery occurred via a chain . Berkeley 
Dispatch described the suspect as a black male adult, in his S0's, approximately 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, wearing a gray 
sweatshirt and black pants. The last known direction of travel for the suspect was eastbound on Kittredge St. I 
subsequently began an area check for the suspect. 

' While on my area check, I heard an officer broadcast that he located a subject on Bancroft Way just east of Fulton St. The 
1 officer advised the subject matched the robbery suspect's description and was armed with a chain . I immediately 

responoed to the scene and deployed my 40mm less-than-lethal launcher. The launcher was a single shot style and was 
,: loaded with one foam baton round. 

As I approached the scene, on foot, I observed the suspect inside of a partially gated courtyard area of 2222 Bancroft Way. 
11 I noticed that the suspect was holding a long, metal chain in his right hand. The chain appeared to be approximately four 
, feet in length and consisted of thick chain links. I approached the gate along the north side of the courtyard and pointed . 

my less-than-lethal launcher at the suspect. During this time, the suspect was extremely agitated and yelling incoherently. 
'~ The suspect made threats to kill officers and their families . The suspect also made a statement similar to "my weapon of 
,- choice is a gun." He also was swinging the chain erratically and hitting the ground with the chain. 

IS 
A short while later, I repositioned to the west side of the courtyard area, still outside of the gate . At this time, I was 

,., standing beside Sergeant Speelman #S-12, who was attempting to negotiate with the suspect. Several requests and 
, commands to put the chain down were directed toward the suspect. The suspect ignored the commands and refused to 

relinquish the chain. Noticing that the commands were unsuccessful, Sergeant Speelman adjusted her tactics and began to 
:, attempt a conversational dialogue with the suspect. During the dialogue, the suspect stated that there was a photo on the 
__ ground in front of him and he asked Sergeant Speelman if she could describe the photo. When she said she was unable to 

see the photo and asked the suspect to describe it, he stated that it was a picture of the entire scene with God looking 
:, down. The suspect then said that the picture was right above our heads and that it was dropping plastic toys. The suspect 
:, then proceeded to say that women were okay but condemned men for being cowards. He also said that he was not a 

ruthless person . SergecJnt Speelman continued to attempt to reason with the suspect by agreeing that he was not a 
~
5 ruthless person and that women were okay. Sergeant Speelman again asked the suspect to sit down and drop the chain. 
:,, The suspect responded and said "come and get me, I'm right here." Sergeant Speelman reiterated that we did not want to 

do that. Throughout the dialogue, Sergeant Speelman continued to ask the suspect, "Would you do me a favor and put the 
chain down?" However the suspect never complied. It should be noted that throughout the dialogue, Sergeant Speelman 

), spoke in a soft, low, calm spoken voice and never appeared frustrated or raised her voice at the suspect. 

An order for the contact team was given to move in and attempt to take over contact with the suspect. The contact team 
n entered from the east side of the courtyard area . I heard Sergeant Huynh #S-26 issue three commands to the suspect 

saying, "Drop the chain ." On the third command, the Sergeant Huynh also said, "Drop the chain or you are going to get hit 
·" with less lethal." After that command, the suspect turned toward the contact team and began to walk toward the officers 

with the chain in his hand. I observed officers on the contact team fire less-than-lethal munitions which struck the suspect 
,, but appeared to be ineffective. The suspect continued to advance toward the contact team armed with the chain and 

swinging it in his hand. 
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.. , 
I NA.RRA:'l?JYE- ' . 

At this point, I feared that the suspect was going to attack and strike the officers on the command team with the chain in 
his hand for the following reasons: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

The suspect was wanted for a violent felony 
The suspect had made several threats to harm or kill officers 
The suspect was extremely agitated and wanted officers to "come and get him" 
The suspect ignored all commands to drop the chain in his hand 
The suspect advanced toward officers while armed with the chain and swinging it in his hand 
The suspect appeared to approach a proximity where he successfully hit the officers with the chain 

Based on the above re9sons, I believed that the suspect presented a threat of great bodily injury or death to the officers 
w on the contact team . I subsequently fired one 40mm foam baton round at the suspect's center-line back area . 

11 After firing the les?-than-lethal munition, I saw the suspect fall to the ground. I immediately reloaded the launcher and 
1: entered the courtyard area to provide additional close cover for the contact/arrest team. I stood by as the contact/arrest 

team placed the suspect into handcuffs. While the suspect was being handcuffed, I noticed that he was bleeding from the 
i; face/head area. I immediately believed that the suspect was shot in the head/face with a less-than-lethal round . I did not 
ii know that a live round was fired until I heard a sergeant on scene broadcast that shots were fired. 

After the suspect was secured, I was ordered to return to the station and sequester in my vehicle. At the station, Sergeant 
I(, Kleppe #5-4, took my body worn camera and my less-than-lethal launcher. A short while later, Sergeant Kleppe returned 

1
_ my less-than-lethal launcher. 

11 This incident was captured on BWC and the video was later uploaded into Evidence.com. 

Nothing further. 

) J 
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I N~WilVlE 

SUPPLEMENTAL NARRATIVE: 

On 1/2/211 was working as Berkeley Police Department patrol unit 7a8. I was wearing full Berkeley Police Department 
uniform and was driving a fully marked Berkeley Police Department patrol vehicle (#1820). 

At approximately 2022 HRS I responded to the area of 2190 Shattuck Ave for a report of a robbery that had just occurred . 
BPQ dispatch advised that the suspect had been armed with a large chain and was last seen on foot eastbound on 
Kittredge St. 

BPD dispatch provided an additional description of the suspect as being a black male adult in his late S0s, 6'00", 195 lbs 
and wearing a grey sweatshirt and black pants. 

I drove my patrol vehicle eastbound on Durant Ave towards Fulton St as I believed that the suspect may be located in the 
area. 

1 
I also responded as a less lethal unit as my patrol vehicle was equipped with a 40mm single less lethal launcher. 

12 I heard Ofc. Gibson broadcast that he had located a suspect matching the description of the robbery suspect on Bancroft 
Way just east Fulton Ave. I then heard Ofc. Gibson ask for units with less lethal launchers. 

I ) 

IJ 
I was already approximately one block away from the area and responded immediately. 

, I drove eastbound on Bancroft Way from Fulton St. I observed that Ofc. Gibson appeared to be near the outdoor area of 
2222 Bancroft Way. I parked my patrol vehicle on the south sidewalk of Bancroft'Way just west of 2222 Bancroft Way. 

While I parked I grabbed my 40 mm less lethal launcher from where I store it in the center gun rack in the cab of my patrol 
1
- vehicle. I touched the button on the front of my BWC to activate it while exiting my patrol vehicle and putting the less 
,. lethal launcher strap across my chest. I also put two extra foam 40mm baton round in my left utility pants pocket. 

,., Ofc. Gibson and Ofc. Armistead where already on scene. 

: 1 I observed the suspect, who matched the description provided by BPD dispatch of the robbery suspect standing in a 
:, courtyard area surrounded by large hedges (officers including myself were standing on the outside of the hedges) . 

,, The suspect was holding a large metal chain in his hand. The chain appeared to be bundled up partially in the suspect's 
hand, but there appeared to be approximately 4 feet of chain hanging to the ground. 

:!5 

I advised BPD dispatch to stage the Berkeley Fire Department in the event that less than lethal rounds were deployed. 

The suspect's demeanor was erratic and agitated. The suspect was pacing around yelling while standing on a bench in the 
courtyard area . 

Several officers gave verbal commands for the suspect to drop the chain, the suspect ignored the commands and 
appeared to become more agitated by officers giving commands. 

:!~ I positioned myself initially on the west side of the court yard, there was a large hedge in front of me, creating a barrier 
:-• between me (and other officers) and the suspect. Because the suspect was holding the large chain that I believed could be 

used as a dangerous weapon, I pointed my less lethal launcher in his direction . I was fearful that at any time the suspect 
:\·) could decide to charge through the hedge at me or other officers. I did not engage the suspect because I believed that 
" since he was segregated in the courtyard area, there was time to get additional resources and officers to the scene. 

,: Sgt. Kleppe arrived on scene and took over as scene commander. 

·') I was detailed by Sgt. Kleppe to take a position on the north side of the courtyard along with Ofc. Albrandt (who was my 
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1 lethal cover) . 

Case # I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

, I heard other officers attempt to negotiate verbally with the suspect. The negotiations did not have any effect. 

I was detailed by Sgt. Huynh to be a part of a contact team that would attempt contact with the suspect from a pathway 
on the east side of the courtyard . 

; The team included Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Melowitz, Ofc. Navarro, Ofc. Albrandt and myself. 

Our contact team staged on the east side of the courtyard behind a small shed . 

I was designated by Sgt. Huynh to be a less lethal munitions operator as I was armed with a 40 mm single less than lethal 
launcher. 

to Sgt. Huynh advised me that he would be designated with giving the suspect verbal commands. 

1 Prior to contacting the suspect, I opened my 40mm less lethal launcher and verified that the launcher had a foam baton 
round chambered. I closed the launcher and de-activated the safety. 

Our team then bent to corner of the small shed and contacted the suspect, who was standing on top of a raised bench in 
1,; 

the court yard just west of our contact team. 
IJ 

I heard Sgt. Huynh give several ~lear verbal commands for the suspect to drop the chain. The suspect did not drop the 
' chain and immediately began to charge at us. 

I( Sgt. Huynh was standing in front of me, off set to the left of me. The suspect continued to charge at us. I could see that the 
,- suspect was still holding the large chain in his hand. 

,~ As the suspect was non-compliant with verbal commands and was charging towards Sgt. Huynh and myself with a 
dangerous weapon, I was scared that the suspect would hit Sgt. Huynh or myself with the chain and seriously injure or kill 

I~ 
one of us. I shot the suspect with one round of a 40mm form baton found in his left side shoulder or upper arm area . The 

, shot had no effect and the suspect continued to charge at us and close the distance, still holding the chain. 

" I saw Sgt. Huynh begin to move back towards me and crouch down as the suspect was close enough to strike him with 
,. chain the suspect was holding. 

11 As my less 40mm less lethal launcher only fires a single round, I immediately tried to load another round . I could see the 
suspect still changing at us and turned my body to the left while trying to load my less lethal launcher. I was terrified that 

~.. the suspect was still charging and was going to hit me with the large chain and kill or seriously injure me. 

I was terrified that the suspect was still charging and was going to hit me with the large chain 

I then felt an impact on my left upper thigh, but was unsure of what hit me. 

As I turned around to shield myself from any potential blows from the suspect's chain and while still trying to load my less 
~s lethal launcher, I heard a·loud bang sound to my left that I initially perceived to be a less lethal launcher. When I turned 
1Q back and looked straight ahead, I saw the suspect lying face down on the ground. I fini shed loading my less than lethal 

launcher, and walked next to Sgt. Huynh and stood by while officers from the contact team on the west side handcuffed 
Jo the suspect. 
) I 

I continued to feel a slight pain on my left upper thigh area . 

I was then informed that the suspect had been shot with a lethal round . 

I was told by Sgt. Huynh to stand away from the suspect to the east of the courtyard. I looked down at my BWC and 
!" lb====---------- ---=,,.,.,,,,==:;-::----rn::-:::=====-------- - ---r.,:,.::-------1 R£POR'I1NC OFFIOER IDATI / TIME WRITTEN IRE\11[\\'E.D 0\' SUPER\l'ISOR . IP, .. (i [ 
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realized that my BWC had not activated when I had attempted to activate it when I first got out of the vehicle. I 
immediately activated my BWC. 

I advised Sgt. Spellman I had been hit by something on my left thigh (what I assumed at the time to be a less lethal round). 

I was instructed by Sgt. Spellman to go back to the BPD station and to sit in my patrol vehicle. 

I later observed my injury and saw that I had a large bruise on my upper left thigh that appeared to be consistent with an 
impact from a 40mm foam baton round. Sgt. Kleppe later took photos of the injury. 

Sgt. Kleppe later took my BWC and my 40mm single less than lethal launcher. 

Nothing further. 
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CASE NARRATIVE: 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On 1/2/21, at approximately 2035 hours, I responded to the area of Fulton and Bancroft, regarding a robbery 
suspect weilding a chain, who had been contacted by BPD officers. A radio broadcast advised enough officers 

1 were on scene. 

I took a traffic post in my BPD patro I vehicle # 1822, at the intersection of Durant/Ellsworth to block pedestrian 
and vehicle traffic from accessing Bancroft Way while BPD officers attempted to detain the suspect. 

I was directed to leave my post at approximately 0200 hours. 

My ~WC was not activated during this timeframe as I had no contact with the suspect. 

i-i Nothing forther. 

J(I 

) I 
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I NARRA~IVE ' 
SUPPL EM ENT AL: 

On 1/2/21 at approximately 2024 hours, I responded to a report of a robbery via chain that occurred at 2190 
1 Shattuck Avenue. Dispatch described the suspect as a black male, late 50s, 6', 195 lbs, wearing a gray 

sweatshirt/black pants, and wielding a 6ft long chain. 

An officer broadcasted that the suspect was on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton. I arrived at the location at 
approximately 2027 hours and armed myself with a 40 mm less lethal round launcher. I loaded one foam baton 
round and held two additional rounds in my left hand. I activated my body worn camera. 

I saw the suspect inside the courtyard of the Tang Center (2222 Bancroft Way). I stood at the edge of the 
courtyard with multiple officers to establish a perimeter. 

1 The suspect was acting erratically with a large chain in his hands. The suspect screamed nonsensically and was 
mostly incoherent. He briskly paced back and forth inside the courtyard and swung the chain like a whip multiple 

" times. 

1 
I heard the suspect state the following: 

" "I'm going to overhand everybody [holds out chain] ... this is solid gold. This is a so lid gold chain." 
lo 

When told to drop the chain, the suspect said "Shoot me!" 

1s "I'm going to shoot you!" 

19 "Go ahead and shoot me, bitch." 

~I 
Attempts to build rapport and negotiate with the suspect were unsuccessful. 

·· I was tasked by Sgt. Huynh to join him to the eastern alley entrance to the courtyard. Sgt. Huynh assigned myself, 
:, himself, and Ofc. Grover #67 as less lethal operators for an arrest team. Ofc. Albrandt was primary lethal cover for 

Ofc. Grover and Sgt. Huynh. Ofc. Navarro was primary lethal cover for me. 

:; Sgt. Huynh said we would get into position, he would provide commands, and if the suspect didn't comply, we 
would deploy less lethal munitions. Sgt. Huynh said to move in. 

~,; 

~$ 

Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Grover, and Ofc. Albrandt hugged the wall to the notih ofrne. I fanned a few feet south of them 
to create distance and prevent crossfire. 

"> Sgt. Huynh commanded the suspect to drop the chain. 

The suspect continued to hold the large chain in his hand. The suspect failed to comply with commands and 
'
1 purposefully walked straight towards Sgt. Huynh, Officer Grover, and Officer Albrandt. The suspect closed the 

distance to approximately IO feet. 

'' At that moment, I fe lt the suspect represented an immediate and imminent threat to cause serious bodily harm to 
'~ ,1--~~~~----------~=-c====---~====c=--------------.=;;;:-----, Rl:POrtTIJ\'OOPFJ<:liR l""TT. f ll\lJ'. \\lffrrf,N . IRF\IJ P.Wnn nY~UPFRv1:-;nR lrAr.r 
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Sgt. Huynh, Ofc. Grover, and Ofc. Albrandt due to the following reasons: 

The suspect's close and rapidly enclosing proximity to multiple officers. 

The suspect's want for a violent felony. 

; The suspect's agitated state. 

The suspect's threats of violent action. 

The suspect was wielding, and actively used, a serious deadly weapon. 

" 

1
" Due to the immediacy of the situation and potential for death and/or great bodily injury to multiple officers, I fired 
1 my less lethal launcher. It was not feasible in the time frame to shout that I was firing less lethal. I aimed towards 

the suspect ' s left thigh. There was no one in the backdrop of my line of fire. 
1: 

1; I did not see the impact of the projectile. I ejected the chamber of the launcher and loaded a new round. As I was 
IJ doing so, I dropped one of the two live 40mm rounds in my left hand. · 

The suspect was on the ground and detained by multiple officers. Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 said over the air that a shot . 
i-, was fired .' I was unaware of a shot being fired until then. I approached the suspect and saw that blood was pooling 

near his head. 

rn l retrieved the live round that I had dropped at the scene. 

1
' l was told by Sgt. Speelman #S-12 to head back to the station and to wait for further instruction. 

" At the station, Sgt. Kleppe S-4 retrieved my body worn camera. Sgt. Kleppe took custody of the 40 mm less l~thal 
launcher that I used and later returned it. 

~; Nothing fi.niher. 

) I 
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: SUMMARY 

Case # I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

·' On O 1/02/2021 at approximately 2023 hours I was dispatched a report of a robbery that had occurred just prior at 
1 2190 Shattuck Arrival. I responded to the area. While en-route I was advised there was sufficient officers on scene 

and I was directed to take a traffic post on Bancroft and Dana to prevent vehicles traveling west on Bancroft. I 
remained at this post until advised to clear about O 142 hours. · 
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On 1/2/21 at about 2022 Hrs. a 
2190 Shattuck Ave ., Walgreens. 
50 ' s, 6-00 , 195 lbs. and armed 

' responded from the west end of 

report of an armed robbery had just occurred at 
The · suspect was described as a black male lat e 

with a 6 ' l ong c hain that was large in size . I 
the city . 

As I was responding I heard a radio broadcast that officers had located the 
suspect on foot on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton St. and were attempting to stop 
him. I heard the situation evolving with l ess lethal munitions being request ed 
and the suspect was refusing to comply. The suspect walked into the courtyard of 
2222 Bancroft Way. and off i cers were abl e to contain him to the courtyard. 

I arrived on scene to assist and immediately made contact with Sgt . Kleppe #S4 . 
Sgt . Kleppe was on the western side of the courtyard next to Sgt . Speelman #S12 

'who was negotiating with the suspect . I looked at the courtyard and saw a black 
, male holding a large 6 ' or longer chain over his shoulder. The suspect was 

refusing to comply , incoherent , extremely agitated and his physical posture was 
"aggressive. Sgt. Kleppe and I devised a plan to effect an arrest with a contact 

team on the eastern side of the court yard . I was contact team supervisor role. 

11 The eastern side of the court yard consisted of a smaller building that was 
unattached to the main building with a breeze way . The contact team staged in 

; the breeze way and consisted of the following members : 

1
·~ Less Lethal Operators (40mm) - Ofc. Melowitz, Ofc . Grover and myself 
,· Lethal cover - Ofc . Navarro and Ofc . Albrandt 

,; While staged , I gave clear ass ignments and tactics anq waited for Sgt . Kl eppe to 
verbally initiate the contact team' s movement to the suspect . Sgt . Kleppe gave 

,., me the command and the team moved int o position. I saw the suspect standing on a 
, cement raised fixture in the middle of the courtyard holding the chain in his 

right hand. I gave clear commands to drop the chain . He immediat e ly turned to 
!1 face me and I repeated the command . He stepped off t he cement fixture , refused 

to drop the chain and I told him h e was going to get shot with less lethal . He 
·· continued his refusal to comply and quickly began rushing at me holding the chain 
)i low in his right hand . 

The suspect was holding the chain low , however , he had that arm in a swinging 
position . Coupled with the aforementioned observation and the suspect rushing 

~
5 towards me , I shot him once with a less lethal round . My target area was hi s 

stomach area. The shot had no effect and I heard an immediate two more round of 
less lethal being fired to the left of me . Those round had no effect on the 
suspect and he quickened his rush towards me . 

~) I estimated the suspect was within 10 ' of me and I was unable to reload. As this 
was happening quickly , I went thru other force options and raalized there was no 
other due to the time and distance that was not beneficial to me . The suspect 

"was closing fast and would be on top of me . Fearing this , I felt my life was in 
imminent danger of great bodily injury or death if struck in the head with his 

11 chain . I heard a single lethal round being fired to the left of me and saw the 
suspect fall to the ground . 

1, I was able to reload my less lethal launcher and gave commands to the suspect to 
spread out his arms and to not move . He complied and assisting officers 

111k--~~-------------,.,,-,,"""'"'=== ---,==~===------------,;;-;-;;-;,-----, ,, ";i~;~,tv~~~ #S26 l'ci"1"10
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handcuffed him with n o further force used . I did not know if t he suspect was 
struck with a lethal round until I heard someone say t he suspect had a GSW. Life 
savi ng measures was immediately started . 

I know Ofc . Albrandt ' s action saved me from an immi nent attack that cou l d have 
gravely i n jured or kil l ed me . 

I asked who shot less lethal rounds a·nd discovered every less lethal operator 
shot , along with Ofc. Albrandt being the l et ha l cover that fired one round that 
struck the suspect . I separated the less let hal operators and had t hem not 
discuss the matter further and Sgt . Kl epp~ dealt with Ofc . Albrandt . 

Th e scene was secured and I had all involved less lethal operators who fired 
return to the station and sequester themselves in the BPD parking lot . 

11 
Nothing further. 

I ) 

)I 
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! On 1/2/21 at approximately 2028 hrs I responded to Bancroft Way, east of Durant, regarding a robbery suspect with a 
chain . As I responded, units advised over the radio that the suspect was non-compliant and was refusing to drop the chain. 
I arrived on scene, activated my BWC and deployed my Less Lethal Launcher. As I approached the scene I saw numerous 

' officers surrounding a courtyard and a single male standing in the middle. 

The male, later identified as Bryant was holding a long silver chain in one hand and shouting into the sky. He was saying 
things like, "No CIA! No silver bullets! Not a million men, not a million ladies, only one can stop me!" I contacted Ofc. 
Gibson on the west side of the courtyard. Ofc. Gibson advised that he had tried to communicate with Bryant but that 
Bryant asked for "three minutes of silence". I am a former member of the Special Response Team Negotiator ~lement and 

" decided to attempt to talk to Bryant and get him to comply. 
l·J I spoke to Bryant without any weapons in my hands. As I started to talk to Bryant he said things to no one in particular, 
11 "Your eyesight was taken .. ; Describe that picture and I'll drop the chain! God is looking down, you guys are one face ... you 

12 
guys are one body ... The pictures are right above your head, women are ok ... you will be sent to a planet of your choice" 
and "Come on I'm right here toy soldiers, I'm right here technology, come on toy soldiers! Over here!" I asked Bryant who 

iJ he was talking to but he didn't respond. 
1, 

I repeatedly asked Bryant to put the chain down but he did not. "Go ahead and shoot me bitch, little toy soldiers, I'm 
gonna send you to hell, I'm going to come visit you and I'm gonna play doctor." I continued to try to engage Bryant but he 

i ; ignored me and said, "I'm protecting god's property! Reverse light, reverse their.sensors ... thank you ... AH! Ah! Oh, man, 
I've waited so long mom, you thought I was a coward ... Reverse the vehicle's lights, inward ... outward, back inward out! 

·
1
- Thank you. All the colors ... the new element... half angel .. . no I'm not half man ... no man of God. Going to hell for you 

1s guys." 

1·1 At this point, Sgt. Kleppe advised me that Sgt. Huynh was on the east side of the courtyard with a team of officers who 

21 were going to attempt to contact Bryant. I walked north from my position to get out of the way of any crossfire from Sgt. 
Huynh's team. I stopped at a spot where I could still see Bryant through the chain link fence and then heard Sgt. Huynh 

21 yell "Drop the chain! Drop the chain!'; 

I could see that Bryant did not drop the chain and instead began walking purposefully towards the officers. I then heard 
)i loud reports of Less Lethal Launchers and one much louder report from a gun. I saw t_hat officers were handcuffing Bryant 
2, so I entered the courtyard, notified Dispatch that we were taking him in to custody and requested BFD come to the scene. 

2; Bryant initially lay unmoving as officers attended to him so I requested his handcuffs be removed . However, he began 
trying to get up and that idea was abandoned for officer safety and so he could receive medical care. BFD arrived on scene 
and transported Bryant to Highland Hospital. 

I requested the area be taped off with crime scene tape. I walked around the scene and noted where the spent Less Lethal 
)s rounds and cartridges were located, along with the spent shell casing. In addition, I located what appeared to be a spent 
2,, bullet on the pavement near the front doors of 2222 Bancroft. I remained on scene with Ofc. Gibson and Ofc. Ceja ~o 

ensure the scene and evidence were secure. 

·" CSl Cardoza and CSO Bolla arrived on scene and I walked them through the scene, pointing out foam rounds, cartridges, 
etc. See their supplemental reports for further. 

.l:\ 
Later on, Sgt. Wilson and additional detectives arrived on scene. I walked them through the scene as well. See their 
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1 Once the scene was processed, I requested Crime Scene Cleaners to remove any blood from the courtyard . I left the scene 
with Ofc. Ceja who remained there waiting for Crime Scene Cleaners. 

, Nothing further. 

II 

)I 
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l E Clothing 

DESC'RIPTION 

grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket stvle hat, size Large 
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; E Clothing 
Of !iC'RIP'TION 

15 green carhartt pants, size 38 
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:1 
I arrived at Highland Hospital in the Emergency Department at approximately 1420hrs and l met with Officer K. 
Peters #148. Sergeant Bonaventure S-10 had requested that I meet with -Officer's Peters in order to collect 
clothing items from a patient's belonging bag. Bonaventure requested that only the clothing (exclud ing socks and 
underwear) be co llected from the patient belonging bag. 

Officer Peters was standing by with the subject, Vincent Bryant 12/15/1969, in room #9 . Bryant was in a hospital 
gurney and appeared to be sedated at this time. I took overview photographs of Bryant for documentation 
purposes . I then photographed two Patient Belonging Bags under the hospital gurney and I photographed the 
labels (Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969) on each bag. 

Officer Peters and I advised the on duty nurse that I would be collecting the clothing items only from the Patient 
Belonging Bags. Officer Peters ass isted by searching the pockets of the clothing for any personal or miscellaneous 
items. Officer Peters was wearing gloves as he searched the items. A cut blue key lanyard and a pair of black 
socks remained in one Pat ient Belonging Bag and a pair of black Hanes boxer briefs, a plastic zip bag containing 

) J apparent receipts and a crumpled apparent receipt remained in the other bag. 

Most of the clothing items appeared to have been cut (likely by paramedics) and contained suspected blood . I 
co llected the items with gloves and clean unused packaging materials (paper/plastic bags). Note: some items were 

Rf POR'Ttl'\O 1.0, TECH . OATE / TOilF.WRITI"IN r f \il f.\\'£0 B\' t; t)'P i'.RVl~OR rACE 
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D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTiWENT Case #I 2021-00000223 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkdey, CA 9-'704 
TEL: (:\10) 981~:i900, TDD: (:ilO) 981-:i799, FAX: (:ilO) 981-:i744 
EMAIL: police-ii,"-cityofbcrkeley. info 

PROPERTY I EVIDENCE 
CONTlNlJED 

l ,• ftl" •-.·-- .J 

·• !RRi0~".EIRW¥ 1·EVmE~OE , . · . 
IUCOD.E :'·~ -tllMl'.A.G&D.IlF. . OllffR urn'lON. [ . L\IJl)ENGr . f' . RO(Jh1J; R . Rrc;nvvu:o. K - SArr.KH'PIN(t SJl . t-il: .-illGH \VAR-.n ~l - SM~ NF.ARCH WAR ti mm .. S- l'CTOLES \ 
Ci)UF l~ISNllT\ r;::;~•s•~· r;,;:;~;:· rfRT..\T Nll\lHPR l\',U.llf,' 
E 
DESCRIPTION 

green Claiborne sweater in two nieces, size XL 
C'Oll E rt=' I';::~~~""'' 

lrROP£Rn·n1•E r I.RIAL NtMBER rALl'E 
E Clothine: 

DEf-iC'Rlf'TlON 

grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zio-uo iacket, size Lare:e 
C'ODE l\t'A.~m l~o~~"'"" IPROPERn· n 'P.E rIRUl. Nl1=\CBER l '"Al.lf[ 
E ClothinQ 

DESC'Rll7JlON 

grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Lare:e 
CODE I~,·~= · 1~0;;"'"" IPROPERTI'TI'PE rrRL-U.Nl~lBER IV . .\Lll'E 

E ClothinQ 
Vl!.St'H.ll'llllN 

black sweatoants, unknown brand and size 
<.'ODE l'tNim· 1~~~"'"'' IPROPERTI"111'E rl'RI . ..\.LNll)IBlR r ..\Ll'E 
E Cloth in11 

D£SC'RJP'{]l1N 

grey JERZEES sweatshirt, size 2XL 
CODE l°t'1m" l~O~~ASln>E 

lrROP.ERn· n"PE r [RJ..\L Nlt}.lBER rAL\TE 
E ClothinQ 

DE,"iC'RJ:P'IlON 

light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM t-shirt in two oieces, size 2XL 
CODE rt "lm 1;:~~'"'"'' IT'ROPERTI" TIT'E IS[Rl-\LNll)ffiI!R r-.\Ll"E 
E Clothine: 

DESC.'RIPTION 

black RZ face mask with light blue tags, size XL 
ronF l\ ''NTin r ~o~~-L'1~F 

r ROPFR~"TI"'PF' rFRT-\1 Nl l\ lRPR r·AT.l'F 
E Clothing 

D"ESC 'RIPTION 

pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 11 1/2 
l'fll)F r; •A NTTTY r ~~~A>1 n> F 

l"Rnrrnn· n--pf rTRl.\1 NlT:\ffiFR r .-\ T.FF 

E Miscellaneous 
OFSCRWTION 

AC TRANSIT DAY PASS 
C'ODE. l°''-~'ITIT\" l"NITOF,il:.\SlTJlE IPROl'ERTI"TI-PE r tRI.U.Nl~ CB~R T'AlllE 
0£.'iC'RIPTION 

C-ODE 1Ql'k'1m" l''NIT OF >l[_,._,,,n,, I PR<JPERTY TI"PE . ISIRLU Nll) lBl!R. r·,UtlE 
DESC'RII'TION 

C'ODE ril.lA..l"lffTTY l''NTT OF ~l[.-\Sl. lRE I PROPERTI" TI-PE r'i[RIAL Nll)lB ER r·AL\TE 
DESC'RIPTION 

(.'01)1:: r,)1.1 . .\.."flll\ 
1
l 1NI I 01-· ~,t:.-\~l ·H~ . IPHUl-'UU \ ·1 Yl't: rt:1{1..\L Nl •~un:M. l' '.\Lllt: 

D[SCRIPrJON 

('ODE rl•.-1..= · rNIT OF"'·'""'' I PROPERTY T\"'Pf rtRI.-\l Nl. l\lBER l'' . .\LT.TF 

DESC'RIJ'TION 

CODE l°l'A!ffiTY !"NIT OF )/EASln>E rROf'ERTY TYPE 15[RI-\LNlr:I IBER r .-\Ll'_E 

DESC"RlPTION 

('ODE: IQt•.~=· r,,.Tf or ME.-1..Stn>E rROPERTY"TYl'E r rRI.-\LNl ~ lDI!R r ALl TE 
DES( 'RlPTION' 

lU'. l'OHTI.Nt.: Of YIUi:R 

I~'; ;~;;;~;';"~ 1: 1 s ti:Vl[WW UY Stll' t'.R\' ISUR r;\2~ 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

collected with a plastic bag due to the possibility of the items being damp. The items were later packaged and 
booked in individual paper bags. 

I cleared the hospital at approximately 1440hrs. 

Upon return to the Berkeley Police Department I photographed the collected items with a scale in the Crime Scene 
Drying Room. An AC Tansit card was located in the upper left pocket of a grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up 
jacket. 

Using a Nikon D5500 digital camera the following photographs were taken: 

i-, 1.) Highland Hospital in Emergency Room #9: 
II 

I) 

J(\ 

A.) Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969, on a hospital gurney mostly covered in a white sheet 
- medical tubes in the mouth (apparatus strapped around the back of the head) 

B.) two Patient Belonging Bags to Vincent Lee Bryant 12/15/1969 under the gurney 
- cut blue key lanyard with two keys from the first bag (remained in the bag and with the patient) 
- one pair of black socks from the first bag ( remained in the bag and with the patient) 
- black/blue Hanes boxer briefs from the second bag (remained in the bag and with the patient) 
- plastic zip bag with apparent receipts from the second bag (remained in the bag and with the patient) 

- crumpled apparent receipt from the second bag (remained in the bag and with the patient) 

1~ 2.) Berkeley Police Department Drying Room: 
A.) clothing items from the Patient Belonging Bags to Vincent Lee Bryant12/15/1969 (listed below under 

1
'' Evidence) 

'" - items photographed with a scale 

,1 Evidence- the following evidence was collected with gloves and clean unused plastic and paper bags- the items 
-- were collected from Bryant Vincent Lee' s two Patient Belonging Bags at Highland Hospital, Emergency Room #9 

: - Note : some items were collected with a plastic bag due to the possibility of the items being damp. The items 
:! .1 

were later packaged and booked in individual paper bags 

,, - grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket style hat, size Large (suspected blood on the back exterior/interior, 
suspected blood on the 

,s 

interior right side), small American Flag on a toothpick in the top of the hat 
- cut green carhartt pants, size 38 (unknown dark stains on the front and back pant legs, small concentrations of 
suspected blood on the 

top portion of the jeans on the front and back) 
, 0 - cut green Claiborne sweater in two pieces, size XL (suspected blood one of the sleeves, unknown which side due 

to the item being cut) 
'.l,(I 

- cut grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket, size Large; AC TRANSIT DAY PASS card in the upper left 
) I chest pocket 
,,, - cut grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Large, (suspected blood on the hood, sleeves, and on the lower back 

portion) 
'' - cut black sweatpants, unknown brand and size (suspected blood stains on the front and back sides- prominent 

'~11---------------------- -------=,=,-==,,,,,,...--=====:::---------- - ---r.:-:,,,.,,.....-- --, RfPORTINC O FF'l j::ER IDA'TE / TIME WRfITEN IRE'. VU: W[D BY SUPE RVISOR lfl AG E 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

- cut grey JERZEES sweatshirt, size 2XL, (suspected large blood stains on the front, back and sleeves); unknown 
small slits on the on the 

front right side chest areas, unknown small slit on the lower right side 
- cut light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM t-shirt in two pieces, size 2XL (suspected large blood stains on both shirt 
pieces) 
- cut black RZ face mask with light blue tags, size XL 
- pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 11 ½, (suspected blood on the toe-box area of both boots, 
suspected blood on the 

outside of the left boot, suspected blood on the heel of the right boot, small concentrations of blood on soles of 
both boots), inserts 

1•.1 appeared to be stained in a pinkish color, silver thumb tack/push pin in the sole of the right boot) 
II 

i : Upon return to the Berkeley Police Department the photographs were uploaded into Evidence.com. The evidence 
o was packaged, sealed and booked into Secured Property Room Lockers. 

ll 

Jo 

Prepared by, 
CSO J.Schwarck #426 
Berkeley Police Department 
Crime Scene Unit 

i- 2100 Ma1iin Luther King 
18 Berkeley CA 94 704 

1(510)981-5710 
1
•i O 1-03-2020 22 I 8hrs 

,1 

) I 

,; ll-::-:::===,.,.,,...--------- --~===.,,,---===:-:::-::::=:;:;:-----0-!-/0-5-/2_0_2_1 _ 0_8_:-19--,r~p•~~-r;--l-.)J-' -4-; REPORTINC OFPIC!.f.R l'OA'.TE ,~rr WRITfEN IR£VII WEO B\' SUPERVISOR " 
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D BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTlWENT Case #J 2021-00000223 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9-l70-l 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (5IO) 981 -5799, FAX : (510) 981 -57-14 
EMAIL: police·,_(dtyofberkeley.info 

-
;QE'fMJl;S 
(l('(11'RRF.n JN(1f>f;'-;T JYl'F 

1;;~~;~;~;~'°"'2;;•; g°''" SAT 
\\01Ck"il1:\rl' IY H U 0.lll' mrp H.-\Y 

CITY INCIDENT 01/03/202 1 02:40 
LO<.'AllOt- ,,·1: .-1.nn:n 
2222 BANCROFT Way / BERKELEY 

I.D. TECH REPORT 

B"D 111 1 J ')Il l re, .. t.1-- !>·-1. 

SUN 
l HFQflFS-ff'ff: OPFff' fR 

Wilson, Jenni fe r #S3 

FJN G.lilRPRlN'l'S ., D,NA/.BUCCi~.t -~WA,B -~ 
LU F.NT rRJNT:-; RE('O \ 'ERen Nl~IDER OF PRINTS R[('O\'[Rf'.D 1):,1,\ FROM: 

[x]NO (x]NO 
El.L\m-:ATION P RINTS T...\.KEN FROI\I: Bllt"C'Al FRO;t.£: 

[xlNO [xi NO 

fil[©AD~ GiR.WlllS \ 7ID EJl0 ' GSR (CU!NS l'IO~ JU;S'{DUE} 
PHOTOGR.U,BS T . ..U.:EJ'\ rTr 1;i~~~ D5500 

\"Il>EO TAli:J!N HKE.'fFROM: 

IX] YES ONO 480 QYES IX]NO 
Ut:St' ltll"llCJN: t-ROM: l.\h. tN t'"l<OM: 

HGH, Scene & Evidence photo 
:RR0PEl!{'F¥ I E~EN©E 
fCOU~; ll"' UAMAGtU Ull - U.tS'l'RtJ.UI IOrl. t .., t:.\IU,tNUt. t ·- t'UW,U), H - IU'.l'U\\fit:U .t:-~Ar.t:1-.U'.J'INU. l'i l'~ tU!AH UH \\Alt l't:L fi.\1 - StAAl'H \VAH.!U!!V., S- ~ IOU'.1'0 ., 
('OU~ :·;;n· 1~:o~~·'"m• l"norcnn·np1: r l;JU..\L J'\l.1~l8P.R r ·_.,,,(.(IE 
E Digital Photos 
DESCRIPTION 

Scene, Involved Subject/Suspect & Evidence photos 
C'fiDE r"'ITT\ 1~1,:.~~ "'"" 

ll'ROP[RTI'TI'PF. r·.1U.-\L i\1~18~R r ALcrE 
E Ammunition 

' DESCRIPTION 

E# I : 40mm S& W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected at scene 
( 'ODE r= r~i;.:~~'"'"'" IPRliP£RTI' T\'P£ r atl.\.L l\1.~ JB ER r- -\.LllE 
E Ammunition 

OfSC'RTP110N 

" E#2 : 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casirig, collected at scene 
111i1JREA,RMS 

· I {COO!.; D D.\MAGID, DE_ DlS"TRUCTTON, !. . E\ilD[NCJ:. F - FOUXO. R . R!UO\fmru •. J.: - 8 ,\ TlJ.:.UP:ING, SF - 1,:l.\RCH \\'AR. FL L . ~,. , . SL\ROIWAR. t.DSIJ .. S . :HO L[N) 
<..'UUt.'. ~LU.I! MUUl!L l :l1NTYPr ('\.LllJffi Fl" ISH srl-0.\.L M 1UHD{ 

conF. \ f ..\KF MOOF1 (a tNTI-PJ' C -HTRfR Fl'l'ISH -°' l'RI.\J . J\l~IBrn 

l ·J 

I 
Nl~RRAWJ.iV,E ' ' 

On 01/02/2021 at approximately 2200 hours I met with Sergeant J. Wilson S-3 at the Berkeley Police 
Department (BPD) Homicide Unit. She briefed me on an officer involved shooting (015) that had occurred at 
2222 Bancroft Way at approximately 2022 hours, involving a chain-wielding subject who was reportedly involved 
in a Shattuck Avenue Walgreens robbery. She informed me that during the incident, several rounds of less lethal 
munitions were deployed and the involved officer's duty weapon was discharged . She advised that the involved 
male subject had been transported to Highland Hospital Emergency Room (ER) in Oakland after sustaining a 
gunshot wound to the face. She advised that Berkeley Fire Department (BFD) paramedics were staging nearby at 
the time of the incident and that the subject was quickly transported .to the trauma center following the 
shooting. She requested that I proceed to Highland Hospital to photograph the subject and his injuries. 

At approximately 2218 hours I arrived at Highland Hospital ER where I made contact with Officer Bally #73 who 
was standing outside Trauma Room #9. She informed me that hospital personnel were treating the injured 

" 
subject (Bryant, Vincent) who was sedated but in stable condition. 

At the time of my arrival, an ER physician and a nurse were actively attending to Bryant's injuries. I observed 
that the physician was packing what he later described as an entry wound (located in the area of Bryant's lower 
right jaw) with gauze. I stood by outside the trauma room until  (a registered nurse) invited me inside the 
room to photograph Bryant. I took general photos of Bryant as he lay supine on a gurney, breathing with the 
Rf PORTINCl 1.0 , TECH DATE / IDIE wnrrn:N r E\IJ.e\VED B\' SHl'ER\~OR r·~· Bo! la, Anna #457 01/05/202 1 14:07 Cardoza, Andrea 0 1/05/202 1 03 :36 l or 10 
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a BERKELEY POLTCE.DEPARTiWENT Case #I 2021-00000223 
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iPROPE!R'!FY'/ EVIDENCE 

PROPERTY/EVIDENCE 
CONTINUED 

,•--· ·-

irconr.: U - DAMAGED. OE - OI:STRUCTAON, r. • l!\rlDF,NC[. f • P0Uh1), R - Hf.C'OVtRt:D. Jr.: - 8ArP:" [tl'IN'G, sr . ~l:ARCfl W • .\R. Ftl- Sfl l - St,\RCIH WAR.P.11SD .• K- !iiTOLt~) ' C(}O F' r;-<"1TTY r;~o~~SSl~F l l'ROl'JiR TY TI"l'F r fRI..\ J Mf\lR PR r·.u11r 
E Miscellaneous 

DESC'RIP'JlON 

E#3 : Tan/orange-colored cloth Zukes bag, containing miscellaneous items 
CODE 

IQt NITIY ,~: ~~" '"" 
IJ'ROPERil' TI1'E r[Rl-lLNlf'.\tBE R r ..Ul'E 

E Ammunition 
DES('Ril'' 'TlON 

E#4 : Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
COi.iE l\''ANTIT\ r ROPERn TI-PE rCRU..L Nl".\ IB l!R r.U\fE 
E Lw?1rnge 

JJ ESC'RJPTlON 

E#5 : Black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected at scene 
C'ODE IQi"unm ,~o~~~""" r ROPERTI' TYPE r ERU L Nl.~lB~ R l"AL\IE 
E Miscellaneous 

Ut.~CHll'JlON 

E#7: Brass-colored combination Master lock w/ si lver-colored shackle 
COD£ ri;•ANTIT\· r;;:;~~""" IPROPERn·n·rE r FRl.U Nl~rBl!R l'".utrr 
E Miscellaneous 

DESC'RIPOON 

E#8: Black Rav-Ban sunglasses w/ susoected blood, collected at scene 
C"ODE IQt 'fITTY ,~o~~Ast~E r ROPERIT TI'PE r[Rl.\LN\~lB~R r •\l,lTE 
E Blood Biological 

DESCRIPTION 

E#9: Two susoected human teeth, w/ attached oink gums & fl esh, coll. (cil scene 
COD E IQt ,'fITT\ l~0

~ ~ "'"" 
r ROPERTI" n n r rRIALNl"ID ER r ·ALtTE 

E Ammunition 
DF.SC:RIPTION 

E# I 0 : 40min S& W whi te plastic foam baton shell cas ing with sus. dried blood 
conr r/tmTT\" r;,:.o;~~'1~F rROPFRTYTil'F I""'" NF\JRFR l'"'J.l'F 
E Miscellaneous 

DESC'RIP'TION 

E# 12: Silver-colored approx. 14' section ofchain, collected at scene 
f' Oll f l't NTTTI· r~O~~"nF l"Rt"lPFRn · TI-P F rTRT.\T M l\m FR l ''..\T.FF 

E Ammunit ion 
DfSCRWTTON 

E# I 3: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
CODE ,~l'.~'fITT\ ,~o~~-~sm, ' PROPERTY TI-PE r rRI . .U. Nl~I.BER r·.uv~ 
E Ammunition 

DE!'i<..RIPTION 

E# 14: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell cas ing, coll ected at scene 
CODE rt~~m 1'~0

~~~""" 
IPROPERn·n-PI!: r [RIALN1.l\181!R r .U.\TE 

E Ammunition 
DESC'RWllON 

E# 15: 40mm S& W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected at scene 
C'ODE 

IQt '"-mn r~;~"·~· IPROPERTI' TI-PE r [Rl..\LNl-:\rBER r ..U.tTE 
E Ammunit ion 

DESC'RIPTION 

E# 16: : Silver-colored SPEER LUGER 9mm suspected expended shell casing 
Cllll .t: 

l<li"""'"" ,~~~~~"·"· 
ll'l{Ol'U{ l\ 'll l' t: • r UU.\Li'f l '~IH l::H r.Ullt: 

E Ammunition 
DESC'RIPflON 

E# 17: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
cnm: IQt'ffin IP ROPERTI. TYPF . rtRl.\l NlT\lBFR r ALtrE 
E Am munition 
DES{'RIPTION 

E# 18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet j acket, coll ected at scene 
C'ODE 1Q;!A.'fITTY r ~O~~-~Sl~E IPROPERTYTil'E IS[RI.UNl"IBER ,V.Ul'E 
E Ammunition 

DESC'RWTION 

E# 19: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
C'ODE: ' 

1
Ql'..\NTITY r !NITOFMI.~1'RI! lrRorrnn·nrE r Rl.<L Nl"-lDER l'"AL\IE 

UL.'iC .RIPTIO N 

HlJlOl{TlNL: O fi"W1'.'.H lo'; i~·;1;02·t~ 4:07 
r t: \11£\\'t'.ll IH' SUJ>.tHVISUR j"°';r Boll a, Anna #457 Cardoza, Andrea 0 1/05/202 1 03:36 of IO 
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REPORT NARRATIVE 

·•· 
I NAJRBAW.IVE 

assistance of a ventilator.  and the physician advised that Bryant had sustained a "through and through" 
gunshot wound to the area of his lower right jaw and that his jaw was shattered. They showed me where the 
entry wound had been packed with gauze and they pointed out the exit wound that was located on the left side 
of Bryant's chin. At the time, I was not advised of any additional physical injuries. After photographing Bryant, I 
cleared the ER at approximately 2250 hours. 

I returned to Berkeley and at the request of Sgt. Speelman S- 12 I proceeded to the scene located in the 
courtyard at 2222 Bancroft Way- Tang Center/ University Health Service. She briefed me on the incident and 
advised that Sgt. Wilson was en route to our location. Upon the arrival of Crime Scene Supervisor CS-1 Cardoza, 
Sgt. Wilson and additional Detectives Division sergeants-we walked through the scene and were briefed on the 
incident. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to an outdoor dining courtyard and advised that (to the east of 

10 the dining area) Bryant was observed swinging a long chain at officers. Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to 
five white plastic 40mm foam baton she ii casings and four black foam baton rounds that were located in the I 

area oft he Tang Center/ University Health Service courtyard. Per Sgt. Speelman, a total offive rounds of the 
11 40mm less lethal projectiles were deployed at the scene. We searched the scene for additional evidence and the 
1: outstanding fifth foam baton round was not located. 

11 

Sgt. Speelman directed our attention to a wooden bench located on the north side.ofth_e courtyard to the east 
of the dining area, across from the University Health Service staff entrance. Located on the pavement to the 

16 immediate west of the wooden bench, there were what appeared to be two human teeth attached to pink 

1
_ suspected gums and flesh . Concentrations of suspected blood were observed on the pavement to the south of 

the bench, along with a brass-colored Master padlock. A long, _silver-colored chain was located on the pavement, 
rn beneath a loop wave style bicycle rack. Per Sgt. Speelman, Bryant dropped the.chain c1t that location during the 
F, incident. 

I 

Sgt. Speelman pointed out several additional pieces of evidence that were located at the scene. At the 
11 northwest corner of the courtyard, a reusable cloth bag filled with what appeared to be perishable food was 
,, resting on top of a chair. At the east end of a southern concrete bench, an unzipped black duffel bag containing 

what were later revealed to be Bryant's personal belongings was located . Sgt. Grant S-27 searched the bag in my 
~3 

presence and it appeared to contain personal hygiene products, clothing and additional items. 

: 5 Near the east end of the wooden bench, one apparent 9mm LUGER +P expended shell casing was located on the 
east breeze way pavement. To the southwest of the expended shell casing, officers directed my attention to an y; 

unknown silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket that was located on the pavement in front of the 
staff entrance to the Tang Center. 

,s At the northwest corner of the courtyard, I stood by while Sgt . Bonaventure S-10 searched the cloth bag 
containing suspected stolen items. He agreed to take custody of the perishable items after they were collected 

)o as evidence and once we returned to the Berkeley Police Department . 
) I 

,: Sgt. Wilson requested that I photograph the scene and collect evidence . First aid supplies and packaging left at 
the scene would, per Sgt. Wilson, be photographed only and not collected, along with the concentrations of 
suspected blood . CS-1 Cardoza took initial scene photos and upon completion I set numerical evidence placards 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

#1 through #19 in place next to the evidence. At that time, CS-1 Cardoza cleared the scene. Refer to her ID Tech 
report for additional information. 

I set numerical evidence placards #1 through #19 in place and I photographed the scene. Upon completion, at . 
approximately 0113 hours I began evidence collection. 

Upon completion of collection all evidence was promptly secured inside ID Van #1803. I took additional scene 
photos, with and without placards in place and Sgt. Speelman confirmed that no additional services were 
needed . I cleared the scene on 01/03/2021 at approximately 0152 hours. 

1,, I returned to the BPD Crime Scene Unit (CSU) and secured the collected evidence inside the CSU Lab. The 
11 suspected human teeth were secured inside the CSU Lab refrigerator at approximately 0211 hours. At 

approximately 0230 hours Sgt. Bonaventure took custody of the perishable items inside the CSU Lab. 

1; On 01/03/2021 at approximately 1045 hours I began photographing and processing the collected evidence, All 
" evidence was photographed inside the CSU Lab and upon completion three damp or wet items recovered from 

the black duffel bag (Evidence #5) were relocated to the BPD Drying Room. At approximately 1335 hours a damp 
New Era brand zip-front "Ice Storm" hoodie, a wet suspected sharpening stone and a damp white rag with 

w unknown stains were secured inside Cabinet B of the Air Science evidence drying cabinet. As a precautionary 

1
_ measure a clean, unused piece of butcher paper was placed under the items prior to drying. Once dry, at 

approximately 1415 hours, the evidence and used butcher paper was recovered from the Drying Room and 
1
' packaged, labeled and sealed inside the CSU Lab. 

19 

~{I 
Per BPD Property Room protocol, all liquid personal hygiene products recovered from the duffel bag were 
emptied of their contents prior to booking. I photographed the items prior to and following that process. 

__ With the exception of Evidence #5 (black duffel bag and its contents) and Evidence #9 (suspected human teeth) 
all evidence was booked into Locker #17 of the BPD Property Room on 01/03/2021 at approximately 1825 hours. 

~3 

Evidence #9 (suspected human teeth) was booked into the BPD refrigerator at approximately 1825 hours and 
2
" Evidence #5 (black duffel bag and its contents) was booked into the BPD Bulk Storage Room at _approximately 

,., 1830 hours. 

A total of 480 photos perta ining to the case were uploaded into Evidence.com -the digital photo management 
database. 

,, On the morning of 01/04/2021 at approximately 0900 hours and at the direction of CS-1 Cardoza, I contacted 
BPD Property Room personnel and requested that Evidence #9 (suspected human teeth) be relocated to the 

30 BPD freezer. 

,: Using a Nikon D5500 digital camera the following photos were taken: 

Highland Hospital Emergency Room -1411 E 3i5t Street - Oakland 
)) 11----,,........._.......,.. _____________ -...,,,.,,,,..,==,,,,,,..---,--==== =:,:----- -------r::-:,::-::--- --l 
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,[ 

- Exterior of Highland Hospital trauma room #9 

Case #I · 2021-00000223. 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

- General overview and profile photos of involved injured subject: Bryant, Vincent Lee DOB: 12/15/1969 - laying 
supine on a gurney and with his body partially covered with a blue hospital gown and white sheets- with 
suspected blood observed on the gown, sheet and on white gauze (located on top of his chest) and beneath his 
head 
- Observed physical injuries including: Suspected gunshot entry wound (packed with bloody gauze) located lower 
right jaw area, large apparent bloody gash located to the right of chin and suspected gunshot exit wound located 
on the left side of chin 
- Bryant, breathing with the assistance of a ventilator and with suspected blood and/or suspected dried blood 
observed on his face, neck, chest and arms 

1" - Numerous tattoos located on Bryant's body including the following: Left side of chest, above left breast area -
11 (suspected Ankh/ Key of Life symbol over a suspected pentagram tattoo), additional miscellaneous tattoos 

observed on left side of neck, both forearms and left side of torso 

1; 2222 Bancroft Way - Tang Center-: University Health Service 

- Exterior ofTang Center~ University Health Service 
- Exterior of Legends Aquatic Center - 2214 Bancroft Way 

I(, - 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, located on pavement at west outer side of courtyard 
1_ - 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, located on pavement at bottom of steps to the immediate 

west of southwest corner of courtyard 
18 

- Tan/orange-colored cloth "Zuke's" bag, containing miscellaneous items and miscellaneous food and beverages 
1" - located on top of a chair at the northwest corner of courtyard 
'" - Black foam baton round, located on the ground inside the en~losed courtyard dining area, to the immediate 

west of concrete bench at eastern border 
~

1 
- Unzipped black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, located on top of (easternmost end) of concrete 

__ bench at southern border 

2
; - General photos of enclosed outdoor dining courtyard area, bordered to the south and east by long concrete 

benches 
2

J - Concentration of suspected blood located on the pavement to the east of the enclosed courtyard dining area 
,; - Brass-colored combination Master lock padlock with silver-colored shackle (with suspected blood on the 

shackle) located on pavement to the east of concrete (east) bench bordering courtyard dining area 
_'.!(; 

- Black Ray-Ban sunglasses with suspected dried blood, located on pavement to the west of northern wooden 
bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 

,s - Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected gums and flesh - located on pavement to the 
immediate west of northern wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance ,. 
- Concentration of suspected blood with organic matter located on pavement to the south of northern wooden 

''' bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
,1 -40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with suspected blood, located on pavement to the south of 

northern wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Miscellaneous items including: Plastic packaging, black suspe·cted safety scissors and suspected paramedics' 
first aid supplies, blue cloth bag, candy and beverages - located on top of northern wooden bench - across from 

.,J ll,,,::====--------- ----r=====-- -=====:,::-------------,=,------1 REPORTINC OF F[(l(R IDATE./ TIMEWRITfEN IR[Vl[WED B\'SUP.E RVISOR IJlACt 
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REPORT NARRATIVE 

University Health Service staff entrance 
· - Section of silver-colored chain link hardware "chain", located on pavement at area of westernmost loop wave 

style bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Black foam baton round, located on ground to the immediate southwest of a tree, across from University 
Health Service staff entrance 
- 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, resting on pavement beneath easternmost loop wave style 

' bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff entrance, in close proximity to the bottom of a 
downspout 
- Silver-colored 9mm LUGER +P expended shell casing, located on breeze way pavement to the east of northern 
wooden bench, across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Black foam baton round, located on pavement next to an unknown dried substance, to the northeast of 

10 University Health Service staff e_ntrance in front of double doors and inside a marked construction area 
11 (cordoned off with orange pylons and temporary orange fencing) 

- Exterior of University Health Servi_ce staff entrance 
,: - Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, located on pavement directly in front of University Health 
1; Service staff entrance 
,~ - Black foam baton round, located on pavement in front of combination recycling/compost/landfill bins -to the 

immediate west of the University Health Service staff entrance 
' - Evidence #1 through #19 

1, - General scene photos 

1
_ - Additional scene photos, following collection of evidence 

- Scene photos following collection of numerical evidence placards 

1, Crime Scene Unit Lab - Photos of Collected Evidence 

- Preliminary photos of Evidence #3: Tan/orange reusable cloth "Zuke's" bag containing miscellaneous items and 
21 emptied of the following perishable foods - (Front and back of following items) : Bottle of Pepsi with 
__ blue/red/white label, bottle of salmon-colored/black/white/multi-colored Body Armor strawberry banana 

2
; beverage, Fresh & Ready Foods Southwest Chicken Style Wrap, yellow/multi-colored peanut M&M's, open 

black/multi-colored bag of Lay's brand barbecue flavor potato chips 
2
• - All si'des of Evidence #1: 4557 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-colored 38 S&W 

,; head stamp 

~{; 
-All sides of Evidence #2: 4557 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-colored 38 S&W 
head stamp 
- Front and back of Evidence #3: Tan/orange cloth reusable "Zuke's" bag with identifying "Bag Maker's" tag 

2s - Remaining contents of Evidence #3/ "Zuke's" cloth bag, including: Both sides of a white towel with unknown 

2
q stains, miscellaneous items including but not limited to: Camouflage and orange suspected ratcheting 

securement straps, bungee cords, yellow Reese brand suspected trailer hitch lock, plastic package of Everbilt 
)(• brand yellow rope, unknown suspected electronics parts and unknown plastic and copper parts, clear zip-top 
.11 bag containing silver-colored unknown hardware, section of white plastic chain-link "chain" and additional 

miscellaneous items 
- All sides of Evidence #4 : Black foam bat,on round 

,,. -All sides of Evidence #5: Unzipped black duffel bag with black/white striped webbing-style straps, containing 
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miscellaneous contents and clothing 
- Contents of Evidence #5/ Black duffel bag - including but not limited to the following: Miscellaneous plastic 
bags, somewhat folded clear/blue suspected Patient Belongings bag, folded white anti-slip socks inside a clear 
plastic baggie, miscellaneous clothing, folded grey blanket, camouflage ratcheting securement strap, Testament 
cassette tape, soft-cover book titled The Education of a Graphic Designer, miscellaneous packaged personal 
hygiene products and toiletries, two blue-wrapped Rough Rider studded condoms, suspected Target gift card, 

' miscellaneous papers, two red PPCS/Utilities Electrician UE-12-1 padlocks with silver-colored shackles. Plastic 
bottles/containers of total body cleanser spray, mouthwash, body lotion, roll-on antiperspirant and petroleum 
jelly (photographed prior to and following their contents being emptied), miscellaneous papers including: 
"Shelter/Housing Options for Vincent Bryant", yellow Sutter Health/ Alta Bates Summit Medical Center 5150 (72 
hour) Involuntary Hold Assessment papers dated 12/28/2020 with an end time of 12/31/2020 and attached 

1c, adhesive patient identification labels for Bryant, Vincent L. 12/15/1969 Sex M 
11 - Front and back of white/blue Patient Belongings bag a white cloth/rag with unknown stains and a grey 

suspected sharpening stor.ie - recovered from Evidence #5/ Black duffel bag 
,: - Front and back of unzipped blue Columbia brand jacket, recovered from duffel bag 
1; - Front and back of unzipped grey New Era size M "Ice Storm" hooded zip-front sweatshirt with unknown stain 
" on right front pocket (photographed prior to drying) - recovered from duffel bag 

- Both sides of Evidence #7 : Brass-colored combination Master padlock with silver-colored shackle 
-All sides of Evidence #8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses (marked RB4165) with suspected dried blood observed on 

1(, both lenses 

1
_ - Both sides of Evidence #9: Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected gums and flesh 

(photographed inside a pill box) 
18 - All sides of Evidence #10: 40mm white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-colored 38 S&W head.stamp 
1• -with suspected dried blood 

:!O 
- Photos of evidence #12: Approximately 14-FT section of silver-colored chain-link hardware "chain", with yellow 
tape marked 12.25 observed on one of the links and white tape observed on another one of the links 

" -All sides of Evidence #13: black foam baton round 
,. - All sides of Evidence #14: 4557 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-colored 38 S&W 

head stamp 
.'.! 3 

- All sides of Evidence #15: 4557 40mm white plastic foam baton shell casing with copper-colored 38 S&W head 
1

"' sta.mp 
~, - All sides of Evidence #16: Silver-colored 9mm LUGER +P expended shell casing 

- All sides of Evidence #17: Black foam baton round 
- All sides of Evidence #18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket · 
-All sides of Evidence #19: Black foam baton round 

Note : Photos were taken with and without a scale 

)<) Evidence: The following evidence was collected using unused collecting and packaging equipment - gloves, 
)1 paper products, sterile tweezers and evidence seal tape (Note: An Air Science Safekeeper Forensic Drying 
,: Cabinet was utilized to dry damp evidence) 

Evidence Collected from in front of Tang Center- University Health Service - 2222 Bancroft Way 
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Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

- Evidence #1: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from pavement at west outer side of 
courtyard . 
- Evidence #2: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton.shell casing, collected from pavement at bottom of steps to 
the immediate west of southwest corner of courtyard 
- Evidence #3: Tan/orange-colored cloth "Zuke's" bag, containing miscellaneous items - collected from chair at 

' northwest corner of courtyard 
- Evidence #4: Black foam baton round, collected from ground inside the enclosed courtyard dining area, to the 
im.mediate west of concrete bench at east side of courtyard dining area 
- Evidence #5: Unzipped black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected from east end of concrete 
bench at south side of courtyard dining area 

1. - Evidence #6: Concentration of suspected blood, located on pavement to the east of enclosed courtyard dining 
1 area (Photographed only and not collected) 

- Evidence #7: Brass-colored combination Master lock padlock with silver-colored shackle (with suspected blood 
1: observed on shackle)- collected from pavement to the east of concrete bench at ec1st side of courtyard dining 
1: area 
" - Evidence #8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses with suspected dried blood, collected from pavement to the west of 

(northern) wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff entrance 
' - Evidence #9: Two suspected human teeth, with attached pink suspected gums and flesh - collected from 

10 pavement to the immediate west of (northern) wooden bench - across from University Health Service staff 
1

_ entrance 
- Evidence #10: Concentration of suspected blood located on pavement to the south of (northern) wooden 

1
~ bench, with a 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing resting on the pavement - directly across from 
1•, University Health Service staff entrance 
,,, (Concentration of suspected blood was photographed only and not collected) 

- Evidence #11: Miscellaneous items including: Plastic packaging and suspected paramedics' first aid supplies, 
~
1 blue cloth bag, miscellaneous candy and beverages - located on top of (northern) wooden bench - across from 

,, University Health Service staff entrance (Photographed only and not collected) 

1J 
- Evidence #12: Section of silver-colored chain-link hardware "chain" , collected from pavement at area of 
westernmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff entrance 

1
" - Evidence #13: Black foam baton round, collected from ground located to the immediate southwest of a tree, 
,, across from University Health Service staff entrance 

~(.• 
- Evidence #14: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from pavement beneath 
easternmost loop wave style bicycle rack, across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #15: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, collected from ground near east end of 

,s (northern) wooden bench, across from University Health Service staff entrance 
- Evidence #16: Silver-colored SPEER LUG ER 9mm expended shell casing, collected from breeze way pavement to 
the east of (northern) wooden bench, across from University Health Service staff entrance 

)v - Evidence #17: Black foam baton round, collected from pavement to the northeast of University Health Service 
.,1 staff entrance, in front of double doors and inside marked construction area 

- Evidence #18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, collected from pavement in front of University 
Hea Ith Service staff entra nee 

33 
- Evidence #19: Black foam baton round, collected from pavement in front of combination 
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I NIAiR.RA.1ilV]\1 

; 

recycling/compost/landfill bins -to the immediate west of University Health Services staff entrance 

Note: An Auma Com brand KN95 particulate respirator was utilized during the collection of processing of 
evidence 

Prepared by: 
CSO Bolla #457 
Berkeley Police Department 
Crime Scene Unit 

· 
9 2100 Martin Luther King Jr. Way · 
"' Berkeley, CA 94704 
I 510-981-5710 

01/05/2021 1036 hours 

16 
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NARRATIVE 

CASE SUPPLEMENTAL: 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

,. 

On 1/5/2021 at approximately 1310, I was conducting a suspect over watch detail at the Highland Hospital in 
Oakland. The suspect (Vincent Bryant) was hospitalized on a police hold, as a result of injuries he sustained during 
an incident on 1/2/2021. 

While at the hospital, I received a call from Sgt. Wilson (#S3), who was one of the investigators in this case. Sgt. 
Wilson inquired about the injuries Bryant sustained as a result of BPD's deployment of less lethal munitions. 
Shortly after the incident, Bryant's injury to the face was the focus of the officers on scene, and Sgt. Wilson 
wanted to verify whether or not Bryant sustained any additional trauma to his body caused by the projectiles. 

I contacted one of Bryant's nurses (nurse Pamela), who had mentioned to me earlier that he had injuries to his 
hand. I entered Bryant's room with her, and she asked Bryant if it was okay for me to photograph his hand. Bryant 

1'·' nodded his head in approval. 
II 

I observed swelling and bruising on his right middle finger and right thumb, and both fingers were secured in 
i : splints. Nurse Pamela said that both fingers were fractured. I photographed Bryant's right hand and the injuries to 
1., his fingers. 

ii Given that less lethal munitions were deployed toward Bryant, I asked if he had any bruising on his body. Bryant 
did not want me to be present as nurse Pamela lifted his gown. I left the room, and nurse Pamela visually assessed 
Bryant's legs, stomach and back for possible injuries. She stated that she did not see any bruising anywhere on his 

lo 
body. 

18 I uploaded the photographs into Evidence.com 

.11 

J3 
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E Ammunition 

Of:iC:R JP'TTON 
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" a ,, 
I 

NARRAIFJVEJ 

On Saturday, January 2, 2021 at approximately 2046hrs, I received a call at home from Berkeley Po lice 
Department (BPD) dispatch notifying me of an officer involved shooting and requesting I respond. 

I arrived at the Berkeley Police Department at approximately 2200hrs and contacted Sergeant J. Wilson #S-3 and 
Community Services Officer (CSO) Bolla #457 in the Homicide Office. Sgt. Wilson advised CSO Bo lla and I that 
the officer involved shooting occurred in a courtyard located at 2222 Bancroft Way (The Tang center). The 
incident involved one officer and a subject who reportedly sustained a gunshot wound and was transported to 
Highland Hospital Emergency Room. Sgt. Wilson requested photo documentat ion of the subject at Highland 
Hospital ER, the involved Officer, collection of the officer's duty belt/external vest carrier and -processing of the 
scene. CSO Bo lla was directed to respond to Highland Hospital to photograph the subject (later identified as 
Bryant, Vincent) and his injuries. 

At approxi.rnately 22 13 hrs Sgt. Kleppe #S-4 met with me in the Homicide Office where I took custody of a black 
)) duty belt with holstered handgun and two magazines. I photographed the items prior to taking custody of them 

and proceeded directly to the Crime Scene Unit (CSU) lab. The black duty belt with holstered handgun and two 
JI magazines were secured in the lab pending comprehensive photographs, inspection and inventory with Sgt. 

Wilson. 

I then met with Officer M. Albrandt #51 and Officer Muratovic # 159 in the CSU office. I advised Officer Albrandt 
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1 NA!~'iJ?ilVE 

, of my directives and requested to take photographs of her for documentation purposes. She agreed and was 
cooperative throughout the process. Officer Muratovic stood by during the process. I observed that Officer 

' Albrandt was wearing a Berkeley Police Department (BPD) Uniform with an external vest carrier, BPD baseball 
cap and 3M N95 respirator mask. Photos were taken with and without the 3M respirator. Per Albrandt, she was 
wearing the 3M respirator at the time of the incident. Subsequent to photos, at approximately 2228hrs I took 

' custody of the external vest carrier. Officers Albrandt and Muratovic then cleared the CSU office and I proceeded 
, to the CSU lab where the external vest carrier was secured pending comprehensive photographs, inspection and 

inventory with Sgt. Wilson. 

At approximately 2240hrs I spoke with Sgt. Kleppe in the BPD Property Crimes office where he requested 
photographs of five (5) less lethal 40mm single launchers. The less lethal launchers were laid out on the floor and I 
placed them on a clean piece of butcher paper to facilitate photography. All five (5) were PENN ARMS less lethal 

1• 40mm single launchers. Upon completion, Sgt. Kleppe maintained custody of the aforementioned items. 

I then proceeded to the scene located at 2222 Bancroft Way (The Tang Center) and arrived at approximately 
= 231 Shrs. I made contact Sgt. Speelman #S-12, Sgt. Wilson #S-3 and CSO Bolla #457. Shortly thereafter 

i; additional Detective Division Sergeants arrived and a walkthrough of the scene was conducted with Sgt. 

IJ 
Speelman. The incident reportedly occurred within the courtyard of the Tang Center/ University Health Service. 

The scene appeared to span from the west walkway between the Tang Center (2222 Bancroft Way) and UC 

10 
Berkeley Legends Aquatic Center (2214 Bancroft Way) to the east side of the Tang Center courtyard. Sgt. 
Speelman directed our attention to five white 40mm foam baton shell cases and four foam baton rounds located in 

1• several areas within the courtyard and west walkway between the Tang Center and UC Berkeley Legends Aquatic 
,~ Center. Sgt. Speelman advised that five 40mm munitions were apparently deployed during the incident. In the 

northwest area of the courtyard is a picnic/dining section with several chairs and circular picnic tables. A tan cloth 
1
'
1 bag was located on a chair in the northwest corner of the dining area. We were also directed to an unzipped black 
, bag located on a ·concrete bench on the south side of the dining area. 

!I East of the aforementioned dining area within the courtyard is a small square building (University Health Service -
__ Career Counseling Library). Per Sgt. Speelman the subject: Bryant was ultimately contacted in the courtyard just 
" south of the Career Counseling Library. A long wooden bench runs parallel to the south side of the building and 

spans the length. There is a walkway to the east and the staff entrance of the Tang Center is south. Sgt. Speelman 
!J directed our attention to a long chain, padlock and a concentration of suspected blood. Apparent first aid supplies 
,.1 and additional items were located on the long wooden bench. Located on the ground west of the wooden bench I 

observed what appeared to be two human teeth attached to tissue/gum. Sgt. Speelman went on to point out an 
1'' apparent expended shell casing on the ground east of the wooden bench and possible bullet fragment/jacket on the 

ground in front of the staff entrance of the Tang Center. Subsequent to the walk through a scene/perimeter check 
for additional evidence was conducted and the "outstanding" fifth foam baton round was not located. 

,, Sgt. Wilson requested the scene be photographed and designated evidence be collected. I proceeded to take initial 
general overview photographs of the scene. CSO Bolla was tasked with evidence collection and scene 

A' documentation. Please refer to CSO Bo Ila's report for additional information. At approximately 0036hrs after 
-' 1 initial scene photographs were completed I cleared the scene. 

At approximately 0053hrs on O I /03/2021, Sgt. Wilson #S-3 contacted me in the CSU lab to document the duty 
belt, handgun, magazines and external vest carrier as they were inspected and inventoried. I took additional 

)J 11--. ....... R£PQRTINC (,) FFICEll ' IOATI I T,IAI E WRITTEN IREVIE\\'£1) B\'SUPERVISOll IJlAC[ 
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REPORT NARRATIVE 

photographs of the black duty belt and holstered handgun. Sgt. Wilson then removed the GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm 
handgun serial# BHGS 151 with attached Streamlight. She rendered the handgun safe and I observed her remove a 
chambered bullet and magazine. Sgt. Wilson inventoried the number of bullets in the magazine ( 16) that were 
removed from the GLOCK 17. Two remaining magazines were then documented and visually inspected. Each 
GLOCK 9mm magazine appeared to be fully loaded. Sgt. Wilson requested that the magazines and contents 
remain intact and booked as such after photo documentation. The external vest carrier a TACTICAL BPS vest 
was documented depicting attached police radio, Pelican light, name patch, badge, pens, miscellaneous papers and 
MK-3 OC spray. At approximately 0105hrs, during the inspection of the external vest carrier Sgt. Wilson removed 
and took custody of two empty "replacement" magazines located in the front lower pockets of the carrier. Sgt. 
Wilson also took custody of the MK-3 OC per property room protoco

0

I at approximately 0138hrs. Photo 
documentation was completed throughout the inventory process. Upon completion, I maintained custody of the 
duty belt, handgun, magazines, ammunition and external vest carrier. 

11 Using a Nikon DSSOO digital camera I photographed the following: 

12 Berkeley Police Department- 2100 Martin Luther King Jr way 
I) 

Homicide Office: 
14 - Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with holstered GLOCK 17, handcuffs, Streamlight flashlight, collapsible baton 

and two magazines. 
I( 

Crime Scene Unit Office: 
i- - Officer M. Albrandt #51 
1~ - Wearing Berkeley Police Department uniform with external vest carrier, Berkeley Police Department baseball 

cap, black boots and an 3M N95 respirator 
1
" - Front, back and side profiles 
: .. - Front and back of both hands 

,I 
Property Crimes Office: 

,, - Five (5) PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launchers 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GS 1717 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mrn Single Launcher GLI-40-C, serial #GSC1330 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GL 1-40, serial #GSC5 l 48 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GLI-40, serial #GSC 1719 
- PENN ARMS Less Lethal 40mm Single Launcher GLl-40, serial #GSC1720 

Crime Scene Unit Lab: 
- Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with attached accessories 

:s - GLOCK 17 Gen 5, AUSTRIA 9xl 9, 9mm handgun serial #BHGS 151 with attached TLR-1 HL Streamlight 
,. tactical light 

- Removed chambered bullet SPEER 9mm LUGER+P 
](I 

- Removed magazine GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 
•' 1 - ( I 6) SPEER 9mm LUGER+P bullets removed from aforementioned magazine 

- (2) GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazine appearing to be fully loaded 
- Black TACTICAL BPS Vest external vest carrier and contents 
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<" •. " 
' 

2222 Bancroft Way (Tang Center): 
- Intersection of Bancroft and Fulton and view looking east 
- Northeast corner of Bancroft Way and Fulton 
- Bancroft Way east of Fulton/view looking east 
- UC Berkeley LEGENDS AQUATIC CENTER loc!'lted at 2214 Bancroft Way 
- General overview of the front of the Tang Center/University Health Center depicting the courtyard and 
University Health Service - Career Counseling Library building 
- General overview of the west walkway between the Tang Center and UC Berkeley Legends Aquatic Center 
depicting apparent 40mm foam baton cases 
- General overview of the picnic/dining area east of the walkway between the Tang Center and UC Berkeley 
Legends Aquatic Center depicting a cloth bag on a chair in the northwest comer and an unzipped black bag on the 
concrete bench located on the south side of the dining area 

'" - General overview of the area south of the University Health Service - Career Counseling Library depicting 
11 various items including but not limited to 40mm foam baton rounds, 40mm baton cases, chain, padlock, first aid 

supplies, concentration of suspected blood and apparent human teeth attached to tissue/gum 
,: - General overview of the east side of the courtyard and the staff entrance of the Tang Center depicting various 
1; items including a 40mm foam baton round, 40mm baton case, expended shell casing and possible bullet/jacket 

fragment 
'" - General overview of the walkway east of the University Health Service - Career Counseling Library 

Note: Refer to CSO Bolla's #457 report/or information regarding any evidence collected on scene 
,. 

Evidence - the following evidence was collected using clean unused gloves, AUMA OM KN95 protective face 
i- mask, clean unused paper packaging, clean unused pill boxes and clean unused gun box: 

- Black LEAD DEVIL duty belt with attached accessories: 
- Black holster 
- Collapsible baton and holder · 
- Strearnlight Flashlight SIN O 12418 A0619 and holder 
- Handcuffs and holder 

,. - GLOCK 17 Gen 5, AUSTRIA 9xl 9, 9mm handgun serial #BHGS 151 with attached TLR-1 HL Streamlight 
Tactical light SIN 694036 0120 

~3 
- (1) SPEER 9mm LUGER +P bullet from chamber 

2• - GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazine removed from GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm handgun 
15 - (16) SPEER 9mm LUGER +P bullets from GLOCK 9mm # 1587-01 magazine 

10 
- (2) GLOCK 9mm #1587-01 magazines appearing to be fully loaded 

- Black TACTICAL BPS Vest (MENTONE, CA MADE IN THE USA) external vest carrier and contents 
- Velcro name patch M. Albrandt and Berkeley Police Badge #51 
- Berkeley Police radio 
- Body Worn camera mount 
- Pelican light 
- Carabiner clip 
- Pens and miscellaneous papers 
- MK-3 .2% Defense Technology OC Spray 

Note: at approximately 0138/irs Sgt. Wilson took custody of the MK-3 .2% spray 
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TEL: (510) ?81-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FAX: (:'illl) ')81-57-1-1 
EMAIL: police-~('cit,·ot11erkeley.info 

:NA.~A'!IIJVE 
"' 

Ctse #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

Subsequent to comprehensive photo documentation, I packaged and booked the GLOCK 17 Gen 5, 9mm 
handgun, bullets, magazine, duty belt (contents) and external vest carrier (contents) into the Berkeley Police 
Department property room locker# 15 on O 1/03/2021 at approximately 0309hrs. All 182 photographs were 
uploaded to the evidence.com digital management system under the above listed case number. 

JJ ll-,,,,= ===-------------=;;-::;=:,==:;:;-- --rn-;;;=====------- ---- -rn
1

"::;;Ac;;:-,- ---1 Rtro rnJNO OPF1c r:n lnA'a , m1E. WRrrrEN IREV1rww B\' SUPERVl~on 

1, Cardoza. Andrea #CSI 01 /07/2021 18:49 Cardoza. Andrea 01 /07/202 1 06:50 6 of' 6 
ID Tech 202 1-00000223 Page 6 OF 6 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PD 

CASE 2021-0100 



Case Number: 2021-00900223. ORI: CA0010300. 

UCPD reports 

University Of California PD, Berkeley 

Event Record 

Event#:2101-0100 
Date Final Type -----------~,Disposition(s) I 01/02/2021 I Outside Assist-Bpd 

Address: Tang Center, Bidg/Tang;.2222 Bancroft Wy, Berkeley 
Related Events: 
Beat: 1057 Sector: Fire Area: EMS Post: 

Event Times and Assignment Data 
Received By: GARROYO Primary Unit: TWing 

Received : 20:29:40 
Dispatched: 20:29:41 

Arrived: 20:29:41 
Cleared: 21:13:06 

Dispatch Notes 
Dispatcher ID Date/Time 

First/Original Unit: TWing 
Priority When Assigned: 2 

Original Type: Outside Assist-Bpd 

Notes 

Parcel: 

Units Assigned: TWing 20:29:40 
SBurcham 

20:32:33 

GARROYO 
GARROYO 

01/02/2021 20:29:41 PROVIDING LESS LETHAL FOR THEIR CD 3 

GARROYO 
GARROYO 

.. .. - · ·····-····-· -- ··- ······ ·-- .... ,. 

01/02/2021 20:31:10 Call location changed from Loe: Tan Hall Tan to Loe: Tang Center Tang by 
GARROYO 

01/02/2021 20:31:16 12-HAS TAZER OUT 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• - • r .. - • • • - • • • •• •• • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • " " ~ • • • •• • ••• • • • •• " " •• • • - • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • .. , • • • - • • • • • • • 

01/02/2021 20:43:03 12-BPD HAS 1 ROUND HEAD WOUND TO VIC N COURTYARD OF TANG 
CENTER 

. . - ···- · ····· ·· -- ···-- ··· ·---
Ol/02/2021 ~~:13.:20 .. -~() S~~:f..SPO~~JS~-~CTIVATIO.N 

Page: 146 of 150 

GARROYO 
GARROYO 
GARROYO 

01/02/2021 21 :13:03 
01/02/2021 21:13:27 

12-BPD HAS CRIME SCN AND WILL CALL US WHEN THEY RELEASE IT. TOT 

Event Unit Log 
Date/Time Unit ID 

Oi/0_2/7.Q21 Z0:29:41 17 . . 
Ol/Q2/20'.l,l 2Q_:JI:IQ _ J2 

Ol/02/ZQ21 2Q::32_::3:3 __ 83 
0.1/02/2!)21 20::32:34 83 
OVQ7/2QU_ 2hP:Q5 H . 
ovo2120:2.1 :n:n:01? .SL 

·· - --··········-··· ·-·-- - -·----· ·- - - -. . ······•···· -·-···---- .... ·-·- .. - ··- .... -- · ·- -- .. 

12-CS NOTIFIED 

Status 

. .. . .. On-View ... 
0 _1:i-Yi1rw 
J.:m:oute 
Arri_vecl__. . .. 
(;Jearec,l 

.Cleared _ ... .. _ 

Location 

. . .. ____ Tan_Hall _Tan Berkeley ... 

... ...... n22 B,uu:rnftWy '.J:.img Jkr.k~J.~Y. . 
. . . .. 222.2 »~11_q :pft_Wy 1.)rng J!~rk!!kL . 

2222Bancroft WyTang Berkeley 

_2222 Bancroft Wy Tang Berkeley . . . . . _ _ .. . . . . 

. 7JUB;:rncmftWy'.l)lng:Q~xl<-_d~Y-- _ .. .... ... _ .... . 

Page 1 of 1 APDC (Revs. 05/ 13/2020) Print Date: 01/02/2021 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Case# I Date Time 
2101-0100 I 112121 2029 
Incident Location 
211 PC Tang Center 

Employee(s) Involved 

# Emolovee Name Badae # Involvement 
1 SGT Wing 12 Deployed a Taser 

2 CPL Burcham 83 Deployed a pistol 

3 

4 

5 

S ubject(s) Involved II mora space is needed, attach an Additional Names Page. 

# SubJect Name 
1 Unknown, BPD suspect 

2 

3 

Force Used 

181 Operational deployment of firearm 

D Firearm discharge at animal 
D Injured D dangerous 

181 Deployment of CED 
D Activated D Arched 

ooc 

Narrative (BrieQ 

Contact S-R-A-A DOB 
Arrested 

How Notified 
D Dispatched 
D On-View 
0 Hailed 

181 Other 
describe below 

Page: 147 of 150 

UCPD Berkeley 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICE DEPARTMENT, BERKELEY 

USE OF LESS LETHAL FORCE 
DISPLAY OF WEAPON/ ANIMAL DISPATCH 

Follow Guidelines in General Order F-1 

Activity 
C8:I In-Progress D Arrest 
D Pedestrian Stop D Crowd Control 
D Traffic Stop D Building Search 
0 High-Risk Car Stop 

D Other describe below 

w/ Sublect# 
1 

1 

Address, Citv/Zio . Phone# 

Supervisor's Assessment 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Did a supervisor respond to the scene? 

Has the CAD printout been reviewed? _ 

Has the incident been Included in the Briefing Notes? 

Have you briefed the Patrol Lieutenant? 

SGT Wing and I responded to the Tang Center to assist BPD with a Robbery suspect in the north courtyard. 
The Robbery occurred just prior at 2190 Shattuck Ave and is documented under BPD case 21-00221. SGT 
Wing deployed his Taser and I deployed my pistol to provide lethal cover for SGT Wing and a BPD officer 
using a Less Lethal weapon. SGT Wing and l did not used our weapons, nor did we directly contact the 
suspect, who was eventually detained by BPD. 

You may enter Names and Badge #s. Print and sigr'I to complete form. 

Employee Report Completed 
REPORTING OFFICER/lNVOLVED EMPLOYEE 

S. Burcham 83 5: ~-8 3 112121 
Name Badge · Signature Date 

Supervisor Review Completed 
SUPERVISING SERGEANT 

It. ·-f':. d) _ .S-· l'l. 
Badge Signature :J 

Lieutenant Captain Coordinator Admin Lieutenant Chief 
RF _090055_01 11/09 
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Case Supp, Officer: COBl\JSWilson, Supervisor: COBl\JSWilson, Merged By: COBI\lnorman 
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a BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT C~se #I 2021-00000223 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. \Vay, Berkeley, CA 9-170-l 
TEL: (:'il0) 981-5900, 1DD: (510) 981-5799, FAX: (510) 981-57-l-l 
EMAIL: police ,i cityotberkeley.info 

NDDJ,W,IONAL Oll'F!ENS ES ~~~USTODY ,. 
!>HTIUN ~TAnn DESCRJPriOii 

!'ln:noN SI".\ l\. ·1 t: UJ:S<,.' IW' IIIJN 

ADDJ'il'!IONAL ,S'UBJEC>FS 
KUUt'. : AH. · ANJU.'fl'W,8U.·8UlH'.t:lm ll• • lN\'0.L-\' W l'.A.H.1 \\ UP- U lltCH JIAHTY. \'I \l tt•IL"-1 , \\I - \\J I NtS8,AU• • ,\J.J.N.•{1.,'IG J•t:R.-CONI 

ROLF. t..-\ST. fffiST. MIDOI;,l:, M'ffl\'. tOR Bt'f;(Nf.SS :-lAMF.) 

ADDR£!-iS PHONE 

nf l!-,fl\TS~ llTIJF'R ..\1H'lRi''-S nrsmr'is <mlfR PH<'l'lF 

ROLE UST. FIR.'fJ'. ~llilDLE.!.1.'FFJ:\'. !OR Rl°SlN"f:f'..S .'lA,\t:t) 

.\DORf:~S PHO~! 

fl( IMl'\'F'SS OTITT'R 4.00R J'SS nnmr~s mTTrR r11n 'f1'1 

ROIF I \~I. •·m:-."T ~nnnr .F . !,;T"ffl\' {OR Al "SINf.\S '{ .\UJ') 

.UHIIU:SS l-'H0,'11.l 

llfl~IT\'"FS~ nnffR ,nnnrss IWSINf"iS 011-ffR PH,1'ff 

ROLE L.\ST, FIR!i.T, :!i.aDDLE. SrFFIX (OR Bl'SlNIS,<; N'.-.\,\[[) 

..\Cll.'lRES~ l"ltt)Nl 

Bll\ll\'[SS OTiiIR .-U>ORISS BDilN[SS OTB[RPHO~E 

ADDI'.r~ONAL VICI!rM VEH(Cl.iES 
I (ROL!: S - ,\-:r()U:N. R - IU.CO\flR,tD. D- DA.,IAGED. l - E\'IDINOL su ~SUSP[Cl1. lN • tr--VOL\IJ:D.1{0 . REGl.!T[RtO O\\'NER Q. ornr.R, 

ROLE PLUE ,ST . .\TE 
'\"£AR rL\J.:E :\l(JU[L 

(.'OLUH H>i' r tlltJH I\UTlCl:\1 1\ IN Ul:Sl"IW' Jl<.t:'I 

11:.\DDTlil1JONAL INV@LWJID WlfJ:TCUlS 
lrmm1F.1 s ji7'(11JT.N. ll - Rf.CO \:l'F.RF.0. D - OAi\f,'(;Y.Tl. F.,.i1F.\11TI J;Niilf;. Hll . /UTSPF.(ffl TN- JN\101,\ iF.n 'RO- RP'.Gl1\'TT.Rl10 (J\\ffl:R. 0 onw.m 
nou l'LATE r"T,\T[ l''F.AR r l.\'1(£ :\JOllEL 

f'OLORTOP r •)LOR BOTTOM l"lN DFSC'RIJ>TIO:'i 

ADDI'11JON1A'L PR©PER'FY / F2YIDENCE 

CASE REPORT 
SUPPLE.MENTAL 

--

~{~'; RELEASElb 
.\TfDll•T l'U:-.L\OT ('(lt li\"TS 

. .\IU:,\11' 1 l"IJl\L\llJ l't .•L•Nn. 

R.,\rl' l"I~ O<>D .\ GF. 

UCL'IS[ rTAT£ r Z.'N 
r.Mrn .i.nnnrss 

RA{'[ I"' nnll AGE 

LJC['l~[ rT.\fl! r FN 
fl'IU.n \OORrt-.s 

R"'CT r, non U>F 

un:.'llst: r·,_\rt: r··, 
fl\l\11 \OORfSS 

R.--1.n: IS[' DOB AG£ 

LIC'[:'iSE rT-\TF. l"'N 
[!\ Wt ADDP.[SS 

·, 

XT\U: 1,·!Hl('LE TI-PE 

.. 
•'t 

.'\T\'Ll: l ~"El[((.'l[ T\"PE 

coor.: D - DA.\U.Gt:0 Dll - l\LURUc:rJON, E, . l.\ lDXNCL If • POtnm. R . ru:r:o"i:uin. A - S,lF(t..":tZ('L'lG, f';F . SP.AR.Of WAR. J;[L . ~'1,1 . :u:AllOH w..u,.. AilSD~ ~ . STOVN\ 
('1'lD[ r~TITY r~~~~"'" rROPIRn'TI'P[ r f.Pl..\LNl~mER l'"AU'l: 
E Media - Burned CD DVD 

0£SC-RD71TON 

USB drive - UCPD BWC 
ronr Qt,-rm· .. "·· r RCIP[RTI'T\'PF r E'RI.\L Nl~ IRER r ·Atl'"E 

E Media - Burned CD DVD 
O[~(RIPTION' 

CD-R - UCPD radio traffic 
ronr QT l.\1\-rrT'\' IFNTTOF ,w. ~ST'RR r ROPTRWTil'F r FRIAT M~fl\FR 1''4.1.f lf 

DESCRIPTION 

( '0 0[ Ql'.\.l'-'ITT\' r r,TIOf~IE.\S\IR.E IPROP[Rn'TI'P[ r ERL\L Nll?-IBlR r·.\LlTE 
D[SCIUMlON 

ADDJTJONAL FIREARMS 
c·nnr..: n . OAMAG[O. nr.. - JlT}ITRli("TION. F. . [Vlllf.NC'I. f . FOUl'm, R . RT< 'OVIRI.D. J.: • SAF.T.t.."l.FPJ~r; ~F. ,r.AJ.tr:H WAR J;f.1-- ~1'1 • SF. ,\JH.'H WAR. Mlm~ s . STOUN 

('Ollt ~, .. u.:r M!JOt:L Gl11' l"\'l' l! L".,Lmrn Jlli',L'j l-f !'>l-'.llUl fWi\ lBrn 

('OD[ ~LU,I. MODEL Gt ~n·PE ( ' ,\U D£R PU\lSU Sl!Rl.\l r-.1.~IDER 

IU:.J 10Jfl1NG UJo'flL' t:l t. UATE JTJM.t \\ JUlTt'.r,' 11n:,·11-.:wi:o II\' NUl't:U\llSDll r·~" Wil son, Jennifer #S3 01 /2 1/202 1 '17 :40 Wi lson, Jennifer 0 1/2 1/2021 05:40 of 2 
Case Supp 2021-00000223 Page 1 OF 2 
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a BERKELEY PQLTCE DEPARTMENT Case #I 2021-00000223 
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; 

1 

) I 

; ). 

2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9-170-1 
TEL: (:\LO) 981-5900, TDD: (510) 981-5799, FAX: (510) 98 1-57-1-1 
EMAIL: police,!·ci tyofberkeley.info 

,,. "' ,,, 
'N.ffl'~'.l?il.VE 

' ' 
Evidence booked in the property room. 

REPORTING OFFlCER rV.T£ !TIME WRITTEN r[Vl[WF.D BYSUP eR VISOR 

Wi lson, .J enni for #S3 01/21/2021 17:4"0 Wil son , Jenni fer 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

. t ~\f t \ · IJ.••-~•-- . J BPD-1 1·• . ' ., . .,OIi 

' 

01 /21/202 I 05:40 I"';· or 2 
Case Supp 2021-00000223 Page 2 OF 2 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. Pag·e: 150 of 150 

Case Narr, Officer: COBl\JMSmith, Supervisor: COBl\JSWilson, Merged By: COBl\lnorman 

"' 

a BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. W.iy, Berkeley, CA 9-170-1 
TEL: (:ilO) 981-5900, TDD: (:il0) 981-:i7'!9, FAX: (:ilOJ 981-:i7-I-I 
EMAIL: police 1i cityotberkeley.info 

~A!RRA'f\lVE 

Investigation : 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

On 1/2/211 assisted Sgt. Wilson with the officer involved shooting investigation . Sgt Kleppe brought all of the involved 
40mm less than lethal launchers than had been used during the incident. He then explained the following: 

• Ofc. Melowitz fired one round from launcher GS1717. 

• Ofc. Moore fired one round from launcher PA2·. 

• Ofc. Grover fired one round from GS5148. 

• Sgt. Huynh fired one round from launcher GS1119. 

• Ofc. Legall fired one round from launcher GS1720. 

11 ID Tech Cardoza photographed all of the launchers prior to Sgt. Kl eppe returning them to patrol use. 

15 

1-

IS 

S~ll-,R=r.r=o=Rn=N=e;=o r-P1= r.F"°R------------1nrn,"'1T;,-;l-;am:--;;rr,.;, \\,;;;'RnT=F.N,------r,rR;-a;f\,;.,1R\;;;;\'r;;;;O-;;-;n,:;-;;, ,;;;;,!l'c;;,FR;;;;\O;:,Sn""R------------,-;lf•wAt.-.C,r,----j 

,; Smith, Jo.shua #60 01/29/2021 12:30 Wilson, Jenni fer 01/29/202 1 03 :36 I of I 
Case Narr 202 1-00000223 Page 1 OF 1 
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Case, Officer: COBl\JSWilson, Supervisor: COBl\JSWilson, Merged By: COBl\lnorman 

' 

12 

11 

2'i 

,, 
11 

D I 

DET.AifilL.S 

BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2100 Martin Luther King. Jr. Way, Berkeley, CA 9-HO-I 
TEL: (510) 981-5900, TDD: (5IO) 981-5799, FAX : (510) 981-57-1-1 
EMAIL: policc-,_i cityofbcrkdey.info 

.. 

Case #I 2021-00000223 

CASE REPORT 

' -- --

( lCC 'll'RRF.II IN( 1TffNT TY l 'P l~,~~·i'~;·;i· CRl,.,lio' sn'NF J•FNSIINl"IF I S l 1~PfiT 

CITY INCIDENT Bolla, Anna #457 CUSTODY 
LO<'.\TIOf\ OF OC.'C1'RRI:'K[ NAME OF LOC'.-\Tl0:-,,1 OF O<'f.1'lUl[Nr'f [-l l l!-;()[{T 

2222 BANCROFT WAY BERKELEY Tang Center 0 CITE RELEASE 
RIPORTil'IDATI TD U: DAY 

1;~w2~;'(m 2;;~;A\" _1;;~;;;;~;; ID~~;;~ I D.\". I H.\Tf SllSP[CT IDfJ\TlFIEO 

01 /02/202 1 20:40 SAT SAT SAT 

'°-1.i\E ~JNSES 
Stl"l"lON !-.'l '. \ llrn : l>l:Sf. 'lW'llUN ,\1"1"16.'ll"I C.'(.)!-l,,ll l l"Ol'N lS 

su: ntJN S l"A lll l t Ul'.'il1UVJION .\ rn:~w1 t"ll!-l'.'.111 <:tJLI NIS 

SffTION STATirrrnFS('RTPTION ATTF;\IPT (°O~ThITT COt'NTS 

src:noN STATil"fr OJ::'it1lD'JlON ATf£i\IPT c-mmrrr COlll'-TS 

BlllJ.WLA..RY llNE0 MODUS OP~RANDL 
l'OL'IT O r' £Nllff 1'1~~11100 tW l!NUt Y u Acc•nrR,\.Nl w,rn LJ l)(JOH KIC >. LJ ~1.·\S t{ \\'OKN LI SIL\\'£D Kl::\" 

0 ..\UR.\IDL'i . .\BLrD 0 [.J..\C'PLUID OPI?iDOOR 0 STEER.COL-PR\" 
.\JJl'RO.\C'tu:o l•"R.OM FROl\T 0 FIR£DWJ!.\Pl)N OP£.~ \\l.N0 0 \\ 0 ~'TRl'( 'K \ l CTL\I 

POL'\'T OF EXIT MErnoo OF [XIT D APPROACHED FROMR£AR 0 FOLLO\\'IO \lCTL\f ORU.COPttL\TE 0 TAJ.:[0\"ER 
D ASKED FOR Cl I..\... 'iGE 0 Gl.\.'i'iRE?,, IOHD . PIIONE OW.\.BlED 0 TILL TAP 

C'LOSL'G (lf'I!r-.JNGlThlE 0 LOCKCl JEAT POWER DIS • .\.DLCD 0 \IS[O LOOKOVT 
81/fWLAR}'TOOLS \YF...\PON D \Oi'ffERTIBLF !'iL.\.SH 0 LOC'KPR\' PRY "1Nllt1W nnoR 0 1'St:n C-HEMIC' . .\l 

0 DEFECATED 
Fl OEi\ J.\.ND NilTE ti.-; En 

0 LOf.'KPl'N("H 
f7 LONF..<:Ll!RK 

0 ROBBED /'\EAR ATM Ei Nf.Cl'RIT\' ("A.\IT.RA 
D WEAPON l lSE'.D D \\l{'l.'{ll)\Y .... i\USli 

S ~Jllffl€TS 
tROU.E; AR - ARRF.!-t-rnD. :m ., sUNPF.C..'1' [I' . u-.:·t o b\i[D PARTY. OP . OTIIRR PAR'll\", VT - \>l CIThl. WI - "TI'NESS. ho:'- ~USS[NG PI!RS01''\ 
RllU 

IL~;;~rn;;~ [;;11s t ~ E~s N.~,1£1 
R..\C'E 1·~ r~;/ 15/ 1969 

AGE 

IP B 51 
,\l)l)Ht'.~S PHONI! U <.' l:J"ISt 

r ;~W203 559 16TH Street, OAKLAND, CA 94612- F3197285 
1w~1NJ!.'i\ o mm, .\JHJHt:ss lll1SLM :ss V IHt:KPt(O.'-'t: l:;1\1 ,\IL Al)URt:SS 

ROI.F Rl'SIWSS NA,ff) RACF' r; r;;/23/ 1996 
M;F 

IP w 24 
.umm:ss PHONF. Ll(' ENS F. ISTAU r••N 2100 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. Way, BERKELEY, CA 9470' -
Bl:!-.L.'\fES 'i Onf[R ADilRE~'i BtlSL''[SS OTIIER PHOXE EflLULADDRE ,.,.S 

CITY OF BERKELEY 
ROLE IL..\sr. HRST.i uoou: . 'il!J"fl\ 10n m 1.-:t~1;~s NAME1 R.\('E 

I"' 
1°1.)Il ..\GI? 

AllDR[.(;S PHONE U C'E.NS[ rT . .\Tt rPN 
Bl1~L."IJES\ ornr.n .tDIIRESS Bl'SL' "ISS fITTl ER PUO."E F.l\LUL.-\DPRfSS 

ROLE ll..\~'T. FIRST. ~ODOU: . Sl'f'FI.X (OR Bl'Sl'iESS NAMEI R.\.C"E. ,~I' 1°08 AGE 

.UIUHl!SS PHIJ!'ll! Ul: ~NM; rl.\1 1: l"'N 
Bl l~L."l'ES'i OTil[R .AI1DRFSS BllSII\'[ ,':iS OTHER PBO."F F?I WL ADORES'> 

BNJDEN'JlFf.Em SUSPECTS 

VEHICLES 
I (R0 1.JK: S STOLEN, N. . RT.CO VERm. n . JJAi\ tA(au, E . [.\'IDtNCE. s tf - SUSN :( 'T, IN . U\':\IOL\11:(1, RO - R E.OL,TIR[O OWNER . 0 • UTii[RJ 

RUU'. r•L.\U.: rl'.\ll: l\[\I( 1:\1.\"t: ~IIIUJ:'. L !\ I\U l \ .t:llll 'Ll!:'f\l't'. ' 
C'OLORTCIP I C'O LOR BOTTOM I\U-.; . DES( Ro>TlfJN 

ROLF l r1 .\Tr r T.\Tf l"f \R luu:r \IOtlFI ~"TYrF l'"Fffi( 'I FTil'F 

C'OLO R TOP r OLOR BOTT<)" I"" DES('JUPTION 

REl 'ORTING O F'JHC[R 1~1/;;;;~;[~ 7: 18 
r f: VlEWl!. 11 DY Sll'P [RVJ50R r·cir. 

Wil son, Jennifer #S3 Wil son . Jennifer 01 /03/202 1 05 : 18 of 2 
Case 202 1-00000223 Page 1 OF 2 
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a BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT Case #I 2021-00000223 

I 

1 

' 

' 

' It 

I 

rn 

.11 

2100 Martin Luther King, Jr. W,1y, Berkeley, CA 9-170-1 
TEL: (5111) ?81-5900, TDD: (510) 981-57?9, FAX: (510) ?81-57-1-1 
Ei\'IAIL; police-1fcityofbcrkelcy.info 

1, JN:A,RRA\I.'iIVR 

See investigator's narrative. 

REPOnTINC OFF(('.ER IDATE I TIM£ WRITTEN IRE\TE.WED BVSUPERVISOR 

Wi lson , Jennifer #S3 0 1/03/202 1 17: I 8 Wi lson , .l ennifor 

REPORT NARRATIVE 

Pfl-1•.l~ tr~\· (d .::f,-:?O l .t1 

01 /03/202 1 05: 18 r·;· of 2 
Case 2021-00000223 Page 2 OF 2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Investigator's Narrative: Sergeant J. Wilson, Homicide Division 

Berkeley Police Department Case 21-223 

5 This report compiles evidence obtained in part from involved par!J statements, 111itness statements and video recordings 

6 to evaluate whether_ or not the involved officer's use ef force 1vas la111ful. 

7 

8 Saturday, 01-02-21, Initial callout response 

9 At 2045 hours, Lieutenant Tate called and informed me of an officer-involved shooting (OrS) at the 

10 Tang Center (2222 Bancroft Way) involving Officer Madison Albrandt. Lieutenant Tate provided a 

11 brief summary of the incident that occurred about five minutes earlier following a reported robbery 

12 at Walgreens (2190 Shattuck Avenue). Lieutenant Tate said that the involved party was injured by 

13 an apparent single gunshot wound. Officer Albrandt (hereafter referred to as Albrandt) was not 

14 1njured. r told Lieutenant Tate that r would be responding to conduct an ors investigation. 

15 

16 r notified Sergeant Bonaventure, Sergeant Grant and Detective Smith and requested they respond to 

17 assist with the ors investigation. r also notified Crime Scene Supervisor Cardoza and requested she 

18 respond to process the scene and collect evidence. 

19 

20 At 2130 hours, Lieutenant Tate informed me that Albrandt had been transported from the scene 

21 and sequestered at the police department in the Community Services Bureau office. Lieutenant Tate 

22 updated me that the injured party had been transported to Highland Hospital. That subject was 

23 identified as Vincent Bryant ( date of birth: 12-15-69). 

24 

25 



1 At about 2200 hours, I met with the other detectives, CS-1 Cardoza and CSO Bolla at the police 

2 department and briefed them on the information I had been provided thus far. 

3 

4 Sergeant Bonaventure took lead as the primary investigator for the incident that preceded the 

5 shooting at Walgreens, which appeared to be an "Estes" robbery (BPD case 21-221). 

6 

7 I was informed that Officer Bally was standing by with Bryant at the hospital. I requested CSO 

8 Bolla respond to Highland Hospital for photo documentation of Bryant and his injuries. 

9 

10 At 2210 hours, I met with Sergeant Kleppe who told me he seized Albrandt's gun, duty belt, gun 

11 magazines, body worn earner~ (B\v'C) and departmental-issued cell phone. Sergeant Kleppe turned 

12 the gun, duty belt and gun magazines over to CS-1 Cardoza to photograph and inventory. Sergeant 

13 Kleppe docked Albrandt's BWC (for uploading) and I maintained possession of her departmental-

14 issued cell phone. I requested CS-1 Cardoza photograph Albran.dt in her uniform and then take 

15 custody of her external vest carrier. 

16 

17 Serge;nt Kleppe related to me that he took the public safety statement from Albrandt at the scene. 

18 He told me that Albrandt reported she fired a single round at the subject. 

19 

20 Sergeant Kleppe also reported that the following officers fired less-lethal 40mm launchers during 

21 this incident: Sergeant Huynh, Officer Grover, Officer Melowitz, Officer Legall and Officer Moore. 

22 I requested Sergeant Kleppe obtain the B\v'Cs from those five officers and dock them for 

23 uploading. 

24 

25 
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1 Additionally, Sergeant Kleppe informed me he was in possession of the five less-lethal 40mm 

2 launchers deployed in this incident. I tasked Detective Smith with handling the documentation, 

3 photography and inventory of the five launchers. [All of these launchers are Penn Arms 40mm 

4 single launchers that fire high-density foam projectiles . For purposes of clarity and consistency, 

5 these launchers are hereby referred to in this report by the term "less-lethal."] 

6 

7 At 2220 hours, I notified the Alameda County District Attorney's Officer-Involved Shooting team . 

8 of the incident. I spoke with both Inspector Carlos Sanchez and Deputy District Attorney Eileen 

9 McAndrew and provided them a brief summary. Because the case did not involve a fatal shooting, 

10 they indicated they would not be responding to initiate an investigation. 

11 

12 At 2245 hours, I received an update from Officer Bally on Bryant's condition. Bryant was in stable 

13 condition, with a gunshot wound to the jaw. 

14 

15 At 2250 hours, I did a preliminary review of Albrandt's uploaded BWC footage. 

16 

17 At 2320 hours, Sergeant Bonaventure, Sergeant Grant and I responded to the scene of the shooting 

18 at the Tang Center. CS-1 Cardoza and CSO Bolla were at the scene upon our arrival. We met with 

19 Serg~ant Speelman near the courtyard and she escorted us on a walk-through of the scene. Sergeant 

20 Speelman identified items of evidence to include a metal chain, a bullet casing, a possible bullet 

21 fragment, less-lethal foam projectiles, less-lethal projectile "casings" and possible merchandise from 

22 \V algreens . 

23 

24 

25 
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At about 2340 hours, I contacted Darren Kacalek, president of the Berkeley Police Association (I 

was previously informed that he was at the police department and in contact with Albrandt's legal 

representative). I asked Kacalek to offer Albrandt and her legal representative an opportunity to do 

a walk-through of the scene prior to any evidence being collected. Kacalek told me that Doug 

Foley, Albrandt's legal representative/ attorney, declined to do a walk-through on Albrandt's behalf. 

I noted the presence of video cameras on the exterior of the Tang Center near the courtyard. 

Sergeant Speelman informed me that UCPD Corporal Burcham indicated the cameras were not 

operational because they were down for "IT scheduled maintenance." [I later confirmed with the 

Security Technical Unit of UCPD that the cameras were not recording during the incident.] 
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1 I learned the only known civilian witness (  was contacted and interviewed by 

2 Officer Ceja. The witness had been sleeping across the street (on the north side of Bancroft Way) 

3 and that was where he was located and interviewed at 2200 hours. 

4 

5 \Ve returned to the station to conduct further investigation. At 0105 hours, I met with CS-1 

6 Cardoza in the crime lab. She documented and photographed the items seized from Albrandt which 

7 include.cl her external vest carrier, duty belt, pistol and magazines. 

8 

9 I assisted by unloading the gun - a Glock 17 9mm pistol. The pistol's standard capacity is 18 rounds 

10 of ammunition - 17 in the magazine plus one in the chamber. During the inspection, I removed the 

11 magazine from the pistol. The magazine had 16 rounds of ammunition in it. I ejected one round 

12 from the chamber of the pistol. This was consistent with both Albrandt's public safety statement 

13 that she fired one round and the single casing recovered from the scene. 

14 

15 Civilian Witness 

16 I reviewed the BWC recording of Officer Ceja's interview with  

17 had been sleeping on the north side of Bancroft Way across from the Tang Center when the 

18 incident occurred. 

19 

20 In summary,  reported: 

21 He was awoken by a subject screaming and yelling and "swinging a chain around." Two 

22 police cars were near the courtyard. The subject yelled about killing the officers and the 

23 officers' kids.  saw more cars arrive. The subject said he had a ten-pound gold 

24 chain.  said, "I don't know, I thought it was pretty stupid of him to try to take 

25 out 20 cops with a chain . .. but I was just kind of annoyed that he wouldri't shut up." 
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 added that the subject "was pretty consistent about the 'I'm gonna kill you all, 

I'm gonna kill your kids' thing." He said the yelling went on for about 10 minutes. 

 was annoyed and stopped paying attention and rolled a joint.. He said he heard 

about three shots and then there was no more yelling. 

6 Officers on scene (not including contact team) 

7 I reviewed the supplemental police reports associated with this incident. 

8 

9 In summary, Officer Gibson reported: 

10 He was doing an area check for a suspect of a robbery that occurred at \v'algreens at 2190 

11 Shattuck Avenue. The suspect was described as a black male, 50s, 195 pounds, with a six-

12 foot chain, last seen walking eastbound on Kittredge Street. Gibson saw a subject Oater 

13 identified as Bryant) that matched the suspect's description. Bryant walked east into the UC 

14 parking lot west of Edwards Stadium [at Bancroft Way /Fulton Street]. Gibson pulled into 

15 the parking lot and Bryant walked by his car door. Bryant was carrying a shopping bag. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Gibson followed Bryant to Bancroft \v'ay east of Fulton Street, just west of the courtyard of 

the Tang Center. Gibson activated his forward-facing light to conduct a pedestrian stop. 

Gibson exited his patrol car and demanded Bryant stop. Bryant jumped over a short 

concrete barrier into the Tang Center courtyard. Gibson told Bryant to sit down, but Bryant 

ignored ~m. Bryant reached into the shopping bag and pulled out a long silver chain. 

Bryant whipped the chain on to the ground, yelled that he "would talfe [their] heads off' and 

demanded they shoot him. [Officer Armistead was also on scene.] Bryant walked deeper 

into the courtyard, shouting and smashing the chain against concrete benches. Gibson 

requested cover officers respond with less-lethal. Gibson positioned himself on the 
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southwest corner of the courtyard and directed Armistead to take a position on the north 

side of the courtyard. 

Bryant continued to smash the chain on the ground and benches. Gibson said he attempted 

to talk to Bryant, build rapport, and deescalate the situation. Bryant told Gibson, "If you 

talk to me one more time, I'm gonna make you watch me kill your family." 

Sergeant Speelman arrived and tried to engage verbally with Bryant. Bryant appeared 

delusional. Sergeant Kleppe assigned Gibson and Officer Ceja to be a contact/ arrest team 

and that the plan was Sergeant Huynh's team was going to approach Bryant from the east. 

Gibson and Ceja subsequently took positions of cover behind the Tang Center wall on the 

southwest corner of the courtyard. Moments later, Gibson heard Huynh repeatedly order 

Bryant to drop the chain followed by several shots, which Gibson thought were from the 

less-lethal launchers. 

16 In summary, Officer Armistead reported: 

17 A call for service was broadcast that a \v'algreens employee was threatened with a six-foot 

18 chain during a theft. The suspect was described as a black male, 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, 

19 wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants, last seen walking east on Kittredge Street. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

During an area check for the suspect, Armistead saw Gibson drive by a subject (later 

identified as Bryant) at Bancroft Way and Fulton Street. Gibson followed Bryant across 

Bancroft and exited his vehicle at the Tang Center. Armistead parked his vehicle behind 

Gibson's. Armistead saw that Bryant had a large thick chain in his hands and was yelling. 

Armistead removed his less-lethal from his vehicle. 
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Bryant continued to yell. Other officers arrived and blocked off the courtyard. Officers 

continued to ask Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant repeatedly asked for officers to shoot him 

in the back. Armistead heard Bryant threaten to kill Gibson's family if Gibson· kept talking. 

Sergeant Speelman also tried talking to Bryant. 

Sergeant I<Jeppe instrncted Armistead to move to the north side of the courtyard for 

containment. I<Jeppe told Armistead a contact team was going to move in from the east sid 

. of the courtyard to apprehend Bryant. Armistead heard an officer yell two times to drop the 

chain. Bryant looked towards the contact team and proceeded to run towards them. As 

Bryant ran towards the contact team, he raised the chain ,vith his right arm as if he was goin 

to swing it o'ver his head. Armistead could not see the contact team from his position nor 

could he see Bryant after Bryant moved towards the contact team. Armistead heard three 

loud bangs, one of which was louder than the others . 

16 In summary, Officer Legall reported: 

17 He heard a radio broadcast of a robbery from Walgreens at 2190 Shattuck committed by a 

18 black male, about 6'00 tall and armed with a chain. Legall heard Gibson broadcast that he 

19 had someone who matched the description at Bancroft Way east of Fulton Street. Legall 

20 responded to that location as a cover officer. When Legall exited his vehicle, he saw a male 

21 suspect (later identified as Bryant) sta,nding in the middle of the courtyard on a raised 

22 concrete ledge. Bryant yelled, "Shoot me in the back!" Legall saw that Bryant had a long 

23 silver chain in his right hand, which he continually slammed on the ground in an aggressive 

24 manner. 

25 
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Legall moved around the perimeter of the courtyard and then positioned himself on the east 

side of the courtyard with Officer Navarro .. Neither Legall nor Navarro had less-lethal. 

Legall radioed for a less-lethal operator to join them on the east side. At one point, Sergeant 

Kleppe asked for an additional officer for the contact team. Legall joined Kleppe on the 

west side of the courtyard. Kleppe confirmed Legall was "less-lethal certified" and handed 

him a less-lethal launcher and two 40mm munition rounds. 

Legall climbed onto a ledge on the west side of the courtyard to have a better visual of 

Bryant, who was about 35' away. At that time, Sergeant Speelman attempted voice to voice 

communication with Bryant and asked him to drop the chain. Bryant paced around in a 

highly agitated manner and did not drop the chain. Sergeant Huynh said he would take a 

contact team to the east side of the courtyard and start voice to voice commands with the 

suspect. Once the contact team was in place, they entered the courtyard and Huynh shouted 

"drop the chain" several times. Legall heard two popping sounds coming from the direction 

of the contact team. The suspect jumped off the ledge and started aggressively charging 

towards the contact team, with the chain in his hand. Legall feared for those officers' safety, 

as he believed Bryant had been hit several times with less-lethal and continued to charge at 

the officers with the chain in his hand. Legall then aimed his less-lethal launcher at Bryant's 

right rear thigh and fired one round of 40mm less-lethal munition. B1yant dropped to the 

ground and other officers moved in and detained him. Legall moved to the detention to 

assist and heard a broadcast ot~ "Shots fired, start Berkeley Fire Department for a possible 

head injuiy." Prior to this, Legall was unaware that Bryant had been shot with a pistol. 
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1 In summary, Officer Moore reported: 

2 He responded as a cover unit to a report of a robbery at Walgreens, 2190 Shattuck Avenue. 

3 Dispatch broadcast that the suspect was a black male in his S0's, about 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, 

4 wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants. The robbery was committed via chain. Moore 

5 heard an officer broadcast that he located a subject on Bancroft \Y/ay east of Fulton. The 

6 officer advised the subject matched the description of the robbery suspect and was armed 

7 with a chain. Moore immediately responded to that area and deployed his less-lethal. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

As Moore approached the scene on foot, he saw the suspect inside a partially gated 

courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. The suspect (later identified as Bryant) was holding a long 

metal chain in his right hand. The chain appeared to be about four feet long with thick 

chain-links. Bryant was extremely agitated and yelling incoheren~y. Bryant made threats to 

kill the-officers -and their families. -Bryant made a statement similar .to "my weapon-oLchoice 

is a gun." Bryant swung the chain erratically and hit the .ground ·with it. 

Moore positioned himself on the west side of the courtyard. Sergeant Speelman was nearby, 

attempting to negotiate with Bryant. Speelman asked Bryant several times. to put the chain 

down, but he did not comply. Speelman again asked Bryant to sit down and drop the chain. 

Bryant responded, "Come and get me, I'm right here." Speelman said they did not want to 

do that and asked Bryant, "Would you do me a favor and put the chain down?" Bryant 

never dropped the chain. 

An order was given for the contact team to move in. The contact team moved in from the 

east side of the courtyard. Sergeant Huynh commanded Bryant to "drop the chain" three 

times. Huynh also said, "Drop the chain or you are going to get hit with less-lethal." Bryant 
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turned toward the contact team and began to walk towards them with the chain in his hand. 

The contact team fired less-lethal rounds at Bryant, which appeared to be ineffective. Bryant 

continued to advance toward the contact team with the chain in his hand. Moore feared 

Bryant was going to attack the officers on the contact team with the chain in his hand. 

Moore subsequently fired one less-lethal round at Bryant's "center-line back area." The 

suspect fell to the ground. 

Moore reloaded the less-lethal and moved into the courtyard to assist the contact/ arrest 

team. There, Moore observed Bryant was bleeding from the face/head area. Moore though 

Bryant had been shot in the face/head area with less-lethal because at that time, he was 

unaware that an officer fired a gun until he heard a broadcast related to that on the radio 

moments later. 

14 In summary, Officer Ceja reported: 

15 He arrived on scene at the Tang Center courtyard where officers were attempting to detain 

16 the suspect. He positioned himself in an alleyway on the southwest corner of the courtyard 

17 [near Officer Gibson]. The suspect walked back and forth on a concrete island in the middl 

18 of the courtyard northeast of Ceja's position. The suspect had a metal chain folded over tha 

19 was three to four feet in length. The suspect waved the chain and hit the ground with it 

20 while yelling, acting irate and making threats to the officers. The suspect yelled out, "My 

21 weapon of choice is a gun" and "I'm going to shoot you in the brains --with your face blows 

22 off." 

23 

24 

25 . 

Ceja and Gibson were tasked as a hands~on contact team,to take the suspect into custody. 

Ceja understood the plan was that officers with both less-lethal and lethal cover were 
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positioned to contact the suspect from the east side of the courtyard. Ceja and Gibson 

subsequently moved behind cover on the west side of the Tang Center. Ceja heard Sergeant 

Huynh yell at the suspect three times, "Drop the chain!" Ceja heard multiple shots fired, 

then looked around the building and saw the suspect down on the ground. Gibson and Ceja 

went over and handcuffed the suspect. 

Later on, Ceja became aware of a witness who was in a sleeping bag on the north sidc'.walk o 

Bancroft \Vay across from the Tang Center. The witness,  told Ceja he 

was sleeping and was awoken by a subject in the courtyard across the street yelling about 

"killing cops and killing cops' kids."  saw police cars on Bancroft. He saw the 

subject swing the chain around and was annoyed by how loud the subject was.  

said it got quiet and he stopped paying attention. Then  heard about three shots. 

 said, "It was pretty stupid for him to try to take down 20 cops with a chain." 

15 In summary, Officer Bally reported: 

16 Bally responded as cover to the courtyard of the Tang Center, where other officers 

17 broadcast that they located a subject who matched the description of a robbery suspect. 

18 Bally arrived on scene and observed the subject (later identified as Bryant) holding a large 

19 chain. Bryant hit tables and other objects with the chain with extreme force. He stood on 

20 an elevated ledge and paced around the courtyard, screaming and acting in an erratic and 

21 aggressive manner. Bryant yelled "shoot, shoot, shoot" when officers attempted to speak to 

22 him. Bryant threatened, "I'm gonna take every single one of you out. Soon as you see those 

23 bullets don't affect me, I'm coming after your families, going to hell, and then I'm coming 

24 back." Bally attempted to talk to Bryant and he responded, "Fuck you, bitch." 

25 
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Bally moved to the southwest corner of the courtyard near Gibson and Ceja. There, Gibson 

tried talking to Bryant who responded, "\,Vhen you talk to me orie more time, I'm gonna 

make you watch me kill your family." Bryant continued, "My weapon of choice is a gun, but 

God made me use this on your ass" and "I want to shoot you in your brain so your face 

blows off." Sergeant Speelman attempted verbal contact with Bryant, but Bryant was not 

responsive and seemed "altered" or possibly was having a "mental health emergency." 

Bryant screamed unintelligible statements and described hallucinations of things that were 

not there. 

Bally was assigned to be one of the officers that would physically detain Bryant. She 

maintained her position on the southwest corner of the courtyard and waited for instructions 

to physically detain Bryant when it was safe to do so. Bally heard Sergeant Huynh give 

verbal commands to put the chain down. After a few moments, Bryant jumped down from 

the elevated ledge he was standing on and "began to charge" at the officer while holding the 

chain. Huynh continued to yell "put the chain down" and Bryant continued to charge the 

officers. Bally heard several loud bangs and Bryant fell to the ground. Bally moved in with 

other officers to detain Bryant in handcuffs. 

Bally escorted Bryant in BFD's ambulance to Highland Hospital. Bryant was conscious but 

did not make any statements during the ambulance ride. Bally noted that Bryant had a 

hospital bracelet with his name, date of birth and "Adult Mental Health" printed on it. At 

the hospital, Bally learned from medical staff that Bryant had a gunshot wound to his jaw 

that caused a fracture. 
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1 In summary, Officer Maldonado reported: 

2 He heard a radio broadcast for a robbery at Walgreens, 2190 Shattuck Avenue. The suspect 

3 was described as a black male in his S0s, 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, wearing a gray sweatshirt and 

4 black pants. The suspect was armed with a long chain that he brandished during the 

5 robbery. Maldonado responded to do an area check and heard Officer Gibson broadcast 

6 that he located the suspect on Bancroft \Vay east of Fulton Street. Soon after, it was 

7 broadcast that the suspect was still armed with a chain and walking around. 
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\Y/hen Maldonado arrived at Gibson's location, several other officers were already there 

facing the courtyard on both the north and west side. The suspect Oater identified as Bryant) 

was in the middle of the courtyard standing on a raised cement bench. He was holding a 

metal chain with his right hand and had his back to the officers standing on Bancroft Way. 

The suspect was yelling. Maldonado activated his patrol vehicle's spotlights to illuminate the 

area where Bryant was standing. Maldonado was then able to fully see Bryant and noted that 

he matched the robbery suspect description. 

Maldonado contacted Officer Moore who was on the Bancroft sidewalk armed with a less-

lethal launcher. Maldonado became Moore's cover officer. Bryant continued to display 

strange behavior and yell profanities about the police and the CIA. Bryant seemed to be 

having delusions. Moore and Maldonado positioned themselves on the west side of the 

courtyard. Sergeant Speelman attempted to speak to Bryant and asked him to sit down. 

Bryant held the chain and paced back and forth. Speelman asked Bryant to put the chain 

down and he responded, "Come and get me, I'm right here . . . c'mon, I'm right here, 

technology." The suspect went on, "C'mon toy soldiers, over here! Over here!" The chain 

in Bryant's hand appeared to be metal and could be used as a weapon to cause injury. 
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Sergeants Huynh and I<:leppe developed a plan to contact the suspect from the east side. 

Maldonado stood at the northwest corner of the courtyard. Bryant paced back and forth 

with the chain around the back of his neck while yelling out things that did not make sense. 

Bryant took the chain from his neck into his .right hand, faced west and yelled, "Shoot me or 

try to take me . .. " Maldonado then heard Huynh and another officer yell out, "Drop the 

chain! Drop the chain! Here's your warning, drop the chain!" Bryant turned his body 

facing east towards the contact team. Bryant stepped off the cement bench with the chain in 

his right hand. Bryant headed in the direction of where the contact team was at a pace that 

was "a much faster pace than the walk that he displayed throughout the incident while 

standing on the cement bench." The contact team was out of Maldonado's view. The 

suspect went out of Maldonado's view towards the contact team. Maldonado heard the 

sound of less-lethal being fired. A second later, Maldonado heard the distinct sound of a 

firearm being discharged one time. Maldonado moved in to assist officers with the suspect. 

16 In summary, Officer Lomeli reported: 

17 He responded to the area of Bancroft arid Fulton after other officers located a subject 

18 matching the description of a robbery suspect who had been armed with a chain. Upon his 

19 arrival, Lomeli saw a subject (later identified as Bryant) pacing in the middle of the courtyard 

20 with a four-foot metal chain "doubled up" in his right hand. Officers attempted to negotiate 

21 with Bryant and Bryant made statements that did not make sense and made threats towards 

22 officers . Bryant also swung the chain and struck the ground with it. Lomeli positioned 

23 himself near the northwest corner of the courtyard. He acted as designated lethal cover for 

24 Officer Armistead who was at the same location with less-lethal. 

25 
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Bryant got onto a ledge and paced back and forth while yelling. At one point, Bryant 

appeared to focus on his shadow on the wall. It was then that the contact team approached 

him from the e~st. Lomeli heard commands to "drop the chain." Bryant suddenly shifted 

his focus from his shadow to the contact team and appeared "hyper focused" on them. 

Bryant got off the ledge and began to charge towards the contact team with the chain in his 

right hand, cocked back in a position to swing it. As Bryant moved towards the contact 

team, Lomeli lost visual of him behind a wall. Lomeli then heard two less-lethal rounds 

being fired and a single round from a handgun being fired. 

Sergeant Kleppe directed Lomeli to sequester Officer Albrandt at the Berkeley Police 

Department. Lomeli subsequently transported Albrandt to the station. 

13 In summary, Sergeant Speelman reported: 

14 Speelman responded to Bancroft \Vay regarding a robbery suspect with a chain. She heard 

15 on the radio that the suspect was non-compliant and refusing to drop the chain. On her 

16 arrival, Speelman deployed her less-lethal. Numerous officers were surrounding the 

17 courtyard and a single male (later identified as Bryant) was standing in the middle holding a 

18 long silver chain, shouting at the sky. 

19 

20 

21 
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24 

25 

. Bryant said things like, "No CIA! No silver bullets! Not a million men, not a million ladies, 

only one can stop me!" Speelman contacted Officer Gibson on the west side of the 

courtyard. Gibson said he tried to communicate with Bryant, but Bryant asked for "three 

minutes of silence." Speelman is a former negotiator with the Special Response Team so sh 

decided to talk to Bryant to attempt to get his compliance. 
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Speelman spoke with Bryant without any weapons in her hands. As she spoke to him, he 

said, "Your eyesight was taken. Desctibe that picture and I'll drop the chain! God is lookin 

down ... " Bryant also said, "Come on, I'm right here, toy soldiers. I'm right here 

technology, come on toy soldiers! Over here!" Speelman asked Bryant who he was talking 

to and he did not respond. Speelman asked Bryant repeatedly to put the chain down but he 

did not. Bryant said, "Go ahead and shoot me bitch, little toy soldiers, I'm gonna send you 

to hell, I'm going to come visit you and I'm gonna play doctor." Speelman continued to try 

to engage Bryant but he ignored her and said, "I'm protecting God's property! Reverse light, 

reverse their sensors .. . thank you ... . Ah! Ah! Oh, man, I've waited so long mom, you 

thought I was a coward ... . reverse the vehicle's lights, inward ... outward, back inward out! 

Thank you. All the colors .. .. the new element ... half angel.. .no I'm not half man ... no man 

of God. Going to hell for you guys." 

At this point, Sergeant I<Jeppe advised Speelman that Sergeant Huynh was on the east side 

of the courtyard with a team of officers who were going to attempt to contact Bryant. 

Speelman walked north to get out of the way of any crossfire from Huynh's team. 

Speelman watched Bryant through a chain link fence. She heard Huynh yell, "Drop the 

chain! Drop the chain!" Bryant did not drop the chain and instead began walking 

purposefully towards Huynh's team. Speelman heard loud reports from less-lethal and one 

much louder report from a gun. Speelman entered the courtyard and saw officers 

handcuffing Bryant. She radioed a request for the fire department to come to the scene. 

Speelman directed the crime scene be taped off. She walked around and noted where the 

spent less-lethal projectiles and cartridges were located, along with a single spent shell casing 
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and bullet fragment. She remained on scene with Officers Gibson and Ceja to safeguard the 

evidence. 

In summary, Sergeant Kleppe reported: 

He heard a report of a robbery via chain from 2190 Shattuck Avenue followed by a radio 

broadcast that an officer was attempting to contact a suspect likely related to the robbery. 

That officer rt;quested less-lethal to the scene. As. Kleppe arrived, officers were attempting 

voice contact with the subject ~ater identified as Bryant) . K1eppe deployed his less-lethal 

from his vehicle and approached the scene. He observed Bryant in the courtyard of 2222 

Bancroft loudly screaming. 

Officers gave repeated commands to Bryant to drop the chain. Kleppe saw Bryant holding a 

thick metal chain that appeared about six feet long. Officer Armistead attempted a dialogue 

with Bryant. Bryant responded by saying to "shoot" him and that he was going to 

"overhand everybody." Bryant said, "Let's roll, let's fucking roll" and began slamming the 

chain down into the ground in a whipping motion. Bryant said, "Shut up" or "Shut up, 

bitch" in response to officers who attempted dialogue with him. At one point, Bryant said, 

"I'm gonna shoot you" to the officers. BFD was directed to stage west of the Tang Center 

on Bancroft Way. 

Kleppe moved to the southwest corner of the courtyard while Officer Gibson attempted to 

engage Bryant in dialogue. Bryant responded, "If you talk to me one more time, I'm gonna 

make you watch while I kill your family." Bryant continued, "My weapon of choice is a gun 

and God wants me to use this on your fucking ass." Kleppe thought Bryant's repeated 

statements about assaulting officers and his erratic behavior (to include the robbery) made it 
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"readily apparent" that Bryant was very violent and confrontational. Bryant continued to 

pace with the large chain while swinging it around. 

Sergeant Speelman then attempted to speak with Bryant but was unable to begin any 

dialogue with him. At one point, Bryant asked for three minutes of no talking _and officers 

stopped interacting with him. 

Kleppe spoke with Sergeant Huynh and they "began mov.ing [their] personnel to safely take 

Bryant into custody." Kleppe stayed on the west side of the courtyard and gave his less-

lethal to Officer Legall, along with two extra rounds of foam projectile ammunition. Kleppe 

moved the officers on the west side of the courtyard further north to "minimize crossfire." 

Huynh and others set up a contact team on the east side of the courtyard. They challenged 

Bryant and gave him repeated and concise commands to drop the chain. From Kleppe's 

vantage point, he could only see the top of Bryant. Bryant turned and immediately moved 

quickly towards the contact team on the east side of the courtyard. Kleppe heard several 

less-lethal rounds and then a single loud report which sounded like a gunshot: The contact 

team continued to give commands and I<:leppe moved up into the courtyard. He saw Bryant 

on the ground. I<:leppe saw the contact team standing next to Bryant and asked if anyone 

had fired. Officer Albrandt raised her hand and said she had. I<:leppe radioed "shots fired," 

that the suspect was down and BFD was needed. Officers Moore and Legall advised I<:leppe 

that they also fired less-lethal. 

I<:leppe took Albrandt to the side and he took custody of her BWC. I<:leppe asked Albrandt 

to provide a public safety statement. Specifically, Kleppe asked how many rounds she fired 
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to which she answered "one round." I<:leppe asked Albrandt what direction she fired and 

she reported she fired in a western direction. I<:leppe asked if there were any outstanding . 

suspects and Albrandt said there were not, indicating that Bryant was the only suspect. 

I<:leppe escorted Albrandt to a patrol vehicle and directed Officer Lomeli to stay with her 

and transport her to the police department. I<:leppe then returned to the station and took 

custody of Albrandt's duty belt, firearm and her pistol magazines from her external vest 

carrier. I<:leppe turned these items over to Homicide. I<:leppe issued Albrandt a replacemen 

firearm and duty belt form the OIS locker. 

I<:leppe then collected B\v'Cs from Huynh, Grover, Melo\.vitz, Legall and Moore and turned 

them over to Homicide. I<:leppe took custody of the five less-lethal launchers and had them 

photographed and documented before returning them back to service. 

15 Contact Team 

16 In summary, Sergeant Huynh reported: 

17 He heard a radio broadcast of an ''.armed robbery" that occurred at 2190 Shattuck. The 

18 suspect was a black male, late 50s, 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, and armed with a large six-foot-lon 

19 chain. As Huynh responded from the west end of the city, he heard on the radio that 

20 officers were attempting to stop the suspect at Bancroft Way, east of Fulton Street. Less-

21 lethal was requested on the radio. 

22 
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Huynh arrived on scene and immediately contacted Sergeant I<:leppe. I<:leppe was on the 

western side of the courtyard next to Sergeant Speelman, who was negotiating with the 

suspect Qater identified as Bryant). Bryant was in the courtyard holding a large chain - at 
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least six feet in length - over his shoulder. He was noncompliant, incoherent, extremely 

agitated and his physical posture was aggressive. Kleppe and Huynh devised a plan to make 

an arrest with a contact team on the eastern side of the courtyard. Huynh assumed the 

contact team supervisor role. 

The contact team staged in the breezeway on the eastern side of the courtyard. The less-

lethal operators were Huynh, Grover and Melowitz. The lethal cover officers were Navarro 

and Albrandt. 

\Vhile staged, Huynh gave assignments and tactics and waited for Kleppe to verbally initiate 

the contact team's movement to the suspect. I<1eppe gave Huynh the command and the 

contact team moved "into position." Huynh s-aw Bryant standing-on-a-raised-cement fixture 

in the middle of the courtyard. Bryant WflS holding the chain in his right hand. Huynh gave 

commands to Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant immediately turned to face Huynh and 

Huynh repeated the command. Bryant did not drop the chain and stepped off the .cement 

fixture . Huynh told Bryant he would get shot with less-lethal. Bryant "quickly began 

rushing" at Huynh while holding the chain in his right hand. The suspect had the chain in a 

"swinging position." Huynh shot Bryant once with less-lethal, targeting his stomach area. 

The impact had no effect on Bryant. Huynh heard two more less-lethal rounds fired to the 

left of him, which also appeared not to have any effect on Bryant. Huynh estimated Bryant 

was within 10' of him and that he was in imminent danger of great bodily injury or death. 

Huynh heard a single gunshot fired from his left and Bryant fell to the ground. Huynh did 

not know Bryant had been hit by a bullet until he heard someone say he had a gunshot 

wound. 
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1 In summary, Officer Navarro reported: 

2 She responded to the Tang Center to assist officers that located a robbery suspect. On her 

3 arrival, Navarro saw the suspect ~ater identified as Bryant) in the middle of the courtyard 

4 yelling obscenities and banging a large dense chain against a concrete barrier he was pacing 

5 back and forth on. Navarro was directed to the east side of the courtyard to contain Bryant 

6 in the courtyard. Officer Gibson tried to talk to Bryant, who responded, "I'm not lying man, 

7 your family will be the first if you don't chill out." 
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Officers Legall and Melowitz met with Navarro at her post - they both had less-lethal. 

Bryant continued to ramble and make "religious statements ." Sergeant I<:leppe directed 

Navarro and company to move north behind a wall since there was a crossfire concern with 

a group of officers assembled at the southwest corner of the courtyard. An officer 

attempted to make verbal contact with Bryant. Bryant responded, "Hey! If you talk to me 

one more time, I'll make you watch me kill your family." Legall and Melowitz relocated to 

the west side of the courtyard and Navarro remained on the east side, belund the building 

and out of Bryant's direct sight. 

Bryant continued to yell and said, "I will make all of you guys watch me hurt all your 

families, do it bitch, do it! My weapon of choice is a fucking gun, but God wants me to use 

this on your ass!" Bryant raised up the chain that appeared be about three to five feet long. 

Bryant said, "I want to shoot you in the brain and your face blows off" Sergeant Speelman 

attempted to talk with Bryant. Bryant told Speelman if she could describe the picture at his 

feet, he would drop the chain. Speelman continued to try to talk to Bryant, who yelled, 

"Come on, come on toy soldiers; over here!" 
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Sergeant Huynh contacted Navarro at her post and asked if she was the only one on the 

eastern side. Huynh left and soon after returned with Officers Grover, Melowitz and 

Albrandt. Huynh informed them all they were the contact team. Huynh designated Navarro 

and Albrandt as the "designated lethal force" officers while Huynh, Grover and Melowitz 

were designated as less-lethal officers. Navarro paired up with Melowitz as his lethal cover, 

Gwver and Albrandt were assigned as a pair and Huynh indicated he would be giving the 

commands to Bryant. 

Huynh initiated the contact and made several clear verbal commands to Bryant to drop the 

chain. Bryant was not compliant and began to move toward the contact team with the chain 

in his right hand. Melowitz and Navarro moved to the south corner of the courtyard and 

Navarro was aware there were officers in the background behind Bryant, which is why she 

moved south. Huynh continued to give commands to drop the chain or be hit with less-

lethal. Bryant shuffled at a "faster pace" in a direct line towards Huynh, Grover and 

Albrandt. Bryant was hit multiple times with less-lethal, which was ineffective and did not 

slow him down. Bryant appeared to shield his body from the less-lethal rounds with his left 

arm and started to "wind up" his right arm to swing the chain overhead .. Bryant moved 

three to five feet and was almost within striking distance of Huynh. Albrandt fired one 

round and Bryant spun around and fell to the ground on his stomach. Officers from the 

west side of the courtyard moved in and detained Bryaht in handcuffs. Navarro saw that 

Bryant was bleeding from his jaw, so she retrieved a trauma kit from a patrol vehicle. 

23 In summary, Officer Melowitz reported: 

24 He responded to a report of a ·robbery via chain that occurred at 2190 Shattuck. The suspec 

25 was described as a black male, late 50s, 6'00 tall, 195 pounds, wearing a gray sweatshirt and 
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black pants. The suspect was reported to be wielding a six-foot-long chain. An officer 

broadcasted that the suspect was on Bancroft Way, east of Fulton. Melowitz arrived at the 

location and armed himself with less-lethal. 

Melowitz saw the suspect (later identified as Bryant) inside the courtyard of the Tang Center. 

Melowitz stood at the edge of the courtyard with other officers to establish a perimeter. 

Bryant had a large chain in his hands and was acting erratically. He screamed nonsensically 

and was mostly incoherent. He briskly paced back and forth inside the courtyard and swung 

the chain like a whip multiple times. 

Melowitz heard Bryant say, "I'm going to overhand everybody .. . this is a solid gold chain." 

When told to drop the chain, Bryant said, "Shoot me!" He also said, "I'm going to shoot 

you!" and "Go ahead and shoot me, bitch." 

Attempts to build rapport and negotiate with the suspect were unsuccessful. Sergeant 

Huynh tasked Melowitz to join him on the eastern alley entrance to the courtyard. Huynh 

assigned Meiowitz and Officer Grover as less-lethal operators for an arrest team. Officer 

Albrandt was primary lethal cover for Grover and Huynh. Officer Navarro was primary 

lethal cover for Melowitz. Huynh said they would get in position, then he would provide 

commands and if the suspect did not comply, they would use less-lethal. 

Huynh told them to move in. Huynh, Grover, and Albrandt hugged the wall, while 

Melowitz fanned a few feet south of them to create distance and prevent crossfire. Huynh 

ordered Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant continued to hold the large chain in his hand. 

Bryant did not comply with commands and purposefully walked straight towards Huynh, 
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Grover and Albrandt. Bryant closed the distance to about 10 feet. At that moment, 

Melowitz felt Bryant representecl an immediate and imminent threat to cause serious bodily 

harm to Huynh, Grover and Albrandt. Melowitz fired less-lethal at Bryant's left thigh. 

Melowitz did not see the impact of the projectile . . He repositioned to reload his less-lethal. 

Bryant was on the ground detained by multiple officers. Sergeant Kleppe radioed that a shot 

was fired. Melowitz was unaware a shot was fired until then. 

9 In summary, Officer Grover reported: 

10 Grover responded to the area of 2190 Shattuck for a reported robbery that just occurred. 

11 The suspect had been armed with a large chain and was last seen on foot eastbound on 

12 I<:ittredge Street. The suspect was described as a black male in his late S0's, 6'00 tall, 195 

13 pounds and wearing a gray sweatshirt and black pants. 
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Grover heard Officer Gibson broadcast that he located a subject that matched the 

description on Bancroft Way east of Fulton. Gibson also asked for less-lethal. Grover 

responded from about a block away. Upon his arrival, Grover saw Gibson near the outdoor 

courtyard of 2222 Bancroft Way. Grover retrieved his less-lethal from the center gun rack in 

his police car. Grover positioned himself on the west side of the courtyard. 

Grover observed the suspect Oater identified as Bryant) standing in the courtyard. He had a 

large metal chain in his hand, which appeared to be "bundled up" partially, with about four 

feet hanging to the ground. Grover requested Berkeley Fire Department stage in the event 

less-lethal was used. 
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Bryant was erratic and agitated. He paced around and yelled, while standing on a bench in 

the courtyard. Several officers gave verbal commands to drop the chain. Bryant did not 

comply and in fact appeared to "become more agitated by officers giving commands." 

Sergeant Kleppe arrived on scene and "took over as scene commander." Kleppe directed 

Grover to move to the north side of the courtyard with Officer Albrandt. Albrandt acted as 

Grover's lethal cover. Officers continued to try to negotiate with Bryant, without 

compliance. 

Sergeant Huynh directed Grover to be part of a contact team that would attempt contact 

with Bryant from a pathway on the east side of the courtyard. The contact team included: 

Sergeant Huynh, Officer Melowitz, Officer Navarro, Officer Albrandt and Officer Grover. 

They staged together on the east side of the courtyard behind a small shed. Huynh 

designated Grover as less-lethal cover. Huynh identified himself as the person who would 

give Bryant verbal commands. 

The contact team moved around the corner of the shed and contacted Bryant, who was 

standing on top of a raised bench in the courtyard west of them. Huynh gave several clear 

verbal commands for Bryant to drop the chain. Bryant did not drop the chain and began to 

charge towards them. Huynh was in front of Grover, offset to the left. Bryant continued to 

charge at them, chain in hand. Grover feared that Bryant would hit Huynh or himself with 

the chain and seriously injure or kill one of them. Grover fired a single 40mm foam 

projectile at Bryant's left side shoulder/upper arm area. The less-lethal did not seem to have 

an effect, as Bryant continued to advance at them, closing the distance with the chain in his 

hand. 
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Huynh began to move backwards into Grover. Grover turned his body to the left and tried 

to load another round in his launcher as Bryant charged him. Grover was "terrified" Bryant 

was still charging them and would hit him the chain. Grover then felt an impact on his left 

upper thigh, but did not know what hit him. Grover turned his body to shield himself from 

any potential blows from the chain and continued to try to reload his less-lethal. He heard a 

loud bang to his left that he thought was from another less-lethal being fired. When Grover 

looked at Bryant, he saw him face down on the ground. Grover finished loading his less-

lethal while officers handcuffed Bryant. Then, Grover learned that Bryant had been shot 

with a lethal round. 

Grover realized later upon observing the bruise on his thigh that he had been struck with a 

less-lethal round and reported this to Sergeant I<Jeppe. 

15 Outer Scene Perimeter 

16 In summary, Officers Coria, Shivas and Thome reported they took a traffic post outside the 

17 perimeter. 

18 

19 Involved Officer 

20 On Tuesday, 01-05-21 at 1500 hours, I interviewed Albrandt in the presence of her legal 

21 representative/ attorney, Doug Foley. Sergeant Bonaventure was also present. The interview was 

22 conducted in the Detective Division conference room and was audio recorded. 

23 

24 I told Albrandt that the purpose of the investigation was to determine the cause and circumstances 

25 which led to this incident, and whether or not anyone committed a crime. I told Albrandt this 
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1 interview was not an administrative investigation and that she was not being ordered to talk to me 

2 under the authority of Garrity or Lybarger. I told Albrandt that because she was not in custody, had 

3 . not been in custody and was free to leave, she would not be given a Miranda admonition. Albrandt 

4 said she understood. 
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Albrandt was hired by the Berkeley Police Department in November 2019 and became a 

sworn officer in June 2020. She completed her field training program and became a solo 

officer in October 2020. She has no prior law enforcement experience. She was assigned to 

Team 7 in the Operations Division. 

This incident occurred on a Saturday. Albrandt's regular work week is Friday through 

Sunday, 1800-0630 hours . The week of this incident, Albrandt worked her regular shift on 

Friday from 1800-0630. She slept from about 0730 to about 1600 hours on Saturday before 

starting her shift again at 1800 hours. 

On the day this occurred, Albrandt was wearing her police uniform which included an 

external vest carrier over a shirt with two visible Berkeley PD arm patches. Her vest had her 

name on the right chest and her police badge pinned on the left chest. Additionally, the vest 

carrier was holding her body worn camera, her police radio, two loaded gun magazines and 

OC spray. She was wearing a duty belt with her holster/ firearm, handcuffs, flashlight and 

collapsible baton. Albrandt was also wearing a baseball cap ·with a Berkeley PD patch. She 

was wearing prescription contacts during this incident. 

Albrandt's firearm is a department-issued Glock 17 9mm duty weapon. The firearm had a 

tactical light on it. Albrandt's gun had 17 rounds in the magazine plus one in the chamber, 
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for a total of 18 rounds. The ammunition was issued by the department. She was not 

carrying any other firearms during the incident.. 

I asked Albrandt to provide a narrative and tell us what happened in her own words . 

Albrandt was in her car at the police department when she heard the beeper on the radio 

followed by a broadcast of a robbery at Walgreens. The robbery was via a long chain and 

the suspect was last seen east of Shattuck on I<:ittredge. Albrandt followed another police 

car to the Tang Center. She parked her car, got out and saw other officers at the courtyard. 

A man was standing in the middle of the courtyard. Officer Moore was on the west of the 

courtyard with less-lethal and Officer Lomeli was Moore's lethal cover. Albrandt saw 

Officer Grover with his less-lethal, but he did not have a lethal cover. Grover asked 

Albrandt to be his lethal cover. 

They moved to the north side of the courtyard, where they had their eyes on the subject, 

who was still in the center. He was aggressive, yelling and had a chain in his hands. The 

chain was wrapped around his hand multiple times. As he stood there screaming, he 

whipped the chain onto the ground. Albrandt could tell the chain was metal from the sound 

it made when it hit the ground. She thought the chain could hurt someone. The subject 

yelled and also targeted certain officers by pointing at them and threatening them. Albrandt 

did not remember the threats verbatim, but did recall that when he focused on specific 

officers, she positioned her gun at the "ready position." \'\-'hen the subject turned and faced 

· the building, Albrandt lowered her gun to a "low ready" position. The second the subject 

turned his attention back towards the officers, she would "get back at ready [position]." 
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A negotiator was talking to the subject. Albrandt heard the officer, but did not know who it 

was. The negotiator was trying to "talk him down" and get him to calm down. Albrandt 

said, "It wasn't working at all ... if anything, I think it made it worse at times." The 

negotiator tried talking to the subject for a while. Albrandt noticed Officer Melowitz was on 

her left, along with a UCPD officer. Melowitz had less-lethal and the UCPD officer had a 

Taser. 

Sergeanf''Van" [Huynh] approached Albrandt, tapped her on the shoulder and assigned her 

to a "contact team" to contact the subject. In addition to Albrandt, Sergeant Huynh 

assigned Officers Grover, Melowitz and Navarro to the contact team. They went to the 

eastside walkway into the courtyard. A building provided cover, so the subject in the 

courtyard could not see them in the walkway. While in the walkway, they established a plan. 

The goal was to detain the subject "with no one getting hurt." Huynh identified himself as 

less-lethal, along with Melowitz and Grover. He identified Albrandt and Navarro a~ lethal 

cover. Huynh said he would give commands for the subject to drop the chain. 

Then, the contact team moved around the corner. Huynh stayed close to the building and 

Albrandt fanned out [away from the building] to get a better view of what was going on. 

Once Huynh came around the corner and started giving commands, the subject "just 

focused in" on Huynh and another officer standing next to him [she did not know which 

officer this was]. As Huynh gave commands, the subject yelled and screamed and 

approached the officers in the contact team "aggressively and pretty quickly." As the subject 

approached, he had the chain in his hand still. The subject approached quickly and Albrandt 

heard rounds being fired from the less-lethal. She thought all the less-lethal operators in the 
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contact team fired yet the subject was still "coming fast" towards Huynh and the officer 

standing next to Huynh. Albrandt said, "He had the chain in his hand, and he was going to 

swing it. And I knew that if he finished swinging that chain, that Sergeant Van [Huynh] was 

going to be seriously hurt if not killed by that chain." Albrandt discharged her firearm at the 

subject and he fell to the ground. 

Officers rushed in to help the subject. Albrandt backed up and Sergeant Kleppe came up to 

her. She told Kleppe that she discharged her firearm at the subject. She holstered her 

firearm and gave Kleppe her body worn camera. She told Kleppe she fired one shot at the 

subject in a northwestern direction. She was then removed from the scene . . 

.After Albrandt's narrative, I showed her photos of the scene in the courtyard and asked 

follow-up questions. 

Albrandt indicated she parked her car on Bancroft in front of the Aquatic Center (west of 

the Tang Center courtyard). Albrandt used photo #3 to mark the locations of.Officers 

Moore, Lomeli and Grover when she arrived on scene - using "M," "L" and "G." Grover 

told her, "Hey, come with me" and "cover me." Albrandt used X marks to show where she 

and Grover moved to the north side. of the courtyard; she then amended the locations with 

circled X marks. 
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The subject - described as a black male, 6'00 tall - was in the courtyard standing on an 

elevated surface. I showeq Albrandt photo #10 which depicted a raised concrete bench and 

a round picnic table. Albrandt thought the subject was standing on the raised co9crete 

bench in the photo and not the table. 
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I showed Albrandt photo #11 of the chain collected at the scene. She said, "That's the 

chain." 

Albrandt could not recall verbatim any of the threats the subject made, but she did recall tha 

"he was making threats like he wanted us to harm him." She said the subject hit the chain 

on the ground and "basically [told) us to like shoot him." She thought he said something 

similar to, ''You, I'm going to get you." 

I showed Albrandt photo #6, which depicted the eastern walkway to the courtyard. 

Albrandt identified this as the location where the contact team assembled an.cl Sergeant 

Huynh came up with a plan. 
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I asked Albrandt what her understanding of the plan was. She said, "Since ... negotiations 

weren't working, our goal was to contact the subject ... detain the subject, obviously, without 

anyone getting harmed." I asked Albrandt what her understanding of designated lethal 

cover meant to her. She answered that if less-lethal did not work and someone was about to 

be "seriously harmed, if not threatened with death," that is when lethal cover is used. 

Albrandt added, "So, basically if all else fails." 

Albrandt has been assigned as designated lethal cover before. I asked her what she was 

looking for as the designated lethal cover in this incident. Albrandt said she was evaluating 

the subject's behavior, how far away the subject was, the positioning of other officers, the 

background and whether the subject had a weapon. She said, "And my job [was] once 

there's a threat of serious bodily injury or death, that's the only time I would ever use_ lethal." 
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She did not consider using another force option in this incident for the reason that three 

other officers with her were designated to use less-lethal. 

Albrandt said she fired one shot because, "He fell to the ground and wasn't a threat 

anymore." Albrandt aimed at the subject's upper chest. After the subject was on the 

ground, she saw him bleeding around his head or face and realized that was where she hit 

him. Albrandt did not give a warning before shooting because Huynh was already giving the 

subject warnings. Huynh's warnings were something similar to, "Drop the chain or you're 

going to be harmed." I asked Albrandt what was in her backdrop at the time of the 

shooting. She did not see any officers in the background [behind the subject] . 

I asked Albrandt what she thought would happen if she had not fired her gun. Albrandt 

said, "I knew that if he finished swinging that chain that he was going to hit Sergeant Van 

with that chain. And possibly the other officer dose to him [Officer Grover] .. . and I knew 

that .. . was going to severely hurt, if not kill them." 

Albrandt has not had contact with this subject before. 

After the shooting, Sergeant Kleppe walked Albrandt over to a police vehicle and Officer 

Lomeli gave Albrandt a ride to the police department. There, an officer or sergeant took her 

firearm (she did not remember who). . 

23 At the end of the interview and in accordance with the BWC policy, I offered Albrandt an 

24 opportunity to view her BWC footage . Albrandt and her attorney reviewed the footage on a laptop. 

25 
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1 I then offered Albrandt an opportunity to add to her statement after watching the video and.she 

2 declined. 

3 

4 BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE 

5 I reviewed the BWC footage associated with this incident. 

6 

7 Officer Gibson's BWC captured the initial attempt to detain Bryant. 

8 

9 
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At 20:26:54 hours, Gibson exited his police car, with the emergency lights on. Bryandaced 

Gibson and then immediately retrieved the chain. 
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At 20:26:57 hours, Bryant whipped the chain overhead towards Gibson, prompting Gibson 

to back away. 
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At 20:27:00 hours, Bryant looped the chain in his two hands and appeared to swing one end 

of it. 

At 20:27: 17 hours, Bryant walked further into the courtyard. Gibson yelled at him to 

"Stop!" Bryant replied, "I'll take off your head" while holding the chain in his hand (circled). 

Gibson requested less-lethal and directed another officer to get the courtyard surrounded. 
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17 Albrandt's BWC of the incident is 14 minutes, 27 seconds in length. The video time stamp indicates 

18 the recording was initiated at 2028 hours [it should be noted the timestamp shows 01-03-21 at 0428 

19 because it is in UTC time, 8 hours ahead]. 

20 

21 
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The BWC began at 2028 hours with Albrandt o~ the sidewalk on the north side of the 

courtyard on Bancroft Way. Albrandt had her pistol pointed in the direction of Bryant who 

yelled, paced back and forth and whipped a chain onto the ground. Bryant said, "Let's rock 

and roll, like you guys did ·me last time, no, no, no, no!" An officer yelled at Bryant, "Just 

drop the chain!" Bryant responded, "Shoot me!" Officers on the west side of the courtyard 

attempted to talk to Bryant. Bryant said, "My weapon of choice is a fucking gun, but God 
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wants me to use this on your ass . .. I want to shoot you in the brain, where your face falls 

off." 

Albrandt continued to maintain this position alongside another officer (later determined to 

be Officer Grover) who had less-lethal. Albrandt did not have any communication or direct 

contact with Bryant. 

At 2036 hours, Sergeant Huynh told Albrandt she was going to be "lethal" cover and 

directed her to follow him eastbound on the sidewalk. Albrandt replied, "Got it." 

At 2037 hours, Huynh, Albrandt, Grover and Melowitz met up with Navarro on the east 

side of the courtyard. Huynh tapped Navarro and Albrandt on the shoulder and identified 

them as "lethal." Huynh said, "Once we're set in place, we're gonna switch to commands. 

I'll give commands, I'll give commands to comply. If he doesn't, we're gonna less-lethal 

him . . . we're gonna push him, we're gonna push him to try to get him to continue to go back 

that way . . . or go towards UCs right over there .. .. alright? So that's the game plan. We're 

done with this ." Huynh radioed Sergeant Kleppe that they were "in place on the east side of 

the building and ready." 

At 2039 hours, Huynh said to the contact team, "So we're gonna be on front. Line up. 

Fuckin' we will stagger, less-lethal, fuckin' fan out, give us fuckin' room to work, okay?" 

Huynh added, "\v'atch, watch the crossfire going across to our team." Albrandt said, "Got 

it." 
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At 20:39:52, Huynh asked, "You guys ready?" and moved around the corner to the courtyar 

with his less-lethal aimed towards Bryant. 

At 20:39:55, Grover and Albrandt were behind Huynh as he moved into the courtyard. 

Huynh yelled, "Drop the chain, drop the chain, here's your warning, drop the chain! You're 

gonna get hit with less-lethal!" Bryant was on the raised concrete bench and turned to face 

the contact team. 
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At 20:39:57, Albrandt lowered her pistol while maneuvering to the left of.Huynh and Grove 

who were in front of her. Albrandt then raised her pistol in the direction of Bryant, who ha 

stepped off the raised concrete median and advanced towards Huynh and Grover with the 

chain in his hand. 

At 20:39:58, less-lethal rounds are fired. At least two less-lethal rounds are audible on 

Albrandt's body worn camera recording. The chain is noted in the red circle 
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At 20:39:59, Huynh and Grover began to move backwards away from Bryant as Bryant 

continued to advance in their direction. 
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Immediately following at 20:39:59, Albrandt fired a single shot in the direction of Bryant. 

Bryant then goes to the ground. Huynh yelled, "Get on the ground, get on the ground, 

show me your hands, spread 'em, spread your arms, do not move!" 

At 20:40:04, other officers moved in to attend to Bryant. Albrandt stepped back. 

At 20:41 :17, Albrandt was approached by Sergeant I<leppe for a public safety statement. 

9 Five seconds had elapsed from when Huynh gave Bryant the initial command to drop the chain to 

10 when Albrandt fired her gun. 

11 

12 The B\VC footage for Huynh gave an unobstructed view of Bryant. The other officers in the 

13 contact team were behind Huynh and/ or to his side. 
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At 20:39:53 hours, Huynh moved around the corner and yelled, "Drop the chain! Drop the 

chain!" Bryant was standing on the raised concrete bench facing north, with his right side 

towards the contact team. His hands appeared to be behind his back. 
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At 20:39:55 hours, Bryant turned to face towards the contact team with the chain in his right 

hand. Huynh yelled, "This is your warning!" Huynh moved towards Bryant. 
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At 20:39:57 hours, Bryant stepped off the raised concrete bench with the chain in his hand. 

Huynh yelled, "Drop the chain or you'll get hit with less lethal!" Bryant stepped forward 

towards the contact team with the chain in his hand. 
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At 20:39:58 hours, two rounds of less-lethal are heard firing. Bryant continued to move 

forward toward the contact team. Huynh retreated backwards away from Bryant. 

At 20:39:59 hours, Bryant continued advancing towards Huynh. Bryant's forward 

movement and Huynh's backward retreat are indicated on their shadows cast on the wall 

(marked below with a circle for Bryant and an arrow for Huynh). 
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Immediately following at 20:39:59, a gunshot is heard. 
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At 20:40:00, Bryant's forward motion towards Huynh and the contact team stopped as he 

goes to the ground. This is also indicated with a shadow cast on the wall. 

At 20:40:00, Huynh yelled, "Hit him!" as Bryant continued to the. ground. 
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At 20:40:02, Huynh yelled, "Stay on the ground! Stay on the ground! Show me your hands! 

Spread 'em!" Huynh advanced towards Bryant who was on the ground. Other officers 

moved in to attend to Bryant. 

5 Officer Navarro's B\VC depicts Bryant's movements towards officers and the officers' retreat 

6 backwards. 
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At 20:39:55 hours, Bryant had already stepped off the raised concrete bench and continued 

to move toward the contact team [from left to right: Huynh, Grover, Albrandt]. 

At 20:39:56 hours, Bryant continued to advance towards Huynh and Grover as they began 

to retreat backwards. 
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The chain can be seen in Bryant's hand (circled below) as he advanced on the officers. 
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At 20:39:57 hours, Bryant continued to advance 6n Huynh and Grover as Albrandt fired her 

gun (the muzzle flash from Albrandt's gun is seen below). 

Immediately after at 20:39:57 hours, Huynh, Grover and Albrandt moved backwards, away 

from Bryant who still had the chain in his hand. 
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At 20:39:58 hours, Bryant began to go to the ground. Grover and Albrandt continued to 

back away. 

I reviewed the BWC footage for the two UCPD officers. [Note the timestamp on UCPD's BWC 

system appears about two seconds ahead of the times tamp on BPD's B\VC system.] 

The BWC footage for UCPD Corporal Burcham captured Bryant's movements, most notably as he 

was contacted by Huynh and given commands. 

UCPD Corporal Burcham and UCPD Sergeant Wing were standing on the north side of the 

courtyard (southern sidewalk of Bancroft Way). Speelman was talking to Bryant during this 

time. Bryant was standing on the raised concrete bench. 

At 20:33:14 hours, Bryant faced west in Speelman's direction and swung the chain out. 
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At 20:39:38 hours, Bryant removed the chain draped from around his neck and held it in his 

right hand as he yelled in the direction of Moore and Legall on the west side of the 

courtyard. Bryant said, "Prove it tonight .. . shoot me or try to take me down." 
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At 20:39:53 hours, Huynh is heard giving commands to Bryant, "Drop the chain, drop the 

chain!" At that moment, Bryant was facing north (towards Burcham) on the raised concrete 

bench with the chain in his hand. Bryant's right side was facing the contact team, and his 

head was turned towards the contact team. 
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At 20:39:55 hours, Bryant stepped down off the ledge and moved towards the contact team 

with the chain in his hand. 

At 20:39:56 hours, Bryant continued to advance towards the contact team and had moved 

out of Burcham's sight view. 
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At 20:39:56 hours, two rounds from less-lethal are heard firing. 

At 20:39:58 hours, a gunshot is heard. 

6 Sergeant Kleppe's B\v'C documented Albrandt's public safety statement. 
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At 20:40 hours, I<Jeppe entered the courtyard. Albrandt raised her hand and I<Jeppe asked 

her, ''You did?" · Albrandt answered, "Yeah." At 20:41, Speelman, I<Jeppe and Tate 

approached Albrandt. I<Jeppe said he would get the public safety statement. 

I<Jeppe: "Are you okay?" 

Albrandt: ''Yeah, I thought he was going to hit Sergeant with the chain." 

[I<Jeppe held up his hand to stop Albrandt.] 

Albrandt: "Sorry." 

I<Jeppe: "How many rounds did you fire? 

Albrandt: "One" 

I<Jeppe: "One? What direction did you fire it?" 

Albrandt: "Towards him, so . . . [pointed west]" 

I<Jeppe: "Are there any suspects outstanding?" 

Albrandt: "\v'hat was that?" 

I<Jeppe: "Are there any suspects outstanding?" 

Albrandt: "Him [pointed to Bryant]." 

I<Jeppe: "So, there are no outstanding suspects." 

[I<Jeppe stepped away from Albrandt to give directions to other officers before returning to 

Albrandt.] 
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Kleppe: "So, I need you to stop recording and give me your body cam. 

[Albrandt handed him her BWC.] 

5 Vincent Bryant 

6 Sergeant Bonaventure's associated investigation of Bryant - to include the incident at Walgreen's 

7 and Bryant's subsequent actions in the courtyard of the Tang Center - was charged by the District 

8 Attorney's office on 01-06-21 (BPD case 21-221). The DA filed charges against Bryant for 211 PC -

9 robbery, 69 PC - obstructing an officer with a threat of violence, and 245( c) PC - felony assault on 

10 an officer. 

11 

12 I did a records checks of Bryant and noted the following: 

13 
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• Berkeley PD records showed that on 12-28-20, Bryant was detained OD; Shattuck 

Square after it was reported he brandished a pole at someone. Bryant was 

subsequently placed on a 5150 \,v'l hold (20-58727). 

• Bryant is on CDC parole for PC 459 - Burglary, having been paroled from prison on 

07-24-20. His parole discharge date is 07-24-22. 

• CII showed that Bryant was arrested on 12-20-20 in San Francisco. The charges 

listed were PC 211 - Robbery, VC 10852 - Tampering with a vehicle, PC 496 -

possession of stolen property and a parole violation warrant (SFPD 200-766-387) . 

• On 08-09-18, Bryant was arrested on a warrant for a 07 -12-18 Berkeley burglary (20-

39156). That case was charged as PC 496 - possession of stolen property, and PC 

530.5, fraudulent possession of personal information. On 04-29-19, the case was 

dismissed, citing that Bryant was "serving a 6 year prison sentence" in Southern 

California. 
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1 The recent documented contact with Bryant was on 12-28-20, five days before the OIS. I reviewed 

2 the BWC footage associated with that incident (20-58727). 
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The detaining officer contacted Bryant as she was getting out of the car and said, "Stay right 

there for me." Bryant responded, "Don't even try it, okay? You can't kill me, you can't 

shoot me, so knock it off." Other officers arrived and Bryant was detained in handcuffs. 

Bryant denied having a weapon and objected to being searched. Bryant screamed at the 

officers that they were harassing him. Bryant said he was "Mr. Bryant" and would not 

identify himself further. Bryant said, "Take me to jail" and "I want a lawyer." Bryant said 

someone stole his bike, pulled a gun and shot at him. \Vhen asked what happened, Bryant 

continued to yell, "I want a lawyer" multiple times and said, "Alaska Airlines seen it all" and 

demanded to be let go. 

\Vhen Bryant was told he was going "for a mental health evaluation," he said, "Because 

you're bad cops, all eight of you. You're bad cops . Cops don't do this .. .. real cops don't do 

this. You guys are bad people. God's gonna rain on you. He knows all your little hiding 

spots. But continue it ... continue harassing me for nothing. Make your own bed. God's 

hand, lus giant hand, ain't soft like your guys'. You're bad cops. People are gonna wake up 

to you guys." 

22 The victim of the brandishing reported Bryant was unknown to him. The victim positively 

23 identified Bryant as the suspect who brandished a pole. He did not want Bryant arrested, but 

24 requested he get a mental health evaluation. The 5150 W&I application for emergency psychiatric 

25 detention was written with Bryant listed as "John Doe" as he was unknown to the officers and 
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1 would not provide identifying information at the time the document was written. After Bryant was 

2 transported to the hospital in an ambulance by Falck, Officer Tran located Bryant's name and 

3 information in his property that was booked for safekeeping. Bryant was subsequently listed as the 

4 suspect of brandishing on the crime report that accompanied the 5150 W&I psychiatric hold (20-

5 58727). 

6 

7 I received and subsequently reviewed the police report related to Bryant's robbery arrest on 12-20-

8 20 (SFPD 200-766-387). The report summarizes an incident in which a victim interrupted Bryant 

9 stealing from her car. The victim confronted Bryant in an attempt to recover her stolen property. 

10 Bryant then pushed the victim multiple times in her chest and yelled something similar to, "Bitch, 

11 get your hands off me. Bitch, I'll fuck you up." Bryant was detained ·by police and arrested. 

12 Property belonging to the victim was recovered from Bryant's pockets and bags. Bryant was booked 

13 for robbery, tampering with a vehicle, possession of stolen property and a parole hold. Records 

14 indicated prosecution was "deferred for revocation of parole." 

15 

16 On 02-23-21, KTVU aired a video interview with Bryant. I reviewed the open source news 

17 interview, in which Bryant said, "I feel I was shot point blank in the face .. . they prejudged me. If 

18 those guys knew me for who I am, they would say they made a mistake . . . but they can't take that 

19 back. What happened, nobody can take it back." I booked a recording of the KTVU interview into 

20 Evidence.com. 

21 

22 As of 06-01-21, Bryant is wanted on the following three warrants: 

23 

24 

25 

• $250,000 211 PC, 69 PC, 245(c) PC warrant,# 21CR0001182, issued 01-06-21. 

• "No Bail" probation violation warrant, #21CR0001211, issued 01-13-21. 

• "No Bail" parole violation warrant, #2104257780, issued 04-23-21. 
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1 

2 Conclusion 

3 Pursuant to Penal Code Section 835a(a), the authority to use physical force conferred on peace 

4 officers is a serious responsibility that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human 

5 rights and dignity and for the sanctity of every human life. It is the inten~ of the Legislature that 

6 peace officers use deadly force only when necessary in defense of human life. In determining 

7 whether deadly force is necessary, officers shall evaluate each situation in light of the particular 

8 circumstances of each case, and shall use other available resources and techniques if reasonably safe 

9 and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer. The decision to use force shall be evaluated 

10 carefully and thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the gravity of that authority and the serious 

11 consequences of the use of force by peace officers. Further, the decision to use force shall be 

12 evaluated from the perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation, based on the totality of 

13 the circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the benefit of 

14 hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances shall account for occasions when officers may 

15 be forced to make quick judgements about using force. 

16 

17 A review of the facts of the incident support that Albrandt's actions were lawful. The facts support 

18 the following: 

19 

20 

21 

22 . 

23 

24 

25 

• Gibson attempted to detain Bryant for a reported robbery. 

• Bryant resisted the detention. 

• Bryant was armed with a 13-foot metal chain. 

• Multiple officers attempted to negotiate with Bryant in an attempt to get him to drop 

the chain. 

• Bryant repeatedly threatened to use the metal chain to assault officers over the 

course of approximately 13 minutes . 
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• Bryant refused to drop the chain despite being ordered multiple times to do so. 

• Bryant advanced at Huynh and Grover with the chain in his hand. 

• Albrandt believed Bryant intended to use the chain to assault Hwnh and Grover. 

• Albrandt believed Huynh and Grover were in imminent danger of suffering serious 

bodily injury or being killed by Bryant. 

• Multiple less-lethal projectiles were fired at Bryant. 

• Albrandt was designated lethal cover. 

• Albrandt believed the less-lethal force was ineffective in stopping Bryant. 

• Albrandt believed lethal force was necessary to defend Huynh and Grover from 

serious bodily injury or death. 

• Albrandt fired one round at Bryant, preventing him from further advancing on 

Huynh and Grover. 

14 This investigation is closed and has been forwarded to the Office of the Chief for review. 
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Supplemental Report: Sergeant J. Wilson. Homicide Division 

Berkeley Police Department Case 21-223 

5 On 06-19-21, the San Francisco County Central Records Unit notified the Berkeley Police 

6 Department \v'arrants Division that Vincent Bryant was in custody at the San Francisco County Jail. 

7 Per the teletype, Bryant was "clear of local [SF] charges" and was ready for pick-up on warrant 

8 #21CR0001182. 

9 

10 According to the booking information available, Bryant was arrested by SFPD on 06-09-21 for 

11 vandalism and possession of stolen property. Additionally, Bryant ~as booked on several warrants 

12 to include the warrant related to the Berkeley case on 01-02-21. 

13 

14 On 06-22-21, I learned that Bryant's release from SF County Jail was delayed because he had been 

15 hospitalized while in their custody. 

16 

17 On 06-28-21, SF County Central Records Unit notified BPD that Bryant was again available for pick 

18 up on the warrant. 

19 

20 On 06-29-21, BPD's Warrant Division picked up Bryant from the SF County Jail and transported 

21 him to BPD. At 0840 hours, Bryant arrived in the jail sallyport. Detective Smith and I escorted 

22 Bryant to an interview room. The interview room was video recorded. I read Bryant the Miranda 

23 admonition and asked him if he understood his rights. Bryant said, "Yes I do." 

24 

25 
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Bryant's arrest in SF 

B1yaot got arrested in Sao Francisco for vandalism. He was meditating on Pier 35 when "an 

Asian cat" "came after [him] with a hammer." During the altercation, Bryant threw a rock at 

a big ,viodow, breaking it. B1yaot said the judge later released him an his own recognizance 

on the vandalism case. 

B"1yaot was also arrested in SF on a parole violation warrant that he had because he failed to 

report to his parole officer. Bryant said he resolved his parole violation by serving ten days 

in jail in SF. 

Bryant said that while he was in custody in SF, he had surgery and had a new metal plate put 

in his jaw. This is from the injury he got when he was shot on 01 -02-21. 

Bryant's ,P[Jchiatric detention on 12-2 8-20 

Btyaot said he had a bike that was stolen from him at [Civic Center] park after Christmas. 

He confronted some homeless people in the park about stealing his bike. B1yaot said, "I 

picked up a stick and I started banging it on a garbage can." The other people called the 

police ao·d reported that he was irate and accused them of stealing his bike. The police 

stopped Bryant and sent him to John George [the psychiatric hospital]. B1yaot refused to 

identify himself, so he was sent to the hospital as a "J oho Doe." The hospital held him for 

two days and released him. 

After he was released from John George (possibly on 12-31-20), Btyaot came to the Berkele) 

Police Department to pick up his belongings (a backpack and stroller) that were held for 
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safekeeping while he was in the hospital. Btyant said he was told that "they were closed" for 

"two weeks" and that he had to come back. Bryant overheard another person say that were 

able to get their property that day. Bryant said, "I thought they were messing with me." 

OIS on 01-02-21 

Btyant described that he got the chain from Civic Center Park because there was a group of 

eight "white guys" at the park that Bryant said he was "worried about." Bryant thought they 

might "creep up on [him]." He found the metal chain - that he estimated to be about six 

feet long - on the ground at the park and took it. 

Bryant said, "\'v'e're going after \'v'algreen's for making a false report. I did not rob 

\'v'algreen's." B1yant said he was at the store trying to make a return at the register and also 

buy some food items. He said that \'v'algreen's locked the door when he was inside the store. 

He continued, "That's when I pulled out the chain and said, 'I'm just gonna break the 

window.' I never said I was gonna hurt nobody. I'm non-violent. I don't hurt nobody." 

The employee told Bryant he did not have to break the window because he would let him 

out. B1yant said, "That's the only comical part of January 2nd
.'' B1yant said that part makes 

him "smile and snicker." 

B1yant said he walked to the Tang Center on Ban~roft when the police officer "rolled up" 

on him. He saw the officer and said, "'No, you're not gonna do what you did to me two 

nights ago . .. two nights ago you sent me to John George and when I go get my property 

right now, you're telling me 'No,' that I got to wait two weeks. I said, 'Something is 

happening out here. You're going to have to just shoot me in the back. Just shoot me in the 

back. Shoot me in the back because I'm not leaving from this spot."' Bryant said the 
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officers "tried to talk to (him)." Bryant was standing on a concrete slab. He saw a group of 

officers in a "S\VAT team formation" out of the corner of his eye and he jumped down off 

the slab and "that's when [he] got shot." 

Bryant said he shouted at the officers because he was upset because he was off his 

medication, was homeless, tired and hungry and did not have his property after getting out 

of John George. He was just "talking shit" and considers himself "non-violent." He said, 

"It was me being delirious and not wanting them to take me back to John George." 

I asked Bryant what he intended to do with the chain. He said, "Nothing. It was all talk. 

You know, like they say, 'Money talks, bullshit walks.' That's what I was doing that night. I 

was all talk. I wasn't going to jump and do nothing to nobody. And I stood my grounds ... I 

did not one time aggressively act like a matador bull and go charge nobody ... I just did it 

because I was fed up . . . with the property, being sent to John George, these guys are 

throwing rocks at tne, but you guys want to take me to John George because I'm yelling 

because someone stole my bike." 

Detective Smith told Bryant that it appeared that he moved towards the officers in the "swat 

formation" after he jumped off the concrete slab. Detective Smith then asked Bryant, "Do 

you remember why?" Bryant answered, "I don't even remember doing that. The only thing 

I remember is . .. when I looked, I jumped, and I got shot." Bryant said, "They also said they 

shot me with non-lethal. Nobody shot me with non-lethal." Bryant said, ''So for them to 

say they deployed non-lethal, I think that's wrong . .. unless they did." 
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Bryant has been diagnosed with "bipolar and schizophrenia." He only had two days' worth 

of medication given to him while at John George. He was not given any medication when 

he was discharged. During the interview, he said he had been on his medication for three 

weeks and now was "back to normal." B1yant said he was "·ready to face the music . ... and 

ready to move fotward with this case." 

I asked B1yant if he received any other injuries during the incident on 01-02-21. He said that 

his middle finger on his right hand was also injured. B1yant may have had something on his 

knee but that "cleared up." [I photographed Bryant's face and hand.] 

I asked Bryant if he would authorize the release of his medical records related to any injurtes 

· he received the night of 01-02~21. Bryant said he was "fine ·with that" and then asked if he 

would be cited and released. I told Bryant that he would not be cited out for the warrant 

that was filed by the court. B1yant then declined to sign the authorization/ release form. He 

said, "I'm ready to go to Santa Rita and from now on, respectfully, anytime - since you're 

the in-charge detectives - you want to see me, I will be requesting a lawyer." 

18 Officer Jackson and Officer Macapagal took custody of Bryant: They transported him to Santa Rita 

19 Jail to be booked on the court-filed warrant. I was later informed that Santa Rita Jail would not 

20 accept Bryant into their facility for medical reasons . Bryant was ultimately released from custody pe 

21 849(6) PC and the warrant was reactivated. 

22 

23 I booked the recorded interview into the property room as evidence. I booked photos of Bryant 

24 taken during the interview into Evidence.com. 

25 
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Print Date/Time: 03/02/2021 15:0Q 
Login ID: cob1\rrittenhouse 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

Case Details: 
Case Number: 
Location: 

Reporting Officer ID: 

2021-00000223 
2222 BANCROFT WAY 
BERKELEY.CA 94704 

Scene Processed By: · 
Assigned Bureau: 

02801 -Wilson 
13654-Bolla 
HOMICIDE 

Case Assignments: 

Case Report 
Detail 

ORI Number: 

Incident Type: CITY INCIDENT 
Occured From : 01/02/2021 20:40 
Occured Thru: 01/02/2021 20:40 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

Reported Date: 01/02/2021 22:16 Saturday 

Status: FOLLOW UP: INV Status Date: 01/03/2021 

Assigned Officer · Assignment Date/Time Assignment Type Assigned By Officer Due Date/Time 
02801-Wilson 

A ssoc iated Cas es 

Mod t1 s O perandi 

Offenses 
No. Group/ORI 

Subjects 

Type No. 
INVOLVED 1 
PARTY 

OTHER PARTY 

WITNESS 

Page: 1 of 150 

01/03/2021 00:00 LEAD · 

Crime Code 

Name 
Bryant, Vincent Lee 

Albrandt, Madison 

  

As s isting ORls 

Solvab i l ity Fac torn 

Statute 

Address 
559 16TH ST 

OAKLAND.CA 94612 
2100 MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR WAY 

. BERKELEY.CA 94703 
 

 

02801-Wilson 

Total: 

Description Counts 

Phone Race Sex DOB/Age 
. Black Male 12/15/1969 

51 
White Female 07/23/1996 

24 
   



Case Report 
Detail 

Print Date/Time: 03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-INVOLVED PARTY 

No 
Bryant, Vincent Lee 
559 16TH ST 
OAKLAND CA 94612 

Primary Phone: 
Resident Type: 
Dispos ition : 

Re lated Weapons 

Vict im/Offender Rela tionsh ip 

Trans ported By: 
Domestic Violence : 
Cond it ion : 

Miss ing Pers on Information 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 

1-0THER PARTY 

No 
Albrandt, Madison 

INVOLVED PARTY Type: 
Race: Black 
Height: 6ft O in 
Eyes: BRO 
SSN: 861-23-8217 

Re si dent Statu s: 
Date : 

Extent of Injury: 
Domestic Vio lenc e Referrals: 
Medica l Treatment: 

Race: White 
Address: 2100 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR 

WAY 
Height: 5ft 1 in 

BERKELEY CA 94703 
Primary Phon e: 
Resident Type: 
Dispo sition: 

Relatcscl Offenses 

Re lated Weapons 

Vict im/Offender Relationshjp 

Transported By : 
Dom es t ic V iol ence: 
Condition: 

Miss i.ng_Person Information 

Page: 2 of 150 

Eyes : 
SSN: 

Resident Status : 
Date: 

Extent o f Injury: 
Domestic Violence Referrals : 
Medical Treatment: 

ORI Number: 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex: Male 
Weight: 220.0 lbs. 
Hair: BLK 
DVL#: F3197285 

Statement Type: 
Custody Status : 

Hosp ital: 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

DOB: 12/15/1969 
Bui ld: 
Age: 51 
State: CA 

Federal Agencies Involved: 

Sex: Female DOB: 07/23/1996 
Weight: 115.0 lbs. Build: 

Hai r : Age: 24 
DVL #: State: 

Statement Type: 
Custody Status: 

Hospital : 
Federa l Agencies Invo lve d: 



Case Report 
Detail 

Print Date/Time: 03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-WITNESS 

No 
  

 
 

Primary Phone: 

WITNESS Type: 
Race:  
Height : 
Eyes: 
SSN: 

Resident Type: Resident Status: 
Disposition: 

Vi ctim/Offender Relationship 

Transported By: 
Domestic Violence: 
Cond ition : 

Missjng Person lnforn1ation 

Arrests 

Arrest No. 

Property 

Date 
01/21/2021 

01/21/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

Page: 3 of 150 

Name 

Code 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

Date: 

Extent of Inju ry: 
Domestic Vi olence Refe rrals: 
Medical Trea tment: 

Type 
Media - Burned 
CD/DVD 
Media - Burned 
CD/DVD 
Miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Address 

Make 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Departmef"]t 

CA0010300 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex:  
Weight : 
Hair: 
DVL #: 

Statement Type: 
Custody Statu s: 

Hospital: 

DOB: 
Build: 
Age: 
State: 

 

 

Federal Agencies Invo lved : 

Date/Time Type Age 

Model Description Tag No. Item No. 
CD-R - UCPD radio 143660 1 
traffic 
USB drive - UCPD 143659 
BWC 
TACTICAL BPS VEST 143415 
AND CONTENTS: 
RADIO, LIGHT, PENS, 
MISC PAPERS, 
BADGE 
LEAD DEVIL DUTY 143414 

--BEl:-T- AN -
CONTENTS: 
HOLSTER, 
HANDCUFFS, 
STREAMLIGHT & 
COLLAPSIBL 
GLOCK 9MM MAG 143413 
1587-01 (X2) EACH 
APPEARED FULLY 
LOADED 
SPEER 9MM LUGER 143412 
+P (X16) FROM 
MAG/SPEER 9MM 
LUGER +P FROM 
CHAMBER (X1) 



r---- Case Report 
Detail 

Print Date/Time: 03/02/2021 15:00 Berkeley Police Department 
Login ID: cob1\rrittenhouse ORI Number: CA0010300 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos DIGITAL IMAGES 143411 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Firearm - Handgun GLOCK, INC. 17 GLOCK 17 GEN 5 143410 
FELONY 9X19 HANDGUN 

SER# BHGS151 
W/TLR-1 HL 
STREAM LIGHT, 

01/05/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos digital photos of 143409 
FELONY suspect's hand injuries 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#19: Black foam 143230 
FELONY baton round, collected 

at scene 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition E#18: Silver and 143229 

FELONY copper-colored 
suspected bullet 
jacket, collected at 
scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- · Ammunition E#17: Black foam 143228 
FELONY baton round , collected 

at scene 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#16: : Silver-colored 143227 

FELONY SPEER LUGER 9mm 
suspected expended 
shell casing 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition E#15: 40mm S&W 143226 
· FELONY white plastic foam 

baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#14: 40mm S&W 143225 
FELONY white plastic foam 

baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#13: Black foam 143224 
FELONY baton round , collected 

at scene 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous E#12: Silver-colored 143223 

FELONY approx. 14' section of 
chain, collected at 
scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition E#10: 40mm S&W 143222 
FELONY white plastic foam 

baton shell casing with 
sus. dried blood 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Blood/Biological E#9: Two suspected 143221 
FELONY human teeth , w/ 

attached pink gums & 
flesh, coll. @ scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous E#8: Black Ray-Ban 143220 
FELONY sunglasses w/ 

suspected blood, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous E#7: Brass-colored 14321 9 
FELONY combination Master 

lock w/ silver-colored 
shackle 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Luggage E#5: Black duffel bag 143218 
FELONY containing 

miscellaneous items, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition E#4: Black foam baton 143217 
FELONY round , collected at 

scene 

Page: 4 of 150 



( __ Case Report 
Detail 

Print DatefTime: 03/02/2021 15:00 Berkeley Police Department 
Login ID: cob 1 \rritten house ORI Number: CA0010300 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous E#3: Tan/orange- 143216 
FELONY colored cloth Zukes 

bag, containing 
miscellaneous items 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#2: 40mm S&W 143215 
FELONY white plastic foam 

baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition E#1: 40mm S&W 143214 
FELONY white plastic foam 

baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos Scene, Involved 143213 
FELONY Subject/Suspect & 

Evidence photos 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous AC TRANSIT DAY 143207 

FELONY PASS 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing pair of black short 143206 

FELONY boots, unknown brand, 
size 11 1/2 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing black RZ face mask 143205 
FELONY with light blue tags, 

size XL --.- - - - -
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing light grey FRUIT OF 143204 

FELONY THE LOOM !-shirt in 
two pieces, size 2:X:L _ 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing grey JERZEES 143203 
FELONY sweatshirt, size 2XL 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing black sweatpants, 143202 
FELONY unknown brand and 

size 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing grey hooded 143201 

FELONY Milwaukee sweatshirt, 
size Large 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing grey/white ST JOHNS 143200 
FELONY BAY zip-up jacket, size 

Large 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing green Claiborne 143199 

FELONY sweater in two pieces, 
size XL 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing green carhartt pants, 143198 
FELONY size 38 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing grey SUNDAY 143197 
FELONY AFTERNOONS bucket 

style hat, size Large 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos In Evidence.com 143196 ·1 

FELONY 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos Photo of BRYANT's 143169 

FELONY hospital bracelet 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Identification Hospital bracelet from 143168 

FELONY BRYANT'S wrist 

Page: 5 of 150 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 41 
Tag Number: 143660 ·item Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Media - Burned 
CD/DVD 

UCR Va lue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: CD-R - UCPD radio traffic 
Make: 
Yea r : 
Condition: 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Model: 
OAN: 
Reg . Type: -
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

. Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 

Initial Value: 

Measurement So,1rce: 

.Officer Rema rks: 
Sty le: 
Serial# : 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Po licy Nu mber: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/22/2021 09:53 Type: Intake 02801-Jennifer Wilson 

Seq# 40 

Tag Number: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143659 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Media - Burned 

CD/DVD 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Va lue: 

Unit of Measure: . EACH 

Description: USS drive - UCPD BWC 
Make: 
Year: 
Condi tion: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Typ e Name 

Owner 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg . Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Addre ss 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 

In itial Value: 

Measu rement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Seria l#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Cod e: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Com pany: Policy Nu mber: 

Page: 6 of 150 

Date Received: 01/21/2021 

Stolen Lo ca ti on: 

Sty le Desc: 
Co lor : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notif ied How Date 

Lein Ho lder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 

Sto len Location: 

Sty le Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . El<pi ration: 

Val ue: 

Notified How 

Lein Hol der: 

01/21/2021 

Date 



( --

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/22/2021 09:52 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
02801 -Jennifer Wilson 

Seq# 39 
Tag Number: 143415 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value : Initi al Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Meas1,1re: PKG Measu rement Source: 
Description: TACTICAL BPS VEST AND CONTENTS: RADIO, LIGHT, Office r Rema rks : 

PENS, MISC PAPERS, BADGE 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: • 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/22/2021 17:59 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . v_ear: __ . 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

01/22/2021 18:00 Type: . Release 

Code: RELEASED TO OWNER 
Expected Return Date: 

Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI: 

_ Be.g .. D.a te:. 

Cod e: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
07226-Andrea Cardoza 

06260-Mia Medlin 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number: 

To Role 

01/03/2021 

Reg . .Expiration : 

Value : 

Not ifi ed How Date 

Lein Ho lder: 

To To Role 
06260-Mia Medlin 
------- - ·- - - - - -

15!:)22-Madison 
Albrandt 

Remarl<s: - - 1122@ 1753 I approve the release of Albrandt's gear that was previously 
booked as evidence under 21-223. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 38 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

143414 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source : 

Description: LEAD DEVIL DUTY BELT AND CONTENJS: HOLSTER, Officer Remarks: 
HANDCUFFS, STREAMLIGHT & COLLAPSIBL 

Make: Model: Sty le: 
Year: OAN: Seri al#: 
Condition : Reg . Type : Reg. ORI: 
Reg. State:. Reg . Year : Reg.-Date: 

. . . 
Recovery Information 

Lo cat ion: Date: Cod e: 
RFOJ ?: · ORI: Recove red Address: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Nam e Address Phone 

Owner 

Insurance Company: Policy Number : 

Chain of Custody -

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Le in Ho lder : 

Date Transaction From From Role To To Role 
01/20/2021 07:32 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

01_/22/2021 18:00 Type: Release 

Page: 8 of 150 

Code: RELEASED TO OWNER 
Expected Return Date: 
Remarks: 

07226-Andrea Cardoza 

06260-Mia Medlin 

09121 -Angelina Lee 

15922-Madison 
Albrandt 

1 /22 @ 1753 I approve the release of Albrandt's gear that was previously 
booked as evidence under 21-223. 



( Case Report 
Detail 

Print Date/Time: 
Login 10: 

03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley. Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 37 

Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

143413 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: Initi al Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: PKG Measurement Source: 

Description: GLOCK 9MM MAG 1587-01 (X2) EACH APPEARED FULLY Offi ce r Remarks: 
LOADED 

Make : Model: Style: 
Year : OAN : Serial#: 
Cond ition : Reg . Type : Reg. ORI: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Loca ti on: 

Style Desc : 
Color : 
Reg. NLimber : 

Reg . State: Reg. Year: Reg. Date: Reg. Exp irati on: 

Recovery Information 

Loc ation : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

lnstira nce Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/22/2021 17:59 Type: Intake 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: · 

01/22/2021 18:00 Type: Release 

Page: 9 of 150 

Code: RELEASED TO OWNER 
Expected Return Date: 
Remarks: 

Code: 
Recovered Ad dress: 

Addres s Ph one 

Pol icy Number: 

From From Role 
07226-Andrea Cardoza 

06260-Mia Medlin 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
06260-Mia Medlin 

· 15922-Madison 
Albrandt 

1/22 @ 1753 I approve the release of Albrandt's gear that was previously 
booked as evidence under 21-223. 

Date 

To Role 



Print Dc!te/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 36 

Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

143412 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: PKG 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
In iti al Valu e: 

Measurement Source: 

Description: SPEER 9MM LUGER +P (X16) FROM MAG/SPEER 9MM 
LUGER +P FROM CHAMBER (X1) 

Office r Remarks: 

Make: Model: 
Year: OA N: 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Compan y: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/15/2021 12:44 Type: Intake 

Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 35 

Sty le: 
Serial # : 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recove red Add res s·: 

Address Phon e 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
07226-Andrea Cardoza 

Tag Number: 143411 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Digital Photos Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

UCR Value: 

Quantity: 182.000 

Description: DIGITAL IMAGES 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg . St ate: 

Recovery Information 

Locat ion : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

O'Nner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 1 O of 150 

Unit of Measure: 

Model : 
OAN: 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year : 

Date : 
ORI : 

In itial Value : 

EACH Measu rement Source: 

Offi cer Remarks : 
Style: 
Seria l # : 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Rec overed Addres s: 

Add ress Phone 

Poli cy Num bei-: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Sty le _Desc: 
Col or : 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notifi ed How Date 

Lein Ho lder : 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Sto len Loca t ion : 

Sty le Desc: 
Colo r : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Noti f ied How 

Lein Ho lder : 

01/03/2021 

Date 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
Seq# 34 
Tag Number: 143410 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Fireann -

Handgun 
Property Class : 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity : 

UCR Value: 

Uni t of Measure: 

Init ial Va lue: 

Measurement Source : 

Description: GLOCK 17 GEN 5 9X19 HANDGUN SER# BHGS151 W/TLR-1 Offi cer Remarks: 
HL STREAMLIGHT, 

Make: GLOCK, INC. Model: 17 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/22/2021 17:59 Type: Intake 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Da te: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

01/22/2021 18:00 Type: Release 

Code: RELEASED TO OWNER 
Expected Return Date: 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 

HANDGUN 
BHGS151 

Recove red Address: 

Ad dress Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
07226-Andrea Cardoza 

06260-Mia Medlin 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: BLACK STEEL 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notif ied How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
06260-Mia Medlin 

15922-Madison 
Albrandt 

Date 

To Role 

Remarks: 1/22 @ 1753 I approve the release of Albrandt's gear thai was previously 
booked as evidence under 21-223. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 33 
Tag Number: 143409 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Digital Photos 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 3.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

digital photos of suspect's hand injuries 
Model : 

Year: 
Con dition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Locat ion : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

OAN: 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

EACH 

Type Name Address 

Owner 

Property Class: 
initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 

Measurement Source: 

Office r Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Po lic}'. Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 32 
Tag Number: 143230 Item Number: 
Property Codes : 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
.Make: 

E#19: Black foam baton round , collected at scene 
Model: 

Year: 
Conditio n: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Add ress 

From Role 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Valu e: 

Measurement Sou,ce: 

Officer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Ser ia l #: 
Re g. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Add res s : 

Phon e 

Insurance Company : Po licy Number: 

Page: 12 of 150 

Date Received: 01/05/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Sty le Desc: 
Colo r: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stol en Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number : 
Reg. Expi ration : 

Val ue: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111 :18 Type: Intake 

Seq# 31 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Arrna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143229 . Item Number: 
Property Codes: Prope~ Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 · 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

In it ial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, 
collected at scene 

Office r Remarks : 

Make: 
Year : 
Con·d it ion : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Lo cati on: 
RFO j? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Nam e 

Owner 

Insu ranc e Compan y : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:42 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 13 of 150 

Sty le: 
Seri al #: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Ph one 

Policy Nu mber: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stol en Location: 

Style Desc: 
Col or: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Noti fied How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 30 

Tag Number: 143228 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Va lue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

E#17: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Year : 
Condit ion : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Yea r: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
In it ial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial#: 
Reg . OR I: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Add ress: 

Phone 

Insurance Compan y: Policy Number : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:56 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 29 

Tag Number: 143227 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Amrnunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UC R Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Ini tial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: · E#16: : Silver-colored SPEER LUGER 9mm suspected Officer.Remarks: 
expended shell casing · 

Make: 
Yea r : 
Cond ition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ7 : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Com pany : 
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Model : 
OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Sty le: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code : 
Recovered Acldrnss: 

Addres s Phone 

Poli cy Number : 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locat ion : 

Sty le Desc : 
Color : 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Va lue: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Col or : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holcler: 



( Case Report . 
Detail 

Print Daterrime: 
Login ID: 

03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:50 Type: Intake 

Seq# 28 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143226 Item Number: 
Property Codes: · 
EVIDENCE-

Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: In it ial Val ue: 

FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measuremen t Source: 
Description: E#15: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, 

collected at scene . 
Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year : 
Condition : 
Reg . State: 

. Recovery Information 

Locat ion : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Typ e Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:52 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg . Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 15 of 150 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . OR I: 
Reg. Date: 

Code : 
Recovered Addre ss: 

Ad dress Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Loca ti on: 

Sty le Dcsc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 

To Role 

01/03/2021 

Reg. Expirat ion: 

Value: 

Not ifi ed How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 27 
Tag Number: 143225 
Property Codes: . 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Va lue: Initial Val ue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Des·cription: E#14: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing , 
collected at scene 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Yea r : 
Condition: . 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Model: Sty le: 
OAN : Serial# : 
Reg . Type : Reg. OR I: 
Reg . Year: Reg. Date: 

Date : Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/06/2021 08:53 Type: Intake . 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 26 

Tag Number: 143224 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Va lue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

E#1 3: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Mode l: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
In itial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Off icer Rema rks : 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Re covered Ad dress : 

Phone 

Insu rance Company: Policy Nu mber : 

Page : 16 of 150 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Sty le Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notifi ed How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Col or: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holder : 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08 :43 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 25 
Tag Number: 143223 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY . 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#12: Silver-colored approx. 14' section of chain, collected at 
scene 

Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year : 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain '?f Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:55 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN: 
Reg , Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 17 of 150 

Sty le: 
Seri al#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Re·g. Date: 

Cod e: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Pol icy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Co lor: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 24 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143222 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 

. UCR Value: Initial Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: E#10: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with 

sus. dried blood 
Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date . Transaction 
01/06/2021 11 :16 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 23 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . OR I: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143221 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Blood/Biologica l Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE- UCR Value: In itial Vallie: 
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#9: Two suspected human teeth, w/ attached pink gums & Off icer Remarks : 

Make: 
flesh, coll . @ scene 

Moclel: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 
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OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Style: 
Serial# : 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. _Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Exp irat ion : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number : 
Reg . Expiration : 

Valu e: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 



(--

Print Datemme: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/11/2021 14:40 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 22 
Tag Number: 143220 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity : 1.00~ 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

In itial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses w/ suspected blood, collected 
at scene 

Officer Rema rks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condit ion : 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:40 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 19 of 150 

Style : 
Serial# : 
~eg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
02354-John Jones 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locat ion: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

. Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 21 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143219 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: Initial Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#7: Brass-colored combination Master lock w/ silver-colored 
shackle 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Cond ition : 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111 :10 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial# : 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Po licy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 20 

Tag Number: 143218 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Luggage 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

EACH Measuremen t Source: 

Description: E#5: Black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected Officer Remarks : 
at scene 

Make: 
Year: 
Condit ion: 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFQJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

lnslirance Company: 

Page: 20 of 150 

Model: Sty le: 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg . Type: Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Yea r: Reg . Date: 

Date: Cod e: 
ORI: Reco vere d Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number : 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locat ion : 

Sty le Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Valu e: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Ho lder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locati on: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lei n Holder : 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 19 
Tag Number: 143217 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

E#4: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition; 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Address 

·Frqm Role 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Va lue: 

Measure ment Source: 

Offi cer Remarks: 
Styl e: 
Seri al#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code·: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:44 Type: Intake 

Page: 21 of 150 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



Print Date/Time: 

Case ·Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

. CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 18 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143216 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: In itial Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 
Description: E#3: Tan/orange-colored cloth Zukes bag, containing Officer Remarks : 

miscellaneous items 
Make: Model: 
Year: OAN: 
Condition : Reg . Type : 
Reg . State: Reg . Year: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:59 Type: Intake 

Date : 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg .·Date: 

Code : 
Res;overed Address: 

Address Phone 

Polley Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 17 
Tag Number: 143215 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE - UCR Value : Initial Valu e: 

. FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#2: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, Officer Remarks : 
collected at scene 

Make: Model: 
Year: OAN : 
Condition : Reg. Type: 
Reg . State : Reg . Year: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 22 of 150 

Date: 
ORI : 

Style: 
Serial# : 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locat ion: 

Sty le Desc: 
Color : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Valu e: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holder : 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/08/202110:48 Type: Intake 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 16 
Tag Number: 143214 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Mis.cellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

In itial Val ue: · 

EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#1 : 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing , Officer Remarks : 
collected at scene 

Make : Model: 
Year: OAN: 
Cond it ion : Reg. Type: 
Reg. State: . Reg . Yea r: 

Recovery Information 

Locati on: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:45 Type: Intake 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Pol icy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 

To Role 

01/03/2021 

Reg . Exp ira\ ion: 

Va lue : 

Notifi ed How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date · 

To Role 

- -- ---- ---·------- ------
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(_, 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 ~00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 15 
Tag Number: 143213 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 480.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Description: 
Make: 

Scene, Involved Subject/Suspect & Evidence photos 
Model: 

Officer Remarks: 
Sty le: 

Year: 
Condit ion: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody . 
Date Transaction 
Seq# 14 

OAN: Serial #: 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Year: Reg. Date: 

Date : Code: 
ORI: Recovered Add ress : 

Address Phone 

Policy Nwn ber: 

From From Role 

Tag Number: 143207 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: 

Description: AC TRANSIT DAY PASS 
Make : Model : 
Year : OAN: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owne r 

Insurance Compan y: 
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Reg . Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Da te: 
. ORI: 

Initial Va lue: 

EACH Measuremen t S0L1rce: 

Offi cer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovere d Address: 

Address Ph one 

Po licy Number : 

Date Received: 
Stolen Locati on: 

Style Desc : 
. Color : 

Reg. Number : 
Reg . Expi ration : 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 

To To Role 

Date Received : 
Stolen Locat ion: 

Style De sc : · 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expi rat ion: 

Value : 

Not ifie d How 

Lein Ho lder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 
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Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody · 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:47 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTYINTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 13 
Tag Number: 143206 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing Property Class: Clothing and 

Furs 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: 
Make: 

pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 11 1/2 
Model : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date · Transaction 
01/05/2021 10:59 Type: Intake 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 
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Address 

Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : . 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 

To Role 

01/03/2021 

Reg. Expira tion: 

Value: 

Notifi ed How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee · 
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. Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 12 
Tag Number: 143205 Item Numb.er: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

black RZ face. mask with light blue tags, size XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg . Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Clothing and 
Furs 

Initial Value: 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Rema~ks : 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :03 Type: Intake 

Code: PROP6RTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 11 
Tag Number: 143204 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: 

In iti al Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Description: light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM I-shirt in two pieces, size 2XL Offi cer Remarks : 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

· Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 
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Model: Style: 
DAN : Serial# : 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date: 

Date : Code : 
ORI : Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Locat ion: 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Nl1mber: 
Reg·. Expiration: 

va·lue: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Locati on: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Ci:hain of Custody 
Date Transacti.on 
01/05/2021 11 :09 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 10 
Tag Number: 143203 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing Property Class: Clothing and 

Furs 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

UCR ,Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: 
Description: 
Make: 

grey JERZEES sweatshirt, size 2XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Cond it ion: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 10:57 Type: Intake 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 27 of 150 

Ini ti al Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Add ress Phone 

. Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Sto len Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expi ration: 

Va lue : 

Notif ied How Date 

Le in Holder: 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 9 
Tag Number: 143202 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

black sweatpants, unknown brand and size 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
. Reg . Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Clothing and 
Furs 

Ini tial Valu e: 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial#: 

-Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chain _of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :00 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 8 

Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143201 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Va lue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Des_cription: grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Large 
Make : Mode l: 
Year: OAN : 
Condit ion: Reg . Type : 
Reg . State: Reg . Year: 

Recovery Information · 

l o·cation : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Own er 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: 

In it ial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial #: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Reco vered Add ress: 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Po licy Number: 
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Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen location: 

Style Des c: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Va lue: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Ho lder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Locati on : 

Sty le Desc: 
Co lor: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expirati on : 

Value: 

Notif ied How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :06 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 7 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143200 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket, size Large 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: 

In iti al Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Num ber: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :07 Type: Intake 

Page: 29 of 150 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Loca tion : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expi rati on: 

Value: · 

Not ifi ed How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID:_ 
Case Number: 

03/02/2021 15:00 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

Seq# 6 

Tag Number: 143199 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

green Claiborne sweater in two pieces, size XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Clothing and 
Furs 

Ini tial Va lue: 

Measmement Source : 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :06 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 5 

Tag Number: 143198 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type : Clothing Property Class: Clothing and 

Furs 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

green carhartt pants, size 38 
Model: 

Year : 
Condit ion : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insu rance Company : 
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OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Initial Va lue : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Off icer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Addres s Phone 

Pol icy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Locat ion : 

Style Desc: 
Co lor: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion: 

Vallie: 

Notified How Date· 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Co lor: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :12 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 4 

Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143197 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Property Class: 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket style hat, size Large Office r Remarks: 
Make: 
Year: 
Condit ion: 

, Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

· Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :1 O Type: Intake 

Model : Style: 
OAN : Ser ial#: 
Reg. Type: Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Yea r: Reg. Date: 

Date: Cod e: 
ORI: Recovered Address :. 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 31 of 150 

To To Role 
091 21-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Sto len Location: 

Style Desc: 
Co lor : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Notifi ed How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



(-- . . 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Berkeley Police Department . 
Login ID: 

03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 3 
Tag Number: 143196 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 197.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: In Evidence.com 
Make: 
Year : 
Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Ini tial Value·: 

Mea surement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Sty le: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Re cove red Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Compan y: Pol icy Number : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 2 

Tag Number: 143169 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Digital Photos 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

Photo of BRYANT's hospital bracelet 
Mode l: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg . Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

EACH 

Address 

From Role 

Property Class: 
Initial Value : 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 

Offi cer Rem arks : 
Style : 
Seri al# : 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Cod e: 
Recove red Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 

Page: 3,2 of 150 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Sty le Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number : 
Reg. Exp iration : 

Value: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Sto len Loca t ion : 

Style Oesc: 
Color : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expirat ion : 

Value: 

Not ified How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
03/02/2021 15:00 
cob1\rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 ' 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 
Tag Number: 143168 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Identification 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make : 

Hospital bracelet from BRYANT's wrist 
Model: 

Year: 
Cond it ion : 
Reg . State: 

Recovery' Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

EACH 

Type Name Address 
Owner 

Property Class: 
Initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 

Office r Remarks : 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Ad dress: 

Phone 

Insu rance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:40 Type: Intake 

Vehicles 

No. Role 

Routing: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Vehicle Type Year 

0 BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

0 DO NOT DISSEMINATE OR DISTRIBUTE 
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From From Role 
15869-Justine Bally 

Make Model Color 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notifi ed How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

License Plate State 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

2021.-00000223 

Print DatefTime: 
Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Case Details: 

Case Number: 
Location: 

01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

2021-00000223 
2222 BANCROFT WAY 
BERKELEY,CA 94704 

Reporting Officer ID: 02801-Wilson 
13654-Bolla 
HOMICIDE 

Scene Processed By: 
Assigned Bureau: 

Case Assignments: 

Case Report 
Detail 

PRI Number: 

Incident Type: CITY INCIDENT 
Occured From: 01/02/2021 20:40 
Occured Thru: 01/02/2021 20:40 

Page: 86 of 150 

Berkeley Police Department 
CAQ010300 

Reported Date: 01/02/2021 22:16 Saturday 

Status: FOLLOW UP: INV Status Date: 01/03/2021 

Assigned Officer Assignment Date/Time Assignment Type Assigned By Officer Due Date/Time 
02801-Wilson · 01/03/2021 00:00 LEAD 

Ass isting ORls 

M o dus Operandi Solvability Factors 

Offenses 
No. Group/ORI Crime Code Statute 

Subjects 

Type No. Name Address 
INVOLVED 1 Bryant, Vincent Lee 55916TH ST 
PARTY 

OAKLAND,CA 94612 
OTHER PARTY Albrandt, Madison 2100 MARTIN LUTHER 

KING JR WAY 
BERKELEY,CA 94703 

WITNESS  Christian  ST 
San Francisco.CA 94103 

Page: 1 of 26 

02801-Wilson 

Description 

Phone 

Role 

Weight 

Total: 

Race 
Black 

White 

White 

Counts 

Sex DOB/Age 
Male 12/15/1969 

51 
Female 07/23/1996 

24 
Male 07/05/1979 

41 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. Page: 87 of 150 

Case Report 
Detail 

Print Date/Time: 01/08/2021 20:22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-INVOLVED PARTY 

No 
Bryant, Vincent Lee 
55916TH ST 
OAKLAND CA 94612 

Primary Phone: 
Resident Type: 
Disposition: 

Related Offenses 

Related Weapons 

Victim/Offender Relationship 

. Transported By: 
Domestic Violence: 
Condition : 

Missing Person Information 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 

1-0THER PARTY 

No 
Albrandt, Madison 

INVOLVED PARTY Type: 
Race: Black 
Height: 6ft O in 
Eyes: BRO 
SSN: 861-23-8217 

Resident Status : 
Date : 

Extent of Injury: 
Domestic Violence Referrals : 
Medical Treatment: 

Address: 2100 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR . 
WAY 

Race: White 
Height: 5ft 1 in 

BERKELEY CA 94703 Eyes: 
Primary Phone : SSN: 
Resident Type: Resident Sta tu s: 
Disposition : Date: 

Related Offenses 

Victim/Offender Relationship 

Transported By: Extent of Injury: 
Domestic Violence: Domestic Violence Referrals : 
Condition: Medical Treatment : 

)Ylisfil.!19 Person Information 

Page: 2 of 26 

ORI Number: 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex: Male 
Weight: 220.0 lbs. 
Hair: BLK 
DVL#: F3197285 

Statement Type: 
Custody Status: 

Hospital : 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

DOB: 12/15/1969 
Bui ld: 
Age: 51 
State: CA 

Federal Agencies Involved: 

Sex: Female DOB: 07/23/1996 
Weight: 115.0 lbs. Build: 

Hair : Age: 24 
DVL #: State: 

Statement Type : 
Custody Status: 

Hospital: 
Federal Agencies Involved: 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. Page: 88 of 150 

Case Report 
Detail 

Print Datefrime: 01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-WITNESS 

No 
 Christian 

 ST 
San Francisco CA 94103 

Primary Phone: 

WITNESS Type: 
Race: White 
Height : 
Eyes: 
SSN: 

Resident Type : Resident Status : 
Dispos ition: 

Related Offenses 

Related Weapons 

Victim/Offender Relationship 

Transported By: 
Domestic Violence: 
Condition : 

Missing Person Information 

Arrests 

Arrest No. Name 

Property 

Date Code 
01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-

FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

Page: 3 of 26 

Date : 

Extent of Injury: 
'Domestic Violence Referrals: 
Medical Treatment: 

Type 
Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Address 

Make 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex: Male 
Weight: 
Hair: 
DVL#: 

Statement Type: 
Custody Status : 

Hospital: 

DOB: 
Build : 
Age: 
State: 

07/05/1979 

41 

Federal Agencies Involved: 

Datefrime Type Age 

Model Description Tag No. Item No. 
E#19: Black foam 143230 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#18: Silver and 143229 
copper-colored 
suspected bullet 
jacket, collected at 
scene 
E#17: Black foam 143228 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#16: : Silver-colored 143227 
SPEER LUGER 9mm 
suspected expended 
shell casing 
E#15: 40mm S&W 143226 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
E#14: 40mm S&W 143225 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
coll_ected at scene 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

( 

Print Date/Time: 01/08/2021 20:22 
Login ID: cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Blood/Biological 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Luggage 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Clothing 
FELONY 

Page: 4 of 26 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 89 of 150 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

E#13: Black foam 143224 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#12: Silver-colored 143223 
approx. 14' section ·of 
chain, collected at 
scene 
E#10: 40mm S&W 143222 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing with 
sus. dried blood 
E#9: Two suspected 143221 
human teeth, w/ 
attached pink gums & 
flesh, coll . @ scene 
E#8: Black Ray-Ban 143220 
sunglasses w/ 
suspected blood, 
collected at scene 
E#7: Brass-colored 143219 
combination Master 
lock w/ silver-colored 
shackle 
E#5: Black duffel bag 143218 
containing 
miscellaneous items, 
collected at scene 
E#4: Black foam baton 143217 
round, collected at 
scene 
E#3: Tan/orange- 143216 
colored cloth Zukes 
bag, contain ing 
miscellaneous items 
E#2: 40mm S&W 143215 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
E#1 : 40mm S&W 143214 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
Scene, Involved 143213 
SubjecUSuspect & 
Evidence photos 
AC TRANSIT DAY 143207 
PASS 
pair of black short 143206 
boots, unknown brand, 
size 11 1/2 
black RZ face mask 143205 
with light blue tags, 
size XL 
light grey FRUIT OF 143204 
THE LOOM I-shirt in 
two pieces, size 2XL 
grey JERZEES 143203 
sweatshirt, size 2XL 
black sweatpants, 143202 
unknown brand and 
size 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 90 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

. ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

Seq# 32 
Tag Number: 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- . Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE - Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE- Identification 
FELONY 

143230 Item Number: 

grey hooded 143201 
Milwaukee sweatshirt, 
size Large 
grey/white ST JOHNS 143200 
BAY zip-up jacket, size 
Large 
green Claiborne 143199 
sweater in two pieces, 
size XL 
green carhartt pants, 143198 
size 38 
grey SUNDAY 143197 
AFTERNOONS bucket 
style hat, size Large 

143196 In Evidence.com 

Photo of BRYANT's 143169 
hospital bracelet 
Hospital bracelet from 143168 
BRYANT's wrist 

Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous Date Received: 01/03/2021 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: 
Make: 

E#19: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111:18 Type: Intake 

OAN: 
· Reg. Type : 

Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 5 of 26 

Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Num ber: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Stolen Location : 

Style Oesc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expi ration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223 . ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 91 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
c.;ob1 \rrittenhouse 
.2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 31 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143229 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Description: E#18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, 
collected at scene 

Officer Remar.ks : 

Make : 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Model: Style: 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg. Type: Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Num ber: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/08/202110:42 Type: intake 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 30 
Tag Number: 143228 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make : 

E#17: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Da te: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Off icer Remarks : 
Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insu rance Company: Policy Number: 

Page: 6 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Noti fied How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To - To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Sto len Location: 

Style Oesc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notifi.ecl How 

Lein Holde r: 

01/03/2021 

Date 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 92 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:56 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 29 
Tag Number: 143227 Item Number: 
Propertv·codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quaritity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description : E#16:: Silver-colored SPEER LUGER 9mm suspected 
expended shell casing 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:50 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year : 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 7 of 26 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 93 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 28 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143226 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value : Initial Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH . Measmement Source : 

Description: E#15: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:52 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year : 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 27 

Tag Number: 143225 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source : 

Description: E#14: 40n:im S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 8 of 26 

Model : . Style : 
OAN: Serial #: 
Reg. Type: Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg . Date: 

Date: Code : 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 94 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/06/2021 08:53 Type: Intake 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 26 
Tag Number: 143224 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

E#13: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial# : 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:43 Type: Intake 

Page: 9 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-f>ingelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date· 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 95 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 25 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143223 Item Number: 
Property Type: . Miscellaneous 
UCRValue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 
Description: E#12: Silver-colored approx. 14' section of chain, collected at 

scene 
Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction · 
01/06/2021 09:55 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN: 
Reg .Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role · 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 24 
Tag Number: 143222 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: . Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 

Des,cription: E#10: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with 
SUS. dried blood 

Officer Remarks: 

(';'lake : 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg . State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Page: 10 of 26 

Model: Style : 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg . Type : Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year : Reg. Date: 

Date: Code : 
ORI : Recoverecl Acldress: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 96 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111:16 Type: Intake 

Seq# 23 

Code: .PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143221 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Blood/Biological Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE- UCR Value : Initial Value: 
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#9: Two suspected human teeth, w/ attached pink gums & Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
flesh, cqll . @ scene 

Model: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 

Page: 11 of 26 

OAN : 
Reg . Type : 
Reg . Year : 

Date: 
ORI: 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Datemme: 

Case · Report 
Detail 

Page: 97 of 150 

Login ID:' 
Case Number: 

01/08/2021 20:22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

Seq# 22 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143220 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Va lue: 

Measurement Source: 
Description: E#8: Black Ray-Ban sunglasses w/ suspected blood, collected Officer Remarks: 

at scene 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:40 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Pol icy Number: 

From From Role · 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 21 
Tag Number: 143219 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class : Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 
Description : E#7: Brass-colored combination Master lock w/ silver-colored 

shackle 
Officer Remarks : 

Make : 
Year: 
Cond ition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 12 of 26 

Model : Style: 
OAN : Serial #: 
Reg. Type: Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI : Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Va lue : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Print Daterrime: 

Case Report 
Detail 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 lrrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

. CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111:10 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 20 
Tag Number: 143218 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Luggage Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#5: Black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected Officer Remarks: 
at scene 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 

Page: 13 of 26 

Model: Style: 
OAN : Serial#: 
Reg . Type : Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

-
From From Role 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORl ·Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 19 
Tag Number: 143217 lte·m Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: · 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCRValue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

E#4: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 
Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
R~covered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:44 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 18 
Tag Number: 143216 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Somce: 
Description: E#3: Tan/orange-colored cloth Zukes bag, containjng 

miscellaneous items 
Officer Remarks : 

Make : 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name · 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Page: 14 of 26 

Model : Style : 
OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI : Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Poli cy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

P,;1ge: 100 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:59 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 17 
Tag Number: 143215 · Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initia l Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#2: 40mm S&W white plaslic foam baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

lnsuran_ce Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:48 .Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 15 of 26 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Oesc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 101 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 16 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143214 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition 
·ucR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 
Description: E#1 : 40mm S&W.white plastic foam baton shell casing, 

collected at scene 
Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
·Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

lnsurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:45 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 15 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . D_ate : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143213 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 480.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 

Description: 
Make: 

Scene, Involved SubjecVSuspect & Evidence photos 
Model : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
'serial# : Year : 

Condition : 
Reg . Sta te : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 16 of 26 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Year : Reg . Date : 

Date : Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223 . ORI: CA0010300 . 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 102 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
Seq# 14 
Tag Number: 143207 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCRValue: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: 
Description: AC TRANSIT DAY PASS 
Make: Model:_ 
Year: OAN : 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 1,0:47 Type: Intake 

Reg . Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 17 of 26 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Mariann·e 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 103 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 13 
Tag Number: · 143206 Jtem Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE· 
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 
Description: 
Make: 

pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 11 1 /2 
Model : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg . Date: 

Date: Code: 
ORI : Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/202110:59 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE . 
Remarks: 

Seq# 12 
Tag Number: 143205 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCRValue: 

. Unit of Measure: EACH 

D_escription: 
Make: 

black RZ face mask with light blue tags, size XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg . Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Addres s 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Page: 18 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expira tion : 

Value: 

Notified How Dale 

Lein Holder: 
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Case Number: 2021 -00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 104 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transa'ction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :03 Type: Jntake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 11 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143204 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Property Class: 

Initia l Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Description : light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM !-shirt in two pieces, size 2XL Officer Re.marks : 
Make: 
Year: 
Condit ion: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Locatio·n: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :09 Type: Intake 

Model : Style : 
OAN: Serial #: 
Reg . Type : Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date : 

Date : ·code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Pol icy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 19 of 26 

To To Role 
091 21-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Col or: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expira tion: 

Va lue: 

Noti fied How Date 

Lein Holder: 

to To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223 . ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date!Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 105 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 -00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 10 
Tag Number: 143203 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

grey JERZEES sweatshirt ,' size 2XL 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

OAN: 
Reg . Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

EACH 

Type Name Address 
·Owner 

Property Class : 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source : 

. Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 10:57 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 9 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143202 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

black sweatpants , unknown brand and size 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

· A ssociated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Page: 20 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Va lue : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Nl1mber: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holde r: 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print ·DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 106 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :00 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 8 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143201 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: ·1.000 

Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Large 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :06 Type: Intake 

Page: 21 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 107 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 7 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143200 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 
Description: 
Make: 

grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket, size Large 
Model : 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 
Owner 

OAN: Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date: 

Date: Code : 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Chajn of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :07 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 6 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

143199 Item Number: 
Property Type: Clothing 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

green Claiborne sweater in two pieces, size XL · 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style: 
Serial# : 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Addres s: 

Pl1one 

Insura nce Company : Policy Number: 

Page: 22 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date · 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color : 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 108 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/202111 :06 Type: Intake 

Seq# 5 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Tag Number: 143198 Item Number: 
property Codes: Property Type: Clothing Property Class: Clothing and 

Furs 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY . 

UCR Value : Initial Value : 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: · EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: 
Make: 

green carhartt pants, size 38 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/202111:12 Type: Intake 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 23 of 26 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial #: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recoverecl Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Numbe_r: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 109 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 4 

Tag Number: 143197 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clo_thing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value : 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Quantity: 1.000 . Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket style hat, size Large Officer Remarks: 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11_:10 Type: Intake 

Model : Style : 
OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg. ORI: 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date: 

Date : Code : 
ORI : Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 3 

Tag Number: 143196 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 197.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: In Evidence.com 
Make : 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Page: 24 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: · 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration :" 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 110 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:22 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 2 
Tag Number: 143169 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

Photo of BRYANT's hospital bracelet 
Model: 

Year: 
Condit ion : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

From Role 

Property Class: 
Initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 
Officer Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 
Tag Number: 143168 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Identification 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

Hospital bracelet from BRYANT's wrist 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Locat ion: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

EACH 

Type Name Address 

Owner 

From Role 

Property Class : 
Initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date: 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Com pany: Policy Number: 

Page: 25 of 26 

To To Role 

Date Received : 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number : 
Reg. Exp ira tion: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date/Time: 01/08/2021 20:22 
Login ID: cob1\rrittenhouse 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:40 Type: Intake 

Vehicles 

No. ~ole 

Page: 26 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Vehicle Type · Year 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 111 of 150 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

From From Role 
15869-Justine Bally 

Make .Model Color 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

To Role 

License Plate State 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

2021-00000223 

( -

Print Date/Time: 
Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Case Details: 

Case Number: 
Location: 

01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

2021-00000223 
2222 BANCROFT WAY 
BERKELEY.CA 94704 

Reporting Officer ID: 02801-Wilson 
13654-Bolla 
HOMICIDE 

Scene Processed By: 
Assigned Bureau: 

Case Assignments: 

Case Report 
Detail 

ORI Number: 

Incident Type: CITY INCIDENT 
Occured From: 01/02/2021 20:40 
Occured _Thru: 01/02/2021 20:40 

Page: 112 of 150 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

Reported Date: 01/02/2021 22:16 Saturday 

Status: FOLLOW UP: INV Status Date: 01/03/2021 

Assigned Officer Assignment Date/Time Assignment Type Assigned By Officer Due Date/Tfme 
02801-Wilson 

Associated Cases 

Modus Opera!lQl 

Offenses 
No. Group/ORI 

Subjects 

Type No. 
INVOLVED 1 
PARTY 

OTHER PARTY 

WITNESS 

Page: 1 of 26 

01/03/2021 00:00 LEAD 

Status 

Crime Code 

Name 
Bryant, Vincent Lee 

Albrandt, Madison 

 Christian 

A ssisting ORls 

Solvab ility Factors 

Statute 

Address 
559 16TH ST 

OAKlAND,CA-94612 
2100 MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR WAY 
BERKELEY.CA 94703 

 ST 
San Francisco.CA 94103 

02801-Wilson 

Total: 

Description Counts 

Phone Race Sex DOB/Age 
Black Male 12/15/1969 

51 
White Female 07/23/1996 

24 
White Male 07/05/1979 

41 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. Page: 113 of 150 

(-
Case Report 

Detail 
) 

Print Daterrime: 01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-INVOLVED PARTY 

No 
Bryant, Vincent Lee 
55916TH ST 
OAKLAND CA 94612 

Primary Phone: 
Resident Type : 
Dispos ition : 

Related Weapons 

Victim/Offender Relationship 

Transported By: · 
Domestic Violence: 
Cond ition : 

Missing Person Information 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 

1-0THER PARTY 

No 
Albrandt, Madison 

INVOLVED PARTY Type: 
Race: Black 
Height: 6ft O in 
Eyes: BRO 
SSN: 861-23-8217 

Resident Status: 
Date : 

Extent of lnj l iry: 
Domestic Violence Re ferrals: 
Medical Treatmen t: 

Race: White 
Address: 2100 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR 

WAY 
Height: 5ft 1 in 

BERKELEY CA 94703 
Primary Phone: 
Resident Type: 
Disposition : 

V ictim /Offender Relationship 

Transported By: 
Domestic Violence: 
Condition: 

MJssinq Person Info rmation 

Page: 2 of 26 

Eyes: 
SSN: 

Resident Status : 
Date : 

Extent of Injury: 
Domestic Vio lence Re ferra ls: 
Medica l Treatment : 

ORI Number: 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex: Male 
Weight: 220.0 lbs. 
Hair: BLK 
DVL#: F3197285 

Statement Type : 
Custody Status: 

Hospital: 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

DOB: 12/15/1969 
Bui ld: 
Age: 51 
State: CA 

Federal Agenc ies Involved: 

Sex: Female DOB: 07/23/1996 
Weight: 115.0 lbs. Build: 

Ha ir: Age : 24 
DVL #: State: 

Statement Type: 
Custody Status : 

Hospita l: 
Federal Agencies Involved : 
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Case Report 
Detail 

Print DatefTime: 01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Subject# 
Primary: 
Name: 
Address: 

1-WITNESS 

No 
HammQnd, Christian 

 ST 
San Francisco CA 94103 

Primary Phone: 

WITNESS Type: 
Race: White 
Height : 
Eyes : 
SSN : 

Resident Type_: Resident Status: 
Disposi tion : 

Relatfill Offenses 

Related Weapons 

Victim/Offender Relationship 

Transported By: 
Domestic Violence: 
Condition : 

Missing Person Information 

Arrests 

Arrest No. Name 

Property 

Date Code 
01 /03/2021 EVIDENCE -

FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

01 /03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE -
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

Page: 3 of 26 

Date: 

Extent of Injury :_ 
Domestic Vio lence Referrals : 
Medical Treatment: 

Type 
Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammunition 

Ammuni tion 

Address 

Make 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

INDIVIDUAL 
Sex: Male 
Weight: 
Hair : 
OVL #: 

·statement Type : 
Custody Status: 

Hospital: 

DOB: 
Build : 
Age: 
State: 

07/05/1979 

41 

Federal Agencies Involved: 

DatefTime Type Age 

Model Description Tag No. Item No. 
E#19: Black foam 143230 1 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#18: Silver and 143229 
copper-colored 
suspected bullet 
jacket, collected at 
scene 
E#17: Black foam 143228 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#16: : Silver-colored 143227 
SPEER LUGER 9mm 
suspected expended 
shell casing 
E#1 5: 40mm S&W 143226 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
E#14: 40mm S&W 143225 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
co llected at scene 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

( 

Print DatefTime: 01/08/2021 20:33 
Login ID: cob1 \rrittenhouse 
Case Number: 2021-00000223 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Blood/Biological 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Luggage 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Ammunition 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE - Miscellaneous 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

01/03/2021 EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

Page: 4 of 26 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 115 of 150 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

E#13: Black foam 143224 
baton round, collected 
at scene 
E#12: Silver-colored 143223 
approx. 14' section of 
chain, collected at • 
scene 
E#10: 40mm S&W 143222 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing with 
SUS. dried blood 
E#9: Two suspected 143221 
human teeth, w/ 
attached pink gums & 
flesh, coll. @scene · 
E#B: Black Ray-Ban 143220 
sunglasses w/ 
suspected blood, 
collected at scene 
E#7: Brass-colored 143219 
combination Master 
lock w/ silver-colored 
shackle 
E#5: Black duffel bag 143218 
containing 
miscellaneous items, 
collected at scene 
E#4: Black foam baton 143217 
round, collected at 
scene 
E#3: Tan/orange- 143216 
colored cloth Zukes 
bag, containing 
miscellaneous items 
E#2: 40mm S&W 143215 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
E#1 : 40mm S&W 143214 
white plastic foam 
baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 
Scene, Involved 143213 
Subjecl/Suspect & 
Evidence photos 
AC TRANSIT DAY 143207 
PASS 
pair of black short 143206 
boots, unknown brand, 
size 11 1/2 
black RZ face mask 143205 
with light blue tags, 
size XL 
light grey FRUIT OF 143204 
THE LOOM I-shirt in 
two pieces, size 2XL 
grey JERZEES 143203 
sweatshirt, size 2XL 
black sweatpants, 143202 
unknown brand and 
size 
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Print Daterrime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

01/03/2021 

Seq# 32 
Tag Number: 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE- Clothing 
FELONY 

EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE- Digital Photos 
FELONY 
EVIDENCE- Identification 
FELONY 

143230 Item Number: 

grey hooded 143201 
Milwaukee sweatshirt, 
size Large 
grey/white ST JOHNS 143200 
BAY zip-up jacket, size 
Large 
green Claiborne 143199, 
sweater in two pieces, 
size XL 
green carhartt pants, 143198 
size 38 
grey SUNDAY 143197 
AFTERNOONS bucket 
style hat, size Large 
In Evidence.com 143196 

Photo of BRYANT's 143169 
hospital bracelet 
Hospital bracelet from 143168 
BRY ANT's wrist 

Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous. Date Received: 01/03/2021 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: 
Make: 

E#19: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model : 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/202111:18 Type: Intake 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 5 of 26 

Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number : 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Stolen location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021 ~00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 31 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143229 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value : Initial Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: E#18: Silver and copper-colored suspected bullet jacket, 

collected at scene 
Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

. Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Model: Style : 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/08/2021 10:42 Type: Intake 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 30 
Tag Number: 143228 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: . EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

E#17: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number : 

Page: 6 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received:- -01703/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How· Date 

Lein Holder : 
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Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 118 of 1·so 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 

. 2021-00000223 
ORI Number: 

Berkeley Police Department 
CA0010300 

Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:56 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 29 
Tag Number: 143227 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH · Measurement Source: 

Description: E#16: : Silver-colored SPEER LUGER 9mm suspected Officer Remarks : 
expended shell casing 

Make: . Model: 
Year: OAN: 
Condition: Reg. Type : 
Reg. State : .Reg . Year: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:50 Type: Intake 

Date : 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
.Remarks: 

Page: 7 of 26 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 
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Case Report 
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Page: 119 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 lrrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 28 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143226 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: Initial Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 
Description: E#15: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, 

collected at scene 
Officer Re.marks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 
Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:52 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

. Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 27 

Tag Number: 143225 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type : Ammunition 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source : 

Description: E#14: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, 
collected at scene 

Office( Rem arks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State : 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 8 of26 

Model : Style: 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg. Type: Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number : 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locatiort : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 120 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/06/2021 08:53 Type: Intake 13654-Anna Bolla 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 26 
Tag Nu1Tiber: 143224 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: · 
Year: 

E#13: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model: 

Condition: 
Reg . State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

_ Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:43 Type: Intake 

Page: 9 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Oesc : 
Colcir : 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 
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Print Date!Time: 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20 :33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Polipe Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 25 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143223 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous. 
UCR Value: Initial Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#12: Silver-colored approx. 14' section of chain, collected at 
scene 

Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Com_pany: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:55 Type: Intake 

Model : 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 24 
Tag Number: 143222 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Description: E#10: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing with 
sus. dried blood 

Officer Remarks : 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 

Page: 10 of 26 

Model : Style: 
OAN : Serial# : 
Reg. Type : Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code : 
ORI : Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number : 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 lrrittenhouse 
202.1-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 11 :16 Type: Intake 

. Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 23 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143221 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Blood/Biological Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE- UCR Value: Initial Value: 
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#9: Two suspected human teeth, w/ attached pink gums & Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
· Year: 

flesh , c;oll. @ scene 
Model : 

Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Locatjon : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 

Page: 11 of 26 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
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Print Date/Time: 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 22 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143220 Item Number: 
Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value: Initial Valu·e: 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: E#S: Black Ray0 Ban sunglasses w/ suspected blood, collected 

at scene 
Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?:. 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

lnsura_nce Company : 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:40 Type: Intake 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg . Year: 

Date : 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Styie : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 21 
Tag Number: 143219 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

Measurement Source : 

Description: E#7: Brass-colored combination Master lock w/ silver-colored 
shackle 

Officer Remarks: 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 12 of 26 

Model : Style : 
OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date : 

Date : Code : 
ORI : Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Re_g. Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 
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Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 11 :1 O Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 20 
Tag Number: 143218 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Luggage Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: E#5: Black duffel bag containing miscellaneous items, collected Officer Remarks: 

at scene 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 

. Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 

Page: 13 of 26 

Model: Style : 
OAN : Serial II: 
Reg. Type: Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 

To To Role 
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Login ID: · 
Case Number: 

01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhous_e 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

Seq# 19 
Tag Number: 143217 Item Number: 

. Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

Property Type: Ammunition 
UCRValue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

E#4: Black foam baton round, collected at scene 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

Address 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 08:44 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 18 
Tag Number: 143216 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Prol)erty Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#3: Tan/orange-colored cloth Zukes bag, containing Officer Remarks : 
miscellaneous items 

Make: Model : 
Year: OAN: 
Condition: Reg. Type : 
Reg. State: Reg . Year: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Page: 14 of 26 

Date : 
ORI: 

Style: 
Serial #: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Locat ion : 

Style Des c: 
Color : 
Reg. Number : 
Reg. Expi ra tion : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holde r: 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 126 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/06/2021 09:59 Type: Intake 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Seq# 1_7 
Tag Numb~r: 143215 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Misce"aneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: E#2: 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, Officer Remarks: 
collected at scene 

Make: Model : 
Year: OAN: 
Condition : Reg. Type: 
Reg . State: Reg . Year : 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:48 Type: Intake 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 15 of 26 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

To To Role 
09121-Angeiina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 127 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 16 
Tag Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

143214 Item Number: 
Property Type: Ammunition Property Class: Miscellaneous 
UCR Value : Initial Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source : 

Description: E#1 : 40mm S&W white plastic foam baton shell casing, Officer Remarks: 
collected at scene · 

Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/2021 10:45 Type: lnlake 

Model: 
OAN: 
Reg . Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 15 

Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Date : 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
13654-Anna Bolla 

Tag Number: 143213 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 480.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: Miscellaneous 
Initial Value : 

·Measurement Source : 

Description: 
Make: 

Scene, Involved Subject/Suspect & Evidence photos 
Model : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. Stale: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company : 
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OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type: Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Year: Reg . Date: 

Date : Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date Received: 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

01/03/2021 

Date 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 128 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
Seq# 14 
Tag Number: 143207 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Miscellaneous Property Class: Miscellaneous 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value: 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: 

Description: AC TRANSIT DAY PASS 
Make: . Model: 
Year: OAN: 
Condition: Reg, Type: 
Reg. State: Reg. Year: 

Recovery Information 
Location:· 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:47 Type: Intake 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 17 of 26 

Initial Value: 

EACH Measurement Source; 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How 

Lein Holder: 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

Date 

To Role 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 129 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 13 
Tag Number: 143206 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCRValue: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 
Description: 
Make: 

pair of black short boots, unknown brand, size 111/2 
Model : 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 
Owner 

OAN : Serial#: 
Reg. Type: Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg . qate: 

Date: Code : 
ORI: Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 10:59 Type: ·intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 12 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143205 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 
Description: 
Make: 

black RZ face mask with light blue tags, size XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Lo~ation: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date: 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Page: 18 of.26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: _____ _ _________ _ 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 130 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
· Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/202111:03 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 11 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143204 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value : 

Property Class : 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: EACH Measurement Source: 
Description: light grey FRUIT OF THE LOOM I-shirt in two pieces, size 2XL Officer Remarks: 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 
Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :09 Type: Intake 

Model : Style: 
OAN: Se~ial #: 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI:· 
Reg. Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI: Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

. Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 19 of 26 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 



Case Number: 2021-00000223 . ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 131 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 10 
Tag Number: 143203 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

grey JERZEES sweatshirt, size 2XL 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
-Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

EACH 

Type Name Address 

Owner 

Property Class : 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/202110:57 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# . 9 
Tag Number: 143202 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

black sweatpants, unknown brand and size 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: -

Page: 20 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To . To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: • 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: · 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration: . 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 132 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

. ( 

Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :00 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 8 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143201 Item Numbet: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
·Make: 

grey hooded Milwaukee sweatshirt, size Large 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Addre·ss : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :06 Type: Intake 

Page: 21 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 
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Print Date/Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 133 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 7 

Tag Number: 143200 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Property Class: 

Initial Value: 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source: 
Description: grey/white ST JOHNS BAY zip-up jacket, size Large Officer Remarks: 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

. Model: Style : 
OAN: Serial#: 
Reg. Type : Reg . ORI : 
Reg. Year: Reg. Date: 

Date : Code: 
ORI : Recovered Address : 

Address Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From From Role 
01/05/2021 11 :07 Type: Intake 10908-Jess Schwarck 

Seq# 6 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Tag Number: 143199 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE -
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: 
Make: 

green Claiborne sweater in two pieces, size XL 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg . ORI: 
Reg . Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number: 

Page: 22 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc: 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number : 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 



( 

Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 134 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Tr.ansaction 
01/05/2021 11 :06 Type: Intake 

Seq# 5 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Tag Number: 143198 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing Property Class: .Clothing and 

Furs 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value : 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

green carhartt pants, size 38 
Model : 

Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 
L:ocation: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :12 Type: Intake 

OAN : 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI : 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Page: 23 of 26 

Initial Value : 

EACH Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg . Date : 

Code : 
Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiratioti : 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121 -Angelina Lee 
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Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI : CA0010300. 

Print Date!Time: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 135 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Seq# 4 

Tag Number: 143197 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Clothing 

EVIDENCE-
FELONY 

UCR Value: 

Property Class: 

Initial Value : 

Clothing and 
Furs 

Quantity: 1.000 Unit of Measure: · EACH Measurement Source: 

Description: grey SUNDAY AFTERNOONS bucket style hat, size Large Officer Remarks : 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition : 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ? : 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Insurance Company: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/05/2021 11 :1 O Type: Intake 

Model: Style : 
OAN: Serial # : 
Reg. Type: Reg . PRI: 
Reg. Year: Reg . Date : 

Date: Code: 
ORI : Recovered Address: 

Address Phone 

Policy Number: 

From From Role 
10908-Jess Schwarck 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Seq# 3 

Tag Number: 143196 Item Number: 
Property Codes: 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 197.000 

Property Type: Digital Photos 
UCR Value : 

Unit of Measure: EACH 

Description: In Evidence.com 
Make: 
Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location : 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

Type Name 

Owner 

Model: 
OAN : 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Yfiar : 

Date : 
ORI : 

Address 

Property Class: Misc~llaneous 
Initial Value: 

Measurement Source : 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date; 

Code : 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company : Policy Number : 

Page: 24 of 26 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 

Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 
09121-Angelina Lee 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg . Number: 
Reg . Expiration: 

Value : 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 
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Print DatefTime: 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 136 of 150 

Login ID: 
01/08/2021 20:33 
cob 1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 2 

Tag Number: 143169 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Digital Photos 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 
Description: 
Make: 

Photo of BRY ANT's hospital bracelet 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 
Type Name 

Owner 

OAN: 
Reg. Type: 
Reg. Year: 

Date: 
ORI: 

EACH 

Address 

From Role 

Property Class: 
Initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks : 
Style : 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI: 
Reg. Date : 

Code: 
Recovered Address : 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction From 
Seq# 
Tag Number: 143168 Item Number: 
Property Codes: Property Type: Identification 
EVIDENCE-
FELONY 
Quantity: 1.000 

UCR Value: 

Unit of Measure: 

Description: 
Make: 

Hospital bracelet from BRYANT's wrist 
Model: 

Year: 
Condition: 
Reg. State: 

Recovery Information 

Location: 
RFOJ?: 

Associated Subjects 

OAN: 
Reg. Type : 
Reg. Year: 

Date : 
ORI: 

EACH 

Type Name -Address 

Owner 

From Role 

Property Class : 
Initial Value: 

Miscellaneous 
$0.00 

Measurement Source: 

Officer Remarks: 
Style: 
Serial#: 
Reg. ORI : 
Reg. Date: 

Code: 
Recovered Address: 

Phone 

Insurance Company: Policy Number; 
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To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location: 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg. Expiration: 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder: 

To To Role 

Date Received: 01/03/2021 
Stolen Location : 

Style Desc : 
Color: 
Reg. Number: 
Reg . Expiration : 

Value: 

Notified How Date 

Lein Holder : 



Case Number: 2021-00000223. ORI: CA0010300. 

Print DatefTime: 01/08/2021 20:33 
cob1 \rrittenhouse 
2021-00000223 

Login ID: 
Case Number: 

Chain of Custody 
Date Transaction 
01/08/202110:40 Type: Intake 

Vehicles 

No. Role 

Page: 26 of 26 

Code: PROPERTY INTAKE 
Remarks: 

Vehicle Type Year 

Case Report 
Detail 

Page: 137 of 150 

ORI Number: 
Berkeley Police Department 

CA0010300 

From From Role 
15869-Justine Bally 

Make Model Color 

To 
02004-Marianne 
Jamison 

To Role 

License Plate State 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: . 

Al: 

Q: 

INTERVIEW WITH OFC. MADISON ALBRANDT 
Interviewer: Sgt. Wilson 

0I-05-2 1/3 :07pm 
Case #21-223 

·Page I 

INTERVIEW WITH OFC. MADISON ALBRANDT 
Q=Sgt. Jennifer Wilson 
Ql=Sgt. Bonaventure 

A=Ofc. Madison Albrandt 
Al=Atty. Doug Foley 

Okay. Now we are recording. Let's stick that right there if that's okay? Today 
is Tuesday, January 5. It's 2021. It's 1507 hours. This is Sergeant Jennifer 
Wilson, Badge S3, and I'm here in the DD Conference Room with Officer 
Albrandt, her attorney, Doug Foley and, my partner, Sergeant Bonaventure. 
This is regarding Case Number 21-223. The City Incident that's documented 
as an Officer Involved Shooting. So I'm going to read something just so that I 
have it on record, okay? · 

Okay. 

We have a list of questions we want to go over, and then you will have an 
opportunity to give your account of what happened, uninterrupted. You may 
have already discussed what to expect with your attorney, but we want to go 
through this to be sure everyone is on the same page. The investigation we are 
conducting isto determine the cause and circumstances which led to this 
incident. This investigation will be used to determine whether or not anyone 
during the course of events that led up to and including the incident 

. committed a crime. It is being conducted under the rules and procedures and 
under the rights and authorities of a criminal investigation. Our investigation 
will eventually be available to others, including Internal Affairs Investigators, 
and will be avai lable to others who may be involved in any civil litigation. 
This is not an administrative or Internal Affairs investigation. So, you will not 
be ordered to talk to us under the Authority of Garrity or Lybarger. You wi ll 
be interviewed as an involved party of this incident and this is a free, · 
voluntary, and consensual interview. Because you are here voluntari ly and not 
in custody, you have not been in custody, and are free to leave, you will not be 
given a Miranda Admonishment. 

· But to add as much, she's, you know, she's here voluntarily. 

Okay, so if either of you have any questions about any of this? . 
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Okay, and then if any questions arise or you want to take a break and talk to 
your attorney during this, we can step out, okay? 

Okay. 

All right, so why don't you state for the record your full name? 

Madison Claire Albrandt. 

And your badge number? 

Five - one. 

And you're an officer? 

I am. 

And what's your assignment? 

I am assigned to Operations with Team Seven. 

Okay, and when were you hired by the Berkeley Police Department? 

I was hired in November of 2019, but I wasn't a sworn officer until June of 
2020. 

And that' s when you started your field training? 

That is. 

Okay. 

Yeah. 

And then when did you complete your field training? 

I completed my field training around October of 2020. 

Okay, and do you have any prior law enforcement experience with any other 
agencies? 

• 
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So this incident occurred on Saturday. What was the last shift that you worked 
prior to Saturday's shift? 

Friday Shift. 

Okay, and what shift was that? 

That was from 6:00 pm, to 6:30 am . . 

So, that was the Team Seven Shift? 

Yes. 

Um, and then was that your Monday so to speak - your :first day? 

Yeah, that was my first day. 

Okay, did you work any extended hours prior to this incident? 

I did not, no. 

Okay. And then prior to the incident on Saturday evening, when was the last 
time that you slept? 

I slept as usual, so the day before - technically, the day before. So, I slept from 
around 7:30 to probably like 4:00 pm. 

So, you worked Friday night, went home Saturday morning, and slept from 
7:30 Saturday morning to about 4:00 pm? 

Yes. · 

Okay - okay. And then were you injured during this incident? 

I was not. 

Okay, and you said you were on Team Seven. Who is your supervisor or 
supervisors on Team Seven? 

Sergeant Kleppe. 

Okay. And was that your supervisor at the time of this incident? 
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Okay. All right, and then for that shift, what was your assignment or beat? 

For that shift, I was a Swing shift- so, Swing, Adam Twenty. 

Seven Adam Twenty? 

Yes. 

And then were you working as a single unit or a Bravo with a partner? 

I was a single unit. 

Okay, and was Adam Twenty Swing, just City-wide? 

Yeah. 

Okay. And then in terms of ... we're going to go over what you were wearing -
your uniform? 

Yes. 

Can you provide a description of the uniform you were wearing that night? 

Yeah, it's a Berkeley PD uniform, so it has my name, M. Albrandt, my badge, 
my badge number. I was wearing a vest, but it does have my name and badge 
number on the vest. 

So, if I can just clarify, you're pointing to the right side of your chest as 
having your name? 

Yeah. 

Okay, and is that on your vest carrier? 

It is. 

Okay. And then you said you had your badge, and you were pointing to the 
other side of your chest? 

Yes. 

So, it - was it your metal badge, or was it. .. ? 
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181 A: It's a metal badge. 
182 
183 Q: Okay. All right, I just want to make sure since . .. . 
184 
185 A: Mm-hm. And then visible from my shirt was two Berkeley PD patches, one 
186 on each arm. 
187 
188 Q: Okay. 
189 
190 A: I was also wearing a hat with a Berkeley PD Police Department logo on there, 
191 so .. . 
192 
193 Q: Like a patch? 
194 
195 A: Yes. 
196 
197 Q: The same patch that's on the shirt? 
198 
199 A: Exactly. 
200 
201 Q: Okay, and is that a baseball cap? 
202 
203 A: It is. 
204 
205 Q: Okay, were you - you were wearing a duty belt? 
206 
207 A: I was. 
208 
209 Q: Okay, can you describe the equipment that you carry on your belt? 
210 
211 A: Yeah, of course. Starting from like right to left? 
212 
213 Q: Sure, however you want to do it. 
214 
215 A: Okay, the first thing is my weapon, which rests along my right hip. 
216 
217 Q: Okay. 
218 
219 A: Next is my handcuffs. 
220 
221 Q: Mm-hm. 
222 
223 A: Next is my, my, flashli ght - there we go. 
224 
225 Q: Okay. 
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And then I have my baton as well. 

Okay, is that a collapsible baton or? 

It is, yes . 
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Okay. And then what kind of holster do you carry? 

A Safariland. 

And then do you know like the retention qualities? 

It has - I know it has two locking mechanisms. 

Okay. All right, and then do you call it a vest or a carrier that· . . . ? 

I call it a vest. 

Okay, yeah, so you're wearing the vest and it had some equipment affixed to 
it? 

It does, yes. 

Okay, and what - can you describe the - the equipment or weapons or 
whatever you have on your vest? 

Yeah, of course. I have .. . right below my badge, so on my left side of my 
chest, I have my BWC - Body Worn Camera. 

Mm-hm. 

I usually have a light right above that. It's a little mini light. Below my Body 
Worn Camera is my radio. And to the left ofmy radio, I have two magazine 
holders, with two magazines fully loaded. Then I have just like a pocket 
where I - I keep stuff in it, like papers - whatever I need. FI cards. 

Okay - all right. .. was there any damage to your uniform or to any of your 
equipment during this incident? 

No. 

And then you're wearing glasses now. 

Mm-hm. 
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I was wearing contacts. 
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Also, sorry, on my vest I do have a pepper spray ... 

Okay. 

... canister as well. 

Oh, yeah - yeah - okay. 

On my left side. 

All right. And then to talk about the firearm ... was that issued by our Police 
Department? 

It was, yes. 

Okay, and what's the make of that firearm? 

It is a Glock 17. 

Okay, and the caliber? 

9 mil. 

Okay. Do you know the serial number? 

I don ' t know the serial number. 

Bave you made any specific modifications ... ? 

No. 

... you're saying no? You did have a tactical light on it? 

I did. 

Okay, and did you add that yourself? 

I did. 
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Okay, do you know how many rounds were in your gun? 

Yeah, so I had a full magazine and then one in the chamber. 

Do you know what the count is in the magazine? 

I believe it's 17. 

And in terms of the ammunition that was in the magazine and in the chamber, 
do you know the type? 

I do not. 

Okay, was it issued by the Police Department? 

It was. 

All right, and were you carrying any other firearms during this incident? 

I was not. 

Okay. Well, that's basically the lead-up that I have in terms of covering the 
basics. 

Okay. 

And so then this is the time that we're going to give you to in your own 
words ... 

Mm-hm. 

... tell us what happened. If you need to take a break or whatever, just let us 
know. 

Huh? 

Just drinking some water. Okay. So, when the call came out originally, I was 
at the Police Department. I was in my car. I was just about to leave. I just got 
done handling, or helping with another incident. It came out over the radio. I 
heard the beeper and then I heard Dispatch, Berkeley PD, dispatch. There was 
a 21 llocated at Walgreens on Shattuck, that it was a 211 via like a chain. I 
believe they said like a - a - a pretty long length, so a long chain. And that the 
subject was like seen last east of Shattuck on Kittredge. So, from the 
Department, drove down to Kittredge so I was driving east on Kittredge. I saw 
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other police officers. I even followed one straight to the scene. So, I pull up, 
park my vehicle. There were already other Berkeley Police Department 
officers on scene. When I got out of my car, I was just trying to assess what 
was going on. Exactly right when I arrived on scene, I saw there was a 
courtyard. I saw a man in the center of the courtyard. I saw Officer Moore 
along the westside of the courtyard, with Officer. .. sorry, Officer Moore had 
his less-lethal.. .less lethal launcher, and then Officer Lomeli was next to him, 
with his firearm, covering him. And then I saw Officer Grover who was also 
on less-lethal, but he didn't have a lethal cover. Officer Grover said, "Hey 
Albrandt, be my lethal cover." We're going to move and we went to like the 
northern side of the enclosed area - the courtyard. Where we had our eyes on 
the subject. The subject was in the center of the courtyard, right off - he was 
aggressive. Yelling, he had chain in his hands. It was originally wrapped 
around his hand, multiple times. And as we stood there he was screaming, and 
he ·began whipping the chain. And it would fling out from .his hand, and hit the 
ground. When it hit the ground, you could tell it was metal. I remember 
thinking in my head, like that col,lld hurt someone. He wasn't just yelling. He 
at point would tar- like look at specific officers and start yelling at them. He 
was very irate; very, yeah, very aggressive. He'd point at them, he'd threaten 
them. I couldn't teHyou the exact threats like verbatim, but there were other 
times - so, when he was doing that - when he would focus on officers, I had 

. my gun in a ready position. But there were times that he would tum around 
and like face the building, and he would hit the chain on the ground. He was 
facing the building and I would go to a low ready position, but then the second 
that he would tum his attention back towards other officers, I'd get back at 
ready. There was a negotiator - I don't know who it was, but there was 
someone talking to him and they were trying to just talk him down - get him 
to calm down. It wasn't working at all. I - if anything, I think it made it worse 
at times. After a while the negotiator talking to him, I also noticed Officer 
Melowitz was to my left and a, I think it was UC Officer as well. They both 
had - Melowitz had a less-lethal launcher and then the UC Officer had a taser. 
Sergeant Van approached me, and he said - he liked tapped on my shoulder 
and he said, "Albrandt, there's - we're going to make a contact team to contact 
the subject you're going to be part of the team." And he grabbed me, he 
grabbed Officer Grover, Officer Melowitz, and Officer Navarro. And we went 
along to the eastside of the courtyard, which was blocked off by a building. It 
was like a entry way into the courtyard. But it was covered by a building, so 
you couldn't see the walkway from the courtyard, if that makes sense? So, 
we're behind the building on the eastside of the courtyard and basically, just 
establishing a plan. The best way to contact the subject, the goal, which was 
detain the subject with no one getting hurt, of course. Sergeant - he stated 
exactly what everyone's job was and what they would be. So, he had less-
lethal, Officer Melowitz had less-lethal, and Officer Grover had less-lethal. I 
was lethal and Officer Navarro was - was lethal, obviously, if necessary. The 
goal was to give him commands, have him drop the chain. Sergeant Van was 
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giving the commands. We came around the comer, it was kind of narrow and 
Officer Van kind of stayed closer to the building. I fanned out to get a better 
view of what was going on. Once Officer Van came around the comer and 
started giving commands, the subject - he just focused in - like focused in on 
Van and Van was next to another officer. I can't tell you exactly who he was -
or she ... and as he gave commands and, you know, we turned the comer 
approaching, the subject, like I said, focuses in on Van, is yelling - screaming 
and starts approaching us aggressively, and pretty quickly ... I'm sorry ... 

That's okay, take your time. 

As he's approaching us, he has the chain in his hand still. And he - he's 
approaching us quickly and I just, I heard less-lethal going off. l saw - like I -
I know the guys on our contact team all deployed less-lethal, and mind you 
this - like from this point it's all happening fairly quickly. Less-lethal is being 
deployed and he's still just walking- like more than walking, like he was 
coming fast towards Off- or Sergeant Van and the other officer. He had the 
chain in his hand, apd he was going to swing it. And I knew that if he finished 
swinging that chain that Sergeant Van was going to be seriously hurt if not 
killed by that chain. And I discharged my firearm towards the subject or at the 
subject. Once I discharged my firearm, he fell to the ground and everyone 
rushed in to help him. Just and yeah, as people were helping him, I backed up 
a little bit as Sergeant - Sergeant Kleepe came up to me, I told him that I 
discharged my firearm at the subject. I holstered my weapon, and I gave him 
my Body Worn Camera. I told him I shired- fired one shot at the subject 
which from my location, it was to the northwest, so one - one shot to the 
northwest. And then he took my Body Worn Camera and, yeah, that's it's - I 
was removed from the scene. 

Okay. I want to show these to you. I printed out a bunch of photos at the 
scene. 

Mm-hm. 

They may be helpful, they may not be. But if you want to use them, if it's 
helpful... 

Yeah. 

.. .in answering the questions. But just to start, when you said that you went to 
the scene ... 

Yeah. 

... were you referring to the Tang Center or to Walgreens? 
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So, yeah. 
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You could feel free to shuffle through these. The first few are basically the 
same during the day. 

Mm-hm. 

I have satell ite if that's helpful, and then I also have nighttime scenes too. 

Okay. 

So, let's s~e from the actual evening. So, you went straight to the Tang 
Center? 

I did. 

Okay, and do you remember where you parked your car? 

I do. 

Where is that? 

It was just west of the Tang Center so, like ... 

On Bancrqft? 

.. . yeah, right here. 

In front of the pool - the aquatic center? 

Yeah. 

Okay. 

Like right - right here. 

So, did you - you came east from Oxford or Fulton, I think it comes - becomes 
both ... 

Yeah. 
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Okay. And you parked there and you drove there yourself? 

I did. 

Okay. And when you got out, do you remember when you activated your 
Body Worn Camera? · 

I do ... 

About? 

I had parked my car and I had activated it once I was with Grover. It all kind 
of happened fairly quickly. Like as I walked up ... 

Right. 

... we established our position. I turned it on. 

And where did you first meet with Officer Grover at this location? 

So. 

Photo Three. 

Oh, this is good. 

Yeah, Photo Three might...be the most helpful. 

Sorry, I'm - I didn't know ... 

That's okay. 

.. . they were labeled all nicely. 

No, I mean, that's just for me ... 

Yeah. 

... so that I can reference it later. 
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So, I walked up and I was like right here behind this pillar. 

So, you're pointing to basically what is the western pillar of that? 

Yeah, I saw - that's where I saw Officer Moore, Officer Lomeli, and Officer 
Grover when I got there. 

Did you want to circle that - that's fine. 

So, there's Moore, Lomeli, and then Grover. 

Okay. · 

I saw Grover was - and Grover was moving this way, like as I was coming up. 
And I noticed that he didn't have a lethal cover. 

So, that's - do you know this to be a walkway? 

Yeah. 

Between the Tang Center and between the aquatic center? 

Yeah. 

Okay, so was Grover moving away, like coming towards north .. . 

Yeah, he was ... -

... towards the street? 

... going north. 

Okay. 

. He was going north towards the street. 

Okay. 

And he said, "Hey, come with," like 'cause I was trying to figure out, you 
know, where should I be. 

Okay. 

He said he was moving here and just to get, you know, multiple and- like ... 
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586 Q: Okay. 
587 
588 A: ... just to surround the area, and he said, you know, "Stay with me." You know, 
589 "Cover me." 
590 
591 Q: Okay. 
592 
593 A; So, myself and Grover were here. 
594 
595 Q: And that's w~ere you're marking an X on picture number three? 
596 
597 A: Yes. 
598 
599 Q: And which is basically the southern sidewalk of Bancroft, kind of east of the 
600 walk way that separates the aquatic center a~d Tang Center. And then from 
601 there where do you first see the ... 
602 
603 A: Actually, I'm sorry, I don't mean .. . 
604 
605 Q: That's okay. 
606 
607 A: ... to interrupt you. We were actually here. 
608 
609 Q: Okay, so you're? 
610 
611 A: I only saw - I didn't see that this pillar was - we were in the middle pillar. 
612 
613 Q: Okay, so basically ... 
614 
615 A: I don't know. 
616 
617 Q: ... your position was further east. 
618 
619 A: Mm-hm. 
620 
621 Q: Kind of near approximately that parking station ... 
622 
623 A: Mm-hm. 
624 
625 Q: ... it looks like, where you can pay? 
626 
627 A: Yeah. 
628 
629 Q: All right, and where was the subject that? 
630 
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Okay, so in the center of the courtyard. And then what - how would you 
describe the subject?. 

6'0" approximately, Black male, it was kind of dark out... 

Uh-huh. 

That's really all - all I really got from that. 

Okay, do you remember anything that he was wearing? 

Not exactly. 

Okay. And do you know if he was standing on anything? 

Yeah, he was ... I don't know .. . 

Here's some pictures from that. 

It's kind of like ledges or, let me just see. He was standing on an elevated 
surface. 

This is Photo Ten, that's of the courtyard, the courtyard. 

Yeah. 

I don't know if that's helpful to you? 

lw ... 

And you can also take your time and look through all of these, and if they ' re 
not helpful. ... 

Yeah, okay. 

... then they're not helpful. 

I want to be able to give you a good answer. I want to say he was standing on 
this. I know he was standing on an elevated surface and it was not. .. 
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Okay. 

.. .it was not a table. 

Okay. 

So. 
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So, I don't know, I would describe that as like a long cement bench like thing? 

Yeah. 

Okay, so you remember where he was at - he was standing on that. And you 
said that he had the chain in his hand at one point and you saw that it was 
wrapped around his hand a few times? 

Yeah. 

Okay. Just.. .. 

Like he had it wrapped - sorry, he had it wrapped around his hands. It may 
have even been double like - I don't know how exactly to describe it, but like 
doubled up and then wrapped. 

Mm-hm. 

Uh-huh. 

Like he had folded like .. . 

Uh-huh. 

... it was long enough for him to fold .. . 

Uh-huh . . 

... wrap, and when he would - he would like have it in his hand and he was 
able to fling it out and it would like extend out. 

Right. 

Mm-hm. 

And this is a photo number eleven of the chain that we collected at the scene. I 
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don't know if that's ... ? 

That's the chain. 
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Okay, that is the chain. Okay, so at one point, I just want to clarify, you said 
that he was facing the building and . .. 

At times. 

... and when he faced the building, just to clarify the context, you said that you 
like, lowered your gun... · 

Yeah. 

________ ... to low rea<ly. SQ, when he was facing the building,_ whatpart of his body __ _ 
was to you? 

His back. 

Okay, so when he was facing ... 

Or. 

... the building ... 

... would it be fair to say that, just so that I understand that he was turning 
away from you? 

Yeah. 

Okay. So, when he - so he either was facing you guys, or he would tum 
· around and face the building, which would then put his back to you guys? 

Yes. 

Okay. And that's while you were standing at the X's on the south side walk of 
Bancroft? 

Yes. 

Okay. All right, and I know that you said that you couldn' t remember 
verbatim any threats, but do you remember or can you tell me what some of 
the things that he was saying? 
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Yeah, I - I know specificallyhe was making threats like he wanted us to harm 
him. 

Tell me more about that? 

He would hit the chain on the ground ... 

Mm-hm. 

... and he would basically say like - I can't say this is what he said verbatim .. . 

Right. 

... but basically telling us to like shoot him or, you know, at one point he 
pointed out a specific officer. He pointed out - he pointed to Sergeant Van and 
he said, you know, he was making threats towards him. Like I can't - I 
couldn't tell you the exact threats, but he was being threatening towards him, 
specifically before we came - this was before we came around the comer, 
before the plan was even in place. And, yeah. 

What kind of threats were they? Were they threats to do something particular, 
in general? 

Yeah. 

Were they threats of violence? 

Yeah, like, "You, I'm going to get you." 

Okay. 

Which I_mean, I couldn't say that's what he said verbatim, but... 

Right. 

... that's, you know? 

Right, and I benefitted from watching body camera footage, so I have a better 
idea, but I just want to know what your understanding is of what he was 
saying. Was he threatening to sue people, was he threatening to complain, was 
he threatening to harm anybody - these are the kinds of threats I'm trying to 
figure out what you remember? 

Yeah. 
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Yeah, the threats were definitely to harm people. 

Okay. 

That was my understanding of it. 

Mm-hm. 

He's pointing out to officers, he has a chain in his hand, he's hitting it... 

Mm-hm. 

.. . aggressively on the ground. 

Yeah. 

"You - I'm going to get you." 

Okay. 

I'm not saying that's exactly what was said, but.. . 

Right - okay. 

... yeah . 

Okay, so let's get to the point where you guys are walking to photo number 
six. I don't know if that' s helpful. That shows .. . 

Yeah ... 

... basically the ... 

.. . the scene that I remember. 

... eastern pathway. 

Mm-hm. 

Where you described basically walking up with a team of Sergeant Van, 
Melowitz, Grover, Navarro and yourself? 
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Okay. So, what was your understanding of the plan? 

So, we are contact team. 

Mm-hm. 

Our goal is to - since, you know, negotiations weren't working, our goal was 
to contact the subject. With that in mind, it was to detain the subject, 
obviously, without anyone getting harmed. 

And that plan was communicated to you by who? 

Sergeant Van. 

Oka:y, so that was not your plan? 

No. 

Okay, and was that plan communicated to you when he first contacted you, 
over here where you were standing with Grover? 

He said, "You're going to be part of the contact team with me and 6rover," -
that's all that was said at that point. 

Okay, so. 

So, that plan wasn't established until we were here. 

In the - you're pointing to photo six, where you're in that breezeway? 

That's correct. 

On the eastern side, okay, and was the plan communicated to everybody at the 
sarrie time? 

Yes. 

It was, okay. And what was your understanding of your assignment or your 
role in that plan? 

Yeah, so Sergeant Van gave everyone basically their job - their position. 
Sergeant Van was less-lethal. 
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He had a less-lethal launcher. Officer Melowitz also had a less-lethal 
launcher, along with Officer Grover. 

Mm-hm. 

I was designated as lethal cover. 

Mm-hm. 

And so was Officer Navarro. 

Okay, and what is designated lethal cover mean to you? 

That means that if we're unable to negotiate, if - well, if less-lethal does not 
work, if we have to get into less-lethal and less-lethal doesn't work, if anyone 
is about to be harmed, seriously harmed, if not threatened with death, that's 
when lethal cover is used. So, basically if all else fails . · 

Okay, and was there, um, an agreement on who was going to be giving 
commands? 

--SergeantVa:n--wa:s-gain-g-to-be---givirrg-commarrds-. -

Okay. 

Uh, that was understood. 

That was established ... 

Yes. 

... as - okay, that was your understanding? 

That was my understanding, yes. 

Okay. Have you been assigned in a situation where you've been designated 
lethal cover before? 

I have. 

Okay, do you know about how many times or? 

I couldn't give you an exact number. 
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Okay - all right. So as designated lethal cover assignment, what were you 
looking for? 

At what, like throughout that whole situation? 

Yeah, so when he tapped you and said you're going to be lethal cover ... 

Mm-hm. 

.. .is there something that you're looking for when you guys are contacting 
him? 

What - all I'm looking at is - I mean, there's actually a whole bunch of things . 

Mm-hm. 

His behavior. 

Mm-hm. 

How far away he is. The positioning of other officers. What's in his 
background. Does he have any weapons? Is he being aggressive with those 
weapons? Everything's like forever changing. And my job is once there's a 
threat of serious bodily injury or death, that's the only time I would ever use 
lethal. 

Do you understand your role as designated - designated lethal cover to include 
an ability to use less-lethal force? 

So, with that, we have three officers designated for less-lethal. 

Mm-hm. 

That's what's in their hands at the time. 

Mm-hm. 

That's what theire using. 

Mm-hm. 

The time it takes to switch to any other form of anything it - it's all based off 
of the situation. 
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991 QI: Mm-hm. 
992 
993 A: At that time, my job was to be lethal cover for the other officers, whose jobs 
994 were to be less-lethaL So. 
995 
996 QI: Yep. 
997 
998 Q: Why did you fire one shot? 
999 

1000 A: Because he fell to the ground and he wasn't a threat any more. 
1001 
1002 Q: Okay. Did you give a warning? 
1003 
1004 A: Did I give a warning? 
1005 
1006 Q: A verbal warning? 

· 1007 
1008 A: No. 
1009 
1010 Q: Okay. 
1011 
1012 A: Warnings were being given to him already. 
1013 
1014 Q: Mm-hm. And by who? 
1015 
1016 A: Officer Van. 
1017 
1018 Q: Okay. 
1019 
1020 A: Or, sorry, my apologies, Sergeant Van. 
1021 
1022 Q: I know who you're talking about. And was, so do you recall what the 
1023 warnings were? 
1024 
1025 A: Verbatim, no, but it was ... 
1026 
1027 Q: Okay. 
1028 
1029 A: ... drop the chain or you're going to be harmed. 
1030 
1031 Q: Okay. Something like that, right? 
1032 
1033 A: Something along those lines. 
1034 
1035 Q: Okay, have you had any prior contacts with this subject, in particular? 
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No. 

No, okay. 

Back up. 

Not that I'm aware of. 
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Do you want to back up to the incident? 

Oh, yeah, so what made you react, as you're contacting him, what made you 
react to fire that one shot? 

Yeah. As I, as I said earlier, once Sergeant Van started giving those 
commands, he zoned in on Sergeant Van. And he started walking aggressively 
towards him with the chain in his hand. As he did that, people - the less lethal, 
designated officers began firing their less-lethal. That wasn't working when 
they fired it. · 

So, when you say it wasn't working, was it not. .. what do you mean it wasn't 
working? 

He was approaching fast enough to where, as they were shooting less-lethal, 
. he was close enough - he was too close to Sergeant Van and another officer 
. with that chain in his hand, that he was swinging. 

So, the less-lethal launchers were working? 

Yes . 

They were functioning, they were firing the less-lethal launchers? 

Yes . 

As far as you knew? 

I could hear them firing . 

Okay, you could hear them? 

And I.. . 

So, you knew that they were being used? 
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And he was still moving. 

Okay. 

And he was still going towards them. 
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So, when you say they weren't working, they ... 

Sorry, yeah. 

... were not being .... 

They were functional. 

Okay, so it.. .what are you seeing his reaction to ... after you hear the less-
lethal launchers being fired, what is his reaction to that? . 

It was all fairly quickly, but... 

Mm-hm. 

... he was still swinging that chain. 

Okay. Do you remember if he said anything? 

Not that I can remember. 

I think I'm going to skip number nine. 

Okay. 

Yeah, a lot of these you've already answered . How far away do you think you 
were from the suspect when you fired - and I know this is an estimate. 

My, I can't give an exact number or like an ex.act amount of feet. I could try 
and like point it out. Like I. .. 

I mean I - whatever, I mean if you feel comfortable estimating and if you 
don't, you don't. 

Yeah, I don't. 

Okay, what - about how far away do you think that he was from Sergeant 
Van? 
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Okay and that was when you fired just to clarify? 

Yes. 

Okay, and what were you aiming at? 

I was aiming at his upper chest. 

Okay, and what do you think you hit? 

I saw him bleeding - what it looked like around his head or face. 

Okay. 

When he was on the ground, so ... 

All right. 

.. .I - I... 

Do you know what was the ·- in the backdrop at the time of the shooting? 
Behind where you were aiming at? 

No other officers. I mean the - so, they were set up to be - well, it's weird 
looking at that backwards. Here and here. I was this way, so towards like this 
pillar almost. Like toward does that make sense? 

So, you're pointing at photo three in the courtyard on like the eastern side, 
kind of facing towards where you indicated, I guess ... 

Almost where I approached from. 

... you were - yeah, where you approached from, your original spot. Kind of in 
a: . .I guess northwestern position. 

Yeah, that' s my understanding. 

Okay. And was there anything in your foreground? 

Can you? 

So I just asked you like what was the background or the back drop of what... 
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What was in front of me? 
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... yeah, at- what - ifthere was anything ... and I don't know ifthere was. 

There wasn't. 

Okay. 

Beside. 

And did your firearm perform appropriately or ... ? 

Yes. 

Okay, so no misfire or anything like that? 

No. 

And what did you do with your gun afterwards? 

I went to - once he fell to the ground, I went to a low ready. 

Okay. 

And then people rushed in. Sergeant came up and I holstered my gun. 

Okay. Did you locate any casing or anything like that? 

I didn't. 

Okay, and then at one point, someone took your firearm? 

Yes. 

And who was that? 

Uh, Sergeant - I can't be positive. 

Okay. 

It was .. . 

Do you know where that happened? 

It was in the CSB, downstairs . 
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Once you were back at the station? 

Once I was back at the station. 

How'd you get back to the station? 

Officer Lomeli drove me. 
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Okay. So, after ... so you went low ready, Sergeant Kleppe contacted you -
you holstered your weapon. At one- he said - you said that he took your body 
camera? 

He did. 

Was it there that he did that? 

Yeah, on scene he took it, like right after everything happened. He said - I 
said, I'm the one, l,"I shot my weapon." He said, "Okay, what do I need to 
know?" 

Uh-huh. 

I told him I shot one round. 

Okay. 

And I showed him the direction. 

Okay. 

And then he said, "Okay, give me your BWC." 

Okay, ·and did you turn it off at that point? 

I believe so. 

Okay. So what did you think and this is a hypothetical, I understand, but it's -
I think it's important tq cover - what did you think would happen had you not 
fired your gun? 

I knew that if he finished swinging that chain that he was going to hit Sergeant 
Van with that chain. And possibly the other officer close to him. 

Okay. 
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And I knew that - that was going to severely hurt that, if not kill them. 

Okay. Do you have any questions that you want to ask right now? 

In between when - after your cam~ra was taken .. . 

Mm-hm. 

Who did you go with? 

So, I was placed in a vehicle. I think it was . . . so Sergeant Kleppe - walked me, 
to a vehicle, and Officer Lomeli was in the vehicle with me. 

Okay. 

As my support person. And then, I think at one-point Officer Maldonado came 
up, but yeah, Officer Lomeli was - he was part of the BPA and they were just 
talking about that kind of stuff, but yeah, I was with Lomeli. 

Okay, and he's the one that drove you ... 

Yeah. 

.. . back? 

Yeah. 

Okay. All right. 

I think I'm ready to do this. 

Yeah. 

Okay, so our body camera - our Body Worn Camera Policy has like a 
preamble or a disclaimer, I guess ... of some standard language which may 
seem like a little much, but.. . 

Mm-hm. 

... it requires that you be given it. So, I'm going to read it to you verbatim and 
then I'm going to offer you an opportunity to look at your Body Worn 
Camera. 

Okay. 
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Okay? So, this is from our policy language. In this case there is video 
evidence that you will have an opportunity to view. Video evidence has 
limitations and may depict the events differently than you recall, and may not 
depict all of the events as seen or heard by you. Video has a limited field of 
view and may not capture events normally seen by the human eye. The frame 
read of video may limit the camera's ability to capture movements normally 
seen by the human eye. Lighting as seen on the video may be different than 
what is seen by the human eye. Videos are a two-dimensional medium, and 
may not capture depth, distance, or positional orientation as well as the human 
eye. Remember, the video evidence is intended to assist your memory and to 
ensure that your statement explains your state of mind at the time of the 
incident. 

I understand. 

Okay, So, with that being said, I'd like to offer you an opportunity to review 
your - your Body Worn Camera footage. 

Okay. 

Which .. . 

You still wanted to watch that? 

Yes, please. 

Okay. So, what I will do is we will queue it up for you and make sure that our 
equipment is working, and then we will step out and then you can watch it, 
and then you can grab us when you're done. 

Okay. 

How ever many times you want to watch it, or whatever, okay? 

Thank you. 

Mm-hm. 

You want to log in right - right here, or? 

Oh, yeah. 

It pops right up then. 
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These - these are the new and improved laptops . 

It's not on. That works - speaker's working. 

Maybe I'm deaf, but I just didn't feel like it was loud enough without those 
speakers, 

Okay. 

It's up, can I. .. ? 

Yeah. Do-do. There we go. 

So, to take us off in here? 

It's not reading the network, so. 

Sweet. 

It says right here that it's good, so. You're connected, right? 

Mm-hm. 

I apologize about this, guys. 

... yeah, this wasn't on our screen when you walked in here. 

This is not surprising. 

No. 

It's always the way. 

It's weird. Low bid - low bid laptop. I don't think we have a better one .' This is 
like the best one we have. Let me think of what else I could do. I mean, I 
guess we could just take it over to the office and watch it on the desktop. It's 
not ideal, but ... 

It's not, but. 

I' II let you - I' II let you try one more time. 

I'll just do it one more time, yeah. 

Do you want to, like, use the bathroom or anything while we figure this out? 
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I'm good, do you need to use the bathroom? 

I'm good, yeah. 

Yeah, okay. 

Thank you. 

Nothing. Where's it connected? Looks like we're . .. 

But we have speakers. 

All right ... 

Is that? It's, I think it's like fourteen minutes long. 

Okay. 

Okay? I want to know how it works for you. [BWC on laptop queued up]. 

Wow, I am short. 

I'm going to pause this 

Okay. [recording paused, Sergeant Wilson and Sergeant Bonaventure leave 
the room]. 

It's 4:00 o'clock exactly. Okay, we ' re back on, recording. It's Sergeant 
Wilson. It's 1619. Okay, so you guys had an opportunity to review the Body 
Worn Cam·era footage for yourself. 

Mm-hm. 

And it worked okay for you? 

It did work, yes. 

Okay. And I guess this is the opportunity that you have if you'd like to make 
any additions to your statement after reviewing that? 

No. 

No, okay. And then I wanted to ask if you had any questions or if there was 
anything else that you 'd like to add? 
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No, nothing from me. 

No. 
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No, okay. Then we will conclude this interview. 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Field Training Program Guide 

1.1 AGENCY SPECIFIC TRAINING 
During the orientation period, the trarnee shall be given an opportunity to become famillar with the specific training 
requirements of his/her agency. The trainee shall have successfully completed the following training prior to starting the 
uniformed patrol field training program. 

1.1.01 Firearms/ Weapons Qualification (Including shotgun) 

Reference{s): 

1.1.0 1 Additional References I Agency-Specific Information: 

Remedial Training 
Slgnature Date 

How••',,. 
Remedlat~'d"?. 

-,1• •'• 

0 Field Perfonn ·· 
Play 

1--------+----1 0 Written Test 
0 Verbal Test 

Incident#: _______ _ _ 

Case Report#: _ _ _ _ ___ _ 
ft/ applicable} 

A. BPD General Order F-02: Training & Qualification - Firearms, Ammunition and Non-Lethal Weapons 
Firearms: "The Personnel and Training Bureau shall schedule regular training and qualification sessions for duty, off-duty, 
auxiliary and specialized firearms, which will be evaluated on a pass/re mediate basis. Any officer who fails to attend firearms 
qualifications, or who fails to achieve the qualifying standard with their duty firearm in accordance with departmental testing . . 

procedures, shall be retested until he/she qualifies. As noted in MOU Section 453, 'Employees who are not able to achieve the 
minimum standard within a reasonable period of time will be immediately assigned to work on an intensive basis with range 
masters who will evaluate the severity of the problem. Consistent inability to meet the standard may be cause for termination.' 
An officer shall not be permitted to· carry any off-duty or auxiliary firearm with' which he/she has not qualified with at least 

annually." 

B. BPD General Order H-03: Firearms Range Regulations 

C. BPD Police Regulation 323: Firearms - Use of - By Officers 

D. BPD Police Regulation 324: Firearms - Discharge of/Use of Deadly Force - When Permitted 

E. BPD Police Regulation 325: Firearms - Discharge of - File Report 

F. BPD Police Regulation 326: Firearms - Cleaning or Loading - Restrictions 

G. BPD Police Regulation 327: Firearms - Weapons - Storage of 

Section 1: Orientation/Department Policies Page 2 of 23 



COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING Report generated on 1/13/2021 

( CONFIDENTIAL 
Name: ALBRANDT, MADISON POST ID: C78.Q50 

Agency: BERKELEY PD 

Sex: F · AKA: NO ALTERNATE NAMES ON FILE 

Race: W 

Certificates 

I No Certificates Issued. I 

Employment 

Hired From To R Rank Rank Date Agency Agency Name F/1' P/U Seas. 

05/19/2020 PO 05/19/2020 01030 BERKELEY PD F p 

R = Reason for Separation: 1 = Resignation, 2 = Discharge, 3 = Retirement, 4 = Death, 5 = Felony, 6 = Other, 7 = Promotion/Demotion 

Training 

Comp 
Date 

Cat CCN Hrs Rmb Cmp Agency School * Course Name 

05/18/2020 A 1010-00100-19-002 1060 X y 01030 ALAMEDA SO BASIC COURSE-INTENSIVE 

07/03/2020 K 9180-25586-20-003 8 X y 01030 POST FIRST AID/CPR/AED (WEB) 

09/24/2020 K 9180-25589-20-086 2 X y 01030 · POST DV RESPONSE & LETHALITY 
ASSESSMENT (WEB) 

09/24/2020 K 9180-25556-20-086 8 X y 01030 POST TERRORISM/LE. RESPONSE (WEB) 

Footnotes 

I No Footnote on file. I 



Personnel Training Listing 

Print Date/Time: 01/13/2021 10:08 From Date: 
Login ID: cob1\cwaite To Date: 

Personnel Course Start Date End Date 
15922 -Albrandt, Madison 

Page: 1 of 1 

BASIC POLICE ACADEMY 11/04/2019 

Racial and Identity Profiling Act 09/25/2020 
Data Collection (RIPA) 
FIREARMS PERISHABLE SKILLS 11/19/2020 
TRAINING 

05/18/2020 

09/25/2020 

11/19/2020 

01/01/2019 
01/13/2021 

Location 

ALAMEDA COUNTY 
REG. TRAIN 
CENTER 

CONTRA COSTA 
COUNTY RANGE 

Instructor 

01427 Rego 

Total Hours 

Credit Other 
Hours Hours 

0.50 

10.00 

10.50 

Berkeley Police Department 
ORI: CA0010300 

Status 

COMPLETED 

ATTENDED 

ATTENDED 

Result 

PASSED 

COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 
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BERKEL.,EY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE I&SUED: .. Septenibe~_20, 2017 

SUBJEC°T: USE ·OF FORCE 

.GENERAL O.RDER U-2 

PURPOSE 
. . . 

1 - The·purpose of this General O_rder is to provide Departme_ntal standards .. on .the 
, ·reporfi~g and wse of.force. This Gener~I Order SIJpersedes all other Orders, 

Regulati~ns, and training iriformaUori to the ext.entthat they are in.consistent with 
· thi$ Order. . · · · · 

POLICY . 

2 .: Police offjce,rs may use··reasoriable force to (1 ). niake ah a·r,rest, {2) prevent an 
· .. es¢ape o(a suspe·c~, (3) o.vercqrne resisfaric~, or (4) mairita,in otdet. · 

(a)' · . Under the· Fourth Amendment of the United States c·oilslitlitiqn, ar, officer . 
c~n use reasoni;ible fo.rqe wtien doing so ·is reas9riable under th:e totality of 
the .Gircumstances as.they appearth.rough .th:e eyes of the ·officer.. . . 

· .. Cir.cumsta.nc;:es ·to be considered hiclude ttie immediacy ~nd severity of a 
th reattcdhe-safety of the officer or oth~rs, the severity of the crime . . · 
involved, and whether a ~i.Jspect IS fleeing oi- resisting. . 
: . . . : . . . . ._ . . . .. . 

3 - · 1ri deciding what type of reasonable force to us·e, officers.and ~mployees must 

. 4-

5-

use souritl judgment an·d theirtra1nirig to assess the degree of thr~at in a given· 
situatbn, and to determine what Departmentally authorized force techniqLies .:or 
weapon~ will bring the situ~tion \.mder cor.itrql 1n a i'eaion~ple manner. 

. . (a) 

(b) 

Ttie ,Department uses a ''use· of force continuur.;,;;, thaJ refers to the, concept . 
that there are· re~sonable responses for every threclt an office(faces in a 

··.hostil$ ~ituat.ion. The "spoked wheel" is one visual c.oricept of the various 
options that' _an officer shouid cons·ider in a threate11irig situation. · 

. . . 
The.force. utilized need. riot be sequential. (e.g., grad.ual cir pr~cedetj by 
attempts at lower levels o_f force) if those lower levels are not appropriate to 
the threat. 

DEFINITIONS · 

Lethal Force: Any use of force that c(eates a :substanti~I ri.sk of causing death -or 
s~rious bqdily injury. 

Less-Than-Lethal Force: Arr/ use -of-force which, due .to pos·sible physiolog,ical 
effects of applicatioh, . presents les~ potenti,al for causing death or serious injury 
t~an conventional IE)thal force ciptio.ns. . . . 

(a) · Less-than-lethal force options in(:fude., but are not limited to, a specialized 
launcher; or other a·uthorized device that can discharge, fire, launch cir . 
otherwise propE)I single or multiple flexible or non-flexible· projectiles . 

. !;3OLD TEXT IS NEW 1 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT . 

D~TE: ISSUED:· September 20, 2017 GENERAL ORDER LJ .;2 
·. . 

designed to ~a use physiologiqal effects consistent with blunt force impact. 

6 - Non-Lethal Force: Any i,Jse of force oth,er than .lethal ·force or 1.ess-than.:lethal 
· force. · · · · · · · 

7 - Officer (or) Pblice Officer: ''Any sworn p~ace officer. 

8 - Authorized Employee: Any non-sworn employee who_ has received -d~fensivE:) 
tactics.train.ing and has beeh auth9rizfd by the Chief of Police to use non-lethal 

-fo~. - . . . • ·. 

9- Employee: Any non.,.sworn . employee of the Serkeley Po.lice Department, 
including those deenied ·"authorized employees," . 

10 - Depioy: . 

(a) ·With respect fo .less'-than-lethal munitions, r~moval of a launcher, projectile 

(b) 

11 - Use: 

(a) 

(b) 

or other device from Its storatie container for the· purpose of operational 
use. 

· With respect to che.mical agents and smoke, removal of a canister or 
tjelivery_ device fro_rh ·i_ts storage container for the purpose of operation.al 
use. 

With respectfo less-than-lethal munitions, to discharge a less-than-lethal 
~unffio~ · · · · · · 

With respect to chemical agents and smoke, to dis_charge the contents ,ofa-
cani$ter or delivery device, · 

PROCEDURES 

Use of Lethal Force 

12 - Officers sh.all not dis.charge firearms or use other lethal force in connection with 
police duty, except in the foll?wirig circµmstances: 

(a) 

(b) 

When the officer reasonably believes that doing so is necessary to protect 
the officer or others from death or s·erious bodily injury, and , where 
feasible ; some warning has been given : · · 

To appre·h~nd a suspected fleeing felon: 

(1) When necessary to prevent escape, and 

(2) 

BOLD TEXT IS NEW 

When the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspected 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE -ISSUED: September 20, 2017 GENERAL ORDER U.-2 
. . . 

· · . fleeing felon poses a_ sig·nificant threat of death or serious bo,dily 
injury to the officer or others, and · 

(3) ·where feasible, some_ warning has been given . 
.. 

(c) . · Du.ring other po_lice duty: 

(1) 

(2) 

·i'n supervised Department training ~essions at an app·roved range, 
. or other site. · . · · 

To.destroy.an animal that represents.a threat to plib)!c safety; or as 
a hum.anitarian l)'leasure where the animal is seriously injured. · If . 
possible, supervisqry approval shouid·be obtained prior to LI.sing 
lethal force _to destroy an aninial. . 

Use of Vehicles . 

13 - Officers shall not use ·police vehicles t6 rarri or block other vehicles, persons, or . . 
: moving objects iii a manner that reas_onably ·appears to constitute the use of lethal 
· force, excep·t in the following circ·um.st_ances: · . . 

(a) When the ·officer re~son~bly belie~es that doing so is necessary to protect . 
the officer or others from death or serious bodily inju·ry, and; where 
feasible, _so·me warning has be$i1 given. 

(b) To apprehen·tj_ a suspected f_leeing felon: 
. . . 

(1) WhEm necessary to pr~vent escape, and 

(2) 

(3) 

When the officer has probable cause to believe that the suspected 
. fleeing felon poses a s·1gnificant. threat of death. or serious bodily 

injury to the .officer or others, and 

Where feasible, some warn\ng ha·s been given. 

. Deployment and Use of Less~Than-Lethal Force 

14 - ·Less-than'-lethal munitions sh.all only be deployed· and used by trained officers 
authorizedbytheChiefofPolice. · ··· -- - -- - --· - ----

15 - Except during authorized training progri:l°ms, less-than: lethal force shall be 
deployed only at the direGtion of a sergeant or command officer; or the Incident 
Commander in a crowd situation. · · 

16 - Less~than-lethal force shall only be used in the following situations, and, where 
feasible, after s·ome warning has been given: . . 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE ISSUED: ·September 40,. 2017 GENERAL ORDER U-2. 

(a) 

(6) 

(d) 

When an act of violence is o~curring, or is about t~ occur; . . . 

To ·overcome the resistance of a physically combativ~ person, or to gain 
compliance from a non-compliant person reasonably believed to. be armed; 

10 de_ter a person who _is n~~sonably believed to be armed and is 
th.reatenirig to harm him/herself, another person, or an o,fficer-; or, 

. . 

T 6 resolve a ·potentially ·violent incident not otherwis.e descriQed above, 
when deemed reasonable PY Uie authorizing sergeant or commander. 

· 17 - When pra~ticc;tl, approval for the deployment a·nd use of l_ess-than-lethal force will 
be obtained from the Patrol Division Watch Commander. H there ·is· no Watch 
Corrimarider on duty, deployment authorization will be .req.uested frornthe Duty 
Command Officer"(QCO)., · · · · · 

· (a) . Prior to deployment, efforts should be made to ensµre an approp.riate 
medicai respons~ is available. · . . 

(b) In the·•event exigent circumstances preclude .prior command approval, the 
. supervfoor au.thoriiing· less-t~an·-lethal force deployment shall notifi the· 
Watch -Commander, or in his/her absence the DCO, as _soon· as practical. 

· 18 - · In crowd situations., less-than-lethal force and/or cherpic:al agents shall not be: . 
used without the prior approval of the Chief of Police, or his/her designee, unless 

· exigent circumstances prevent the request from beirig made and the delay would 
. likely risk inju·ry to citizens· or police personnei (e.g., rocks; bottles, ·or other 
projectiles a~e being thrown and immediate crowd dispersal is· necessary). 

(a) 

(b) 

. (c) 

(d) 

. . . . 

In the. event immediate use is necessary, notification to the Chief of Poliqe, · 
or his/her d~signee, should be made.as so6ri as possible after the · 
deployment. 

In the event a use of force as described in Section 23 of thhL Order occurs 
during arrunusual occurrence as described in General Order U-4, the . 
officer shall prepare a supplemental repqrt as so.on as practical following·---------------

. the incident. . . . . 

Each officer shall include in the report, to the extent possible, specific 
information regarding each use offorce, e.g., the reason forthe use of 
force, . location, descr.iption of the iridividual(s) upon whom force was used, 
type of force used, etc. 

Officers deploying pepper sp·ray in a crowd ·situ~tion shall attempt to limit 
collateral exposure to non-involved parties. Where there is probable cause 
to arrest for a crime, officers shall prioritize where practical the arrest of · 
individuals upon whom pepper spray has been deployed. 
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. BERKELEY POllCJ= DEPARTMENT 

· DATE ISSUED: Septem_ber 20, 2017 GENERAL ORDER U-2 

i 
\ . 

Lise of Non~Lethal Force . 
•· . . ' . 

-19 - When lethal force ~md less-than-lethal to"rce are not authorized, officers ~nd 
~uthorized employe~s m·ay ·use ·reason.able approved non-,lethc1I fo_rce techniques · 
and weapons in "the foHowJng c_ir~urhstanc~s: . 

(a) · ·_To protect them$eives·or ano.ther person from physical injury; 

(b) 

(c) 

To restrain or subdt.i~ -a resistant individual; .or . . . . . . . 
.. 

To bring an ~nlawfµI situatiph safely and effecti\/ely unqer control. . . . . . . 

Prohibit~d Uses of Force 

20..: . . The following _uses offorce.are-prohibited: 

(a) _Carot_id R~s\raint Hold: · Council Resolution No .. 52,695 N.$:, dated 
February 14, .t985, "Prqhibiting use of 'chokel:)old' for law enforcement -· 

. purposes in the .City of Berkeley'.' sta~es: _· "Be_·tt resplved l:>y the Councii of 
· the City ofl3<:irkele{as fo)lows: _Thatthe chokehold, includ.ing but no_t . ·. · 

limited to the.·c_arotid restrainfarid the b~r7arm hold·, is hereby banned from 
use for_law-enfqrcernent purposes in.the City-of Berkeley." . : . . : . 

(1) The term bar-arm refers to a· yar1ety tech_hiques. As defined in the 
City Council Resoluti.on, _"bat-a·rm hold" refers to any"use_ of th_e 

. forearm fo·.exer:t pressure against the front of the neck. However\ 
other types ·of arm hold techniques (e.g.;.those that in\tolve ¢oritrol of 
th·e_'arin, wrist or elbow) remafn authorize~, : · . . . 

(b) · On-Sept. 12, 2017, th~ B~rkei~y Chy .Council re~affirmed and further . 
. amended tbe Council's poil_cy rega"rding the ·use qf pepp$r spray as 
such use relates to crowd control, expression of FirstAmendment · 

. speech·, and addressing _acts of violence by $pecific individl:lals 
· within a crowd. . . 

(1) Officers shall not use peppe_r spr~y as a crowd control 
technique to disperse or move a:crowci. Oleor.~siri Capsfoum 
_(pepper spray) shall not be directed against a person or persons 
who ate engaged in legal speech or other expression that js 
pr'otected by the First Amendment, nor upoh those committing 
unlawful ·acts by non-violent"or passive resistant means, (e.g . . 

· sitting (?r lying down to block a street or dooruiray). 

· (c) Deployment of less:.than-lethal m:un_itions from a shotgun is prohibited . 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE ISSUED: September 20, 2017 · GENERAL ORDER U-2 

. Provision of Medical Attention 

21 - . When an officer or employee uses force that res1Jlts in· injury, or When a subject 
·corriplains that an injury has beem infliqted, _the officer o_r e_mployee shall ensure 
that the subject receives appropriate medical care. ($ee also General Order A-17). . . . . . 

· · Unauthorized -Use of Force/ Intervention and Reporting 

. 22 - · Whe_n an officer or employee witnesses a~y othf?r. office~ or employee of this . 
· Department, or of any .otlier law enforcement agency; use force that he· or she 
· believes ls unauthorized, he or she shall c!o the following: . 

(a) 

. (b) . 

. • ' • f • • • - . : • • 

If the 'witness employee is a sworn officer, he or she shall immediately take 
reasonab_le action to attempt fo mitigate such use of force. This may 

·include·ve-rba! ·intervention or, if appropriate, physical interventiciri. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

(1) _A sworh officer's f~ilur~ to act may potentially expose him/her to 
cri_rninal charge_s and/or ci".'il liability. · · · · 

Any officer or employee who observes a poteriti_ally unauthorized use of . 
force.shall ·m;:tke an oral repo,rfto an on-duty sergean_t or a command 
officer at the fast opportunity. . 

·. Use of Force/ Reporting Requirements 

: 23 .-. . Any officer or employee who uses force shall, as soon as practi~al, make ari orc:1I 
report to an on-duty sergeant_ or command, officer in· the following four situations: · 

(a) 

. (b) 

(c) 

(d) 

. . 

When an offic:er discharges a firearm (irttention_al or unintentional) while on 
duty, except during a superv.ised training session .. 

· When an officer discharges a firearm while off-duty purs.Liant to his or her 
authority as a law enforcement officer. 

When an officer or employee uses force that resulJs iri death or injury, or 
when a subject complains that an ·injury has been inflicted. · (See also 
Gen~ral ()rder C-16) · · 

When an officer or employee uses a non,.lefhal weapon (e:g., Oleoresin 
Cap?icum or baton) on a person, whether or not an injury is sustained 

24 - The officer or employee must also complete a police or incident report in any of 
the above four situations. 

25 - Whenever an officer or employee uses .Oleoresin Capsicum (pepper spray) , he or 
she must also complete a "Use of Pepper Spray Report" form . . (See Training and 
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BERKELEY. POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DA°!'E ISSUED.: ~eptem_ber 2_0, 2017 GENERAL ORDER U-2· 

Information Bul_letin #21~ for detai_led instru'cti~n~ in complet"ing this form). 

Use of Force / Supervisor Responsib"iiities 

26 .:. . : -A s~rgeant shall immediately be c;issigned ·and shall respond tQ the scene in the 
. · foilowirig four situations: . · . . . . . . . . 

When an officer d_ischa~ges a fir~arm •(intentional o"r 1.mi~teiitio.nal) while on . 
d~ty, except during a_slipeniised training session. . 

'(b).. . Wheh ·an officer distharges a firearm whfle off.:duty pursuant to his or he·r 
· . · authority a~ a law ·eriforq~ment officer. . . ·' . · 

(c) 

(d) 

When a_n officet or emp_loyee uses force· (ind:uding·,· bu.t not limited fo,· a .. 
noivlethal weapon) that results in death o(in)ury, :or wh_en $ $Ubject 
complairfs ·th~fan inju·ry ·has been inflicted. ($ee also General Order C-16) · 

· When an offi~er or_ employee reports a us~ of force by 'an_9ther. officer or 
.employee of the Department, or ·of any other law enforcement agency, tj,at . 

· he·or"she believes .is una1,.1thorized. . . . . 

A sµperviso.r-shal.l complete a Use of Force Report in any of the.above four 
s'ituc;ttioris. . . . : .· . . . . • . . . ' . 

(a) . A s·upervisor shall c~mplete a_U$eof Fore~ _Rep~rt whenever an offi~er or 
employee uses -~ non-l~th.:1l'we.apon on _a person, evErn if no injury results. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b). . . ·. The supervisor sh~II a·ttach copies of aJl police reports relating to the . 
inckl~nt to the_ Us,e_ of Force R~port {See Use of Force Reportfoim atthe 

· end ofthis General Order) 

· 28 - The su·penlisci·r who c·ompletes the Us~ 9f F9rce Rep.ort shali route the Use of 
Force Report (with .c;ittached poi ice rep·orts) and/or Use of Peppi:}r Spray Report 
form_s to_the Division gaptain through t!ie chain-of command.· . . . 

. . Use of Force·/ Administrative Review · ,_. 

29 - · The Division Captain shaff reView the· Use of Force _Report (and when applicable, 
Use of Pepper Spray R~port) and route the report to the ChiE;)f of Police ·with a . 
recommetidat_ion offindings .. · . . 

(a) · · ThG Chief of Police may convene a Review Board (as outlined .in General 
Order R-3) instead of uti)izing Division Captain Review. . 

. 30 - . The Chief ·of Police will make a finding that the use. of force was either within 
policy or initiate additional administrative review/investigation as may be 
appropri~te. · 
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31 -

32 -

33 -

Ariy determination concerning_ the propriety of force used will be based on fa~ts . 
and the information available fo the officer at the tinie the force was employed, 
and not upon informatioi:i gained after the. fact. · · 

All Use· bf Fore~. Reports will be reviewed tq: determine wheth.er Departmental use 
· of forci:l regulations, policies, or procedures were: 1) violated or followed; 2) 
, clearly . understood, effective, c:trid relevant to the situation; and/or, . 3) require 
· revision o_r additional training. . 

Use of Force R~ports wiH be held in file for"{ive (5) years and then purged, unless 
needed for additional admini~trative action. 

SPECIAL PROCEDU.RES / DEATHS AND SERIOUS BODILY iNJURY 

34 - _ In addition to the ~-bove, the Departrpental response to incidents in which ·an 
· officer uses force that results in death or .a serious .bodily injury shall be ·as follows:-

. . . . 

(a) . :Th~ offi~e'r shall be pl~ced -On administrative leave as outlined in Police 
·Regulation 325: " ... If any'_peison is seriously· injured or.killed as a result of 
an officer's ·actions, including the disc_harging of a firearm, such. officer shall 
be placed on administrative leave for a period of time, .as determined by the 

. Chie~ of Police·, depending upon·fhe circuinsta·nces of the situation. The 
offic~r(s) shaff not return to regular duties until he/she meets with a mental· 
health pr.ofess_ional." · · · 

(b) The Department shall conduct both an administrative and criminal 
· investigation ·of the incident as o"utlined in General Order P-.12_ (Police-
Involved Shootings a·nd Fatal or Serious Injury Incidents); and a Review . 
Boa.rd shall be convened as described in General .Order R-3. . . 

. . 

References: Tennessee v. Garner (1986)4 71 U.S. 1 · 
Graham v. Connor (1989) 490 U.S. 386 

· Doerle v. Ruthe~ord (9th Cir. 2001) 272 F.3d .1272 
California Penal Code §§196; 19.7, 835, 835(a}, 836, 836.5, and 843 
General Orders A-17; C~1Q, C-64, F-2; P-12, P-26: R-3 and U~4 
Police Regulations 202,318,321; 322,323,324,325 and 332 
Training and Information Bulletin 216 · 
Lethal and N0l)-Lethal Force: Manual 

-uriiform·and Equipment Manual 
· City of Berkeley Council Resolu_tion No, 52,605 - N.S. (2/14/85), 

. "Prohibiting Lise of '_chokehold' for law enforcement 
purposes in the City of Berkeley" · 

National Tactical Officers Association, General Policy Statement 
for Less-Than-Lethal Impact Projectiles (11/22/2002) 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE ISSUED: January 31, 2019 GENERAL ORDER F-2 

SUBJECT: FIREARMS, AMMUNITION, AND NON-LETHAL WEAPONS: 
TRAINING, QUALIFICATION, AND SPECIFICATIONS 

PURPOSE 
1. The purpose of this General Order is to establish procedures for training, 

qualification, and specifications for firearms, ammunition and non-lethal weapons. 
POLICY 

2. All employees are expected to follow rules, regulations, and procedures regarding 
weapons specifications, qualification, and training. 

PROCEDURES 
3. Lethal and Non-lethal weapons training is mandatory for assigned employees. 

(a) Each Supervisor shall ensure that employees under his/her supervision 
attend training sessions as scheduled. 

TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION 
4 . . The guidelines for training and qualification are as follows: 

. (a) Firearms and Ammunition: 

i. While on-duty, sworn officers shall carry only firearms authorized by the 
Berkeley Police Department. 

ii. Authorized firearms, including Optional Duty Pistols (ODP's) must be 
-registered and on file with the Firearms Training Unit. 

iii . Authorized firearms are those with which the officer has qualified, received 
departmental training in safe usage, and comply with departmental 
specifications. 

iv. The Personnel and Training Bureau shall schedule regular training and 
qualification sessions for duty, off-duty, auxiliary and specialized firearms, 
which will be evaluated on a pass/remediate basis. Officers, at minimum, 
shall qualify with firearms as follows: 

0 Special Response Team (SRT), firearms, quarterly. Qualification 
during SRT training sessions may suffice for departmental 
qualifications, providing that qualification takes place within the 
same quarter. 

0 On-duty service pistol, shotgun, and patrol rifle if assigned, semi-
annually. 

• . Off-duty and auxi liary firearms, annually. · 
v . . . Any officer who fails to attend firearms qualifications, or who fails to 

achieve the qualifying standard with their duty firearm in accordance with 
departmental testing procedures, shall be retested until he/she qualifies. 
As noted in MOU Section 45.3, "Employees who are not able to achieve 
the minimum standard within a reasonable period of time will be 
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immediately assigned to work on an intensive basis with range masters 
· who will evaluate the severity of the problem. Consistent inability to meet 

the st~ndard may be cause for termination." 
• Per Departmental standards, the FTU will furnish remedial 

measures and an employee failing to demonstrate proficiency with 
his/her weapon will not return to duty until such time as proficiency 
is demonstrated and documented. 

vi. An officer shall not be permitted to carry any off-duty or auxiliary firearm 
with which he/she has not qualified with at least annually. 

vii. An officer who has taken an extended leave, (6 months or more) or 
suffered° an jllness or injury that could affect his/her" firearms skills will be 
required to re-qualify before returning to enforcement duties. 

(b) Non-lethal Weapons: 

i. The following non-lethal weapons are authorized~ 

• 29" baton 
• 36" long baton 
• 26" expandable baton 
• Aerosol Gas Dispenser (Oleoresin Capsicum) 

FIREARMS SPECIFICATIONS 
5. The following Departmental specifications regulate firearms for sworn personnel for 

uniform or plainclothes dutywear. 

(a) The authorized service pistol shall be the Smith arid Wesson self-loading 
double action pistol in .40 caliber with a minimum barrel length of 4", in blue 
or stainless steel finish or the Glock 17. 

(b) The authorized Optional Duty Pistols (ODP) shall be Heckler & Koch, Glock 
Sigarms, or Smith and Wesson M&P (generation 2 or later) in 9 
millimeter, .40 and .45 caliber only, with a minimum barrel length of 3 ½ ", 
and a maximum barrel length or5". Double action pistols shall be holstered 
in the double action mode, with the hammer down. 
i. The authorized magazine capacity for the ODP shall be not less than a 

total of seven rounds in a factory supplied magazine. Only 
Departmentally issued duty ammunition shall be carried. 

ii. Trigger pulls shall be maintained according to manufacturer 
specifications . . 

iii. No laser sighting devices shall be used unless expressly authorized in 
writing, by the Chief of Police. 

iv. No weapons with a ported slide, barrel or compensator shall be 
authorized. 
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v. All manufacturers approved and installed safety devices shall be 
maintained according to manufacturer recommendations and/or 
specifications. 

(c) The modification of any pistol, other than changes in sights or stocks/grips, is 
expressly prohibited. Removable tactical lights are not considered 
modifications. 

(d) The Firearms Training Unit will maintain, on the appropriate form, a record of 
each weapon approved for use. 

(e) Firearms Training Unit Armorers shall inspect and approve all pistols intended 
for duty for mechanical functioning within specifications prior to deployment. 
Should a pistol be .deemed "unsafe," it will be barted from deployment, until · 
the cause of the unsafe pistol has been remedied, and rechecked and 
deemed "safe" by the armorers. 

6. Holsters, ammunition carriers and necessary auxiliary equipment for ODP's must be 
supplied by the officer, be specifically made for the pistol in use, be of compqrable 
quality to the Departmentally issued holsters, and be approved by the Department 
prior to deployment. 
(a) 

(b) 

Approved holsters shall be manufactured with at least a primary and a 
secondary retention device. 
Unless expressly authorized, holsters for uniform patrol shall be of a black 
basket weave design and shall match the remainder of an officer's duty belt. 

7. Officers shall supply magazine pouches for OD P's. (Unless current leather gear 
accommodates the ODP magazines) Pouches must be of a black basket weave 
design, be of comparable quality to the Departmentally issued magazine pouches, 
and be approved by the Department prior to deployment. 

8. In the event an ODP malfunctions or is otherwise unavai,lable for use, the following 
options for ODP Replacement are as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Use another officer's departmentally registered ODP of the same make, 
• model and caliber. · · 

Use a second pistol owned by the officer of the same make, model and 
caliber and registered with the Department. 
Obtain a "loaner" pistol from the Department, of the same make, model and 
caliber. 
If the same make, model and caliber of pistol is not available, the officer shall 
qualify with another ODP or Departmentally issued firearm. · 
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9. Patrol Rifle 
(a) The authorized Patrol Rifle is an AR-15 style semi-automatic rifle in 5.56mm 

or .223 caliber issued by the department to selected officers assigned to 
Patrol or SEU. 

OFF-DUTY FIREARMS 
10. An "off-duty firearm" is defined as any concealable primary handgun normally 

carried by the sworn officer when not officially in an "on-duty" status. 

AUXILIARY FIREARMS 
11. Approval to carry an auxiliary (secondary) weapon is governed by Police 

Regulation 319. Employees on duty shall not carry auxiliary weapons, either on 
their person or in vehicles, without written approval of the Administrative Division 
Captain. 

Auxiliary weapons shall meet the following criteria and be inspected by a Firearms 
Training Unit instructor before being approved for use. 
(a) Weapon and Ammunition:. 

i. The firearm and ammunition must be of commercial manufacture. The 
FTU will record the manufacturer, caliber and serial number of the weapon 
on the back of the firearms training record card. 

· ii. The caliber of the auxiliary weapon shall not be greater than .45 caliber. 
(b) Reliability and Quality: 

i. An FTU instructor wil l operate the firearm to ascertain any observable 
defects. 

ii. An FTU instructor will conduct a routine service inspection of the firearm. 
iii. The officer will , when possible, field strip the firearm for a detailed 

inspection. 
(c) Method of Carry: 

i. The weapon shall be held secure and completely hidden in a short-
. sleeved uniform. 

(d) The officer shall complete a qualification exercise, as provided by the FTU, 
which will verify security of the weapon's method of carry. 

(e) The auxiliary weapon application shall be routed to the Administrative 
Division Captain via the officer's Division Commander for final approval upon 
successful completion of the qualification exercise. · 
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·· AMMUNITION 
12. The following Departmental specifications regulate service ammunition for sworn 

personnel: 
(a) The authorized primary service handgun cartridge shall be of a controlled 

expansion bullet type (hollow point) that will release the greatest amount of 
kinetic energy within the target, and reduce the potential for over-penetration 
and ricochet. 

i. The reference cartridge for the semi-automatic pistols shall be those 
issued by and approved for use by the FTU, and authorized by the Chief 
of Police. 

ii. Ammunition for the auxiliary pistol shall conform to the bullet type of the 
service handgun cartridge. 

iii. Ammunition authorized for service. use in the 12-gauge shotgun is the 9 or 
12 pellet Buckshot and Rifled Slug cartridges. 

iv. Ammunition authorized for service use for the Patrol Rifle is the 5.56mm 
or .223 caliber cartridge, provided ·by the FTU and authorized by the 
Department prior to .deployment. 

v. The use of any other ammunition while on-duty is strictly prohibited. 

References: Berkeley Police Association MOU 
· General Order U-2 . . 

Police Regulations 318, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324 and 330 
Uniform Equipment Manual 
Departmental Order of 10/31/03, Patrol Rifie and Deployment Policy 
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BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

DATE ISSUED: April 7, 2010 

SUBJECT: MENTALLY DISORDERED PERSONS 

PURPOSE 

GENERAL ORDER 1-16 

1 - The purpose of this Order is to establish policy and procedure for the custody 
and/or transportation of mentally disordered persons to designated treatment 
facilities, and other related processes. 

POLICY 

2 - Employees are expected to comply with applicable law and the procedures 
described in this Order. 

3 :. Employees shall reasonably ensure all medical or mental health records or 
information obtained while providing services to mentally disordered persons 
remain confidential. · · 

(a) · Employees shall not make public nor reveal to unauthorized persons any 
information received about mentally disordered persons. 

(b) Release of confidential information documented in a police report shall be 
handled as set forth in General Order R-23. · 

DEFINITIONS 

4 - Deadly Weapon: Any weapon, the possession or concealed carrying of which is 
prohibited by Penal Code §12020. 

5 - Gravely Disabled: A person so impaired by a mental disorder that he/she cannot 
provide for his/her basic needs for food, clothing, or shelter. 

6 - "In Extremis" Person: A person with a potential life-threatening illness or injury. 

7 - Mentally Disordered Person: A person who is a danger to .him-/herself, others, or 
is gravely disabled as a result of a mental disorder. 

PROCEDURES 

Emergency Detention 

8 - A mentally disordered person may be taken into custody by a sworn peace 
officer and placed in a facility designated by the County and approved by the 
State Department of Mental Health for emergency evaluation and treatment (ref. 
Welfare and Institutions Code (WI) §5150). 

9 - Officers who take a mentally disordered person into custody pursuant to WI 
§5150 shall complete an Application for Emergency Psychiatric Detention form 
documenting the following information: 
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(a) · The circumstances under which the person's condition was called to the 
attention of law enforcement; · 

(b) _ The officer's observations and belief that the person, as a result of mental 
disorder, is a danger to others, to himself/herself, or is gravely disabled; 
and, 

(c} If the emergency, commitment is associated with a criminal offense 
and arrest, the words "POLICE HOLD" and relevant code sections 
shall be written on the Application form. 

(1} - In the event the law enforcement hold is solely related to a 
parole violation, the words "PAROLEAGENT HOLD" shall be 
written on the Application form. 

(d} The officer's issuance of the Detainment Admonition (WI §5157(a}}. 

10 - When an officer commits a mentally disordered person under the provisions of 
WI §5150, the Application For Emergency Psychiatric Detention form shall serve 
as the police report. 

(a) Application forms prepared by officers shall be prepared and 
administered in accordance with established report writing 
procedures (ref. General Order R-31 ). ___________________ _________ ____ _ 

(b} If the emergency commitment is associated with a criminal offense 
and arrest, the Application form shall be incorporated into and bear 
the same report number as the criminal investigation report. · 

- (c) Referral "green" copies of the completed Application for Emergency 
Psychiatric Detention form shall be given to ambulance personnel 
prior to transport. 

(d) The officer shall ensure a copy of the Application form (i.e., the 
"white" cover page retained as the police report) is routed to the 
Berkeley Department of Health Services' Mental Health Division. 

Voluntary Committal/Request for Psychiatric Care 

11 :- Employees shall facilitate the_ request of any person in Berkeley for emergency 
psychiatric care. 

Tranportation Procedures 

12 - A mentally disordered person who voluntarily requests transportation, or is 
subject to WI §5150 detention, for emergency psychiatric evaluation shall be 
transported to an appropriate care facility via ambulance. ' 
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(a) When requesting an ambulance transport, officers shall advise the 
Communication Center if the mentally disordered person has a 
known ·or suspected injury or illness that might require pre-
psychiatric commitment medical clearance. 

(b) Communication Center personnel shall be respons.ible for requesting the 
appropriate ambulance service, based on information communicated by 
the requesting officer and requirements set forth in the service contract(s) 
maintained with Alameda County EMS governing non-medical WI §5150 
·transportation. · 

13 - A mentally di.sordered person who is "in extremis" or otherwise requires medical 
Glearance prior to delivery to a psychiatric care facility shall be transported to the 
appropriate "Receiving Hospital", as determined by ambulance personnel. 

(a) Officers shall co'mmunicate knowledge of and observations regarding a 
· mentally disordered person's physical status (i.e., known or suspected 
injury, illness or substance influence, history of same, etc.) to 

. ambulance personnel to assist their assessment of whether or not a . 
medical clearance is required. 

14 - Officers shall evaluate the mentally disordered person's potential for violence 
when considering transportation logistics. 

(a) Non-Violent Person: Officers will not be required to participate in the 
transportation of a mentally disordered person to the appropriate 
medical or psychiatric treatment facility. 

(b) Violent Person, Threat of Violence or Escape/Crime-related "HOLDS": 
Officers shall participate in the transportation of a mentally disordered 
person who is violent,. where there is a threat of violence or escape, or 
when the person is subject to a "POLICE HOLD" or "PAROLE 

. AGENT HOLD". 

(1) Participation in transportation may include following the 
ambulance in a separate vehicle, or, if requested by 
ambulance personnel or required for security, riding within the 
ambulance. 

(i) The officer who participates in transportation by riding in the 
ambulance shall ensure his/her return to Berkeley is 
arranged prior to departure to the designated treatment 
facility . 

. (2) Patrol Division personnel shall be responsible for post- . 
commitment transportation of a "POLICE HOLD" prisoner from 
the involved psychological services facility. 
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15 - Pr.ior to transportation, the officer taking a mentally disordered person into 
custody pursuant to WI §5150, or who facilitates the person's request for 
voluntary psychiatric evaluation, shall insure the person is searched for weapons 
or items that could present a safety hazard or security concern to ambulance 
personnel. 

(a) When police department personnel have phys'ical custody of a 
prisoner who is/was subject to emergency psycological commitment 
and evaluation, custodial and prisoner tranportation policies and 
protocols shall be followed (ref. General Orders J-1 and T-2). 

16 · When a person is taken into custody for psychiatric evaluation, precautions shall 
be taken to preseNe and safeguard the property in his/her possession or in 
his/her control on the premises occupied by the person. 

(a) Property may be left in the custody of a responsible relative (i.e., spouse, 
parent, adult child, arid adult brother/sister, but not petitioner), guardian or 
conseNatcir. 

17 - If a mentally disordered person is apprehended in either his/her home or vehicle, · 
the responsible officer should make reasonable efforts to secure the home or 
vehicle, or convey its custody to a responsible relative, guardian, or conseNator. 

(a) If necessary, an officer may order the removal of a vehicle from the 
public right-of-way (ref. Vehicle Code §22651 (g) and General Order V-2). 

18 - If a mentally disordered person is apprehended away from his/her home or 
vehicle, and advises that either is in danger if not secured or protected, the 
officer should make reasonable efforts to secure the property and notify a 
responsible relative, guardian, or conseNator. 

19 - · Custody of the personal property (not in person's immediate 
possession/control), vehicle, or home of a mentally disordered person may be 
conveyed to any responsible adult upon express consent of its owner. 

Firearms/Deadly Weapons Procedure 

20 - When a mentally disordered person detained or apprehended for emergency 
psychiatric evaluation is found to have in his/her immediate possession or 
control, any firearm or deadly weapon, the officer shall confiscate and retain 
custody of said firearm or weapon (WI §8102(a)). 

(a) Despite the directive of WI 8102(a), officers shall not enter a mentally 
disordered person's residence, or if in the residence at the time of 
detention/apprehension, search areas beyond the person's immediate 
control, solely to seize a firearm or deadly weapon without express 
consent or a search warrant. 
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(b) The officer who confiscates a firearm or deadly weapon from a mentally 
disordered person shall inform the person of the procedures for the return 
of the seized item (WI §8102(b)). 

(c) The officer who confiscates a firearm or deadly weapon pursuant to 
this Order shall forward a copy of the police report to the Detective 
Bureau unit responsible for weapons investigation. 

21 - Within 30 days of the release of a mentally disordered person from a psychiatric 
care facility, Detective Bureau personnel may initiate a petition in the Superior 
Court for a hearing to determine whether the return of a firearm or other deadly 
weapon would be likely to endanger the person or others (WI §8102(c)). 

(a) Should retention of the firearm or deadly weapon be deemed in the best 
interest of public safety, petition ing Detective Bureau personnel shall 
ensure notice has been sent to the mentally disordered person advising 
him/her that he/she has 30 days to request a court hearing on the seizure 
of the weapon and that the '-failure to request a hearing will result in 
forfeiture of the weapon (WI §8102(e)). 

(b) If the mentally disordered person does not respond to the Court within 30 
days of notice, Detective Bureau personnel shall file a petition for Order of 
Default to authorize forfeiture of the firearm or deadly weapon. 

22 - Prior to the return of a firearm seized pursuant to this Order, pre-return 
requirements described in PC §12021.3 shall be accomplished. 

23 - The final disposition of firearms or deadly weapons confiscated pursuant to this 
Order, whether abandoned by the owner or forfeited by Court Order, shall 
conform to the property management procedures set forth in General Order 
P-65. 

Service of Court Orders 

24 - The officer assigned to serve a Court Order directing a mentally disordered 
person to submit him-/herself to psychological evaluation on a particular 
date/time and location shall: 

(a) Deliver a copy of the Petition and Order received from the Alameda 
County Sheriff's Office to the person named in the Order. 

(b) Complete the Affidavit of Service form. 

(c) Deliver the original of the Petition, Court Order, and Affidavit of Service to 
the designated psychiatric facility for return to the Superior Court (ref. 
WI §5208). 
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25 - The officer assigned to serve a Court Order to take into custody and deliver a 
mentally disordered person for psychiatric evaluation shall: 

(a) 'Deliver a copy of the Court Order to the person named and take the 
person into custody. · 

(1) Whenever possible, officers charged with the apprehension of a 
mentally disordered person should dress in plainclothes and travel 
in unmarked vehicles (WI §5153). 

(b) Complete the Affidavit of Service form. 

(c) . Faciliate the named person's transportation to a designated psychiatric 
facility. 

(d) Deliyer the original of the Court Order and Affidavit of Service to the 
designated psychiatric facility for return to the Superior Court. 

( e) Deliver a copy of the Court Order to the designated psychiatric facility for 
its records. · 

26 - Regarding officer responsibility for safeguarding a mentally disordered person's 
personal property (ref. paragraph 16 of this Order), if the detention is made 
pursuant to Court Order, the responsible officer shall report the property's 
disposition to the Court in the following format (ref. WI §5211 ): 

(a) "I hereby report to the Superior Court for the County of Alameda that the 
personal property of [name of person apprehended], described generally 
as _ [description of property], was preserved and safeguarded by [name of 
officer, relative~ guardian, or conservator]. The property is now located at 
[address]." [date/officer signature] 

Psychiatric Facility "Walk Away"/Missing Person Protocol 

27 - In the event a psychiatric treatment facility notifies this Department th;:it a 
mentally disordered patient committed by a Berkeley police officer pursuant to WI · 
§5150, or who is a resident of Berkeley, is a "missing person," investigative 
assistance shall be provided in accordance with General Order M-1. 

Mentally Ill Parolees 

28 - When an officer contacts a parolee who is subject to State mental health 
supervised release conditions, that officer should notify the person's 
parole agent as soon as practical following the contact. 

(a) In the event the contact involves violence, criminal conduct, or 
results in emergency commitment for psychiatric evaluation, the 
person's parole agent shall be notified. 
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(b) In the event the contact involves criminal conduct, established 
investigative and custodial procedures shall be followed. 

29 - Non-violent parolees subject to State mental health supervised release 
. conditions who are in need of psychiatric services, but who are not 
commitable pursuant to WI §5150, should be referred to mental heath 
services provided by the California Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation Parole Division's Berkeley office. · · 

(a) After normal business hours or as may be necessary, Mobile Crisis 
"f eam resources may be requested. 

References: Penal Code §§1524, 12020 and 12021.3 
Welfare and Institutions Code §§5008, 5150- 5157, 5200- 5213, 5325.1, 

8100 and 8102 
Vehicle Code §22651 (g) 
General Orders C-2, M-1, P-65, R-23, R-:-31 and V-2 
Training and Information Bulletin 105 
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SUBJECT: CRISIS INTERVENTION TEAM 

PURPOSE 

GENERAL ORDER: C-66 

1 - The purpose of this General Order is to set forth departmental policy and 
procedures for the Crisis Intervention Team. 

POLICY 

2 - To maximize safety for officers, mental health consumers and the public, it is the 
policy of the Berkeley Police Department to utilize, whenever possible, Crisis 
Intervention Team Officers for specified mental health crises. 

3 - · The Department's Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) is composed of specially 
trained officers whose function is to respond to incidents which involve a mental 
health crisis, where the officer's specialized skills may be used to resolve such an 
incident and to provide further assistance, beyond the actual call, for the 
individual involved. 

4 - The CIT Program has four primary objectives: 

a) To attempt to de-escalate crisis situations. 
b) To attempt to reduce the necessity for the use of force. 
c) To attempt to red_uce recidivism among mentally ill criminal offenders. 
d) In collaboration with the community mental health system, consumer advocacy 
groups and the courts, to continuously work toward meeting these goals, 

DEFINITIONS 

5 - Crisis Intervention Team (CIT): A specialized team operating within the 
Operations Division designated to respond to calls involving persons 
experiencing a mental health crisis. · 

6 - Crisis Intervention Team Member: A member of the department who has 
completed 38 hours of POST certified CIT training (i.e., crisis de-escalation, 
signs and symptoms of mental illness, local resources for persons in a mental 
health crisis) and achieved CIT certification. Participation as a team member is 
voluntary, and team members have received specialized and specific training in 
order to be a resource to other officers. 

7 - CIT Council : A community collaborative comprised of law enforcement 
personnel, court officials and mental health advocates, responsible for 
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8-

9 -

continuously providing feedback on and improving/sustaining the Crisis 
Intervention Team. The Council also reviews individual cases and formulates . . 

recommendations. 

Mental Health Consumer: A description commonly used by the mental health 
community when referring to an individual diagnosed with a mental illness or who 
is involved in a mental health crisis and utilizes mental health services. 

Crisis Intervention Team Coordinator: A CIT trained Sergeant or Officer 
responsible for the development and maintenance of the CIT program. 

PROCEDURES 

General · 

10 - Whenever possible, CIT officers shall respond to specified calls for service 
involving individuals experiencing mental health crises. The use of CIT trained 
personnel is not limited to situations or calls involving the mentally ill, but extends 
to any circumstance wherein an individual is in need of crisis intervention due to 
a psychological/emotional crisis and/or when the individual is a danger to 
himself/herself, others or is gravely disabled. 

CIT Officer Selection 

11 - _ The position of CIT Officer is an ancillary duty assignment. Officers interested in 
becoming a member 6f the Berkeley Police Department CIT will complete a 
standard Special Assignment Application Form. 

CIT Officer Identification 

12 - CIT Officers may be identified by a "CIT" lapel pin on their uniforms, affixed in 
silver letters (gold for CIT trained commanders), affixed over the name plate on 
the right shirt pocket. The. pin acts as an identifier to other officers, mental health 
consumers/family members and members of the general public that the officer 
has completed CIT training. 
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Automatic Dispatch of CIT Personnel 

13 - · The Communication Center shall automatically dispatch the closest available CIT 
Officer(s) to the following incidents: 

Calls involving actively suicidal subjects. 
Calls normally dispatched as "violent 5150." 
Incidents involving suspected mentally ill subjects with aweapon. 
Hostage situations or barricaded subjects, until relieved or otherwise 
directed ·by the Barricaded Subject/Hostage Negotiation Team (BSHNT). 

14 - The Communication Center shall advise if there are no available CIT Officer~ to 
respond. 

Dispatch/Patrol Officer Unit Requests 

15 - In situations other than those specified under the guidelines established for 
automatic dispatch protocol, call takers, dispatchers and patrol officers ·can 
prompt, and/or request the response of CIT personnel. Situations may include: 

a) Calls for service when it becomes known that a subject may benefit from CIT 
intervention. 

b) A family disturbance call when it is determined that an individual suffers from 
a mental illness. 

c) On-scene patrol officers who determine a need and requests CIT personnel 
to respond. 

Berkeley Mental Health Mobile Crisis Team (MCT) Coordination 

16- The MCT is a mobile emergency mental health service staffed by licensed 
mental ~ealth professionals and interns. The MCT offers crisis intervention, 
counseling follow-up and consultation services work collaboratively with police 
personnel, including CIT officers, acting as professional adjuncts. MCT clinicians 
may be used by CIT officers as consultants by assisting with crisis intervention. 
The MCT may also assist by helping to generate appropriate referrals and 
disposition recommendations for CIT officers. 
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Barricaded Subject Hostage Negotiation (BSHNT) Coordination 

17- If available, on duty CIT personnel shall respond to any incident inv'?lving a 
barricaded subject or hostage taker. If there are no BSHNT Tactical or Negotiator 
Element personnel on scene, the CIT officer may act as the primary negotiator 
until relieved by BSHNT personnel. 

CIT Personnel: On-Scene Responsibilities 

18- On-scene CIT personnel are resp·onsible for the following: 

a) . Determining if the call for service warrants a CIT response. 
b) W&I 5150 evaluations. 
c) In the event an Emergency Psychiatric Detention is warranted, the CIT Officer 

shall prepare the required documentation and make any appropriate referrals. 
d) If also functioning as the primary patrol unit, the CIT Officer shall complete the 

appropriate offense report and recover any of the property or evidence for 
safe keeping, if applicable. 
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SUBJECT: POLICE'.'INVOLVED SHOOTINGS AND FATAL OR SERIOUS INJURY 
INCIDENTS 

PURPOSE 

1 - The purpose of this Order is to delineate the policy for investigating officer 
involved shootings or other incidents involving officer/employees which result in 
serious injury or fatalities and to thoroughly investigate all serious incidents 
involving multiple jurisdictions or personnel from other law enforcement 
agencies. 

POLICY 

2 - Investigation of police-involved shootings or other incidents.which result in 
serious injury or death, are complex and demanding. The consequences of such 
an incident can be profound and affect many people in the Department and the 
community. For these reasons, it is the policy of the Berkeley Police Department 
to investigate all such incidents thoroughly, fairly and in compliance with the 
directions of this Order. 

PROCEDURES 

3 - · The Berkeley Police Department will investigate all police-involved shootings or 
other incidents which result in serious injury or death that occur in the City of 
Berkeley, whether they involve Berkeley Police employees or. employees of . 
another law enforcement agency. If a serious incident takes place in two or 
more jurisdictions, each part of the incident will be investigated by the 
agency having primary jurisdiction over the geographical area in which that 
part occurs. The policy applies to sworn officers and non .:.sworn 
employees who are on duty, and it applies to sworn officers who are off 
duty but assume an on-duty status to accomplish a police objective. 

An ''Officer Involved Shooting and Fatal/Serious Injury Incidents Checklist for 
Sergeants /Watch Commanders is attached at the end of this directive. The 
Checklist should be used to facilitate the investigation, With appropriate copies 
routed to the Administrative Division Captain, Division Commander(s) of the 
involved employee(s) and the Homicide Detail. 

(a) When a police-involved shooting or other incident results in serious injury 
or death, a member of the Berkeley Police Department Homicide Detail 
shall notify the Alameda County District Attorney's on-cail "Officer-
Involved Shooting Team" or "Homicide Unit." These notifications may be 
made via the Alameda County Sheriff Department's Dispatchers. 

(1) The District Attorney's Office will determine if the incident is one 
that they will respond to. Where deemed appropriate by the District 
Attorney's Office, they will conduct an investigation independent 
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and apart from our investigations. 

(b) If the District Attorney's Office determines they will respond, the Homicide 
Detail shall insure they are provided with a summary of all investigative 
information upon arrival at the incident scene. Members of the District 
Attorney's Office shall be allowed to view and photograph the scene and 
all physical evidence. They shall also be provided with the opportunity to 
interview all witnesses and involved officer(s)/employee(s). 

(1) The District Attorney's Office will conduct a separate investigation 
of the incident without interfering and will receive full cooperation 
from members of the Berkeley Police Department; including being 
present at officer/employee interviews and submitting questions in 
Writing to be asked of the involved personnel. 

(c) Upon completion of their investigation, the District Attorney's staff will 
provide the Berkeley Police Department with a written report of their 
investigation, generally within 30 days of the incident. 

4 - Shootings or incidents which resultiri injury or death, involving an on-duty .or off-
duty Berkeley Police Department employee and which occur in another 
jurisdiction, will be investigated by thatjurisdiction. 

(a) In all cases involving Officer Involved Shootings or serious injury incidents 
by Berkeley Police Officers in another jurisdiction, a member of the 
Berkeley Homicide Detail will be contacted by the Communications Center 

. to respond to the incident scene. He/she will coordinate and serve as a 
liaison for our Department. 

5 - The purpose of any criminal investigation conducted under this Order is to 
determine if a crime occurred, and if so, to identify the person(s) responsible, the 
degree of the crime, any legal or factual defenses to the crime, and the existence 
of any factors which might mitigate or aggravate the punishment for the 

. violation(s) committed. The criminal investigation will be conducted as soon 
as possible after the incident becomes known and will take precedence 
over any administrative investigation that may be required by another 
association policy statem·ent or policy of another agency. 

6 - An administrative investigation will be conducted concurrently with, but separate 
from, any criminal investigation of a police-involved shooting, serious injury 
incident or death conducted under this Order. 

(a) The criminal investigation shall have priority. 

7 - The purpose of the administrative investigation conducted under this Order is to 
identify training deficiencies and to determine if there are any violations of policy 
or procedures of the Berkeley Police Department, and if so, the identity of the 
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person(s) responsible for the violation(s). 

DEFINITIONS 

· 8- Serious Injury: A serious injury is an injury which if sustained could possibly 
result in death or permanent disability. 

9 - Types of incidents covered under this Order are defined as: 

(a) Officer involved shootings, accidental or intentional, whether or not there . 
is injury or death. 

(b) Any intentional or negligent act on the part of an employee of the Berkeley 
Police Department while performing his/her official duties which causes 
the death of or serious injury to another person. 

(1) Officer/Employee involved fatal/serious injury incidents in which a 
vehicle collision is the apparent cause shall be handled by the 
California Highway Patrol relative to the traffic/criminal 
investigation. 

(2) Departmental personnel assigned to our Fatal, Accident 
Investigation Team ·(FAIT) representing the Homicide Detail and 
Crime Scene Unit shall assist the California Highway Patrol in their 
investigation if requested. This includes but is not limited to duties 

· such as assistance with evidence collection, coordinating 
interviews, etc. 

(3) In situations where a vehicle collision or other vehicular movement 
is involved but it not the direct cause of death, or where the vehicle 

· collision is one of a series of events resulting from a violation of law 
apart from the collision itself, Homicide Detail shall retain 
responsibility for the investigation but may obtain assistance from 
the California Highway Patrol for the traffic related portions of the 
incident. · 

(c) Any intentional or negligent act on the part of an employee of any outside 
law enforcement agency while performing his/her official duties in the City 
of Berkeley which causes the death of or serious injury to another person. 

10 - All Police Department employees are covered by this Order. Employee is · 
defined as: 

(a) Any full-time regular salaried sworn or non-sworn employee. 

(b) Any part-time salaried e_mployee or Police Reserve Officer. 
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(c) Any volunteer employee while actually performing duties at the direction 
of or with the consent of the Chief of Police. 

11 - Investigators, as included in this Order, are defined as: 

(a) Sworn police officer(s) of the Berkeley Police Department assigned by the 
Chief of Police to conduct the criminal investigation of any incident 
covered by this Order. · 

(b) Sworn police officer(s) of the Berkeley Police Department assigned by the 
Chief of Police to conduct the administrative investigation of any incident 
covered by this Order. 

(c) Members of the District Attorney's Office of Alameda County assigned by 
the Alameda County District Attorney to ·conduct the criminal investigation 
of any incident covered by this Order. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

12 - Criminal investigations conducted under this Order shall be conducted by 
members of the Homicide Detail, or if unavailable, an investigator assigned by 
the Chief of Police. 

13 - Administrative investigations conducted under this Order shall be conducted by 
the Internal Affairs Bureau, or if unavailable, an investigator assigned by the 
Chief of Police. 

INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES 

14 - The officers conducting the investigation are required to follow the rules of law 
which apply to all criminal proceedin·gs including constitutional, statutory, and 
case law regarding rights which are covered by the United States Constitution's 
4th, 5th, 6th, and 14th Amendments. 

(a) The investigation is to be performed in a manner that both is and appears 
to be thorough, fair, complete, and professional and provides an 
investigation, which is free of confli'cts of interest. 

(b) For incidents involving outside agency personnel, a representative 
of the agency employing the involved law enforcement personnel will 
be afforded the opportunity to monitor the investigation, be present 
during questioning regarding the incident and within a reasonable 
period of time, to have access to all materials and documents 
pertinent to, or generated throughout the investigation. 

(c) Notifications: 
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Upon identifying an occurrence as an officer involved shooting or other 
incident which results in serious injury or death, the Patrol VVatch 
Commander or senior on-duty Sergeant shall insure the following 
notifications are made, except where noted: 

(1) Homicide Supervisor, or On-call.Detective . 
(2) Duty Command Officer 

(3) Chief of Police 

(4) Division Commander(s) of the involved personnel 

(5) · Public Information Officer 

(6) . Internal Affairs Investigator 

(7) Alameda County District Attorney's representative 

(a) This contact will be made by the Homicide Detail. 

SCENE PROCEDURES 

15 - Emergency life saving measures have the first priority. 

(a) If a person is transported to a hospital with possible "fatal injuries," an 
officer should accompany that injured person in the same vehicle in order 
to: · 

(1) Locate, preserve, safeguard, and maintain the chain of physical 
evidence. 

(2) Obtain a dying declaration (Evidence Code 1242); a spontaneous 
statement (Evidence Code 1240); a contemporaneous statement 
(Evidence Code 1241); a statement of then-existing or previous 
mental or physical state (Evidence Code 1250, 1251 ). 

(3) Maintain custody of the person if he/she has been arrested. 

(4) Provide information to medical personnel about the incident as 
relevant to treatment, and obtain information from medical 
personnel relevant to the investigation. 

(5) Identify relevant people, including witnesses and medical 
personnel. 

(6) Be available for contacts with the victim's family, if appropriate. 
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16 - The scene(s) must be secured immediately with a perimeter established for each 
a sufficient distance away to safeguard evidence. In some circumstances an · 
inner and an outer perimeter are appropriate. 

(a) Access to the scene(s) must be limited to only those officials who must 
enter for an investigative purpose. 

(b) A written log will be established as quickly as possible to identify all 
persons entering the scene(s), the time of their entry and exit, and the 
reason for entry. 

(c) · When not needed for life saving efforts, entry by fire and ambulance 
personnel should be restricted to_ the absolute minimum necessary to 
perform the needed duti'es. 

· (d) No items shall be moved inside the scene(s) or removed from a scene 
without approval of the scene supervisor unless absolutely necessary for 
public or officer safety or for preservation of evidence. 

If removal without approval is necessary, the removal must be witnessed 
and logged. The log shall state the identity of the person removing the 
described object, the reason for removal, a witness to the removal, and 
the time of removal. The item should be photographed prior to removal. 

17 - If any type of weapon or instrument was involved in the fatal incident, the 
supervisor at the scene will promptly have the item secured or collected as 
follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

If the area is secure, loose weapons or instruments shall be left in place 
and undisturbed. 

If the area is not secure, the supervising officer at the scene shall decide 
whether the items can be safely left in place or whether prompt removal is 
necessary. If such items must be moved or removed for protection, they 
should be photographed in place prior to removal if possible. 

lfan involved officer still has personal possession of a weapon he/she 
used in the incident, the supervising office·rs at the scene shall take steps 
to get the officer removed from the scene as soon a~ possible. The 
supervising officer shall promptly but discreetly obtain possession of the 
involved officer(s) weapons and gun belt assemblies: · 

(1) Preferably, this should be done at the Public Safety Building or at 
another location with consideration given towards being out of the 
view of the public and/or other officers if possible. 
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(2) Side arms shall not be removed from their holsters; obtain the 
entire gun belt if necessary to avoid moving the weapon from its 

· holster. 

(3)· Unless there are mitigating circumstances, the supervising officers 
shall take steps to immediately give the involved officer(s) a 
replacement firearm and/or any other equipment, which was 
collected as evidence. 

(d) lh shooting cases, the supervising officer shall attempt to identify all · 
· firearms, which may have been discharged by other officers who were 
present at the time of the incident to ensure that all. discharged firearms 
are identified and collected. Where a duty sidearm, which is collected, is 
in the personal possession of an officer it shall be immediately replaced. 

( e) The supervising officer collecting any weapon or instrument will describe 
in his/her report its description, condition and the location of any trace 
evidence adhering to it. These observations should be made without 
removing a firearm from its holster or otherwise compromising physical 
evidence. The location where the weapon or instrument was first 
observed by the supervising officer, and the identity of the person or 
location from which the· weapon or instrument was received shall also be 
recorded. 

(1) In firearms cases; the supervising officerwill also make note of 
whether the firearm is cocked, has its safety l(engaged" has its 
hammer back, ariy apparent jamming of either fired or unfired 
ammunition; the location and position of the weapon's magazine 
(e.g. fully or partially inserted, completely separate from the 
firearm, missing, etc.), to the extent possible without removal of the 
weapon from its holster. · 

a. If the mechanism of a firearm is obviously jammed, no 
attempt shall be made to unload the weapon or clear the 
jam. 

b. If the firearm is found in a single action condition . 
(hammer/firing mechanism cocked), the safety shall be 
engaged by the supervising officer, who must make note of 
that fact. If the firearm's hammer is back, it shall be 
lowered, but note must be made of that fact. 

(f) Any officer receiving a weapon or instrument from another person or 
obtaining it otherwise shall note its serial number if readily visible without 
removing the weapon from its holster or otherwise compromising physical 
evidence and to maintain the chain of evidence. 
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(g) Otherwise, weapons and instruments will not be disturbed in any way. 
They shall not be handled by anyone other than the supervising officer 

· and that officer shall handle them minimally to preserve the exac_t state of . 
the weapon or instrument when received. 

18 - The collected weapons or instruments shall be transferred to the Identification 
Expert for processing. 

19 - Any other physical evidence at the scene, which is in danger of being 
contaminated, destroyed or removed, must be promptly and effectively observed, 
recorded, and then protected for subsequent collection. Evidence adhering to 
live participants (such as blood stains), footprints, and fingerprints , volatile 
substances, various types of trace evidence, and firearms discharge evidence, 
are examples. · · 

20 "' Transporting and Sequestering of Involved Officers: 

(a) Officers who were present at the scene at the time of the incident, 
whether involved parties or witnesses, will be relieved of their duties at the 
scene as promptly as possible and transported to the Public Safety 
Building. 

(1) As soon as practical, the involved officers(s)/employee(s) shall 
have photographs taken of any injuries they suffered, and/or any 
damage to or physical evidence present on their attire. 

(b) An uninvolved officer shall remain with the involved officer(s) until they 
can be interviewed. The sequestering officers are present to ensure the 
officers have privacy and that their needs are accommodated, they should 
not be present during confidential (privileged) conversations. 

(c) Involved officers are to refrain from discussing the incident among 
themselves, with sequestering officers, or with anyone other than their 
representative(s) prior to the investigative interview prqcess . . 

21 - Custodial Death Scenes: 

When an incident occurs in a jail facility or other location where inmates may 
have witnessed something, inmates should be identified and separated if 
possible, pending interviews by criminal investigators. 

INTERVIEWING POLICE EMPLOYEES 

22 - Under the Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill of Rights ("The Act") 
(Government Code Section 3300 et seq): 
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(a) The Act is applicable only to "Public Safety Officers." It is not applicable 
to police employees who are not peace officers. 

(b) The Act is not applicable to interviews with Public Safety Officers who are 
being interviewed by other than their-Employing Agency. 

(c) The Act is not applicable to interviews with Public Safety Officers when 
being interviewed by other than their Employing Agency when the 
.investigation is concerned solely and directly with "alleged criminal 
activities." 

If prior to or during the interrogation of a Public Safety Officer it is deemed that he or 
she may be charged with a criminal offense, he or she shall be immediately 
informed of his or her constitutional rights. {Per Government Code Section 
3303, (h)}. 

24 - Interviews will be conducted separately. 

25 - Interviews will normally be fully tape-recorded. 

26 - The interviewees will be considered as witnesses unless the circumstances 
·. dictate otherwise. 

27 - Police employees have the same rights and privileges regarding interviews that 
any other citizen would have, including the right to consult with a representative 
prior to interview and the right to have legal counsel present during the interview. 

(a) Legal counsel shall be allowed to consult with the employee about the 
facts of the incident privately. 

(b) If the. representative is not a doctor, lawyer, psychotherapist, or priest, or 
an agent of such professional, the contents of private conversations · 
between the representative and his/her police employee "client" are not 
privileged. 

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCE TESTING 

28 - If, during the criminal investigation·of an incident covered by this Order, the 
investigator determines that there is probable cause to believe that a Police 
employee, as defined in paragraphs 8(c) and 9 above, is or may be under the . 
influence of a chemical substance, the investigator shall obtain a sample of the 
subject's blood and urine consistent with the requirements of the California 
Evidence Code, State and case law. 

29 - During the administrative investigation of an incident covered by this Order, the 
investigator shall follow City policy: 
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On November 25, 1986, under Resolution Number 53,543A-N.S. the City 
Council p3.ssed the following resolution: 

PROHIBITING VOLUNTARY OR MANDATORY DRUG TESTING OF CITY OF 
BERKELEY EMPLOYEES UNLESS SPECIF'ICALL Y AUTHORIZED BY THE 
CITY COUNCIL. 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Berk~ley as follows: 

That as a public policy, the City of Berkeley is not interested in voluntary or 
mandatory drug testing of City employees without.the specific authorization of 
the City Council. 

All members of the Berkeley Police Department shall follow this policy. 

I REVIEW PROCESS 

30 - All incidents investigated under this Order, which involve Berkeley Police 
Department employees, shall be reviewed by the Chief of Police and a Review 
Board as outlined in General Order R-3 . . 

References: General Orders C-15, E-3, R-3 and T-16* 
Government Code Sections 3300, et seq. 
Police Regulation 323 
Special Order 87-56263, September 23, 1987, "Drug Testing" 
GALEA Standards 
Alameda County District Attorney Guidelines.for Investigation of Officer 
Jnvolved Shooting Incidents 

· Alameda County Chiefs of Police and Sheriff's Association Policy 
Statement Adopted July 1998 
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EXAMPLE FORM 

Berkeley Police Department 
OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING AND FATAL/SERIOUS INJURY INCIDENT 

CHECKLIST FOR SERGEANTS/WATCH-COMMANDERS 

Respond immediately to scene and assume command 

Establish Field Command Post if necessary 

Secure scene 

Immediate attention to any injured parties 

Request ambulance to scene and/or to "stage" 

Broadcast crime/suspect(s) information 

Insure the following notifications are made: 

* Homicide Sergeant or his/her designee - Responds to scene 
and assumes primary responsibility for investigation (except 
for designated traffic collisions handled by CHP - refer 
General Order T-16) 

** Homicide Detail to contact the Alameda District 
Attorney's Office (contact "on call" Officer Involved 

Shooting Team or Homicide Unit via ACSD Dispatch) 

* Duty Command Officer 

* Chief of Police 

* Division Commander(s) of involved personnel 

* Public Information Officer 

* Internal Affairs Sergeant(s) 

Obtain preliminary information from all involved officers/personnel (i.e., 
ascertain who might have fired their weapons and others who were 
present, etc.) 

Focus on relevant questions of "what happened" for purpose of 
(1) public safety; (2) exigent circumstances; and (3) delineation and 

management of crime scene(s) 

Remove all involved personnel from scene - take to Public Safety 
Building* . (Refer "Public Safety Building*" checklist) 

Designate officer responsible for providing overview of investigation 
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Designate officer to maintain log of all personnel entering and leaving 
the scene (shall include personnel from other City Departments or 
other agencies) · 

Request 1.0. Technician to process the scene/Crime Scene Unit 
Sergeant notified of incident 

Witness statements (witnesses may be taken to Public Safety 
Building for interviews if appropriate) 

Designate officer(s) for scene diagram 

Designate officer(s) for neighborhood check 

For officer involved shooting situations, insure two cases are initiated 
(the first for the event which precipitated the shooting, the second for 
the shooting investigation) 

Insure proper collection of all evidence (see PSB checklist) 

PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTAL CHECKLIST FOR 
SERGEANTS/WATCH COMMANDERS 

Insure segregation of all involved personnel (including refraining from 
discussing incident with other employees) 

' Assignment of an officer to sit with involved personnel pending 
continuance of the investigation 

Officer involved shootings - Unless there exists mitigating 
circumstances, at PSB (or other appropriate site) take gun arid gun 
belt assembly a·s evidence from officers when it has been determined 
they fired their weapons (replacement sets maintained at PSB* gun 
locker) 

Officer involved shootings - if unclear who fired, or such a designation 
is in dispute, guns/gun belts taken from all involved officers. If there is 
no dispute, examine weapons arid magazines of officers at the scene 
but allow them to maintain possession 

Insure all seized guns/gun belts are turned over to Crime Scene Unit 
personnel for processing · 

cc: Captain of Administration, Division Commander, Homicide Detail 

Completed by: Date/Time: 
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425 Law E;r:iforc_eme~t S~rvices Manual 

(. 

_Body·W.o.rn Cameras 
-425.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE · 
This polfcy_provides guidelines-for_the use of portable BQdyWorn Cameras (BWCs) by membe"rs 
of this· depart:ment while in the _performance of their duties. 

This policy does not apphi to_ -non-BWC eyide~_ce, . inGludir,g oth~r methods of. audio or \.'.ideci 
recordings, · interilews or interrogations conducted : at any Berkeley Police .Department facility, 

. authorited und~rcover operations; wiretaps .or eavesdropping (concealed listening dElvices) . . 

·425;2 . POLiCY-
. Th~· Berkeley Police Department recog~izes that video recording of contacts between department 

· . personnei and the public provides· an objective record of these 'events, and that the use of a . 
recording system complements fi~ld ·p_erso.nnef in the performa.nce -of their. duties by _-prov1di_ng 
a vkleo . req:ird of_ enforcement and investigative fielo contacts, which can enhance criminal 
prosecutions, _li~it civ_fl liability, increase· transpare·ncy; .and· e_nhance pr~fessiorialjsm in the 

. _delivery of police services to the community. A video recordi.ng of an evehJ or contact ~iso enable_s 
th·e _ delivery of tini'e_ly, relevarit; and appropri~te training· to maximize . safety for both ~ommunity · 
rnembers arid BPD. p~rscinnel. 

While rec"ordings obtained from BWCs provide an objecitive record of event~.-H is unde~stood that 
video re.cordings do not necessadly capture ·a1_1 events, activities and information, or reflect the full 
·experience of the in¢lividual member(s) in a giv(;ln incident. Moreover, the recordings, especially ' 
video,· have iimitations and m·ay depict events differently tha~ the events as pe_rceive·d and rec~lled 
"by the in~olved member; Sp~cifically, it is 'understood that the BWC will capture .information that 

_ may not have be~n seen and/o"r heard by the fnvolvei;l member arid that the involved member may 
SE:e and hear information that" may not have been captured by the BWC. 

425.3 CONFIDENTIALITY AND.PROPER USE OF RECORDINGS . 
BWC use is limited to enforcement ~rid investigative activities involving members of the public. 
The BWC recordings will capture video and audio evidence for use in criminal investigations, 
administrative reviews, training, ci_vil litigation, and other proceedings protected by confidentiality 
laws and department policy. Improper use or release of s·wc recordings may compromise ongoing 
criminal and administrative investigations br violate the privacy rights of those recorded and is 
prohibited. 

425.4 COORDINATOR 
The Chief of Police, or his/her design.ee shall appoint a member of the Depar:tment to coordinate 
the use a~d m~intenahce of BWCs and the storage of recordings, including (Penal Code§ 832.18): 

(a) · Establishing a system for upioading, storing and security of recordings. 

(b) · Designating ·persons resporisible for uploading recorded data: 

. . : 
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(f) Coordinc;lte with, and assist th,e monitoring supervisor as necessary: 

(g) Review the monitoring supervise.r's gaily log report of the veh1cie pursuit · · 
a·s weli.as any rel_e·vant documentation attached thereto for ~ompliance 
with this Order and .route to the Chief of PoJice via tfie· chairi of co':1marid . 

: (1) . Initiate additionai administrative review, if appropriat~; when the 
conduct bf the pursuit does ncit conform tq this Order; 

q8 -. Dispatcher: 

(a) 

(b) 

Upon being advised of a pursuit by an officer> immediately a'Ctivate the . · 
· · emergency tone and begin a Code-33. . . 

Wait for a patrol team sergeant to ·advise that he/she is monitoring the 
pur$uit. If there fa no ·response ,;3fter a ·reasoilab:le interval, -advise a· 

. supervisor of the· pursuit. . 

·(c) · ·. Monitor. the pursuit, maintain and observe the Code-3~, repeating ·only 
· pertin~nt information like location, direction, or any officer safety 

informati_on, until the pursuit e_nds and Cdde-34 is declared. . . 

(f) 

(g) 

Rµn t·he license plate of the vehicle or name of the suspect if it is .known·. 
. . . . . ' . 

Broadcast any relevantw~ints regarding the suspect or officer·safety 
information· only .. (If there are no. hits; anti only registered owner . 
information is available, hold it until it is requested .. ) . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

An.ticipate when·a pursuit ~ay leave·the City and notify the appropriate 
juri~dic_tion, . 

Immediately dispatch an officer to any collision or other injury resulting 
from the pursuit. · · 

References: . California Vehicle Code §§165(b)(1), 17004.7, 14602.1, .21055, 21056 
· · and 21807 

· California Penal'Code§13519 .. 8 . 
City of Berkeley Council Resolution No. 51,408 N.S. 
General Orders C-2, P-14, P-26, P-29, R-3, R-31, U-2 and V-4 
Training and Information Bulletins 171 and 257 , 
California Law Enforcement Vehicle Pursuit Guideiines 
Alameda qou:nty Law Enforcement Inter-Agency Vehicular Pursuit 

Guidelines · 
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(c) 

(d) 

Establishing ·c:1 maintenance system to ensure avai.lability of BWCs. 
Estabiishlng sy~t~m for tc1gging an~ ca_tegorizhig data accordin_g_ to the type : of . 
incident 9aptur~d. · . · 

(e) ·Establishing . a system to . preJerit tampering, deleting and _ copying recordi~gs-and 
ensure chain_ of custody-integrity._. . . . 

. . 

(t) Working with the City Attorney's office to ~nsure_·an·appropriate retention sch'edule is 
· · .. being applied to recordings and ;associated documentation . . · · . .. . . . . . . 

(~) Maintai_ning an audit traii ·record for. all access to evidericediles, wherein access· 
. information for· each .evideh_ce file ·is logg.ed through \JS6 of a secure iog-in system. · 
The Department's ~torag~ system assodates an ai.Joit frail record Wi\h eath evidence . 
file, thereby logging the.da~e, time, user riame,·activity anct client IP address occurring 

.. during each evidence file access'. . . 

.. All recordings made by ril~mbers acting in·th~ir official" capa'city shall .remain the property ·of the . 
o"epartment Subject tq the provisions of tliis Policy, members shali h"ave· no expec;tation of privacy 
or ·owner_sh_ip interest iri the content bf t_hese· recordings. . .. 

425:s MEMB~R RESPONSIBILJTIES · 
.Prior to going :into service, each Uhiforrne.d member "who is assigned to wear a B\[VC. will be 

· re.sponsible f_or mak_ing sur~ that he or she is equippe<;l with a BWC i~sued by the Department; 
and. that the_ ·swc i; iii .good w·orking order. If the BWC is _not ·in WC?tking order or th·e· me~ber 

. becomes a~are of a malfunction at 1'!nY time, the _member sha'n promptly ·repbrt the· failure tq his/ ; . 
. her supervisor _to. permif the .supervisor· cir other department .employee to provide the memb~r . 
wit_h a functioning BWC as soon -as practicable. Uniformed 'members should .wearfhe recorder 
in ·a conspicuous manner as pres_cribed by 'the Department, to ·providE/ a generally. unobstructed . 

' · camera vievir o_f contacts between members -of the pu~iic an·d departnient member$. . 

Members lawfully' engag(;)d in their.duties as a police 9fficer are riot required .to obtain consent 
fro~, ~r give notice to; member~ of the pubiic, prior t9 tecbrding with their swc:' 

. Upo~ the_ approv.al of th~ Clif~f of_ ~oHce: or his/her des.igne~, non..:uniformed members lawfully . . . . . . . 
engaged in their duties as a police officer may use an approved BWC. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Memb~rs are requi~ed to :do.cument the existe~ce of a re~ordi~g i~ any repo"rt 'or other official 
r.ecord of the cqntact, such as a CAD entry, including any instance where the member is aware that 
the BWC malfunctioned or the membe_r deactivated the recording. In the event activity outlined in 
: . . . . 
section 425.7 is not captured in whole or in part the member shall document this.and explain in 

. . . . . . . 
their report their understandin~ , if any, of why the footage was not captured in t_he recording . . 

425.6 SUPERVISOR RESPONSIB!LiTIIES 
At such time as the scene is considered s~cure and safe: th~ on-:scene supervisor shail take 
immediate physical custody ofinvolved officer's/officers' BWC when the device ~ay have captured 
a~ incident i~volving an officer-involved shooting or us·e of force resulting in death or great bodily 
injury, ·and shall ensure the data is uploa_ded in a timely manner as prescribed by BPD policy 
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. . . . . 

(Penal Code§ ·s32.18). Supervisors may review relevan,t BWC video and -audio files in the field 
in furth_er.ance of their duties and r~$porisibilities . . · _· . 

. Supe~i-~cirs ~hall also review relevant BWC recordings prior to s_ubmitting any admi_nistrative 
· · reports. · · 

425.7 ACTIVATION OF THE BO_OY WORN CAMERA . . . . . 
This policy'_is ·not intended to descripe every possible situation in which.the BWC iihould be used. 
Members shall activate the .. BWC ?S required by this policy in (a)-:-(f) q~low, and may ~ctivate the 

. sw¢ at ·any ti_me th!:) .member believes it would be appropriat~. or valuable to record an ihcident 
wit~iri the: li!llits of privacy desc_rib~d herein. · 

The -SWC sha.11 be_ activated in _9ny of the ·followin_g situations: · 

(a) . A)! in-:person enforcement and investi_gative contacts including .. pedestrian stops and . 
. field interv!ew (_Fl)_ situation$. · · · 

· (b) Traffic stops inciliding; but nofliniited to, traffic violations, strar:ided mot9rist assistance 
and· all crjme .interdiqtiori stops. · . . : . · . ·. · : · · ·. , . · . · 

. . . . . ! . . 

(c) Self-inftiated field contads. in which · a member . would norma_lly . . notify the 
Communic,;1ti9ns Center .. 

· (d) Any search.activity, inclt.idin,g t~e service of search qr arrest ·warr;:mts; probatipn, 
parole, or consent searches -Where· the member is seeking evid·em·ce of. an off13n.se, . 
or conducting a safety sweep or' community caretaking sweep of the premises. Once · 

(e) 

(f) 

· a location has been secured and the memb.er is not- interacti(lg with detainees or 
. arrestees, the m_ember may mute their BWC when conducting a search_for evidence. 

Any o_ther contact that the· member determines has become adversarial after the initial 
contact iii a situation where .the niember wquld no_t othe'rwise activ?te BWC recording. 

•• • • ' I • 

; Transporting ~fr1y detained _or arreste_d p~rson arid where a member facHifate_s entry 
into or out of 9 vehicle, or any time the memb~r expects to have physical coritayt with 
that person. · · · · · · ·. · 

.• Afrio time is ·a member expected to jeopardize his or h·er safety in order to activate a BWC.. 
The BWC should be activated by members .in anticipation of sitLiat'ions described _above, and in 
~ny unanticipated, rapidly unfolding.situation wh~re activation becomes ~equ_ired, as soon as the 

-member can do so safely. 
. . 

Members shou.ld activate their BWC when conducting custodial i~terviews ~niess ther~ are other 
recording devices being .'used. Members shali document and explain iii their repo_rt the reason 
for not recording custodial interviews, should ·a BWC be de-activated whiie conducting a custodial 
interview or i~terrogation. 
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425.8 VICTIMS AND WITNESSES OF CRIMES;· INFORMANTS . 
In the __ eve_nt .. that an o_ffiqer has. the opportunity to rec9rd interviews of vi~tims and. witness8s of 
crimes, they shall consider the following: 

· (a) · Viitnesses: In· the event a· crime ·witness qr a memb~r of the coinrnDnity ~ishes fo 
r~port or discuss criminal a_ctivity. anonymously, office.rs have the discretion to _not 
record, Members may offer to avert. their camera to capture only audio during the 
interview, when doing so would faeilitate obtainlng the witness's recorded statement. · ·. 
In cases where a witness re.quests they not be recor~ed, and the member agrees not 

.to record, members ;:,hould record their request prior to turning the Ccjffiera 'off. When 
a member.is ~!ready re6o_rding, the membet shall record theitexplanatiorffor'turning 

. ·the. ca_me'rc! off priorfo do_ing so. , . 

. (.b) Victims: . Upon requ~st by the victiin, officers ha\re 'the discretion to· nbt record th~ 
interview. Members may offer to avert their camera to capture oniy audio ·during the . 
interview,· when doing so would facilitate obtaining the victim's recorded statement.. 
In cases. where a victim requests they ·not ~e recorded, and the m~rri.ber agreies not 
to record,· rnElrnbers should _record their request prior to turning the 'camera off. \,Yhen a memb_er fs :already recording; the .'rriember shall record their explanation for turning 

. the car:nera ·off -prfor to_.doin~ _so. . . . . . . . 

1. . Domestic Violence Vic.tjms: Members· sho_uld i::lttempt to record i.nterview·s of° 
dornestjc violence victims to facilitate future pros~cufion efforts and d'iscourage . 

. ·later recanting -of .statements. · Members should also record interviews With 
. children who witness 'domestic violence/ when the child, iq wiiling·.-. . . ' .· . 

· 2. · Child .A.bus·e a.~d Sexual Assault V~cti~s: Members ·sh~II ha~e.the.discr~tion 
to record, absent any requesfto not record the interview by victims, witnesses, 

· or non-suspect pc1rents of victims,· during child° abuse and/or sexual ·assault 
investigations. · ' · · 

( c) informants: Members shail not activate their recorde~s ·when conducting a~ interview . 
or engaging in a conve_rsation with a confidential informant, Linless needed as 

· evidence. 
. . . . . . . . , . 

Members have no qbligation to advise a victim or witness that he or l?he is being recorded, but 
may do so at th~ir discretion. When a victim or witness requ~sts they not be rec~rded, members 
m·ay considertheir request (~ee Penal Code 632), . . . . 

Members shall remain · sensitive to the dignity of an· individuals being . recorded and exerci$e 
discretion to respect privacy by di$continuing recording whenever it reasonably .appears to the 
member that such privacy concerns may outweigh any legitimate law enforcement interest in 
recording. Recording should resume when privaty concerns are 'ho longer at issue unless the 
-member determines that the circumstances no longer fit 1

the criteria for recording, 
. . . . . . . . : 

Informal community interactions differ from "consensual_ encounters" in which members make 
an effort to develop reasonable suspicion to detain or probable cause· to arr~st. To strengthen . 
relationships between police and ·citizens, members may use discretion regard.ing the recording 
of informal, non-enforcement related interactions with members of the community. 
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425._9 ACT_IVATION IN CROWD CONTROL SITUATIONS 
During crowd ·control, protest or mass arr"est incident$, members shall use their BWCs consistent 
with thii policy, ,or when directed by the lncideof Commander. The i"ncident Commander shall 

. "document hi~ or her ordets· to activate in an appropriate report (e .. g; Operations Plan or After 
Action -Report). . 

The )imitations outlined · in the Intelligence Procedures _ -for First Amendment Activitfes 
Policy gQveniirig i_ntelligence-gathering procedures for.First Ame~drilent -activities; apply to the . 
use ·of BWCs ~md othe·r. recording· devices. · 

Video record)rig of ihdividLials ~ho are pi9keting or engag~_d in peaceful protest will be avoided 
un_less the officer believes a violation of.criminal law i~ occurring, may occur, or ifthe officer 
interacts with a participa_nt or third .party to fhe event, or a participan_t or third party initiates contact 
with the member. · 

425.1 O SURREPTITIOUS USE OF THE BWC 

Merribers-or" the Department -may surreptitiously: recbrd :any CO_hVersatioil dl}ring the course of a 
. criminal investigatio·n· in which the member reasonably believes that such· a·recording will be lawful 
and beneficial to the ihvestigatio_n. -

Membe~s shall not surreptitiously record a_nother department member without a court ord_er unles_s 
lawfu_liy a_uthorized by the Chief of Police, or his/her designee. . . 

Members are prohibited from using departTTient-'issued · 13WCs for non-work related personal 
activity. BWCs ·will not be activated in .pla.ces where membe~s. have a reasonable expectation 
of privacy, such as workplace locker roonis, dressing _rooms, members' private vehicles or 
restrooms. · 

425.11 CESSATION OF RECORDING- _ _ _ 
Once activated, the member may mute or deactivate their BWC at any time based on th_eir 
dis~retion; in th~ following cir6um~tances: · · ' · · 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Discussion of-tactica_l or confidential information with oth~r law enforcement personnel. 

Where m·embers are on a perimeter or assigned to a static post where the member's 
direct participation in the incident is complete and they ai-e riot actively :part _ of an 
investigation. 

If it is ·necessary to discuss i_ssues or concerns with an employee, supervisor, doctor, 
riurse, or:paramedic in private, · · 

In the member's judgment, a recording would interfere with his or her ability to conduct 
an investigation. 

Decisions regarding the reason for muting or BWC deactivation shall be noted on the recording, 
· or otherwise docu_mented. 
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Members shall cease audici/video recording whenever nece$sary to ·ensure coriversations are not 
rec;orde~ between a per~o_n in custody and the person's aUo~ney, "religio1,1s. advisor or phy$iCian( . 
unless there is explicit consent from all parties tq the convers_atio,:L This · does not apply tq 
conversations_ with paramedics or ~MTs during their response at a sc~ne, arid during transport . 

. 425.12 ' EXPLOSIVE DEVICE 
Many: portable" re9orders, including BWCs a~d audio/vid_eo tran:smitters, emit radio w~ves that . 
c_c>uld trigger an explo.s:ive devic-e. TherE;ifore; these devices should not be ~,sed where an explosive 
devic.e niay be present. 

· Members believing that the use of a BWC may detonat~ ~n ·explosive· device may de.activ_ate tt,eir . 
BWC in ·such cases. . · · · · · · · · · · 

425.13 PROHIBITED USE OF BODY WORN CAMERAS 
. N)embers are· prohibited from Using~ :~iepartrne~t-i~sued BWC for personal use a~d a~e proh\bited . 

from making ·personal copies of recordings created while on tjuty or while acting in their official 
capacity . . 

. .. . ! : . . . . 
Members are prohibited from retaining !3WC recordings. Members shall_ not duplicate or distribute _· . . . . . .. . . . . . '~ 

. :;,uch record_irigs, except for departm~nt pusiness pl:Jrposes. !'II such. recordings shall be·retairied 
pt the DE?partn:ient. · . 

Members may nqt use personally_ owned recorqers (e.g. personal cell phone) to document-----·----
contacts u~less, exigent circw~stances exist to w~rrant the use of person.ally owned i-e_cording 
d~vices: Regardless, if a member is ·using a d~partrhent-issued BWC, and/or another.recording 
device·, members shall comply with the provisiqns of this ·policy; incl_uding ·reJe_ntion and re!"ea~e 
requirements. _ In 'ev~ry eve~t where rneniber~ use c;my recording device aside from or in addition 

· · tci their d_epartnieht-issued-BWC, the member shall pocument and explain the use a_nd the exigent · 
circumstance in their police report (e.g. the BWC faile_d and evidence needed to _be captured at 
that momenf in time). · 

· _Recordings shall not be .used by any hlembe_r for.the purpose of embarrassment, intimidation or 
ridicule. 

425.14 PROCESSING A _N D HA NDLING OF RECORDINGS 
. To assist with identifying and preserv_lng data and recordings, members shall tag and download 
recordings in accordahce with pro.cE3dur~. and 9ocument the existence of t_he recording in .the 
related case report. Transfers must cfccur at the en·d of the member's shift, and any time the 
member is aw~re that the storage capacity of the BWC is nearing its limit. In circumstance"s when 
the officer cannc;:it complete this task, the officer's supervisor shall immediately take custody of the 
E3WC and be responsible for uploading the· data. Officers shall tag each file with the appropriate 
case/incident nurnber; provide a descriptive title, an·d select an appropriate category for each 

1. • · recording, 'using the Axon View app or via t he Evide~ce;cohl site.· 
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' Members ar~ prohib)ted from intentionally erasing,· alterJ,:ig; reusing; modifying or tampering with 
original audibyideo recordings. Members may request re~ttiction anci subsequent deletion of an · 
accidental rncording as describ'ed .under sec_tion 425.,16 below. · · · 

425.1 !:i. RETENTION REQUIREM~NTS 
The Departmeht : $h13II retain _all recordings for a . minimum of -60 ·days, . Incidents involving 

' C()nsensual contacts, and aid' to citizens. will be. retained for six months, and cold report$ will be 
. retained for_one ye~r. Rec.oraings of.incident~ involving use of force by a police officer, detentions, 

. arrests, or recordings relevant to a formal or fnformal ·cqmplaint shall b1:Hetaiiled·for a. minimum 
of two years a·~d one month. · Recordings re.fating to COL!rt ·cases· cind .perso~nel complaints that 

·are:bein'g adjudicated will be nianµally deleted at the sam·e time other evidence associateiwith 
. ihe cas~ is purged in line with the 6epartme~t's' evld~nce ret~ntion policy. Any rec~·rdings related . 
to administrative ·or. civil proceedings. shall be rhain~ained until such m9tter is fully adjudicated,· 

' a't which fim~. it shall be deleted in line with the Department's. evid~nce retention ·policy, and,. ~ny ' . . . . . . 

applicable orders from the court . 

. Recordings cre~_ted OY equipment Jesting-or ,;1ccidental pCtivali?n may be deieted after 60 days. 

42.5.16 AC_ClDENTAL RECORDING.': REQUF;ST FO.R RESTRJCTION . . .. 
In the event of.an accidenta_l or sensitive p_ersorial recording of noh-departmerital business activity, 
where the resulting t~~ording is of no -investigative or evidentiary value, the recording employee · 
may requ_estthat the f\le be restricted pe_ndirig 60-day dele.tion by submitting ·an email req~est. 
via their chain of command to the Professional Standards Division Captain. The Professional 
Standards Division Captain,will approve or den)-t,he rest~iction req~est. In cases where the request 
is denied, an appeal may be submitted to the Chief of Police, or his/her designe'e, for'restr(ction 
authorization: In all case$ of re~triction. requests, a determination sh:ould be rriade withiri seven 
calendar days. 

425."17 REVIEW OF RECORDINGS BY A MEMBER 
Members are authorized to rev.iew \heir own BWC video fil~s at any time in furtherance of official 
business. Such official .business includes, but is not limited ·to, .preparing written reports, prior to 
or while provioing testimony in a case or being d~posed. Members may review recordings as ·a:n 
evidentiary resource, except as .stated in subsection, 425.17.1 below .. Members sli~H not retain 
personal copies of recordings. 'Members sJiaH not l)Se the fact that a recording was made 8$ a 
reason to write a IE)ss det$iled report. 

425.17.1 OFFICER INVOLVED INCIDENTS RESULTING IN GRAVE BODILY INJURY OR 
DEATH 

(a) in the event of a critical incident that results in grave bodily injury or death, including an 
officer-involved shooting or ar:i in-custody death, the BWC of the involved member( s) 
shail be taken from'him or her and'secured by a supervisor, commander, cir <;1ppropriate . 
investigator, as necessary. _The involved rriember(s) shall not access or obtain their 
footage of the incident until _such time as the criminal investigator(s) have reviewed · 
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the video files. It will· be the responsibHity of the investigation· te~m's s~pervisor.to 
coordinate· with the involved mehiber's supervisor t9 obtain footage·of the incident on 
behalf of th(;) r'nembeL . . . , . . 

, (b) Pers'onnel uploading secured BWC video files -shail not view the files unless_ 
: aLJthori~ed. · 

(c) · No memb_er invol\t,ed in a critical incident may view 1;my video rec~rdings p.rior to . 
an i11terview by the appropriate crimin13l investigative unit, and receiving command 
approvaL 

(d) 

(e) 

Prior to the conclusfon .of·the criminal" interview process, the involv~d m~mber a"ndl _ ___ . . 
or"the member's representative will have an· opportu·nity to review the member's 

. recording(s). The involved member ·may choose to provide a_dtjitional information t~ 
s_upplern<?nt his or her statem·ent by proyiding a supplemental statemE?nt or"separate .. 
sup.plemental ·document. :In ri.o case shali a member alt~r a ·report made prior to 
reviewing the recording.. . . . . 

Th~ D~partment ac~nowledges that retord_ings_tak~n during"critical incideAts obtalned 
froni BWCs do not necessarily ._reflect the.full extent of the nature of the event or the 

. experi_ence, ·a_nalysis, training, threat asses.sment or .state of mind of the individual 
· .officers(s) in · a given . incicl~nt. Moreove·r, the recordings, · especially video; have 
iimitations 13-nd may depict events differently than t_tie :events recailed by the involved 
officer.· Specifically, it is un"derstciod that the recording d's.vice wilr capture information 

· that may not have been .heard and/or observed by the i!"]volvecl"officer and_thafofficers 
.may see anti hear events that are not capt_ur_e? _:bY th_e_?~_niera . . ·... .. -

Officers who are invoived : in any ·critic.~l ._inci<;lent \'.\'here video ·recordings ·exi$t depicting 
the involved officer, either as· a subject officer or. witness, shall be provided the following 

. admonis~r11ent to the initial interview or SUbl]liS~ion of the initlal written report: 

"In.this case·, there is video evidence thc\t you will have an ·opportunity to vfew. Video evidence 
has lim.itations and may depict the events differently than you' recall, and may not 'depict 
all .of the events as .. seen or heard by ·yoli. Video has a limited field of view and may not 
capture :~vents normally seen by the"hum~n eye. The 'lfrarne r~te" ~f ~idea_ may limit the 
camera's ability to capture .. movement$ _normally s~en by the human eye. Lighting as s~en on 
th.e.video may be different than wh~t is s_een by th"e human eye. Video.s are a two..:dimerisional . 

. medium a~d' may not capture depth, distance or pOsitiqnal orientation' as· well as th~ hu~a~ 
eye. R.ernember; the vic!eO evid~nce is intended to -assist your memory arid ensure that your 
statement explains your state of .mind at the time of the incid_ent." . 

. 425.17 .2 SUPERVISORY REVIEW 
· With · the exception of section 425.17 .1 above, supervisors are autho_rized to review relevant 

r~cordings a_ny time they are reviewing and approving case reports from their subordinates . . 

Copyrigtitlexipol, LLC 2019/01/31, All Rights Reseived. 
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425.17.3 INVESTIGATORY REVIEW -
Supervisors ar~ authorized to review relevant recordings any ti_me they ~re ·investigating ~lleged. 
misconduct or reports of _meritorious conduct, Dr-Whenever ~uch recordings· support revi~w of the 

. -member's performan9e.-

Recorded files may also be reviewed: · 

(a) . Up~n approval qy_a supervisor,_ by any"member of the _Department who is participating 
· in conquct of an official inveitigati_ori, such as ,;3-personhel compiaint, an administrativ·e 
. investigation or a criminal investigation. . . 

_ (b) Pursu·ant to lawful process or by c61,1rt or District Attorney personnel who are othefVllise 
- author_izecl to review_evid_ence in a related case. . 

(c) By personnel assigned·to ,investigatory -.ur:iits\Nho are authorized to view any BWC 
video. file aS$Ociated to their active _in_vestigation·s, unless other:wise prohibited by_ . 
policy. · · 

(d) Upon approva·I by the Chief.of Police, Internal Affairs investigators may review BWC 
. vide·o with a complainant. . . - ' . . . -· 

. ~- .· . . . 

· · Investigators conducting criminal° or internal investigati_ons_ shall: 

Advise the coordinator to restrict acce~sto ·the BVl(C file in c;:riminal or internal 
investigatio_ns, ~S neC8$Sary_; 

2. Review th_e file to_ determine whether the BWC file fs of evidentiary value and proc_ess 
it in accordance with established .protocols. · · 

. 3. Notify the coordinator to·· remove· t_hEr· acc~ss restriction when the criminal/internal 
·inv_estigation is clos_ed. _ 

· -425.17.4. TEACHING OR Ll~ARNING TOOL . 
·swc fiies may also be review~d by training staff regarding specific incidents where such files may 
serve as an internal.lea·rning or te~diing tool. -_In the ·event th~t vi_deos· ar~ intended to be used for _ 
trainfrig purposes, the involved officer(s)Will first b·e consulted. -- If he/she ·objects 'to the use ·of the 
videci, such obfection shall be ~ubn:iitted to the person. in charge of training who shall weigh the 
value_ of th~ video. for training against the officer(s) objections and-_basi~ for the objection . . Should 

·_ · the person in charge of training refuse to grant the requ.est of the lnvolve9 officer(s), the matter 
shall be.heard by the Chief of Police,· or his/her designe(;l, prior to utilizing the video: 

425.17.5 COB CJVIL CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS 
Bwc: recordings may be reviewed and used by City of Berkeley defense counsel for the purposes 
of defending the city in civil claims an_d lawsuits, with the authorization· of the Chief of Police, ·or 
his/her designee.-· . . 

425. i 8 RELEASE OF RECORDINGS 
All recordings should be ·reviewed by the Custodian of Records and the City Attorney's Office prior 
to public release, see Genera_l Order R-23 (Release of Public Records and Information). 
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• · Body Worn Cam_era·s 

:1n the everit that the Polic~r Oepartment or:City Department.intends to release or publish for any 
purpose vfdeo recordings where officers ;3re captured on video or the video-depicts actions taken 

·. by"them in the course of the performance of their official .duties, tbOS$ offic~rs shall be given written 
. ·notice o.f the jritention to release or pub.lis~ ~aid vi~e.o _ell lea'st48 hours prior to such release'._ 

BPD ril_ay, without -prior notice to .involved officers,- share •vi_deo footage with law enforcement, 
natio~al security, military, or other QO\/ernment agendes outside of Berkeley,_ when there -is 

. . . . . .- . . 
reasonable ·suspicion that criminal actlvity has occurred or is abqut tq occur. 

425.18.1 .POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (PRC)" . . . . 
. Access . to recorded filei will be granted for the purpo_ses of teview to the Polic~ Review 
Conim_ission Officer and/or Jnvestigator; investi_gating a spe~ific ·complaint where BWC evidence-
file~- are avaflabl~, and a~e not part of any ongoing crimina_r !nv·estigation. . . 

. . -. . . . . . 

-(a) · The PRC Officer and PRC Investigator will . be provided ·user account access · to 
:evidence files . through the evidence management syst~m for . their _use during a 
. complaint .investigation anq to facilftate ·view111g by Board .of Inquiry members during 
a Board of Inquiry, . . _ . _ . ; . . 

(b) ·. The PRC Officer and PRC investigator shail not make o~ create a copy of a~y e~idehte -
· file, n_or mak_e or J:l_llow to. be macie. any audio or vid_eo recording of ariy" evidence file 
while It is l:>eing stream~d and viewed from the evidence management.system. 

(c) ·· The PRC Officer and PRC ln.vesti~ator shall not allow any uni:;uthorized indivldualsto 
view or access evidence files. _. · 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

The evidence managerrieht system associates· ari aud_it trail record with each evidence 
file, thereby.logginQ the date, time, user, activity, and di_ent jp address occurring during 
each evidence file access: 

The_ evidence managemen·t system shall only be accessed on City premises. 

The Department retains custody and control of the record in.gs, . ;nd content of the · 
video will . be subject to applicable legal ·standards including, but not limited to the 
confidentiality requirements of the Public Safety Officers' Procedural Bill of Rights, 

· (Government ·cod_e § 3300, et seq., Penal Ccide § 832.7, and_ the California Public 
Records Act; Govemment Cod_e § 625_0,· et seq.} · 

425.18.2 PUBLIC RECORDS ACT (PRA) REQUEST . 
Access to recorded files will be granted for the purposes of review (n response to a public records 
request, as per~itted under Govem~_ent Code§ 6254(f) and BPD Gene~al Order R-23 (Release of 
Public Records and lnformationf General Or~er R-23 does not authorize release of investigative 
files or documents that would constitu1;e an unwarranted invasion of privacy.Circumstances where 
this might arise in video include footage taken inside a home, a medical facility, the scene of a 
medical emergency, or where an individual recorded has a "reasonable expectation of privacy." 
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425.18.3 MEDIA 
-Access to recorded files will be granted for the -purposes. of review t~ medic! personnel 0( the · 
generaJ-pubiic 0ith permissicifl of the Chief of Police, _or his/her des_ignee,_ subj~ct to General Order 

.. R_-23 and privacy protections_ jndica,ted in this policy. · 

· 425.19 . · _COfvlPLIANCE WITH .BMC _2.99 ,ACQUISITION AND USE OF SURVEILLANCE 
TECHNOLOGY 
This policy ·shall co111ply at all times with the requirement of BMC 2:99 Acquisition and Use of 
·Surveillance Technology. . 

425.20 . TRAINING REQUIREP 
Officers who are assigne·d BWC; musfoomplete dep~rtme~t-app~~ved training in ~he proper"l.ise 
_c1nd maintenance of thE'l devices beforf.i, dipl~ying to-the field. . . . . . 

. As.part of a ·continual improvement process,. regulc;ir review should be ccindLJcted by BPD staff of 
the trah1ing on this policy an_d the· r~lated u~e of BWc"s under this policy. Information resulting from · 

. thE;J outcomes of this :review shall be incorp~rated into .the City Manager's annual "SUrv13illan~e 
:Technology Rep.art" as req"t.i_ired under BMC 2.99 Acquisition and'Use of Surveillan:ce Technology . 

. The Department, Police Revi_,ew Commission and ·other City Departments shall maintain the 
t . . . . • 

confidentiality of Department sworn employee personnel records_ 8$ required by state and local · · 
_law. Faili.i°re tq maintain the confidentiality of Department swo.r/1 employee personnel records, .· 
whether o.r not intentional, may subject individuals to dvil penalties and discipline, up to and 
including termination of employment 

Copyright Lexipol, LLC 2019/01/31 , All Rights Reserved. · 
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LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS 
As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve the community; to safeguard 
lives and property; to protect the innocent against deception, the weak against oppression or 
intimidation and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and to respect the constitutional rights 
of all to liberty, equality and justice. 

I will keep my private life 1.msullied as an example to all and will behave in a manner that does 
notbring discredit to me or to my agency. I will maintain courageous calm in the face of danger, 
scorn or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others. Honest 
in thought and deed both in my personal and official life, I will be exemplary in obeying the law 
and the regulations of my department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is 
confided to me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary in 
the performance of my duty. 

. ' 

- I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, political beliefs, aspirations, 
animosities or friendships to influence my decisions. With no compromise for crime and with 
relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately without 
fear or favor, malice or ill will , never employing unnecessary force or violence and never accepting 
gratuities. 

J recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as a public trust to be 
lleld so long as I am true to the ethics of police service. I will never engage in acts of corruption 
o r bribery, nor will I coridone such acts by other police officers. I will cooperate with all legally 
authorized agencies and their representatives in the pursuit of justice. 

I know that I alone am responsible for my own standard of professional performance and will take 
every reasonable opportunity to enhance and improve my level of knowledge and competence. 

I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself before God to my 
chosen profession ... law enforcement. 
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MISSION - VISION - VALUES 

MISSION 

United in service, our m1ss1on is to · safeguard our diverse community through proactive law 
enforcement and problem solving, treating all people with dignity and respect. 

VISION 

The Be.rkeley Police Department will be a team of leaders at every level. We will foster strong 
relationships with our community, inspiring trust through our service, building on our historic tradition 
of progressive policing, and dedicated to the safety of all. 

VALUES 

Service is our calling. As members of this community, the Berkeley Police Department team is 
committed to proactive law enforcement and problem solving, holding these as our core values~------· 

Integrity: We are ethical, fair, and trustworthy in all we do. 

Safety: We strive to keep our community and each other safe. 

Respect: We fulfill our duties with dignity, compassion, and empathy. 

Diversity: We value the strength of a diverse workplace and community. We endeavor to reflect 
the community we serve, promoting inclusion and fairness. 

Professionalism: We commit to organizational excellence through progressive training, positive 
attitude, and superior perforr:nance. 
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Oath of Office 
102.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that oaths, when appropriate, are administered to 
department members. 

102.2 POLICY 
It is the policy of the Berkeley Police Department that, when appropriate, department members 
affirm the oath of their office as an expression of commitment to the constitutional rights of those 
served by the Department and the dedication of its members to their duties. 

102.3 OATH OF OFFICE 
All department members, when appropriate, shall take and subscribe to the oaths or affirmations 
applicable to their positions. All sworn members shall be required to affirm the oath of office 
expressing commitment and intent to respect constitutional rights ih discharging the duties of a 
law enforcement officer (Cal. Const. Art. 20, § 3; Government. Code§ 3102). The oath shall be 
as follows: · 

"I, (employee name), do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution 
of th~ United States and the Constitution of the State of California against ali enemies, foreign 
and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of the United States 
and the Constitution of the State of California; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental 
reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties upon 
which I am about to enter." 

102.4 MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS 
The oath of office shall be filed as prescribed by law (Government Code§ 3105). 
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.BE.RKEL!;Y POLICE DEPARTMENT 

· ·DATE.ISSUED: Marci'"! 1.7., 2008 
. . 

POLICE REGU~ATIONS - CHAPTER 2 

PR200 

PR201 

PERSONAL C.ONDUCT AND DUTY REQUIFlEMENTS 

·. Reporting Misconduct : 

: Misconduct-:- Duty to Rep·ort. When ·an employee,' who is not~ · 
s:ui:forvisor~. becomes aw~re· qf or observes what he/she believes to· 

.· be m'isconduct l:ly another Department ernploye~,· he!s'he shall, · by the 
end. ofthe employee's ·c.urrent shift, or if o.ff duty within 24 flours, 
notify a supervisor, or·in_ the absence.of a. supervisor a Command 
Officer or tlie Jnte'i-nal Affairs Bu_reau. -A writtf.rn report documenting 
-the alleged rnisconducfshail be !llade-by the·reportint{ernploye~ 
iriitjating the .complaint if required py' the Supervisor, Command 
Officer or internal Affairs.· . . 

(a) Seri.ous alfegations, including but not limited to those lf$ted 
· · below;- shaU b~ re.ported imm~diately: · · · · · 

(1) 

(2) 

· Dishonesty. 

Any act which may constJtute the commi$sion of a 
misdemeanor or felony crime .. 

(3) · · Improper use of force. · 

(4) . 

(5) 

E·mrioyee(s) unqer the influence of intoxi~ants . . 

Any discrim,_nation or harassment on the ba$is of ra¢e, 
color, religion, ancestry, national origin, ~mxua! . 
orientation, gender, marital status, age~ political , · 
affiliation, family care leave-sfatu~, physical or mental 
disabiiity or rnedic~I condi_tiori.. . . 

Misconduct -~ Supervisory and Command Officer Responsibilities. A 
SuperviSory qr Command Officer with knowledge of, or who is made 

. aware of, .-alleged acts of misconduct shall take appropriate . 
corrective action. ·such supervisors shall also notify their ' ' 

. Comnfanding Officer or'the Duty Command Officer, who shall give 
direction a$ to the proper procedure ·tor docurr1enting the complaint. 
Generally, the procedurn~·.wi!I foilow the guidelines listed in Genera~ 
Order P-26 relating to either extemail or internal complaonts; . . 

(a) Serious allegations, including but not limited to those listed 
below, shall be reporte~ immediately. . 

(1) · Dishonesty. 

* Highlighted text is revised; 1 
Regulations renumbered, where indicated. 
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. (2) .· Any" act whi~.h may constitute the·cornmission of- a 

(3) 

. . (4) 

(5) 

· n'li$d-~meanor o(felony crime. · . 

l_mproper use of force. 

~mploy~e(s) under the influence of intoxicants; . 

Any discrimination or. harassment on the basis of ~ace, 
color; religion, ancestry, national origin, sex_L_laJ - -

. - -orientation·, gender; marital status·, :age, political __ 
affiliation,-·family care leave status; physical or mental 

. disa.biiity or medical condit!on. . . 

. Arre~ts, Pris.o_n~rs/Si.Jspect~-. Criminal C~s~s . 

PR 202 · . Arrest - Use· of Force; . Employies ._shall not Lise inappropriate .force or 
m0re force than _hece•ssa·ry in making an 9rrest or in the_ carrying out of 

. assigned 'duties. 

PR 203 _ ·rrisoriers ~Property-Receipts -For. Prisoners and o_ther persons shall 
.· be given receipts for money and other property taken from then, 1n 

ac·co·rdance w_ith the provisions of the California Penal Code. . 

PR204 

PR 205. 

PR206 

Prisoners - Treatment During ·oetention _- -Prisoners shall be "treated in a · 
fair and hum~ne mariner at all times as provided-by law. They shall not 
be subjecjted.-to physical force other than as may be required' in subduing 
·viol~nce, ·assuring detention, or as necessary in overcoming physkal 
resistance offer~d in disobedience to a lawful order. No employee shall 
strike a prisoner o"r suspect except when necessary in the prevention of 
an escape, in· self defense, or in the prevention cit violence to another 

. person . . Any determinatio·n concerning the propriety of force used will l:>e 
based ori facts and the information ?Vailable to the enipioyee at the tirrie 
force was enipfoyed, and not upon information gained after the fact . 

. P"risoners - Suspects - Safeguarding. Employees ·sha:11 be cautious in the . 
arrest and detention of _prisoners or susp_ects and sh<;1)I take all nec~s~;;1ry 
precautions to .prevent prison_ers from escaping, carrying weapons on their 
p$rsons after arrest, injuring thei-nselves or any other persons, or . . 
daf!iaginf;J property. · 

-Prisoners·..:.. Suspects - Availability. of Weapons. Employees shall not . 
· place weapons or other objects capable of inflicting serious bodily injury, 
or perm_it such weapo_ns or objects to remain unattended iii any location in 
the Publ ic Safety Building accessible to a prisoner or suspect. This 
regulation sha·II riot apply to fixtu.res or furnishings which are part of the 
physical plant. 

* Highlighted text is revised; 2 
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. PR 207 · · Prisoners - Suspects-~ Fem~les --. Handling. Ferhal~ prisbners or . 
. ·suspects shall be touched Qhly ·as necessary in taking them into custody 
·and 'determini_ng that weapons a.re not being concealed . . This Regulation 

. ·shalf not apply to _a female e"rnpioyee_ conducting the search of the person 
of a female prisoner or suspect. · · · 

PR208 Prisoners - ·Suspects .,.. Transporting: When a11· empl~yee tran_sports a ·. 
prisdrie.r or suspect of the .opposite· sex, the employee shall either be 
accompanied by a ·second p·erson or shall provide the _Communications . 
Center.via radio the·numbe:r-of the polic~ vehide· being -used for - · 

.. transportation ana the,odome·ter reac;l_irig thereon, both before and after. 
· the transportation: . The Gommunications Center shall apknowledge each 

. radio trar,smission, '.including the time thereof. 
. . 

PR 209 . Prisoners --.Susj:)ects Females. Women ·en,ployees should be utilized . 
to ~ssist in processing fema_le prisoners or suspects.whenever possible or. 
practical, consistent"with officer safety considerations .. -Employees should_ . 
no·t tai'k to a prisoner or suspect .of the ·opposite ·sex alone :in ah ·intervie_w . 
room .u.riless there is visibility into the room th rough glass or an open :door. 

PR 21 0 

. . . . . . -·· 

Compr~mising Criminal Cases -Takirig Part-In. -Employees shall not 
interfere with the· courts, nor for personal gain . .cir benefit use their official 
posi~io_n·t_o make any arrangement for any person to eva~e prosecution. 

PR 211 -. Criminal Information -:-.Revealing....: Prohibited.: _E11_1ptciyees ~;hall not 
reve:al any. information in thefr po~ses~iori, howevE?r.opt~l"ned, which may 
enable· anyone to, evade detection, arr~st or prosecution;_ or·enable . 

··anyone to destroy.ev1de·nce,. odo destroy or secrete stolen property . . Nor 
shall ariy employee divulge official or co_nfidential information or ar rest 

· rec6rd ·to any unauthorized person or agency. · . 

PR 212 Withholding Criminal lnformati6n. Employees receiving.or po_ssessing 
facts ·or information· relative to a criminal offense o"r case··shall not retain 
· such facts or information through ulterior .motiv~s, -desi.re for personal 
. crei:lit, ·or aggrandizement, but'shall report the•facts or-informatlon in 
-accordance with De.partmental procedures. · · 

' . . 

PR 213 Prisoners -.Sus·pects ·- Transacting With. · No employe~ shall buy or 
accept :any article for personal dispositioh;from .any suspect .or prisone_r 

. nor from any associate of any suspect or prisoner. · 

PR 214 Prisoners....: Bail - Employee Posting . Employees shall not arrange bail · 
· for pers.ons under ·arrest, except for members of their immediate family, as 

defined in City of Berkeley Person_nel Rules and Regulations; without the 
con~ent-of a.commanding officer. · 

* Highlighted text is r~vised; .3 
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PR 215 _: 

PR 216 

.PR 217 

PR218 

PR 21 9 

. PR 220 

Bail Bond Companies..,. Arrari"ging For: Employees shall not s·l!ggesfthe .. 
. nanie of npr recomm.end ·any person or .firm engaged in the business ·ot · 
furnis!iirig _bail, except for members of their immediate family; as -defined 
in City of Berkeley P~rsonne_i Ruies and Regulatio"ns.'~ ·Employ_ees shall-be 
governed in their relations With bail bond brokers_ by Departmerital Orders. 

Attorneys - Arranging For. Employees shall not suggest the name of nor 
recommend any attorney to any prisoner qr person ·involved in a crfminal . 

·or civil Case OT interest to this Department, exceptto members of their .. 
immediate family, -·as define_d in City of B_erkeley Persodnel Rules and . 
Regulations. .· . . . ·. . 

Rewards - Gratuities · 

Solicitation - Accebtance. Employe~s shall riot so.licit n'oi- accept rewards, 
p"re_ients,. gratuities nor compensatio•n other thah that p•aid by· the City or 

. · as provided fqr by_ City Ord.iilance or Departmental Order; for services 
performeq_ in the line of duty. Should ariy reward;_gratu·ity, _present or . 

. unauthorized compensation come into-an ·employe~•s possession, it shall_· 
. be ·immediately forwarded to the Office of the :chi(3f; .accompanied by a 

·. written report outlining all circumstance_s: .• . . 

. Solidtatio"n :~ Spe~ial Privileges.: . Employees shall not use their badg~, . 
· uniform, identification card nor.offic_ia,I position fo soli~_it for themselves or 
others any' special privileges, _such as free admi_ssion tcfplaces of 
amusement, dfscol,lrits on purchases, or other fa_vors_; except as expressly. 
p~rmitted ·in the Departmental Orders. E;:mployees may use thelr badges 
or other offici_ai credential$ to obtain admission to any public gathering 
when St;ICh ~se is in furtherance of official duty . . Should adrnission under 
these c;:ircumstances be Tefused , .employees shall pay the required fee 
arid file a report with their Conimand,ing Office_r, outlining the · . 

. circumstances and requesting· reim_bursement. . Nothing in this regulation 
shall prohibit uniformed _officers· of this Department -from accepting free 
transportation on .the l?ay Area Rapid Transit System as authorized by the 
BART Board of Directors on January 24, 1974. 

Witness Fees ...,. Remuneration For. Employees shall not accept anything 
for appearing in · civil court in ariy matter arising out of their official 
emp_loyment except overtime and expenses from the City of Ber_keley . 

. Outside Employment. Employe~s ·seeking to engag(? in ·employment 
outside the Department are bound by the provisions ofCafifornia 
Goverriment Code Section 1126, City of Berkeley Administrative 
Regulation Section 2.8 , and Geheral Order P-20. 
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PR 221 . . Civil Case~ - Misuse of .Position . . Employ~es ·shall not use their positions . 
· . ' with ··the Depai-fment as a means of forcing or intimidating persons w.ith 

whom.they are engaged in civil matters to settle the c~se ·in favor of the 
· employee.: · · .;• · · · 

PR 422 .. Civil Matters - · S~rvirig Papers. Employees shall not serve civil papers 
·except-as direct~d by ·a Commanding Officer or as provided in General 
Orde·rs dealing with Domestic Violence, Temporary Restraining _Orders 

PR~23 

PR224 

PR 225 

PR.226 

PR.227 

and Subpoenas. · · · 

. Court App·earances 

Court- Employee's Personal Appearances. Employees subpoenaed to 
Municipal or $uperior· Court for matter~ being he~rd b~fote a JLfry shafl . 
wearcotiservative civilian clothes .. Male pers.onnelshali wear coat and 
ti~,-and female personnel shall .appear in correspoi1d.ingly appropriate · 
attire. For matters being ·hErard. without a jury- or ·before the .Police Review 
Commission, employees may wear either a imiforni or conservative . . 
clothing ·as described above·. . . . 

Court-' Punctuality. Employees·.required to be in court by Departmental 
. Order or subpoena shall b~ prdmptin attendance and shall remain until 
excused by cpm_petent a.ufhority. . . . . . 

Cooperation with Press/Media and Other Agencies . . '• \ . 

Cooperation·.,... Othe} Public Agencies . . Employees shafl cooperate with all 
law e•ritorcefnenfagencies, other City_ Dep.artments; __ arid_ public service -
organiz;:itions-and shall give aid· and information as such· organizations 
may be ent_itled ·to re<?eive, consistent with Departi:nental Orders: · . 

Cooperation - Press/Media. Employees shall extend fµll cooperation to 
memberi .of th.e mediacorisistent with Deparfrne'ntal Orders, provided that 

-_ successfuf investigation or prosecution of a·police case is not therepy 
· Jeopardized. Any situation which involve.s ;,.·question of relationship with 
the· media which cannot be _satisfactorily resolv~d by the E?mployee shall 
be referred to a superior officE?r. . . 

Deportment 

Use of Intoxicants. · Except as necessary in the perfo_rmance .of an 
offidal assignment, having the odor ·of an alcoholic beverage on the 
person,.ciot_hing, or breath, being under the infiuenc~ pf alcohol or 
other in~oxicants, or the consumption of alcohol or other intoxicants 
while on duty is stridiy pro_hibited. · ' 

* Highlighted text is revised; 5 
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(a) 

(b) 

A Command Officer mµstgive: prior approval for any use of 
alcohol in the performance ofan official assignrnent. ·· . 

Empl.oyees inay use· prescription medications, ~xcept medical . 
marijuana, while on ·quty pursuant to the spec_ific instru·ction~ 
ot"a physician who has advised the employee ~ha_t the· ' . 
pr~scri_be_d m·edication in· the amou"rJt actual!y ingested dc,>e$ 
not adversely affect the employee's ability to. safely perto·rm 

· their duties_, including _tasks that r~q~ire phys_ical coordination, 
mental_ aiertness and sound judgment, such.as, opera.ting 
office··equip.ment and driving a vehicle, or, •in the case of sworn 
officers, making deten~ions/~trests ·and handling weapons, 

PR 228 - . . Intoxicants....: In Uniform. No empl~yee off.duty and in uniform, or in any 

PR229 

PR230 

PR231 

PR232 

part ·of uniform dre~s, sh9II: . . . . 

(a) · 

. (b) 

(c) 

. Cons ume any al~ohqlic beverage or oth~r intoxicant in public . 
view or 1n any place access,b.le to the p!,JbJic; · . 

Be in _pubiic with theodor·of an alcoholic b~verage on th~ . 
· person, _clothing, or breath; or · · · · . . . . . . . . . . 

Be under the inf luence of aicohol or other intoxicants. 

Intoxicants...., Off Duty, No employee off duty shall consume an.y 
alcoholio beverage o r other intoxicant to an ex_tenl which renders one 

. unfit fo rep·ort fo_r on~'s next regular-tour cif duty (including having the 
odor.of an alcohi>lic bev_erage on the person), which results in the of 
violation 9f any law ,· or which results in the commission an obnoxious or 
offensive aot which might tend to discredit the Department. , . . ,. . . 

Smoking;_ While on Duty. Employees, while on duty, whether in ·uniform 
or working in plain clothes, are governed by the Anti-Smoking Ordinance 
of the City of.Berkeley and the dictates of common courtesy.-

. Smoking-- -Citv· Vehicles. Emp!qyees shall not smoke in City · 
vehicies; iioir smoke close enough io a City vehicle such that smoke 
enters the City vehicle. · 

. . . 

Controversial Discussion. Employees on duty shall not speak slightingly_ 
ofany race, color, religion, ancestry, gend_er, natiQnpl origin, age, -sex, 
sexuai -orientation, _marital status, political affiliation, physioal disability or . 
medical condition (including cancer and HIV status). No posters, cartoons, 
or written material of any kfnd which reflect on a particwlar race, color, 
religion, ancestry, national origin , age, sex, se)(ual orientation , marital 
status, pontkal affiliation , physical disability or medical condit_ion may be 
retained or displayed within the Police Department building(s) or.vehicles 

* Highlighted text is revised; 6 
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assigned to the Oepartrnent. · 

PR 233 Respect Among Employees . . E;mployees shall treat qther memb_ers of the 
D~partment with resped and responie· due th~m a9 fellow employees. 

PR 234 .·courtesy. · Employees shall afall times be cql!rteous and civil to the public . 
and to one ·another. They shall be quiet, orderly, . attentive anti respectful 
and shall exercise patie·nce and discr~tion in the p~rformance of. their 
dutie$. . · · · · 

PR 235 . Acts .. staterfrents - By Employees. Employe~s shall not perform ani' 
act$ or say' or Wtite ·a_nything for'publication or9then.yise which te.nd to 
bring the. Qepartment or it~ administr~tive ·officers into disrepute or. . 

· ridicµle; or Which ·de$tructively :ctiticize the Dep.artment or its-.administratiVe 
. officers in the performance of thefr officiai dutie~; or which tend to disrupt 
or -hnpair the ·performance.of official duties antj obligations of employees 
of the pepartmint; or whic.h tend to irit.erfere With :or .subvert the .. . . 
reasonabie· supervision or proper :discipline of employees of the 
Dep.artn:ient · · · · · · · · · · 

PR 236 . ·. 'Amusement - Places: of- Restriction. Employees on duty shall. not ente,r 
any pl~_ce of amus·ement except when necessary in th·e performance of 
duty: or periodic i.nspe.ction. · · · .. · 

PR237 

PR238 

P,R 239 

. PR 240 

Political Activity. Employees sh;:lll not engage in imp.roper political activity; 
nor shal_l they engage in political adivities:or services of any riature during 

· those hours iri which they are emp.loyed by the Police D~partment; nor 
shall they _use a.ny City funds, supplies; prop·erty, or equipment in . 
performing any se.rvic~s· ofa ·political nature: . . . 

· Organizational_ Membership; Employees. shall not belc:>ng to nor . 
partidpat,e iri the activities of any organiz:ation,. association, S()Ciety or 
other group whose activities o·r'purposes are subversive iri nature; o_r 
whfch in any w~y may adversely influer:ice or controt the wo_rk or service of 
such eniploye_es in their official capacity. · 

L~bdr Unions - Officers;_ Membership. Officers shal_l not join or 
participate in any ·employee organization except an employee org~nization 
which is comp6$ed solely of peace officers ~hich concerns itself.solely 
and exclusively with the wages, hours, working conditions; welfare and 
advancement of acad~mic_and vocational training in furtherance of the 
police profE:;SSion and which. is riot subordinate to any oth~r organization . 

Public Talks - Conventions. Employees shaHsecLJre approva_l from · 
his/her Division .commander, or on shiprt notic~ :from.his/her 
sup~rvisor, before attending a conventions or filling speaking . 
engagements as off1 cial representatives of the Departmerit. . 

* Highlighted text is revised; 7 
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PR 241 . Business ·or Personal Cards.- Busi_ness o_r ·personal cards_ which refer to · 
the Department shall be used by employees· in conne~tion with official 
business arid shall confor!li to approved forms. . .· . 

PR 242 Departmental Keys. Employees shall obtai_n permi_ssio_n fro111 .the Captain - . 
of the ·Support Services Division· before duplicating ariy Departmental key 
or before lending'or furnishing" Departmental _keys to any"persoil not . 
e~pldyecl by the Dep·artm~nt. . - . . 

PR 243 Badge..., Police Credentials,.... Lending Of. Employees $hall not use 
anoth~r employee'$ badge ·o_r official police credential without permissio_n . 
of a supe_rior officer; no_r shall they".knowingly permit any person not . 

: . ap·pointed :in this Oepartrhent to use a Berkeley Police :Depaiimentbadge 
o_r offiGial cr~dentj~lat any tim_e. .. · -. . . . 

PR 244 Personal Aggrandizement - Advertisement. - Employees shall not permit 

PR245 

PR 246 

PR 247 · 

· . the. use of theh ·photograph·s or names for advertisement purposes; or by 
testimonhil, .recommendation ; or other means particip~te in any . 
adverti~lng scheme· or-enterprise related to or,based upon their · 
employ,n~nt with the Depart'rrient without th~ _approval · of the Chief c'.>f . 

·Police. . 

Shopping in Uniform: Employees in uniform shall n.ot shop _extensively or .· 
carry large cjuaritities of m·erchandise unless directly connected with their 
nqrmal police activity or requi~ed in t_he line of duty: . . 

O"epaitniental Records and Files - Restricted Use . 

Records and Information - Restricted Use Of. E°mployees.shall not 
qivulge fo any person nofconnecfedwith the Dep.artment-iriformation . 
acquired by their employm.ent, if .th~ informati6n· m1ght discredit or imperil 

· the efficiency of the Department unless required by law,· Departmental 
Order, or· order of a_ Cornman ding Officer. . Departmental records and 
reports anq other information officially acquired shall be _exhibited only in 
conformity ·with · D~partmentar Orders, State and Federal administrative 
regulations, and statutory law. The orily police record immediately . 
available to the public i~ the arrest regi~ter at the Jaii public counter. 

Use of Criminal Justice Information. Employees autho_rized by law to 
.. receive confidential criminal information shall not furnish such information 

to any"indivldual(s) not -authorized by law to receive the record or 
information : · · · 

Misuse of such information may adversely affect an ind_ividual's civil rights 
. and is in violation of the law. Any employee who is responsible for such 
misuse wjll be subject to immediate disciplinary .action. Violations of this · 
regulation may result in both termin;3tion from employment with the City of 

* Highlighted text is revised; 8 
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Berkel~y and criminal/civil actio,ns. . . 

Duty Requirements ·_; Miscellaneous 

PR 248 Obedien.ce - Laws· and 'Orders. Employees·whether. on ·or off duty shall 
obey the laws c>f°the United States and the State qf California; ordinances 

· .. of the City of Berkeley; .Departmental Orders;· and· iawful orders of courts. 
. . . . . . . . . . \ . 

. . . 

PR 249 a°bedience - ·orders of-Superior Officers/Supervi~-6rs. Emp"loyees shall 
obey" the lawful. order$ of ·a superior officer o_r supervisor at all times; this 
~hall_ include any order relayed from a superior by an employe·e of the 

. $ame or les$errank. Shoµld an order GOnflicnNith any_"order giv~n . 
previously or with ,any Departn:,ental Order, the empl9yee to whom such . 

. . order is given shall respedfwlly call attention to the cqnflict · If the person : 
givfng such order does not c_hang·~ it to eliminate the cqnflict,· the order · 
shall· stand and the. superior officer-or supervisor shafl beaf tlie 

_ responsibility. . . . 

. PR 250 . · Ehforcemeht of Laws.:... Impartiality . . . Employees shali enforce laws in a · 
fair and impartial manne( . . . . . ( . 

PR251 Truth - False Reports. Emp.i6yee$ sha:11 not make a fals~· repor( ~ither 
oral or written. · 

PR 252 Bulletin Boards - -Daiiy-Police Bulletin ·..., Posting lnform~tion ; Employees 
shatl secure permission of a Commanding Officer" before placing any 

· . material o_n a Departmental bulletin board, and placing of notices oil the 
Dally Police Bull~tin shall be iri qonformitywith.Departmental Orders. 

PR 253 Address - .Telephone.:... Change Of. Employees shall report any change 
in their telepho"ne or ~ddress oft official forms which. shall be fonNgrdecj to 
the Administrativ·e Bureau as soon. as possible a:nd jn no event later"than 
three days after the change becomes .effective. . 

. . • . 

PR 254 Duty- Presence. Employees shall be p~esent for duty as scheduled 
unless c;i?sence is authorized by qompetent authority. 

' . 
· PR 2.55 Duty~ Reporting· For. Unless expressly authorized by a Commanding 

Officer, employees shall report for duty"at the time, place, in· the attire and 
with the equ1pmentspecified by Departmental Orders or a superior officer. 
l_riability to do so shall be reported prior to reporting time in accorcta·nce . 
with app_licable Orders. . . 

PR 256 Duty- Signing Off. Employees shall sign themselves off duty on the time 
sheet in person _and at the _station at the expiration of their tours of duty 
unless exceptional procedure is authorized by a superior officer or 
supervisor. 

* Highlighted text is revised; 9 
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PR257 

PR258 

.PR 259 

PR260 

PR261. 

PR26i2 

· :Duty- R_equired. Employees on duty sha1(·devote their entire Ume and · 
· energies to the duties and responsibilities of the rank, ·grade .or position to 
·which tfrey are ~ssigr1ed, either permanenfiy; o_i- tempori:lriiy, as specified 
·by laws,:ordinances; Department~! Orders, and ir:istructions from a. 
superior offic~r. · · · 

Duty-Sleeping On. Employees sh.ail remain'awake during the time th.ey. 
ar~ o.n duty: . If unab_le to do. so, they shall so report to. their superior offic~r -
or.supervisq·r who shall determine _the proper course of action: - -

DL,ty-.Refreshments ·On. l;:n,pl.oyees ~hall not leave th_eirplace ~f 
assignment for coffee or refreshments except with permission of.their 
superior officer _or_supervisor. · . . · 

Duty'- Communications - Maintenance Of . . Employees on duty or when 
officially'oii call,· siiall be· directly available by normal communication or . 
shall ke.ep their office, headquarters, supervisor or superjor officer -_ 
.informed ·of the means ·by which they m~y be reached:when not -
immediately available. · . ·. 

Off-Duty -- Service Requirements·. Officers off-duty should perform 
heces~ary police ·services in the City of !3erkeley.' and may perform 
necessary police services .in other jurisdi.ctions whenever they are aware 
of a ·serious criminal offense ora present threat to lif~ and when ·such 
_ service can be performed without violating any existing Departmental 
· Order. · · · · · 

The. term "p.olice service" means any official police · action taken by a 
Berkeiey°Police Officer: · -

. . 

When off-:duty officers do perform a police service 1n connection with fhis 
Regulation, they shall, as _soon as practicable,' a·nd in any event prior to 
the condusion of the shift during which the service was performed, advise 
an on~duty supervisor so thattheir names may be· entered on the time . 

-sheet as working overtime for the period of their involvement in the 
specific iricic;lent which warranted -police action. An overtime slip shall also . 
~e completed by officers a~ requited. - -

When performing· a poliCE;; service' as describ_ed in this R_egulc:ition,_ officers 
shall be b_ound by all existing Departmehlal Orders and· shall _be entitled to 

· ail .employe·e benefits as though they were regularly assigned to duty. 
Members of the Berkeley Po.lice Reserve are exempted .from this _ 
Regulation . . . ' . ' . 

Off-Duty - Response to Emergeric'ies. Employees off duty shall report for 
. duty immediately upon receipt of and in compliance with the directions 
given them at the time of notification. -

* Highlight~d text is revjsed; 1 O 
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PR 263 Expense - Departnientai ....: Incurring. Employees .shall not knowingly and .. 
-. ihfontionalfy,incw any unauthorized Departm_etital ~xpense .or liability 
. without approval ofa.superior officer or supervisor when nec~ssary°under 
emergency condftions._ · · · . - . ·. . . -' 

. PR 264 Citlzens Directing.· Employees s·hali cbmply whenever pos_sible with 
requests by:cifizens for:public information. If.necessary, they shall direct 
s·uch p_ersons to the Jiearest loca:tion where information rr,ay be obtained: · 

PR 265 .. Citizens Complaints ·of .. Employees shall _provide appropriate 
inf<;>(ma,tion ·anq sefvi_Ce to persons se_eking assistanc;e, based upon_ 
information· communicated to -ttie eni·p-loyee by the person seeking · 
assistance. . . 

PR 266 ldentificatib:n to Public.· Employees. on official business shali -ideritify_ 
. themselves a_s 1;3.erkel~y_ Police ~rnplbyees_ or officers. When i-ec1uested, 
employees shall pro:m_ptly stafe their· name, rank a·nd badge number, 

- except when ·d1sclqsure of i(:lentity could compromise safety and/or an 
investig?tion (Le., riot situations, und$rc<;wet operations; etc.). . 

- PR 267 . . Reports"."' Submission Of. Employees -$hail s_ubmit written reports· as . - · 
. requfr.ed_ b,y.-arid in co"nformity with·oepartme_htal Q_r_dBL~_ot instructions_of 
a superior.officer or supervisor:-· EmpJ<Nees shall.complete all rep·orts that 
are due during· each four bf duty i.i_nless exceptional procedure ·has been 
approved by a sup.ervisor or .superior officer; "Reports" include, ·but are 

. not-limited to: the documented accounts of the events to which the . 
·employee was assigned the_ investig$tion or reporting of; -the supplem.ental . 
reporting of events where the employee assisted during the>investigation; 
-th'ose frivestigations previously assigned to the .employee, the progreis of. 
whiqh is to be reported on or before a specific date; and thos·e periodic 
activ"ity log$ as may.be required. • · 

· - PR 268 · Property - Personal Use. · Employees shall not purchase, ·convert to thei r 
· owri us~. or have any claim in ,my.found, abahdoned or recovered · 

property, or .property held as ~viderice. · 

PR 269 - Monies -Acceptance Of, Employees shall not accept money as bail nor · 
tri p9-yment of a fine except as provided in Departmental Orders. 

PR 270 Correspondence -Official Stationery ...:. Use Of. Employees .shall not 
enter into correspondence with any person concerning their official 
activities except as .provided by D~partmental Orders; nor shallthey use 
Departmental stationery or fo rms for any purpose other-than the 
transaction of official business. 

PR 2n Recovery Time Transfer. Recovery time transfer is that system whereby 
an officer grants earned time off from compensatory-time to another 
officer. Such transfer shall be limited to situations where the recipient of 

* Highlighted text is revised; · 11 
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, 
PR 272 

.the transfer is., by reason of illriess·_or ihjury, threatened with the loss -of · 
. earnings due to his or lier'exhaust1on of employment benefits. lri no 
. instance WIii there be a transfer from an. officer of one rank to an officer of 
·a h1gher rank or between ~worn and non-sworn employees . . All such 
transfers shall require the approval of the Cliief of Police or the Chiefs 

· deiignate: : · · · 

Community Relatbris and -Crime Prevent.ion. It is.the pblicy .. of the 
· ·serkeley Police ·Department that all employees shc;tre the _responsibilJty of 

maintaining the Deparfrnent's community relations·and crime prevention 
_objectiv_eS; To develo'p and enhance a good working relatbnshlp With the 
community, it shi:ill be every_ernployee's responsibility ·to achieve 
community support .and understanding by promoting and maintaining 
crime .preveri{ion a~d community relations programs; . 

PR 273 Nondiscrimination/Equal Employme.nt.Opportunity/Ha·rassment.. As set 
. forth ·by City°of ~erkeley- policy, employe~s sh?II be fair arid equitable in all · 
· their relations with other employees and citizens . . Haras~meht on the 
. basis of race, color, religion , ancestry, national origin,.age, sex; sexual 

. : orientation, ·marital _status; political affil_iation, ·physical dls~bility or.medical 
. condition (inclt.iding cancer and HIV status) shall not be condoned or . 

tolerated; and ali employees shall h·ave the respo_nsibility to establish a·nd 
maintain employment condi_tfons Which ensure that no ·person ihall be . 
subjecf~o such harassment. . 

'· 
PR .27 4. Contact WithJABiPRC GomplainantsiWitnesses:· Employee·s_ involved in 

an Internal_ Affalrs investigation· ·or Police Review Commission · 
·investigation shall not contact compla1nants .or ,witnes·ses regarding the 
. complarnt. E·mployees may make ·contact with complainants or witnesses 
when neceSS?ry in 'the cowrse of normai poiice·business, conducting ' . 

· - investigations or responding to calls for service. · 

* Highlighted text is revised; 12 
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